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Preface: Low-x 2021 International Workshop

The 2021 edition of the Low-x International Workshop (https://indico.cern.ch/event/
1003281/) took place from September 26 to October 1 in Elba, a Mediterranean island in Tus-
cany, Italy, 10 km from the coastal town of Piombino on the Italian mainland. This workshop has
been the XXVIII edition in the series of the Workshop with previous editions held since 1993 at
DESY, Saclay (May 1994), Cambridge (July 1995), Durham (June 1996), Madrid (June 1997), Berlin
(June 1998), Tel Aviv (June 1999), Oxford (July 2000), Cracow (June 2001), Antwerpen (Septem-
ber 2002), Nafplio (June 2003), Prague (September 2004), Sinaia (June 2005), Lisbon (June 2006),
Helsinki (September 2007), Crete (July 2008), Ischia (September 2009), Kavala (June 2010), San-
tiago de Compostela (June 2011), Cyprus (June 2012), Eilat (June 2013), Kyoto (June 2014), San-
domierz (September 2015), Gyongyos (June 2016), Bisceglie (June 2017), Reggio Calabria jointly
with Diffraction 2018 (August 2018), Nicosia (August 2019). The purpose of the Low-x Workshop
series is to stimulate discussions between experimentalists and theorists in diffractive hadronic
physics, QCD dynamics at low x, parton saturation, and exciting problems in QCD at HERA,
Tevatron, LHC, RHIC and the future EIC.

The workshop, jointly organized by the University of Kansas and INFN Pisa and supported
by EMMI, was attended by 88 participants from 24 countries both in person and remotely, in-
cluding a large fraction of students and young researchers from universities and research insti-
tutes. During the entire workshop, more than 100 contributions (https://indico.cern.ch/
event/1003281/contributions/contributions.pdf) were made and lot of time was de-
voted to discussion sessions. The central topics of the workshop were

• Diffraction in ep and e-ion collisions (including EIC physics)
• Diffraction and photon-exchange in hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus

collisions
• Spin Physics
• Low-x PDFs, forward physics, and hadronic final states

The editors of these proceedings wish to thank all participants for their highly valuable con-
tributions. In particular we would like to thank Michael Albrow, Valentina Avati, Irais Bautista
Guzma, Dimitri Colferai, Mario Deile, Krzysztof Kutak, Cyrille Marquet, Leszek Motyka, and
Kenneth Osterberg for their availability as discussion leaders as well as (following the order from
the workshop page) Fernando Barreiro, Jochen Bartels, Andrzej Bialas, Irinel Caprini, Janusz
Chwastowski, Jiri Chyla, Tamas Csorgo, Robin Devenish, Roberto Fiore, Konstantin Goulianos,
Yoshitaka Hatta, Edmond Iancu, Valery Khoze, Michael Lublinsky, Cyrille Marquet, Alan Mar-
tin, Pierre Van Mechelen, Carlos Merino, Sasha Milov, Nicola Minafra, Al Mueller, Risto Orava,
Alessandro Papa, Robi Peschanski, Michal Praszalowicz, Fotis Ptochos, Albert de Roeck, Angelo
Scribano, Gregory Soyez, Eddi de Wolf for forming the international advisory committee of the
workshop. We also want to thank the University of Kansas library for their valuable support in
publishing these proceedings. Last, but not least, we would like to thank Angelo Scribano from
INFN Pisa for his indispensable help in the local organization of this workshop.

L. Alcerro, G. K. Krintiras, and C. Royon.
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Chapter 1

Diffraction and photon-exchange in hadron-hadron,
hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus collisions

– 7 –



The FACET Project: Foward Aperture CMS ExTension
to search for new Long-Lived Particles

Michael G. Albrow

E-Mail: albrow@fnal.gov

Scientist Emeritus, Fermilab, USA

Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1 2021

FACET is a proposed new subsystem for CMS to search for portals such as dark photons, dark
higgs, heavy neutral leptons and axion-like particles in the very forward direction at the High
Luminosity LHC. Such particles can penetrate up to 50 m of iron and then decay inside a 14 m3

vacuum pipe made by enlarging an 18 m long section of the LHC pipe to a radius of 50 cm.
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1.1 Introduction

FACET, short for Forward Aperture CMS ExTension, is a project under development to add a
subsystem to CMS to search for beyond the standard model (BSM) long-lived particles (LLPs) in
the high luminosity era of the LHC, in Run 4 (2028) and beyond. The project was initiated with a
two-day meeting in April 2020 [1, 2], with one day discussing a forward hadron spectrometer for
strong interaction physics, and one day on searching for long-lived particles. A description and
more details of the physics potential are given in Ref. [3].

We can compare FACET to the pioneering FASER experiment [4] which is approved to search
for LLPs in the very forward direction in Run 3, and an upgrade FASER-2 [5] which is being
developed for Run 4. Major differences with FACET are (a) FASER-2 is 480 m from IR5 (with
ATLAS) while FACET is 100 - 127 m from IR1 (with CMS). (b) FACET has 4× the solid angle: 54.5
µsr cf. 13.6 µsr. (c) FASER-2 has a 5 m-long decay volume; FACET has 18 m which is evacuated
to eliminate background from particle interactions. (d) FASER-2 is centered at polar angle θ =
0◦ while FACET covers 1 mrad < θ < 4 mrad. (e) FASER-2 is behind ∼ 100 m of rock absorber
while FACET has ∼ 50 m of iron. However FACET is located inside the main LHC tunnel where
radiation levels are much higher while FASER is located in a side tunnel.

An important difference is that FASER is an independent experiment while FACET is not; it is
proposed to be a new subsystem of CMS, fully integrated and using the same advanced technology
for its detectors. This has the added benefit of allowing the study of correlations with the central
event, and enables a standard model physics program especially in low pileup pp, pA and AA

collisions.
FACET will be located downstream of IR5 (at z = 0) in an LHC straight section between the

new (for Run 4) superconducting beam separation dipole D1 at z = 80 m and the TAXN absorber at
z = 128 m. A schematic layout of the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1.1.1. The beam pipe between
z= 101 m and 119 m will be enlarged to a radius of 50 cm. In front of the entrance window
will be a radiation-hard “tagging” hodoscope, with 2 - 3 planes of ∼ 1 cm2 quartz or radiation-
hard scintillator blocks. This must have very high efficiency with a precision time measurement
for charged particles entering the pipe. These are all background particles to be ignored in the
subsequent analysis. Excellent time resolution, ∼ 30 ps, together with fast timing on the tracks
from another plane between the tracker and the calorimeter will not only help the rejection of
incoming background tracks but allows a study of their momenta and composition.

Neutral LLPs produced with polar angle 1 < θ < 4 mrad penetrate the iron of the LHC ele-
ments (quadrupoles Q1 - Q3 and dipole D1) and enter the big vacuum tank where decays to SM
particles can occur. The LHC-quality vacuum completely eliminates any background from inter-
acting particles inside a fiducial region starting behind the front window. The back window of the
big pipe, where it transitions from R = 50 cm to R = 18 cm, will be thin, e.g. 0.5 mm of Be with
strengthening ribs, to minimise multiple scattering of the decay tracks1 Behind that window, in
air, the detector elements will be 3 m of silicon tracking (resolution σx = σy ∼ 30 µm per plane)
followed by a layer of fast timing (σt ∼ 30 ps)2.

1The front window may also need to be thin to minimize interactions behind the tagging hodoscope; this is under study.
2Since this Low-x Workshop we note that measuring the time-of-flight of these background tracks over the 22 m between

the two hodoscopes, with a resolution δβ . 5 × 10
−4, together with the energy measured in the calorimeter, will be very

interesting. For example, consider particles with a delay relative to β = 1 of 1 ns ± 50 ps with a shower of energy Ecal.
These can be 0.63 GeV/c µ±, 0.83 GeV/c π±, 3 GeV/cK±, or 5.6 GeV/c p or p̄, easily distinguished thereby measuring the
identify and spectrum of these background tracks. That would be useful for testing and tuning FLUKA, the LHC standard
for machine protection etc. It also uniquely enables calibration of the HGCAL with hadrons of known momenta up to
tens of GeV with high statistics even in short runs. The charge Q is known from the Cherenkov light amplitude and track
dE/dx enabling measurements of light isotopes with lifetimes & 10

−9 s in the showers, and to search for objects such as
strangelets (nuclei with extra strange quarks and therefore anomalous low charge:mass ratio).
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Figure 1.1.1: Schematic layout of the proposed FACET spectrometer. The side view and top view
are the same since it is azimuthally symmetric. The IR5 collision region and the central CMS
detectors are 100 m to the left. An example of an LLP X decaying inside the pipe is superimposed.

The tracking and timing will be followed by a high granularity electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeter, the HGCAL design. Muons that penetrate the HGCAL are detected in more silicon
tracking through an iron toroid.

FACET is complementary to all other searches with unique access to regions of mass and
coupling (or lifetime) for many portals, hypothetical particles that couple very weakly to both
standard model particles (directly or through mixing) and to dark matter particles. Unlike most
searches in the central detectors FACET is sensitive to a wide variety of possible LLPs. It has the
potential to discover dark photons (A′), dark higgs (h or φ), heavy neutral leptons (Ni) and axion-
like particles (ALP s or a) if they have large enough production cross section in the very forward
direction, small enough coupling to penetrate 300 λint of iron, and lifetime in the range cτ = 10
cm - 100 m before decaying to standard model charged particles and/or photons. A key feature
is the high (LHC quality) vacuum tank for decays, 1 m diameter and 18 m long (14 m3), made by
enlarging a section of the LHC beam pipe. This allows some channels, e.g. X0 → multihadrons,
τ+τ−, c+ c̄ and b+ b̄ to have zero background even in 3 ab−1, while e+e− and µ+µ− decays may
have very low backgrounds especially for masses & 0.8 GeV. In 3 ab−1 we expect to observe several
thousand K0

L → µ+µ− and also K0 decays to 4 charged tracks, compromising the region around
M(X0) = 0.5 GeV.

Dark photons A′ are hypothetical neutral gauge bosons that do not have direct couplings with
SM particles, but they can interact indirectly by mixing with SM photons. If M(A′) < 1 GeV their
main production mechanism is via the decays π0, η0, η′ → γγ, the fluxes being highest at small
polar angle θ. Fixed target experiments such as NA62 have higher luminosity, and the higher√
s of the LHC is not advantageous for dark photons from these sources. For M(A′) > 1 GeV

the higher
√
s of the LHC is important, as additional sources such as Drell-Yan and quark- and

proton-bremsstrahlung dominate. The LHC is essential if the source is a massive state such as a
Z ′ in the model of Ref.[6], which would give FACET sensitivity up to ∼ 20 GeV. The decay modes
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are the same as the final states in e+e− → γ∗, with τ+τ−, c + c̄ and multihadron decays being
background-free above their thresholds. Measuring the relative rates of different channels could
establish the identity of candidates as dark photons.

Heavy neutral leptons Ni (where i represents flavor, perhaps with three different mass states
to discover) are present in many BSM theories; they may explain the light neutrino masses through
the seesaw mechanism. Possible decay modes are Nµ → µ±W ∗∓ with the virtual W ∗ decaying to
kinematically allowed leptonic or hadronic channels, and the same modes but with µ± replaced
by e±, τ±. If Ni have masses in the few-GeV region even a few good candidate events would be
a discovery that would open a very rich new field of neutrino physics. In the model of Ref.[7]
FACET has unique discovery reach up to ∼25 GeV.

Also very exciting would be the discovery of another Higgs boson, a dark higgs, h or in general
a scalar φ, having the same vacuum quantum numbers as the H(125) but with mass possibly in the
several GeV region. Present measurements of H(125) decays allow an invisible decay fraction up
to 5%, which could be explained by an h through mixingH(125)↔ h or decayH(125)→ h+h3. If
M(h) . 4.5 GeV rare b-decays are a potential source, with competition especially from B-factories
and LHC-b. For 4.5 GeV < M(h) < 60 GeV and a range of mixing angles FACET has unique
coverage, as shown in Fig. 1.1.2. The most spectacular decays are h → τ+τ−, c + c̄ and b + b̄ if
kinematically allowed, and with the heaviest states favored; the scalar nature can be demonstrated
by the relative decay fractions as well as the isotopic decay. FACET has more sensitivity than
FASER-2 due to its larger solid angle and longer decay volume, e.g. if there is no background and
if 10 candidates were to be detected in FACET, FASER-2 would expect < 1 4.

Another possible portal is a heavy ALP, but the main decay mode to γ + γ will have a high
background from random pairs of photons from π0 and η decay, etc. Even though the electromag-
netic section of the HGCAL measures the shower direction the vertex resolution is much worse
than for charged tracks.

FACET will be live for every bunch crossing, with an expected pileup of ∼ 140 inelastic col-
lisions, giving a total integrated luminosity of ∼ 3 ab−1. The FLUKA code, which is the LHC
standard, predicts about 25 charged particle tracks with 18 cm < R < 50 cm in each bunch cross-
ing. Their origin (apart from any BSM signal!) is (a) from interactions of beam halo and secondary
particles with the beam pipe, collimators, magnets, etc. (b) from decays of neutral hadrons, mainly
K0
S ,K

0
L, and Λ0. (c) Very small angle (θ . 1 mrad) charged particles that pass through the D1 aper-

ture, which deflects them to the left and right sides. The acceptance for the latter is limited to ∼ 2
TeV, but they allow some standard model physics (e.g. measuring µ+µ− pairs at Feynman-xF ∼
0.5).

In a fast Level-1 trigger the tracks will be projected upstream to the 2D hodoscope in front of
the front window. The main purpose of the hodoscope is to tag all entering charged particles with
very high efficiency (inefficiency . 10−5) and ignore them; they are all background. Because of the
high resolution of the tracker and because there is no significant magnetic field the uncertainty on
the projected entrance point is< 1 mm. Since in 3 ab−1 there will be about 2×1015 bunch crossings,
we still expect ∼ 105 − 106 bunch crossings with two untagged tracks from different collisions
entering the decay volume, depending on the tagger inefficiency. However, the probability that
these two background tracks intersect in space, i.e. have a distance of closest approach . 100 µm
inside the fiducial decay volume and matching in time effectively kills this pileup background.

Decays of K0
S ,K

0
L, and Λ0 inside the pipe are a serious background for any LLPs with mass

M(X0) . 0.8 GeV decaying to hadrons. Their mass and momentum are reconstructed from the

3If one h is detected in FACET the other should be more central and give rise to missing transverse energyET . Whether
it is possible to detect this in a high pileup bunch crossing remains to be seen.

4While the coverage of FACET is limited by LHC restrictions in the horizontal direction, the solid angle could be in-
creased nearly a factor ×2 in the vertical direction with a non-circular beam pipe.
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Figure 1.1.2: Reach of FACET and other existing and proposed experiments for a dark Higgs
boson φ with the assumption of either 0% (red lines) or 2.5% (yellow lines) branching fraction for
the H(125) → φφ decays. FACET offers a unique coverage all the way to half MH for a range of
mixing angles. FACET and FASER-2 contours are calculated with FORESEE [8]. Figure from Ref.
[3] which gives citations.

tracks and calorimeter energies (or muon momenta in the toroid), and one can require pointing
back to the IR, good timing and a flat distribution of decay distance (as it would be for an LLP).
However the background to a search for 2-body hadronic decays of an LLP is expected to be over-
whelming except for M(X0) & 0.8 GeV. For higher masses 4-body decays become more probable,
and a well-defined vertex with ≥ 4 charged tracks should have zero background. The probability
of two unrelated K0 decays occurring within the resolution in x, y, z, t is very small but is being
evaluated, as are all expected possible backgrounds.

A Letter of Intent to CMS is being prepared to officially propose FACET as a new subsystem
and initiate a technical design study. The most critical item is the enlarged beam pipe, since that
cannnot be installed in short technical stops, and the next planned long shutdown LS4 is in 2031.
New sources of funding will be sought. The detectors required represent . 5% of the CMS forward
upgrades, and could be installed (and upgraded if needed) in technical stops.
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Results of top quark production in heavy ion
collisions at√sNN = 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV with CMS
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Droplets of a strongly interacting state of matter, known as Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) are
constantly produced in high-energy collisions of heavy nuclei. Although various methods to study
the properties of the QGP have been used, they all have in common the dependence on properties
of the QGP integrated over its lifetime. For this reason, the time dependence of the QGP remains
elusive so far. Unlike the probes used so far, the top quark has the particularity that it can decay
even inside the QGP, then provide valuable information about the time evolution of the medium.
In this proceeding we discuss the current status of top-antitop (tt) quark pair production at the
CMS experiment and the feasibility of using top quark to unveil the time evolution of the QGP.
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1.1 Introduction

The top quark was discovered in 1995 by the D0 [1] and CDF [2] Collaborations in the Tevatron
experiment. With a mass of roughly 173 GeV, it is mainly produced at LHC in tt pairs by gluon
fusion and decays most of time in a b quark and a W boson, which eventually could decay either
hadronically (leptonically) with a branching fraction of ∼ 66% (∼ 33%). Then we can classify the
tt decay modes according to the decay products of the W bosons, namely:

• `+ jets (semileptonic):
tt→ bb′W (→ `ν)W ′(→ qq′)

• Dilepton (leptonic):
tt→ bb′W (→ `ν)W ′(→ `′ν′)

• All jets (hadronic):
tt→ bb′W (→ qq′)W ′(→ q′′q′′′)

The semileptonic channel is characterized for its high branching ratio while the dilepton for its
purity. The hadronic one represents the dirtiest and more challenging channel.
The study of top quark is key to understand various questions of QCD. In proton-proton collisions,
top quark production is relevant to constrain proton PDF as well as to determine SM critical pa-
rameters, such as the |Vtb| element of the CKM matrix. Moreover, heavy-ion collisions profits from
proton-proton measurements at the same center-of-mass energies. In the case of proton-nucleus
and nucleus-nucleus collisions, top quark production could serve as a probe to test nuclear PDFs
as well as it paves the way for using the top quark as a probe to unveil the time structure of the
QGP.
With a short lifetime with roughly 10−24 seconds, the top quark does not hadronize and decays
before QCD mechanisms start acting. Unlike other jet quenching probes (eg. dijets, Z/γ + jets),
which are produced simultaneously with the collision, top quark can decay before of within the
QGP, depending on its momentum. Taking "snapshots" at different times (or momentum) one
could resolve the QGP time evolution. For this purpose, the semileptonic tt represents a golden
channel due to its high branching fraction and signal/background discrimination.
A recent study shows the potential that hadronically decaying W bosons in top-antitop quark pair
has to provide insights of the time structure of the QGP [3] . This is consequence of a "time delay"
between the moment of the collision and that when the qq product of the W boson starts feeling
the strong interaction of the QGP. This way, the qq pair propagates a in a certain decoherence time
τd before start acting with the medium, so the t → b + W → qq decay does not see the full QGP,
only the portion after

τtot = γt,topτtop + γt,W τW + τd,

with γt,X = (p2
t,X/m

2
X + 1)1/2. In Fig. 1.1.1 we can appreciate the significant contribution of the

decoherence time to the total delay time. Using this approach, from Fig. 1.1.1 we can have an
idea of the current expectations of using the top quark as a probe to resolve the time dimension
of the QGP in the context of future colliders and higher luminosities. We see that shorter QGP
scenarios are potentially reachable during the High-Luminosity LHC era, while future colliders
could resolve the full QGP evolution.
On the experimental side, the CMS Collaboration [4] has observed top quark tt in proton-proton
collisions at center-of-mass energies of 5 [5], 7, 8 [6, 7] and 13 TeV [8, 9], testing different regions in
Bjorken-x of the proton PDF. Top quark pair has been also measured at CMS in proton-lead (pPb)
collisions at 8 TeV [10] and there is evidence in lead-lead (PbPb) collisions at 5 TeV [11].
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Figure 1.1.1: Left: Total delay time τtot and the contributions from each component. Right: max-
imum medium quenching end-time, τm, that can be distinguished as a function of integrated lu-
minosity. Plots taken from [3].

1.2 tt in pp at 5.02 TeV

The first measurement of the total cross section of tt, σtt, at 5.02 TeV was performed by the CMS
Collaboration using data recorded in November 2015 [5] with a data sample that corresponds to
an integrated luminosity of 27.4 pb−1. For this measurement the ` + jets and dilepton channels
were analyzed. The former is characterized by the presence in the final state of at least two b jets,
two light jets, one lepton and momentum imbalance due two the undetected neutrino while the
later involves two b jets, two light jets, two high energy leptons and momentum imbalance.
Control samples in data are used to estimate backgrounds coming from multijets (Drell-Yan, re-
ferred to as Z/γ∗) in ` + jets (dilepton) channels. All other contributions in both channels are
estimated from simulations.
In the ` + jets channel, events are classified into 3 b jet multiplicity categories: 0b, 1b,≥ 2b (see Fig.
1.2.1). The cross section is extracted by means of likelihood fits in the angular distance of the two
light jets (j, j′) produced from the W boson hadronic decay, ∆R(j, j′). In the dilepton analysis, the
cross section is extracted with an event counting technique. Fig. 1.2.2 shows the jet multiplicity
and missing transverse momentum distributions for events passing the dilepton criteria. Cross
sections measured in both channels are combined to determine an overall tt cross section:

σtt = 69.5± 6.1 (stat)± 5.6 (syst)± 1.6 (lumi) pb.

This result is in agreement with theory and has been used in a QCD analysis showing a moderate
reduction of the uncertainty in the gluon PDF of the proton, as shown in Fig. 1.2.3.
It is worth to mention that this result has been recently updated with an increase in integrated
luminosity of more than an order of magnitude compared to the data set previously mentioned
[12]. This analysis takes into account the dilepton channel only, obtaining a cross section of 60.7±
5.0(stat) ± 2.8(syst) ± 1.1(lumi) pb. In combination with the `+jets result from 2015 data [5], the
updated cross section measurement is

σtt = 63.0± 4.1 (stat)± 3.0 (syst+ lumi) pb.

1.3 tt in pPb at 8.16 TeV

The CMS Collaboration performed the first observation of top quark in proton-nucleus collisions
using proton-lead at

√
s = 8.16 TeV data taken in 2016 equivalent to integrated luminosity of
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Figure 1.2.1: Distributions of the invariant mass M(j, j′) and minimum angular distance
∆Rmin(j, j′) of the light jets j, j′. Events are classified into 0 b (left), 1 b (center) and ≥ 2 b tagged
jets categories. Plots taken from [5].

Figure 1.2.2: Distributions of jet multiplicity (left) and missing transverse momentum (right) for
events passing the dilepton criteria. Plots taken from [5].

174 nb−1 nb [10]. For this analysis, due to its high branching fraction and moderate background
contamination, only the ` + jets channel is considered. Events are required to contain exactly one
muon or electron with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.1 (except in the electron case where there is
the transition region 1.444 < |η| < 1.566 between the barrel and endcap) and to be isolated from
hadronic activity in both cases. Events are also required to have at least four anti-kT jets with cone
size of 0.4, pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Jets coming from b quarks are identified based on the
presence of a secondary vertex from B-hadron decays.
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Figure 1.2.3: Left: Inclusive σtt measurements at
√
s = 5, 7, 8, 13 TeV compared to theoretical

predictions. Right: The relative uncertainties in the gluon distribution function of the proton as a
function of x from a QCD analysis. Plots taken from [5].

Figure 1.3.1: Invariant mass distributions of the W candidate, m
jj
′ , in the 0 (left), 1 (center), and 2

(right) b-tagged jet categories. Plots taken from [10].

The main sources of background are QCD multijet and W + jets (collectively labeled as “non-top”
background) which are taken from simulation. Since the presence of two b jets is very uncommon
in non-top background, the number of jets passing a threshold of a b jet identification discriminant
is used to categorize each event candidate into no (0b), exactly one (1b), or at least two (2b) tagged-
jet categories. The invariant mass of the two light-flavor jets (m

jj
′ ) produced from the decay of the

W boson is used as input for a likelihood fit for the cross section extraction (see Fig. 1.3.1). As a
further examination of the hypothesis that the selected data are consistent with the production of
top quarks, a proxy of the top quark mass, mtop, is constructed as the invariant mass of candidates

formed by pairing the W candidate with a b-tagged jet, t → bjj
′

. Figure 1.3.2 shows the distribu-
tion of mtop reconstructed for events in the 0, 1, and 2 b-tagged jet categories.
The combined fit to both channels (e/µ + jets) and all three b-tagged jet categories yields the cross
section:

σtt = 45± 8 nb,

compatible with theory and proton-proton scaled data, as shown in Fig. 1.3.3.
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Figure 1.3.2: Distributions of mtop, in the 0 (left), 1 (center), and 2 (right) b-tagged jet categories.
Plots taken from [10].

Figure 1.3.3: Total tt cross sections in e+jets, µ+jets and combined `+jets channels compared to
theory and pp scaled data. Plots taken from [10].

1.4 tt in PbPb at 5.02 TeV

The very first evidence of top quark production in heavy nuclei was reported by the CMS Col-
laboration using data recorded in 2018, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.7 nb−1 of
lead-lead collisions at center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 5.02 TeV [11]. The purity of the dilepton

channel is exploited in this analysis with and without inclusion of information coming from b
tagged jets.
The data is filtered to contain two opposite sign (OS) leptons with pT > 25 (20) GeV and |η| < 2.1

(2.4) for electrons (muons) with no nearby hadronic activity. The presence of b-tagged jets is fur-
ther exploited in a second method to enhance the signal. Jets are tagged using information of
secondary vertices.
The main sources of background are Drell-Yan (referred to as “Z/γ∗”) and W+jets and QCD multi-
jets (referred as "nonprompt"). Drell-Yan processes are modeled from Monte Carlo with corrections
obtained from data while nonprompt are directly derived from control regions in the data.
In both methods, a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) is trained to discriminate genuine leptons with
high pT between signal and background processes (see Figs. 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 ). In order to minimize
effects of the imprecise knowledge of the jet properties in the heavy ion environment, BDTs use
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Figure 1.4.1: BDT discriminator distributions in the e+e− (left), µ+µ− (middle), and e±µ∓ (right)
final states. Plots taken from [11].

Figure 1.4.2: BDT discriminator distributions in the e+e− (left), µ+µ− (middle), and e±µ∓ (right)
final states separately for the 0b-, 1b-, and 2b-tagged jet multiplicity categories. Plots taken from
[11].

kinematic properties only. Likelihood fits to binned BDT distributions are performed separately
for the two methods to extract the cross section, obtaining:

σtt = 2.03+0.71
−0.64 µb

with the 2`OS+ b-jets method and

σtt = 2.54+0.84
−0.74 µb

with 2`OS. The results are compatible with theoretical calculations and pp at 5 TeV scaled by the
number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions in PbPb as well, as is shown in Fig. 1.4.3.

1.5 Summary

The CMS experiment has shown the capability to perform top quark studies both in different
systems and energies obtaining results in agreement with simulations. In particular, the evidence
of top quark in nucleus-nucleus prepares the way to explore the time evolution of the QGP using
top quark with LHC higher luminosities and future colliders.
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Figure 1.4.3: Inclusive tt cross sections measured with two methods in the combined e+e−, µ+µ−,
and e±µ∓ final states in PbPb collisions at

√
s= 5.02 TeV, and pp results at the same energy. Plots

taken from [11].
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1.1 Intrinsic Heavy Quarks

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the underlying theory of strong interactions, with quarks and
gluons as the fundamental degrees of freedom, predicts that the heavy quarks in the nucleon-sea
to have both perturbative “extrinsic" and nonperturbative “intrinsic" origins. The extrinsic sea
arises from gluon splitting which is triggered by a probe in the reaction. It can be calculated order-
by-order in perturbation theory. In contrast, the intrinsic sea is encoded in the nonperturbative
wave functions of the nucleon eigenstate.

The existence of nonperturbative intrinsic charm (IC) was originally proposed in the BHPS
model [1] and developed further in subsequent papers [2–4]. The intrinsic contribution to the
heavy quark distributions of hadrons at high x corresponds to Fock states such as |uudQQ̄ >

where the heavy quark pair is multiply connected to two or more valence quarks of the proton. It
is maximal at minimal off-shellness; i.e., when the constituents all have the same rapidity yI , and
thus xi ∝

√
(m2

i + ~k2
⊥i). Here x = k

+

P
+ = k

0
+k

3

P
0
+P

3 is the frame-independent light-front momentum
fraction carried by the heavy quark in a hadron with momentum Pµ. In the case of deep inelastic
lepton-proton scattering, the LF momentum fraction variable x in the proton structure functions

can be identified with the Bjorken variable x = Q
2

2p·q . These heavy quark contributions to the nu-
cleon’s PDF thus peak at large xbj and thus have important implication for LHC and EIC collider
phenomenology, including Higgs and heavy hadron production at high xF [5]. It also opens up
new opportunities to study heavy quark phenomena in fixed target experiments such as the pro-
posed AFTER [6] fixed target facility at CERN. Other applications are presented in Refs. [7–9]. The
existence of intrinsic heavy quarks also illuminates fundamental aspects of nonperturbative QCD.

In light-front (LF) Hamiltonian theory, the intrinsic heavy quarks of the proton are associated
with non-valence Fock states. such as |uudQQ̄ > in the hadronic eigenstate of the LF Hamiltonian;
this implies that the heavy quarks are multi-connected to the valence quarks. The probability for
the heavy-quark Fock states scales as 1/m2

Q in non-Abelian QCD. Since the LF wavefunction is
maximal at minimum off-shell invariant mass; i.e., at equal rapidity, the intrinsic heavy quarks
carry large momentum fraction xQ. A key characteristic is different momentum and spin distribu-
tions for the intrinsic Q and Q̄ in the nucleon; for example the charm-anticharm asymmetry, since
the comoving quarks are sensitive to the global quantum numbers of the nucleon [6]. Furthermore,
since all of the intrinsic quarks in the |u[ud]QQ̄ > Fock state have similar rapidities as the valence
quarks, they can re-interact, leading to significant Q vs Q̄ asymmetries. The concept of intrinsic
heavy quarks was also proposed in the context of meson-baryon fluctuation models [10, 11] where
intrinsic charm was identified with two-body state D̄0(uc̄)Λ+

c (udc) in the proton. This identifi-
cation predicts large asymmetries in the charm versus charm momentum and spin distributions,
Since these heavy quark distributions depend on the correlations determined by the valence quark
distributions, they are referred to as intrinsic contributions to the hadron’s fundamental structure.
A specific analysis of the intrinsic charm content of the deuteron is given in ref. [12]. In contrast,
the contribution to the heavy quark PDFS arising from gluon splitting are symmetric in Q vs Q̄.
The contributions generated by DGLAP evolution at low x can be considered as extrinsic contri-
butions since they only depend on the gluon distribution. The gluon splitting contribution to the
heavy-quark degrees of freedom is perturbatively calculable using DGLAP evolution. To first ap-
proximation, the perturbative extrinsic heavy quark distribution falls as (1 − x) times the gluon
distribution and is limited to low xbj . Thus, unlike the conventional logm2

Q dependence of the
low x extrinsic gluon-splitting contributions, the probabilities for the intrinsic heavy quark Fock
states at high x scale as 1

m
2
Q

in non-Abelian QCD, and the relative probability of intrinsic bottom

to charm is of order m
2
c

m
2
b

∼ 1
10 . In contrast, the probability for a higher Fock state containing heavy
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leptons in a QED atom scales as 1

m
4
`

, corresponding to the twist-8 Euler-Heisenberg light-by-light
self-energy insertion. Detailed derivations based on the OPE have been given in Ref. [2, 4].

In an important recent development [13], the difference of the charm and anticharm quark dis-
tributions in the proton, ∆c(x) = c(x)−c̄(x), has been computed from first principles in QCD using
lattice gauge theory. A key theoretical tool is the computation of the charm and anticharm quark
contribution to the electromagnetic form factor of the proton which would vanish if c(x) = c̄(x).

The exclusive-inclusive connection, together with the LFHQCD formalism, predicts the asymme-
try of structure functions c(x) − c̄(x) which is also odd under charm-anticharm interchange. The
predicted c(x) − c̄(x) distribution is large and nonzero at large at x ∼ 0.4, consistent with the
expectations of intrinsic charm.

The c(x) vs. c̄(x) asymmetry can also be understood physically by identifying the |uudcc̄ >
Fock state with the |ΛudcDuc̄ > off shell excitation of the proton. See Fig. 1.1.1. A related applica-
tion of lattice gauge theory to the nonperturbative strange-quark sea from lattice QCD is given in
ref. [14].
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Figure 1.1.1: The difference of charm and anticharm structure functions x[c(x) − c̄(x)] obtained
from the LFHQCD formalism using the lattice QCD input of charm electromagnetic form factors
GcE,M (Q2) . The outer cyan band indicates an estimate of systematic uncertainty in the x[c(x)−c̄(x)]

distribution obtained from a variation of the hadron scale κc by 5%. From ref. [13]

There have been many phenomenological calculations involving the existence of a non-zero
IC component which can explain anomalies in the experimental data and to predict its novel sig-
natures of IC in upcoming experiments [6]. A recent measurement by LHCb is shown in Fig. 10.
The observed spectrum exhibits a sizable enhancement at forward Z rapidities, consistent with the
effect expected if the proton contains the |uudc̄c > Fock state predicted by LFQCD. [15]

Thus QCD predicts two separate and distinct contributions to the heavy quark distributions
q(x,Q2) of the nucleons at low and high x. Here x = k

+

P
+ = k

0
+k

3

P
0
+P

3 is the frame-independent light-
front momentum fraction carried by the heavy quark in a hadron with momentum Pµ. In the
case of deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering, the LF momentum fraction variable x in the proton

structure functions can be identified with the Bjorken variable x = Q
2

2p·q . At small x, heavy-quark
pairs are dominantly produced via the standard gluon-splitting subprocess g → QQ̄.

The presence of the heavy quarks in nucleon from this contribution is a result of the QCD
DGLAP evolution of the light quark and gluon PDFs. Unlike the conventional logm2

Q dependence
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Figure 1.1.2: The charm distribution in the proton determined from LHCb measurements of Z
bosons produced in association with charm at forward rapidity [15].

of the low x extrinsic gluon-splitting contributions, the probabilities for the intrinsic heavy quark
Fock states at high x scale as 1

m
2
Q

in non-Abelian QCD. Thus the relative probability of intrinsic

bottom to charm is of order m
2
c

m
2
b

∼ 1
10 . In contrast, the probability for a higher Fock state containing

heavy leptons in a QED atom scales as 1

m
4
`

, corresponding to the twist-8 Euler-Heisenberg light-by-
light self-energy insertion. Detailed derivations based on the OPE have been given in Ref. [2, 4].

1.2 Color Transparency

One of the most striking properties of QCD phenomenology is “color transparency" [16], the re-
duced absorption of a hadron as it propagates through nuclear matter, if it is produced at high
transverse momentum in a hard exclusive process, such as elastic lepton-proton scattering. The
nuclear absorption reflects the size of the color dipole moment of the propagating hadron; i.e., the
separation between its colored constituents.

The key quantity which measures the transverse size of a scattered hadron in a given Fock
state is [17]

a⊥ =

n−1∑

i=1

xib⊥i

The LF QCD formula for form factors can then be written compactly in impact space as

F (Q2) =

∫ 1

0

dxd2a⊥e
i~q⊥·a⊥q(x, a⊥)
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3

down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
the same transparency: the onset of color transparency
will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De0X,
where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
of the LF cluster decomposition, the deuteron wave func-
tion factorizes into two distinct nucleon wave functions
convoluted with a two-body reduced form factor fR [29],
FD

�
Q2
�

= fR

�
Q2
�
Fp

�
1
4Q2

�
Fn

�
1
4Q2

�
, where fR(Q2)

is computed from the overlap of the reduced two-body
light-front wave functions (LFWFs): Q2fR(Q2) ' const
at large Q2. The nucleon form factors FN are evalu-
ated at Q2/4, since both nucleons share the momentum
transferred to the bound state by the incoming probe.
Therefore CT for eA ! De0X should occur at a Q2 scale
four times higher than CT in eA ! pe0X.

We expect a similar e↵ect in comparing the relative CT
of nucleons with pions where the detailed dependence on
the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the momentum transfer t = �Q2 is com-
puted from the expectation value of the profile function
f(x) = ha2

?(x)i/4

ha2
?(t)i⌧ =

R
dx 4f(x)⇢⌧ (x, t)R

dx⇢⌧ (x, t)

= 4F⌧ (t)
�1 d

dt
F⌧ (t)

=
1

�
[ (⌧ � ↵(t)) �  (1 � ↵(t)] , (8)

where the distribution ⇢⌧ (x, t) = q⌧ (x) exp [tf(x)].
The result (10) follows directly from the expression
of the form factor (5) since B(u, v)�1@vB(u, v) =
( (v) �  (u + v)), with  (z) the digamma function
 (z) = �(z)�1 d

dz�(z).
For integer twist ⌧ = N we can use the recurrence

relation for the digamma function  (z + 1) �  (z) = 1
z

to obtain

ha2
?(t)i⌧ =

1

�

⌧�1X

j=1

1

j � ↵(t)
, (9)

an expression reminiscent of the classical Regge pole

structure of the scattering amplitude. For large values
of the momentum transfer t = �Q2 it leads to

ha2
?(Q2)i⌧ ! 4(⌧ � 1)

Q2
. (10)

In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
coupling with the quark current in the hadron.
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FIG. 2. The transverse impact area as a function of Q2 and
the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the
onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].

. . .

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

. . .
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down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
the same transparency: the onset of color transparency
will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De0X,
where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
of the LF cluster decomposition, the deuteron wave func-
tion factorizes into two distinct nucleon wave functions
convoluted with a two-body reduced form factor fR [29],
FD

�
Q2
�

= fR

�
Q2
�
Fp

�
1
4Q2

�
Fn

�
1
4Q2

�
, where fR(Q2)

is computed from the overlap of the reduced two-body
light-front wave functions (LFWFs): Q2fR(Q2) ' const
at large Q2. The nucleon form factors FN are evalu-
ated at Q2/4, since both nucleons share the momentum
transferred to the bound state by the incoming probe.
Therefore CT for eA ! De0X should occur at a Q2 scale
four times higher than CT in eA ! pe0X.

We expect a similar e↵ect in comparing the relative CT
of nucleons with pions where the detailed dependence on
the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the momentum transfer t = �Q2 is com-
puted from the expectation value of the profile function
f(x) = ha2

?(x)i/4

ha2
?(t)i⌧ =

R
dx 4f(x)⇢⌧ (x, t)R

dx⇢⌧ (x, t)

= 4F⌧ (t)
�1 d

dt
F⌧ (t)

=
1

�
[ (⌧ � ↵(t)) �  (1 � ↵(t)] , (8)

where the distribution ⇢⌧ (x, t) = q⌧ (x) exp [tf(x)].
The result (10) follows directly from the expression
of the form factor (5) since B(u, v)�1@vB(u, v) =
( (v) �  (u + v)), with  (z) the digamma function
 (z) = �(z)�1 d

dz�(z).
For integer twist ⌧ = N we can use the recurrence

relation for the digamma function  (z + 1) �  (z) = 1
z

to obtain

ha2
?(t)i⌧ =

1

�

⌧�1X

j=1

1

j � ↵(t)
, (9)

an expression reminiscent of the classical Regge pole

structure of the scattering amplitude. For large values
of the momentum transfer t = �Q2 it leads to

ha2
?(Q2)i⌧ ! 4(⌧ � 1)

Q2
. (10)

In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
coupling with the quark current in the hadron.

FIG. 2. The transverse impact area as a function of Q2 and
the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the
onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].
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Figure 1.2.1: Predictions from LF holography for the effective transverse size of hadrons

and thus

a2
⊥(Q2) = 4

d

dQ
2F (Q2)

F (Q2)

measures the slope of the hadron factor. We can use LF holography to predict for the valence Fock
state

a2
⊥ = 4

τ − 1

Q2

which shows that, as expected, the hadronic size decreases with the momentum transfer Q2, and
that the size of the hadron increases with its twist τ .

A key prediction is that the size of a⊥ is smaller for mesons (τ = 2 than for baryons with
τ = 3, 4, corresponding to the quark-diquark Fock states with L = 0 and L = 1 respectively. In
fact the proton is predicted to have “two-stage" color transparency Q2 > 14 GeV 2 for the |[ud]u >

twist-3 Fock state with orbital angular momentum L = 0 and Q2 > 16 GeV 2 for the later onset of
CT for its L = 1 twist-4 component. In fact, LF holography predicts equal quark probability for
the L = 0 and L = 1 Fock states.

Color transparency is thus predicted to occur at a significantly higher Q2 for baryons (Q2 >

14 GeV 2) than for mesons (Q2 > 4 GeV 2). This is consistent with a recent test of color trans-
parency at JLab which has confirmed color transparency for the the π and ρ [18]; however, the
measurements in this experiment are limited to values below the range of Q2 where proton color
transparency is predicted to occur.

Remarkably, color transparency for the production of an intact deuteron nucleus in eA →
d + X(A−2) quasi-exclusive reactions should be observed at Q2 > 50 GeV 2. This can be tested in
ed→ ed elastic scattering in a nuclear background.
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Figure 1.2.2: Two-stage color transparency and transmission probability of the proton in a nuclear
medium from LF Holography

It has been speculated [19] that the “Feynman mechanism", where the behavior of the struck
quark at x ∼ 1 in the proton LFWF plays a key role for hard exclusive hadronic processes does
not predict color transparency. However, LF wavefunctions are functions of the invariant mass
∑
i

~k
2
⊥i+m

2
i

xi
so that their behavior at large k⊥ and large x are correlated. Thus color transparency

occurs for scattering amplitudes involving both the large transverse momentum and large x do-
mains. The three-dimensional LF spatial symmetry of LFWFs also leads to the exclusive-inclusive
connection, relating the counting rules for the behavior of form factors at large Q2 and structure
functions at xbj → 1.

1.3 Is the Momentum Sum Rule Valid for Nuclear Structure Functions?

Sum rules for DIS processes are analyzed using the operator product expansion of the forward
virtual Compton amplitude, assuming it depends in the limit Q2 →∞ on matrix elements of local
operators such as the energy-momentum tensor. The moments of the structure function and other
distributions can then be evaluated as overlaps of the target hadron’s light-front wavefunction, as
in the Drell-Yan-West formulae for hadronic form factors [20–23]. The real phase of the resulting
DIS amplitude and its OPE matrix elements reflects the real phase of the stable target hadron’s
wavefunction. The “handbag" approximation to deeply virtual Compton scattering also defines
the “static" contribution [24, 25] to the measured parton distribution functions (PDF), transverse
momentum distributions, etc. The resulting momentum, spin and other sum rules reflect the prop-
erties of the hadron’s light-front wavefunction. However, final-state interactions which occur after
the lepton scatters on the quark, can give non-trivial contributions to deep inelastic scattering pro-
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cesses at leading twist and thus survive at high Q2 and high W 2 = (q + p)2. For example, the
pseudo-T -odd Sivers effect [26] is directly sensitive to the rescattering of the struck quark. Sim-
ilarly, diffractive deep inelastic scattering involves the exchange of a gluon after the quark has
been struck by the lepton [27]. In each case the corresponding DVCS amplitude is not given by
the handbag diagram since interactions between the two currents are essential. These “lensing"
corrections survive when both W 2 and Q2 are large since the vector gluon couplings grow with
energy. Part of the phase can be associated with a Wilson line as an augmented LFWF [28] which
do not affect the moments.

The cross section for deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering (DIS) `p → `′p′X) includes a
diffractive deep inelastic (DDIS) contribution in which the proton remains intact with a large lon-
gitudinal momentum fraction xF > 0.9 greater than 0.9 and small transverse momentum. The
DDIS events, which can be identified with Pomeron exchange in the t-channel, account for ap-
proximately 10% of all of the DIS events. Diffractive DIS contributes at leading-twist (Bjorken
scaling) and is the essential component of the two-step amplitude which causes shadowing and
antishadowing of the nuclear PDF [29]. It is important to analyze whether the momentum and
other sum rules derived from the OPE expansion in terms of local operators remain valid when
these dynamical rescattering corrections to the nuclear PDF are included. The OPE is derived as-
suming that the LF time separation between the virtual photons in the forward virtual Compton
amplitude γ∗A→ γ∗A scales as 1/Q2. However, the propagation of the vector system V produced
by the diffractive DIS interaction on the front face and its inelastic interaction with the nucleons
in the nuclear interior V + Nb → X are characterized by a longer LF time which scales as 1/W 2.
Thus the leading-twist multi-nucleon processes that produce shadowing and antishadowing in a
nucleus are evidently not present in the Q2 →∞ OPE analysis.

Thus, when one measures DIS, one automatically includes the leading-twist Bjorken-scaling
DDIS events as a contribution to the DIS cross section, whether or not the final-state proton is
explicitly detected. In such events, the missing momentum fraction in the DDIS events could
be misidentified with the light-front momentum fraction carried by sea quarks or gluons in the
protons’ Fock structure. The underlying QCD Pomeron-exchange amplitude which produces the
DDIS events thus does not obey the operator product expansion nor satisfy momentum sum rules
– the quark and gluon distributions measured in DIS experiments will be misidentified, unless the
measurements explicitly exclude the DDIS events [30, 31]

The Glauber propagation of the vector system V produced by the diffractive DIS interaction
on the nuclear front face and its subsequent inelastic interaction with the nucleons in the nuclear
interior V + Nb → X occurs after the lepton interacts with the struck quark. Because of the
rescattering dynamics, the DDIS amplitude acquires a complex phase from Pomeron and Regge
exchange; thus final-state rescattering corrections lead to nontrivial “dynamical" contributions to
the measured PDFs; i.e., they involve the physics aspects of the scattering process itself [32]. The
I = 1 Reggeon contribution to diffractive DIS on the front-face nucleon leads to flavor-dependent
antishadowing [33, 34]. This could explain why the NuTeV charged current measurement µA →
νX scattering does not appear to show antishadowing in contrast to deep inelastic electron nucleus
scattering [35]. Again, the corresponding DVCS amplitude is not given by the handbag diagram
since interactions between the two currents are essential to explain the physical phenomena.

It should be emphasized that shadowing in deep inelastic lepton scattering on a nucleus in-
volves nucleons at or near the front surface; i.e, the nucleons facing the incoming lepton beam. This
geometrical orientation is not built into the frame-independent nuclear LFWFs used to evaluate
the matrix elements of local currents. Thus the dynamical phenomena of leading-twist shadowing
and antishadowing appear to invalidate the sum rules for nuclear PDFs. The same complications
occur in the leading-twist analysis of deeply virtual Compton scattering γ∗A → γ∗A on a nuclear
target.
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Investigations of anisotropic flow can provide us with necessary information about the initial
state and the evolution of the deconfined strongly interacting matter called quark-gluon plasma
(QGP). CMS measurements of flow harmonics and their fluctuations and (de)correlations cover
a wide range of transverse momenta, pseudorapidity and centrality or event activity in different
collision systems. The flow harmonics are measured using two- and multiparticle correlations. Al-
though most measurements focus on the flow in the transverse plane at y = 0, studying event-by-
event fluctuations along the longitudinal direction is interesting as well since they put constraints
on the complete three-dimensional modeling of the initial state used in 3+1D models of the QGP
evolution. Event-by-event correlations between harmonics of different orders, studied, e.g., with
mixed-harmonic and symmetric cumulants, measure the nonlinear hydrodynamic response and
probe the onset of long-range collective multiparticle correlations, respectively. Statistical proper-
ties, such as the non-Gaussianity of the flow fluctuations, can be extracted by careful inspection
of the data showing that there are small differences in the magnitudes of multiparticle cumulants.
Identified flow measurements (e.g., that of light and heavy flavor quarks, or Z bosons, etc) provide
an important insight into the nature of collective phenomena in different collision systems.
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1.1 Introduction

One of the main purposes of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is to create a hot and dense, strongly
interacting QCD medium, referred to as the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The study of ultrarela-
tivistic heavy ion collisions [1], including the decomposition of azimuthal particle distributions
into Fourier series, revealed QGP properties consistent with a collectively expanding (“flowing”)
medium. The associated flow vectors Vn ≡ vn e

inΨn , where vn is the magnitude of the nth-order
Fourier harmonic and Ψn its phase (also known as the nth-or order “symmetry plane angle”),
reflect the hydrodynamic response of the medium to the transverse overlap region and its subnu-
cleon fluctuations. Measurements of flow vectors, their event-by-event fluctuations and correla-
tions between different orders of harmonics or symmetry planes provide input to QGP modeling,
in particular, details about initial-state conditions and the dynamics of the subsequent deconfined
phase (see Section 1.2).

Extensive measurements of light hadron azimuthal anisotropies are complemented by stud-
ies of heavy flavor (charm and bottom) quarks. In principle, their masses are much larger than
the typical range of temperatures in the QGP, meaning thermal production of heavy quarks dur-
ing the QGP phase is suppressed relative to that of light quarks. However, it is still postulated
that charm quarks interact strongly enough to flow with the QGP. Experimental data at LHC (see
Section 1.2) so far reveal that charm quark hadrons have significant azimuthal anisotropies, sug-
gesting that they participate in the overall collective flow of the medium. A nonthermalized probe
is required to assess the interaction with the medium more thoroughly, with the heavier bottom
quark being a natural candidate. Although a series of theoretical predictions for the azimuthal
anisotropies of bottom quarks exist, only limited experimental data are currently available at LHC
(see Section 1.2).

The observation of QGP-like phenomena in the small systems produced in proton-proton (pp)
and proton-lead (pPb) collisions indicates the possibility of final-state effects in such systems.
In that sense, precision measurements of Z bosons in peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions (see
Section 1.2) can provide an experimental reference for the expected yields of hard probes in the
absence of final-state effects, which may lead to an improved understanding of the onset of col-
lectivity in those “small systems”. Given features similar to those observed in heavy ion collisions
are revealed when the same observables are used in conjunction with high particle multiplicities
in pp and pPb collisions (see Section 1.3), it thus remains imperative that LHC experiments, like
CMS [2], pursue their quest for a medium of a similar origin as in measurements involving heavy
ion collisions. It is not yet clear, however, to what extent the Vn is driven by the initial spatial
anisotropy and/or whether competing mechanisms, e.g., gluon field momentum correlations at
the initial state, contribute to the seen final-state anisotropy. In all cases, utmost caution must
be exercised when interpreting flow-related signatures, especially in small systems, given the po-
tential contamination from nonflow effects. Similar to the heavy ion case, it is also of interest to
measure heavy flavor anisotropies in such collision systems so that we obtain information about
the interaction of heavy quarks with the medium in the smallest hadronic collision systems at LHC
(see Section 1.3).

1.2 Flow related measurements in heavy ion collisions

The vn measurements had led to “the discovery of the perfect liquid” [3] and contributed signifi-
cantly to the understanding of initial-state effects and final-state evolution mechanisms of the QGP
in various collisions systems [4], as shown in Fig. 1.2.1 (left), and extensive phase space regions
in pseudorapidity [5] and transverse momentum [6]. Details of the initial-state conditions and the
subsequent dynamics can be further probed by more complex observables: event-by-event flow
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fluctuations, decorrelations of flow vectors along the longitudinal direction, higher order Vn, in
particular their linear and nonlinear components.

By unfolding statistical resolution effects from the event-by-event measured cumulant vn dis-
tributions, higher order moments from the underlying probability distribution functions p(vn) can
be determined. For example, non-Gaussian fluctuations in the initial-state energy density lead
to differences in the higher order cumulant v2{k}, and asymmetry about the mean of the p(v2).
Parameters like the mean eccentricity in the reaction plane can be further extracted from elliptic
power function fits to p(v2): the extracted eccentricities [7] are actually found smaller than predic-
tions based on models of initial-state conditions.

Flow vector decorrelations can be studied by forming a factorization ratio rn(pT, η) such that
when vn and/or Ψn decorrelate the rn deviates from unity. These measurements can provide im-
portant constraints on the longitudinal structure, currently a challenge for three-dimensional hy-
drodynamic models. More specifically, CMS studies of η-dependent factorization breakdown [8]
gave an indication of initial-state fluctuations along the longitudinal direction, and subsequent
studies at LHC comparing rn in PbPb and XeXe collisions [9] revealed that models tuned to de-
scribe the vn in both systems failed to reproduce the rn. Higher order Vn can be expressed in terms
of linear and nonlinear modes, each being proportional to the same or lower order eccentricities
and/or a combination of them. Constraints to hydrodynamic models can be imposed by measure-
ments of the corresponding nonlinear response coefficients χn(pk), where n represents the order of
Vn and p, k with respect to lower-order symmetry plane angle or angles. Model calculations failed
to describe the measured χ [10], in particular, χ7223.
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Figure 1.2.1: Left: Centrality dependence of v2, v3, and v4 harmonic coefficients from two-particle
correlations method for 0.3 < pT < 3.0 GeV for XeXe collisions at 5.44 TeV and PbPb collisions
at 5.02 TeV [4]. The lower panels show the ratio of the results for the two systems. The bars
and the shaded boxes represent statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical
predictions are compared to the data (shaded bands). Right: Prompt D0 meson v2{2} [11] and
v2{4} [12], and v2{4}/v2{2} compared to the same ratio for charged particles in the range |y| < 1

as a function of centrality for 2 < pT < 8 GeV in PbPb collisions at 5.02 TeV. The vertical bars
represent statistical uncertainties and open boxes denote the systematic uncertainties. The lines
represent model calculations.

At LHC, significant v2 flow signal is observed for mesons containing a charm quark, e.g.,
prompt J/ψ [13] and prompt D0 [14], while the first measurements with bottom quarks, e.g., non-
prompt J/ψ [13], and Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) [15], are compatible with zero in the kinematic region studied
so far. For the charm quark case, the prompt D0 meson v2 has been so far measured using two-
particle correlation methods, while the first v2{4} measurement, i.e., using multiparticle correla-
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tions, is presented most recently [12] (Fig. 1.2.1, right). The results can also discriminate between
models of heavy quark energy loss and constrain heavy quark transport coefficients in the QGP,
complementing measurements of the nuclear modification factor, e.g., Ref. [16].
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Figure 1.2.2: Left: The v2 of Z bosons in PbPb collisions for various centrality bins. The error
bars represent statistical uncertainties. The boxes represent systematic uncertainties and may be
smaller than the markers [17]. A measurement from the ATLAS Collaboration at 2.76 TeV is also
shown [18]. Right: Normalized yields of Z bosons as a function of centrality. The error bars,
hollow boxes, and solid gray boxes represent the statistical, systematic, and model uncertainties,
respectively. The value of the 0–90% data point, and the scaled model prediction are shown for
comparison, with the width of the bands representing the contribution from the total 0–90% data
point uncertainty.

Z boson yields and the elliptic flow coefficient have been measured with high precision as a
function of centrality in lead-lead collisions [17]. The Z boson v2 is compatible with zero (Fig. 1.2.2,
left), consistent with the expectation of no significant final-state interactions in the QGP. Appro-
priately scaled Z boson yields (RAA) are found constant versus centrality, but a decreasing trend
is seen for the first time for more peripheral events (Fig. 1.2.2, right). This is compatible with the
HG-PYTHIA model prediction that accounts for initial collision geometry and centrality selection
effects [19], and in contrast to the findings in Ref. [20] by ≈ 5%. A slightly increasing RAA with
decreasing centrality was previously explained by arguing that the nucleon–nucleon cross section
may be shadowed in nucleus–nucleus collisions [21], an interpretation with quite significant con-
sequences for the understanding of heavy ion data, in particular in the context of the Glauber
model. Instead, an alternative explanation of the data was recently provided [22] by assuming
that there is a mild bias present in the centrality determination of the measurement in Ref. [20]
about the size of the related systematic uncertainty. Overall, these results provide a new experi-
mental proxy for estimating the average nucleon-nucleon integrated luminosity as a function of
centrality in heavy ion collisions. The ratio of Z boson yields in PbPb over pp collisions can be
used as an alternative to Glauber-model-based scaling for hard scattering processes, which also
automatically accounts for potential effects related to event selection and centrality calibration. A
centrality-determination independent measurement of the Z boson cross section is also possible in
zero-bias PbPb collisions but requires the larger data samples of Runs 3 and 4.
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1.3 Flow related measurements in proton-nucleus and proton-proton collisions

A series of features in small systems are indicative of a collective behavior driven by the initial-
state geometry and final-state effects: the near-side ridge in two-particle correlations, the pT and
event activity dependence of vn, the vn dependence upon the hadron species and scaling with
the number of valence quarks in the hadron, multiparticle cumulants and their ratios. In proton-
proton collisions, it is even less clear what mechanism gives rise to the observed finite azimuthal
anisotropy. Until now, hints towards a final-state description were given, e.g., the indication of a
mass ordering with multiparticle angular correlations [23].

Event-by-event correlations among the v2, v3, and v4 Fourier harmonics have also been mea-
sured for small systems using the symmetric cumulant (SC) method [24]. The correlation data
reveal features similar to those observed in PbPb collisions, i.e., a negative correlation is found
between the v2 and v3 harmonics (SC(2,3)), while the correlation is positive between the v2 and v4

harmonics (SC(2,4)). First measurements of event-by-event SC(2, 3) and SC(2, 4) with two, three,
or four subevents [24] corroborate the findings using the SC technique without subevents. By sig-
nificantly suppressing the nonflow contribution, the four-subevent results for both SC(2, 3) and
SC(2, 4) show a monotonically decreasing magnitude toward zero at an offline track multiplicity
of Ntrk ≈ 20, providing evidence for the onset of long-range collective particle correlations from
high to low multiplicity events in pPb collisions (Fig. 1.3.1, left).

Figure 1.3.1: Left: The SC(2, 4) distributions as a function of Noffline
trk from 2 subevents (full blue

circles), 3 subevents (red squares), and 4 subevents (green crosses) [24]. For comparison, results
from Ref. [25] with no subevents (open black circles), are also shown. Bars represent statistical un-
certainties while grey areas represent the systematic uncertainties. Right: Two- and multiparticle
cumulant v2 results of pPb collisions at 8.16 TeV for charged hadrons, K0

S mesons, and Λ baryons in
differentNoffline

trk ranges [26]. The two-particle results are based on event planes that are determined
in either the proton-going (p-SP) or lead-going (Pb-SP) side of the forward hadron calorimeter. The
shaded boxes show the total systematic uncertainties.

Using the multiparticle cumulant method, v2{4}, v2{6}, and v2{8} values have been measured,
for the first time, for K0

S mesons and Λ baryons in high-multiplicity pPb collisions [26]. Nonflow
effects are studied using jet veto and subevent methods. A large difference between the v2{4} and
v2{6} results (not present in PbPb collisions) can be explained by jet-related correlations, which
are suppressed by rejecting events with at least one jet with transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV.
The subevent cumulant method is also performed to reduce short-range correlation effects, with
the difference between the standard and the subevent cumulant methods attributed to the effect
of event plane decorrelations. For both the jet suppression and subevent methods, the nonflow
contribution is found to be particularly significant for at high track multiplicity.
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Figure 1.3.2: Left: The v2 fluctuation results for PbPb collisions at 5.02 TeV in different centrality
intervals and pPb collisions at 8.16 TeV with 185 ≤ Noffline

trk < 250 for K0
S mesons and Λ baryons [26].

The shaded bands are hydrodynamic calculations of v2 fluctuations in PbPb collisions. The shaded
boxes show the systematic uncertainties Right: Cumulant ratios v2{6}/v2{4} as a function of
v2{4}/vsub

2 {2} in pPb collisions at 5.02 [27] and 8.16 TeV [28]. Error bars and shaded areas denote
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The solid curves show the expected behavior
based on a hydrodynamics-motivated study of the role of initial-state fluctuations.

The agreement of calculations of purely fluctuation-driven origin with measurements of the
ratios v2{6}/v2{4} and v2{8}/v2{6} [27, 28] shows that the differences found among the multipar-
ticle cumulant results for the v2 harmonic can be described by non-Gaussian initial-state fluctua-
tions (Fig. 1.3.2, left). Similarly, the higher-order v3{4} coefficient is reported for the first time for
a small system [28]. Both the pPb and PbPb systems have very similar v3 coefficients for the cu-
mulant orders studied, indicating a similar, fluctuation-driven initial-state geometry. In addition,
no obvious particle species dependence of the fluctuations in the v2 values is observed (Fig. 1.3.2,
right). for either the PbPb or pPb systems [26]. However, the flow fluctuations are observed to
be larger in pPb collisions compared to PbPb collisions [26], as expected if the overall collision
geometry is a driving force.

In small colliding systems, the study of heavy flavor hadron collectivity has the potential to
disentangle possible contributions from both initial- and final-state effects. Recent observations
of significant v2 signal for prompt D0 [29], and prompt J/ψ [30] in pPb collisions (Fig. 1.3.3, left)
provided the first evidence for charm quark collectivity in small systems. In spite of the mass
differences, the observed v2 signal for prompt J/ψ mesons is found to be comparable to that of
prompt D0 mesons and light-flavor hadrons at a given pT range, possibly implying the existence
of initial-state correlation effects. Further detailed investigations start addressing open questions
for understanding the origin of heavy flavor quark collectivity in small systems. These include
the pT and multiplicity dependence of charm quark collectivity in the pp system (Fig. 1.3.3, right),
and the details of collective behavior of beauty quarks in the pPb system [31].

Probing systems with even smaller interaction regions is important to understand the reach
of a hydrodynamic description. The search for collectivity has been extended to electron-positron,
electron-proton, and photon-nucleus interactions with none of these systems exhibiting evidence
of the long-range correlations seen in hadronic collisions. High-energy pPb ultraperipheral colli-
sions, i.e., where the impact parameter is larger than the nucleus radius, provide a new system to
extend the search of long-range correlations to photon-proton collisions. Two-particle Vn∆ Fourier
coefficients and corresponding single-particle vn (n = 1–3) azimuthal anisotropies are compared
to models that do not incorporate collective effects: the data suggest the absence of collectivity in
the γp system over the explored multiplicity range of up to Ntrk ≈ 35 [32, 33].
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Figure 1.3.3: Left: Results of v2 for prompt [29] and nonprompt [31] D0 mesons, as well as prompt
J/ψ mesons [30] and light flavor hadrons [29], as a function of pT in pPb collisions at 8.16 TeV.
Lines show the theoretical calculations of prompt and nonprompt D0, and prompt J/ψ mesons,
respectively. Right: Results of vsub

2 for charged particles, K0
S mesons, Λ baryons, and prompt D0

mesons as a function of pT for |ylab| < 1, with Noffline
trk ≥ 100 in pp collisions at 13 TeV [31]. The ver-

tical bars correspond to the statistical uncertainties, while the shaded areas denote the systematic
uncertainties.

1.4 Summary

Although significant progress has been made on the level of precision achieved at large collision
systems, the amount of data collected at LHC allow the measurement of more complex flow-
related observables. More specifically, such measurements pose constraints on initial conditions,
which in turn contribute to more precise modeling of the final-state dynamics. Previous flow
measurements mostly focused on Vn (overall flow), i.e., vn with respect to Ψn, but recently event-
by-event flow fluctuations, longitudinal flow decorrelations, and measurements of nonlinear re-
sponse coefficients demonstrate that model calculations cannot simultaneously describe all the
aforementioned observables.

Similar observations further support the hydrodynamic origin of collective correlations in
high-multiplicity events in small collision systems. Multiparticle long-range correlations of in-
clusive charged and identified hadrons are observed down to the smallest collision systems, while
paving the way for stringent tests of theory predictions on the grounds that heavy flavor particles
are formed early and subsequently participate in the medium evolution. The origin of positive vn

seen up to high pT is however still not resolved. Whether this is a manifestation of a collective
behavior of the system created in such collisions and/or a dilute system with parton scatterings
requires experimental techniques for suppressing nonflow contamination. In parallel, precision
measurements of Z bosons in peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions can lead to an improved un-
derstanding of the onset of collectivity in small systems, whereas finding ways to discriminate
between the two different scenarios are developed too, e.g., new results provide information on
the QCD dynamics of multiparticle production in high-energy photonuclear interactions.
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A key focus of the physics program at the LHC is the study of head-on proton-proton colli-
sions. Among those, an important class of physics can be studied for cases where the protons nar-
rowly miss one another and remain intact. In such cases, the electromagnetic fields surrounding
the protons can interact producing high energy photon-photon collisions, for example. Alterna-
tively, interactions mediated by the strong force can also result in intact forward scattered protons,
providing probes of quantum chromodynamics. In order to aid identification and provide unique
information about these rare interactions, instrumentation to detect and measure protons scattered
through very small angles is installed in the beam-pipe far downstream of the interaction point.
We describe the ATLAS Forward Proton ‘Roman Pot’ Detectors, including their performance to
date and expectations for the upcoming LHC Run 3, covering Tracking and Time-of-Flight Detec-
tors as well as the associated electronics, trigger, readout, detector control and data quality moni-
toring. The physics interest, beam optics and detector options for extension of the programme into
the High-Luminosity LHC era are also discussed.

5on behalf of the ATLAS Collaboration
6Copyright 2021 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 license.
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1.1 Introduction

The predictions of forward proton scattering arise in a diverse range of physics, including the
hard [1, 2] and nonperturbative QCD [3], interactions at electroweak scale [4–7], and searches for
physics beyond Standard Model [8–13]. Such events, usually called diffractive, involve an ex-
change of a colourless object between interacting protons, one or both of which may remain intact.
Moreover, a rapidity gap will be present – an absence of particles produced into kinematic vicinity
of the intact proton. Historically, rapidity gap is a standard experimental signature of a diffractive
event, however, it is frequently outside the acceptance of detector, or is destroyed due to back-
ground, i.e. particles coming from pile-up – independent collisions happening in the same bunch
crossing. An alternative method of identifying diffractive events is a direct measurement (tagging)
of the scattered proton, which requires additional devices called forward detectors far downstream
from the interaction point.
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Figure 1.1.1: A diagram of Forward Detectors in the ATLAS experiment showing their placement
with respect to beam lines and optical instrumentation: dipoles (D1, D2), quadrupoles (Q1–6) and
collimators (TCL4–6).

1.2 Forward Spectrometers in ATLAS

ATLAS [14] forward spectrometers are a set of instruments housed in Roman Pot devices register-
ing the protons scattered at very small angles. A proton scattered at the interaction point (IP) is
deflected outside the beam envelope by dipole and quadrupole magnets of the LHC [15]. Its mo-
mentum can be determined by measuring points on its trajectory [16, 17]. The schematic layout of
the forward spectrometers in ATLAS experiment with respect to the beam lines, optics instrumen-
tation and other forward detectors is shown in Figure 1.1.1.
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Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS (ALFA) performs measurements of soft diffraction and elas-
tic scattering. It also provides an important input for Monte-Carlo generators, in particular, for
modelling cosmic ray showers and simulation of the pile-up background. The ALFA spectrometer
system consists of four vacuum-sealed spectrometers housed in Roman Pots, which are inserted
vertically (top and bottom) onto the beam line. The NEAR and FAR stations are placed on each
side of the ATLAS Interaction Point at 237 and 241/2457 m respectively with the distance of the
tracker’s edge to the beam during normal operation at below 2 mm. Each station houses a multi-
layer scintillating fibre (SciFi) consisting of two main detectors (10 layers of 64 fibers each) used for
tracking, and 4 outer layers for the purpose of precise alignment. Achieved tracking resolution is
approximately σ = 30 µm in both, vertical and horizontal direction. The read-out is performed by
the Multi-Anode-Photo-Multipliers and dedicated scintillators provide the triggering capability.
ALFA detectors require special running conditions of low pile-up as well as high β∗ optics.

ATLAS Forward Protons (AFP) spectrometer system consists of four Roman Pot stations. Their
placement with respect to the beam lines is shown schematically in Figure 1.2.1. “NEAR” and
“FAR” devices are placed at 205 m and 217 m on both sides of the IP and are inserted horizontally
towards the beam. Each station houses four planes of 3D silicon pixel sensors [18–21] forming

← Side A Side C →

FAR station
≈-217 m

NEAR station
≈-205 m

NEAR station
≈ 205 m

FAR station
≈ 217 m

ToF ToFSiT SiT SiT SiT

2–4 mm

ATLAS

P1

y

x

Scattered
proton Scattered

proton

Figure 1.2.1: A schematic diagram of the ATLAS Forward Proton detectors.

the silicon tracker (SiT), which measures the trajectories of the scattered protons. The sensors
have 336×80 pixels with 50×250 µm2 area each, providing the combined spatial resolution of
reconstructed proton tracks of 6 µm and 30 µm in x and y directions, respectively [22]. Optimal
resolution in x coordinate is achieved with the sensors tilted by 14 degrees about the x-axis. The
reconstruction of position of protons traversing the AFP detectors (see Figure 1.2.2, left panel),
in a known magnetic field, allows the estimation of proton energy and transverse momentum
[24]. The main observable measured by the AFP is the proton fractional energy loss, defined as:
ξ = 1−Eproton/Ebeam. The precision of unfolding proton kinematics based on the positions in AFP
is directly affected by its spatial resolution. Figure 1.2.2 (right panel) illustrates how the resolution
changes with proton relative energy loss (ξ). Additional effects that affect the resolution of proton
energy reconstruction include the unknown position of the primary vertex and multiple scattering.
The typical acceptance in ξ and pT is illustrated in middle panel of Figure 1.2.2.

Time-Of-Flight (ToF) detectors are additional equipment present in Roman Pots at FAR stations.
For processes in which protons are reconstructed on both sides of the IP, this allows rejection of
background from pile-up by using the difference between the A and C-side ToF measurements to

7FAR station was initially installed at 241 m (Run 1) and then moved to 245 m (Run 2) to improve the reconstruction of
proton kinematics
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Figure 1.2.2: Left: example distribution of reconstructed track positions (x and y, transverse to the
beam); the beam spot is approximately at (0,10) mm and deviations from this position are related
to proton energy loss, as well as its transverse momentum (taken from [23]). Middle: Simulated
geometric acceptance of the AFP detector as a function of the proton relative energy loss and its
transverse momentum (from [16]). Right: AFP reconstruction resolution in dependence on proton
relative energy loss ξ calculated accounting also for multiple scattering and unknown position of
the collision vertex [16].

reconstruct the primary vertex position. The ToF detectors are based on Cherenkov radiation in
quartz crystals, which leads to an excellent timing resolution. The performance of the ToF devices
was measured for the data gathered in 2017 [25, 26] and obtained time resolution reaches values
of 20 ± 4 ps and 26 ± 5 ps for sides A and C, respectively. Achieved time resolution translates
to determination of primary vertex z-position with an accuracy of 5.5 ± 2.7 mm. Such level of
precision allows for a substantial reduction of background in ‘double-tag’ events, as shown in
Figure 1.2.3 (right). However, the observed efficiency of ToF reconstruction was very low (≈7%)
due to fast PMT degradation during the data taking. Recently, new PMTs were installed and
preliminary tests show readiness for use in upcoming data-taking campaigns of Run 3.

Figure 1.2.3: Left: Example distribution of zATLAS − zToF measured in events with ToF signals on
both sides of the interaction region, where zATLAS stands for vertex z-positions reconstructed as
primary ones by ATLAS (taken from [27]). Right: A simulation of the fraction of pile-up events
present in the data sample with a double AFP tag shown in dependence of the mean pile-up and
for various timing resolutions (taken from Ref. [16]).
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AFP global alignment is performed by comparing the proton relative energy loss measured in
the AFP ξAFP with a corresponding value calculated based on the kinematics of produced lepton
pair ξll:

ξAFP = 1−
Eproton

Ebeam
, ξA/C

ll =
mlle

(+/−)yll

√
s

(1.2.1)

The AFP alignment parameters are adjusted in such a way that the maximum of the distribution of
ξAFP−ξµµ is at zero. Figure 1.2.4 illustrates the differences between projected track x position based
on lepton kinematics and the one measured by AFP, before and after alignment correction. A valu-
able advantage of such method is a low and well-modelled background, which allows achieving
alignment precision currently quoted at 300 µm. Continued studies of data and simulation show
promise that this value can be further improved.
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Figure 1.2.4: The distribution of differences between measured track position xAFP and position
expected based on dilepton system kinematics xµµ, compared with the background model based
on event-mixing. The figures on the right show the same as those on the left after correcting the x
coordinates of all events by the alignment constant (taken from Ref. [28]).

AFP track reconstruction efficiency is calculated using a so called ‘tag-and-probe’ method. The
efficiency is defined as the ratio of events in which the track is recorded in one station (tag) and not
in the other (probe) to the total number of events with tagged tracks. Measured track reconstruc-
tion efficiency during the 2017 data taking campaigns are shown in Figure 1.2.5. NEAR stations
record efficiency over 98% for all studied datasets. A possible effect that might contribute to lower
efficiencies of FAR stations (95% – 98%) is the radiation degradation of the silicon tracker, as the
FAR stations are inserted slightly closer (<1 mm) to the beam and are more exposed to the beam
halo. However, lower efficiencies observed in FAR stations, are also a natural consequence of the
‘tag-and-probe’ method used in this analysis, as the downstream stations are additionally affected
by the showers created by interactions with detector material in the upstream station. The exis-
tence of showers is evident when examining the long non-Poisson tail in hit multiplicity per plane,
which is higher for each consecutive pixel layer. Additionally, each consecutive plane registers on
average higher number of hits (pixels that record a signal exceeding a threshold) and higher charge
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Figure 1.2.5: Track reconstruction efficiencies recorded in high-luminosity runs during 2017 data-
taking (taken from Ref. [28]).

deposits, which is also expected under the presence of cascades created by interactions with SiT
and Roman Pot floor. Both effects are illustrated in Figure 1.2.6.
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Figure 1.2.6: Distribution of the number of hits per event (left) and the difference of recorded
charge for each of silicon planes in C-NEAR station (right). Secondary interactions with detector
material result in higher number of hits and higher recorded charge for consecutive SiT planes
(taken from Ref. [23]).

1.3 Status and plans for Run 3

No major changes between Run 2 and Run 3 are planned in terms of detector technology, al-
though numerous hardware and software updates were implemented. The AFP tracker system
was equipped with newly produced tracking modules and new heat exchangers were installed
to improve cooling capabilities. Due to the repeated failures of MCP-PMTs in vacuum, the AFP
ToF detector was redesigned with MCP-PMTs placed out of the detector secondary vacuum. The
newly designed construction of the R2D2 based MCP-PMT back-end electronics was developed,
successfully tested and used in the construction of the new ToF device. Additionally, a set of new,
glue-less LQBars was installed, as well as picoTDC, single-channel pre-amplifiers, modified trig-
ger and pulser modules. Updated systems were exposed to proton beams at DESY and CERN SPS
and successfully underwent performance tests.

The design of ALFA trackers remained unchanged as well and minor hardware updates in-
clude improvements to the cooling system and exchange of the readout electronics (due to radia-
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tion damage). All subsystems of both AFP and ALFA spectrometers are installed in LHC tunnels
and are fully prepared for data-taking campaigns starting in 2022.

Similarly, good progress is observed in development of software and simulation necessary for
physics analyses of forward protons in ATLAS. Advances in studies of tracker performance and
beam optics, as well as improvements in precision of detector alignment allow delivering a high-
accuracy proton physics object to ATLAS. The properties of forward protons reconstructed with
AFP and ALFA are used in several analyses across different working groups in ATLAS. A ded-
icated task force (Proton Combined Performance group) leads efforts to improve understanding
of the proton object, including assessment of tracker efficiency or susceptibility to physical condi-
tions, leading to a possible reduction of systematic uncertainties. Additionally, an ongoing work
aiming at implementation of full GEANT4 simulation will allow to better understand possible ef-
fects related to detector geometry, alignment or interactions with detector material. Progresses in
areas listed above contribute to advances with physics analysis, which are discussed in more detail
in Section 1.4.

Run 2 Run 3 plans (requests)

beam and optics
√
s = 13 TeV, β

∗
= 0.3 m, 0.4 m

√
s = 13 TeV, 0.2 < β

∗
< 1.1 m

AFP setup one-arm (2016), two-arms (2017) two-arms + TOF

Standard runs 〈µ〉≈35, int. lumi. 46.9 fb−1 〈µ〉<60, O(500 fb−1
)

Special runs at µ≈0
(soft diffraction)

int. lumi.: ≈ 100 nb−1
O(100 nb−1

)

Special runs at 0.3.µ.1
(low pT jets)

int. lumi.: ≈ 1.15 pb−1
O(1 pb−1

)

Special runs at µ≈2
(EW, hard diffr., SD tt̄)

int. lumi.: ≈ 150 pb−1
O(100 pb−1

)

Table 1.3.1. Comparison of most important properties of data taken by AFP in Run 2 and requests for Run 3
data taking.

Run 2 Run 3 plans (requests)

collision energy
√
s=13 TeV

√
s ≥ 13.5 TeV,

beam conditions β
∗=90 m, 2.5 km

β
∗= 3, 6 km and/or
β
∗
x= 3 km, β∗y= 6 km

〈µ〉≈35, 〈µ〉≈0 only at 〈µ〉≈0

Table 1.3.2. Comparison of most important properties of data taken by ALFA in Run 2 and possible plans for
Run 3

1.4 Recent ATLAS physics results with forward proton tag

1.4.1 First physics analysis with AFP proton tag

The analysis of the rich data collected by ATLAS Forward Protons detector is ongoing and recently
the results on semi-exclusive dilepton production associated with forward proton scattering were
published [29], delivering the cross-sections measurements for p p → p (γγ → ll̄) p p∗ processes.
Modelling of photon fusion in proton-proton interactions is poorly constrained, particularly at
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high γγ invariant masses. Direct proton measurement allows for a strong background suppression
by means of kinematic matching of tagged forward protons and leptons measured in the central
detector. The fractional proton energy loss measured in AFP, ξAFP, can be compared against the
value of ξll̄ that can be derived from dilepton system kinematics as defined in Eq. (1.2.1). With the
criterium of |ξAFP− ξll̄| < 0.005 a total of 57 and 123 candidates in the ee+ p and µµ+ p final states
were observed. With a background rejection on the level of ≈85% and signal acceptance on the
level of ≈95% this corresponds to statistical significance of over 5σ in each production channel,
thus providing a direct evidence of forward proton scattering in association with electron and
muon pairs produced via photon fusion. Table 1.4.1 summarizes obtained cross sections for these
processes in the detector fiducial region compared with the relevant theoretical predictions. Figure
1.4.1 shows a distribution of measured ξAFP − ξll̄ for both sides A and C together with predictions
associated with various production channels.

σHERWIG+LPAIR × Ssurv σfid.
ee+p (fb) σfid.

µµ+p (fb)
Ssurv = 1 15.5 ± 1.2 13.5 ± 1.1
Ssurv using EPJC 76 (2016) 9

PLB 741 (2015) 66 10.9 ± 0.8 9.4 ± 0.7
SUPERCHIC 12.2 ± 0.9 10.4 ± 0.7
Measurement 11.0± 2.9 7.2± 1.8

Table 1.4.1. Summary of model predictions on cross-sections for diffractive processes of di-lepton production
compared with AFP measurements.

Figure 1.4.1: Distributions of ξAFP−ξll̄ with ξll̄ and ξAFP both in range [0.02, 0.12]. Black points with
error bars illustrate data and its statistical uncertainty and coloured stacks represent model pre-
dictions for various processes contributing to the measured signal (p∗ denotes dissociated proton)
with hatched area indicating their combined uncertainty (plots from Ref. [29]).

1.4.2 Single diffraction results with ALFA proton tag

In a recent publication [30], a dedicated sample of low-luminosity (mean pile-up 〈µ〉<0.08) proton-
proton collision data at

√
s = 8 TeV is used to study of the dynamics of the inclusive single-

diffractive dissociation process p p → X p. Improving on previous related analyses, besides mea-
surements of charged particles from the dissociated system X performed by the central ATLAS
detector components, the ALFA forward spectrometer provides reconstruction of the final-state
intact protons. The differential cross sections are measured as a function of the fractional proton
energy loss (−4.0< log10ξ <−1.6), the squared four-momentum transfer (0.016< |t|< 0.43 GeV2),
and the size of the rapidity gap ∆η. The total cross section integrated across the fiducial range is
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shown in Table 1.4.2 with additional information on predictions of relevant theoretical models.
As shown in Figure 1.4.2 the data are consistent with an exponential t dependence, dσ/dt ∝ eBt

Distribution σ
fiducial(ξ,t)
SD [mb] σ

t−extrap
SD [mb]

PYTHIA8 A2 (Schuler-Sjöstrand) 3.69 4.35
PYTHIA8 A3 (Donnachie-Landshoff) 2.52 2.98
HERWIG7 4.96 6.11
Measurement 1.59± 0.13 1.88± 0.15

Table 1.4.2. Summary of model predictions on cross-sections for single soft diffraction compared with the
measurements by ALFA.

with slope parameter B = 7.65 ± 0.34 GeV−2. Interpreted in the framework of triple Regge phe-
nomenology, the ξ dependence leads to a Pomeron intercept of α(0) = 1.07± 0.09.

Figure 1.4.2: The differential cross section as a function of |t|with statistical and total uncertainties
represented by inner and outer error bars, respectively. Red line shows fitted exponential function
(plot taken from Ref. [30]).

1.5 HL-LHC with AFP perspectives

Predictions of forward proton scattering appear in a diverse range of topics, providing strong moti-
vation for continuation of experimental efforts. Diffractive processes were identified as a potential
mechanism of top quark [3], as well as exclusive Higgs boson production [8, 9]. Additionally, mea-
surements of intact protons may provide a valuable input in the studies of two-photon processes
in the context of SM electro-weak interactions [6, 7], but also in high-mass sector beyond-SM [10].
Extending the potential of new physics discoveries, a capability of direct proton tagging may be an
important tool in the searches of sleptons and dark matter [12, 13], as well as axion-like particles
[11]. An important input to understanding the QCD sector of the SM and beyond may be also
provided by novel studies of exclusive diffractive events [1, 2].

While the rich physics opportunities open up with the capability of forward proton tagging,
a number of challenges remain that keep the presence of AFP detectors in ATLAS operation after
Long Shutdown 3 under discussion. The HL-LHC will feature a novel beamline that includes crab
cavities, collimators and magnets at new positions and different settings. The beam instrumenta-
tion properties planned for Run 4 place Point 1 optics at a disadvantage comparing to conditions
in Runs 2 and 3. The RP acceptance might be limited due to placement of beam optics devices
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(collimators, cavities), but more importantly, the beam crossing angle of φ = 180◦ renders the tra-
jectories of diffractive protons closer to the beam, which in turn impairs the resolution of energy
measurement. The second major challenge is the rejection of background under the conditions
of mean pile up at 〈µ〉 ≈ 200. A distinction of individual vertices would only be reliable with a
sub-10 ps precision of ToF detectors (Silicon/LGAD/Cherenkov technology) and additional tim-
ing devices in the central ATLAS detector. Similarly, novel solutions will be required in the area of
data acquisition and analysis due to high event rates and consequently large data volumes. Paral-
lel to technological challenges, an important practical issue is the acquisition and sustainability of
manpower and resources for a time period of over 20 years.

1.6 Summary

The ATLAS Forward Proton spectrometers, ALFA and AFP, provide a capability of forward proton
tagging and measuring its kinematics, thus delivering an important data in the studies of diffrac-
tive physics. Both detector systems recorded rich datasets of standard and special, low-luminosity
conditions during LHC Run 2. The analyses of collected data are ongoing and active efforts are
directed into improvement of data quality, including the accuracy of detector alignment or the
estimation of trackers efficiencies. First experimental results on dilepton production with AFP tag
were recently published and many more measurements of diffractive and exclusive events from
Run 2 data will come in a near future. Similarly, first results on single diffraction with a tag in
ALFA were published in 2020 and more analyses on diffractive and elastic processes are ongoing.

Both AFP and ALFA spectrometers underwent hardware improvements and, after successful
tests with proton beams at DESY and SPS, were installed in the LHC tunnel and are ready for
further tests preparing for Run 3 data-taking campaigns. The collection of physics data is expected
to begin in Spring 2022 and in the course of next four years it is expected that the AFP will collect
an order of magnitude more data for studies of diffractive physics.

The continuation of forward physics programmes in the HL-LHC era is currently under dis-
cussion within ATLAS. While a wide range of physics topics would benefit from forward proton
tagging, a number of experimental challenges remain. The constraints on preferred detector lo-
calization and utilized technology are being discussed and corresponding feasibility studies are
performed in parallel. Were the AFP to take data in Run 4, an optimization of beam optics must
be considered in order to enhance the spectrometer acceptance.
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We propose and develop a new formalism which aims to unify the two main approaches
to particle production in high energy QCD; that of collinear factorization applicable at high Q2

with the Color Glass Condensate approach applicable at small x (large rapidity). We use the new
formalism to calculate double inclusive production of a photon and a quark (jet or hadron) in high
energy proton-nucleus collisions. Latest progress in this direction is reported.
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1.1 Introduction

Collinear factorization formalism in perturbative QCD (pQCD) has been an extremely useful ap-
proach to particle production in high energy hadronic collisions. Very roughly and as applied to
single inclusive hadron production it states that single inclusive hadron production in a proton-
proton collision can be written as a convolution (in x) of three independent parts; parton distribu-
tion functions of the incoming hadrons, parton-parton scattering cross section, and parton-hadron
fragmentation function. It guarantees a clean separation of short distance, perturbative physics
from that of long-distance non-perturbative physics. The short-distance part, parton-parton scat-
tering cross section is process dependent but can be calculated in perturbation theory, in principle,
to any order desired. The non-perturbative parts, parton distribution and fragmentation functions
however are not amenable to weak-coupling methods but are universal, i.e. process indepen-
dent, on which the predictive power of the approach depends. Despite its enormous success in
predicting particle production yields in high energy collisions, collinear factorization formalism
has severe limitations, mainly, it is applicable at asymptotically high Q2 → ∞ limit dominated
by leading twist operators. At any finite Q2 there are corrections to this leading twist approxi-
mation which can be large, and worse, break collinear factorization. It is sobering to realize that
high Q2 processes occupy a very tiny corner of the QCD phase space and that particle production
is dominated by low momentum processes due to the fast (power-like) fall off of the differential
production cross section with transverse momentum pt of the produced particle. Recalling that
transverse momentum and rapidity of a produced particle (and the center of mass energy of the
collision) determine the momentum fractions x1, x2 of the partons inside the projectile and target
hadrons participating in a collision as in

x1,2 =
pt√
s
e±y (1.1.1)

it becomes clear that processes with low momentum particles produced probe the small x partons
of the projectile and or target hadron/nucleus at high center of mass energy. Therefore as one in-
creases the center of mass energy of a collison, for example proton-proton scattering at RHIC vs the
LHC) at low to intermediate momenta one probes smaller and smaller x region of a hadron/nu-
cleus wave function. It is an experimental fact that parton (specially gluon) distribution functions
grow very fast with decreasing x due to the large radiation phase space dx

x becoming available
for soft (carrying small longitudinal momentum fraction x) radiation. Therefore one expects that
at very small values of x a hadron or nucleus will be a state with a very large number of small x
gluons in it. Such a state is referred to as a Color Glass Condensate (CGC) due to the large gluon
occupation number of the state and the fact that gluons are colored. Glass refers to the strikingly
different time scales involved in dynamics of small vs large x partons [1–4].

The large parton densities at small x renders collinear factorization formalism useless as now
one has many gluons that participate in a collision. In the language of operator product expan-
sion this means that operators of all twist contribute comparably to the cross section and a twist
expansion upon which the collinear factorization formalism is based is not valid. Therefore a new
formalism that takes into account high gluon densities in high energy hadrons/nuclei is needed.
Such a formalism was proposed by McLerran and Venugopalan who realized that high gluon den-
sities lead to emergence a new semi-hard scale, called saturation scale Q2

s � ΛQCD which allows
a weak-coupling yet non-perturbative approach to gluon saturation. Their formalism is a semi-
classsical approach in which the high gluon occupancy state at small x is described as a classical
field radiated coherently by the large x partons, collectively treated as sources of color charge ρ.
Distribution of the color charges at large x is given by a weight functional and is non-perturbative
and therefore modeled. However its dependence on (evolution with) x can be calculated in per-
turbation theory. Due to the small x kinematics the coupling of the color charges ρ at large x and
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the small x gluons is taken to be eikonal which allows a re-summation of multiple scatterings,
as required by the presence of large number of gluons in the projectile/target, into Wilson lines;
path-ordered exponentials of gluon field along the direction of propagation. Quantum loop effects
are included via a Wilsonian renrmalization group equation (RGE) that describes the dependence
(evolution) of multi-point correlators of Wilson lines with x (or equivalently, rapidity or energy).
This Wilsonian RGE describing the evolution of the weight functional with x, or rapidity is the
so-called JIMWLK evolution equation [5–14]. It can be used to derive evolution equations for cor-
relators of any number of Wilson lines which form the building blocks of the observables in this
semi-classical approach. The JIMWLK equation is a functional renormalization group equation
which reduces to a closed-form evolution equation for the two-point function to the BK equation
[15, 16].

While the semi-classical formalism of CGC is a well-motivated first principle approximation to
QCD at small x and has been very successful when applied to phenomenology it has some serious
shortcomings. It is assumed that the gluon distribution function grows so fast that production
cross sections are dominated by the lowest kinematic value of x accessible called xmin. This ignores
the contribution of all gluons with momentum fraction x ≥ xmin [17]. Whereas this may not
be important when one makes parametric estimates of physical observables, it is essential to go
beyond this rather drastic approximation when precision calculations are required. As the dream
of an Electron-Ion Collider comes closer to becoming reality it is important to develop a more
general formalism that can encompass the the two main approaches to particle production in high
energy collisions so that one can continuously map the QCD dynamics from small to large x and
from low to high transverse momenta.

1.2 A new formalism

In the Color Glass Condensate approach to particle production in the so called dilute-dense kine-
matics the first step is to consider scattering of a parton, a quark or gluon, from the classical color
field of a target [18–25]. Due to the high gluon density of small x gluons in the target one needs
to resum multiple scatterings of the projectile from the target. This is possible only in the eikonal
approximation, i.e. infinite energy limit [26, 27]. In this approximation one ignores the deflection
of the projectile parton so that it stays on a straight line. In momentum space this corresponds to
the final state projectile having transverse momentum much less than its longitudinal momentum
which is O(

√
s). In this limit the exchanged momenta are transverse only and no longitudinal

momentum is exchanged. It is possible to include non-eikonal contributions as power suppressed
corrections to the first order or two [28–33] which extends the validity of the CGC approach to
higher pt but not to the pQCD region. To go beyond the small x approximation which necessarily
limits the formalism to low pt one must therefore consider and allow exchange of large longitu-
dinal momenta. This is indeed what happens in the collinear factorization approach where the
large longitudinal momenta of the incoming partons are converted to transverse momenta of the
outgoing partons. This however can not happen in the CGC approach since the small x gluons do
not carry large longitudinal momenta.

To do this one must therefore include large x gluons (and quarks in general) in the formalism.
As a first step toward a particle production formalism valid at all x and pt we consider general-
izing the CGC approach valid at small x to include the intermediate/large x gluons of the target
proton or nucleus from which a projectile parton can scatter [34, 35]. We will therefore keep the
kinematics of scattering from the large x gluons of the target exact while treating scattering from
the small x gluons in the eikonal approximation. This allows us to resum multiple soft scatterings
as in the CGC formalism while making a connection to pQCD and collinear factorization via in-
clusion of large x gluons. Therefore in this new formalism, the first step is to consider multiple
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Figure 1.2.1: Scattering of a quark from the small and large x gluons of a target.

soft scatterings of a projectile from small x gluons and one hard scattering from large x gluons of
the target. This is the analogue of a tree level pQCD and a classical CGC calculation. The next
step then would be to do a one-loop correction to this leading order result. A one-loop calculation
would then allow one to investigate the divergences that routinely appear in such calculations
and to check whether they can be canceled or absorbed into physical quantities leading to their
renormalization (evolution).

We therefore start by considering scattering of a projectile quark from a target including both
small x and large x gluons of the target. The amplitude for the scattering is shown in Fig. (1.2.1)
where the ellipse denotes the target and p and q̄ are the momenta of the incoming and outgoing
projectile parton. The thick solid line denotes Wilson lines which encode multiple soft scatterings
of the projectile from the small x gluons of the target. The wavy line represents single scattering
from the large x gluons of the target. The top left diagram represents the standard eikonal scat-
tering while the top right diagram corresponds to having multiple soft scatterings from the target,
then a single scattering from the large x gluons, and then more soft scatterings from the small x
gluons of the target. The large x gluons can themselves interact from the small x gluons as in the
bottom two diagrams.

The result for the full scattering amplitude at all x (or any pt) can thus be written as [34, 35]

iM = iMeik + iM1 + iM2 + iM3 (1.2.1)

where iMeik given by eq. (1.2.2) is the amplitude in the eikonal approximation used in CGC for-
malism while amplitudes iM1, iM2 and iM3 correspond to scattering from both small and large x
gluons of the target and are given by eqs. (1.2.4,1.2.7,1.2.8) respectively.

iMeik(p, q) = 2πδ(p+ − q+) ū(q) /n

∫
d2xt e

−i(qt−pt)·xt [V (xt)− 1] u(p) (1.2.2)

where the infinite Wilson line V (xt) is defined as

V (xt) ≡ P̂ exp

{
ig

∫ +∞

−∞
dx+ S−a (x+, xt) ta

}
(1.2.3)
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iM1 =

∫
d4x d2zt d

2z̄t

∫
d2kt

(2π)2

d2k̄t

(2π)2 e
i(k̄−k)x e−i(q̄t−k̄t)·z̄t e−i(kt−pt)·zt

ū(q̄)

[
V AP (x+, z̄t) /̄n

/̄k

2k̄+

[
ig /A(x)

] /k

2k+
/nVAP (zt, x

+)

]
u(p) (1.2.4)

with k+ = p+, k− = k
2
t

2k
+ , k̄+ = q̄+, k̄− = k̄

2
t

2k̄
+ and the semi-infinite, anti path-ordered Wilson lines

in the fundamental representation are now defined as

V AP (x+, z̄t) ≡ P̂ exp

{
ig

∫ +∞

x
+

dz̄+ S̄−a (z̄t, z̄
+) ta

}
(1.2.5)

and

VAP (zt, x
+) ≡ P̂ exp

{
ig

∫ x
+

−∞
dz+ S−a (zt, z

+) ta

}
. (1.2.6)

where anti path-ordering (AP) in the amplitude means fields with the largest argument appear to
the left.

iM2 =
2 i

(p− q̄)2

∫
d4x ei(q̄−p)x ū(q̄)

[
(ig ta)

[
∂
x
+ U†AP (xt, x

+)
]ab

[
n · (p− q̄) /Ab(x)− (p− q̄) ·Ab(x) /n

] ]
u(p) (1.2.7)

where the derivative acts on the + coordinate of the adjoint Wilson line (anti path-ordered in the
amplitude) and arises from the fact that one can write the soft field at the last scattering point as a
derivative on the Wilson line.

iM3=−2 i

∫
d4x d2x̄t dx̄

+ d2p̄1t

(2π)2 e
i(q̄

+−p+)x
−

e−i(p̄1t−pt)·xt e−i(q̄t−p̄1t)·x̄t

ū(q̄)

[ [
∂
x̄
+ V AP (x̄+, x̄t)

]
/̄n /̄p1 (igta)

[
∂
x
+ U†AP (xt, x

+)
]ab

[
n · (p− q̄) /Ab(x)− (p− p̄1) ·Ab(x) /n

]

[
2n · q̄ 2n · (p− q̄) p− − 2n · (p− q̄) p̄2

1t − 2n · q̄ (p̄1t − pt)2
]
]
u(p) (1.2.8)

The Leading Order quark-target scattering cross section can be obtained by squaring the amplitude
in (1.2.1) keeping in mind that there is no overlap between the eikonal and non-eikonal amplitudes
as the non-eikonal amplitudes vanish in the eikonal limit by construction.

In order to generalize the CGC formalism to large x one must include the physics of pQCD as
contained in collinear factorization and its DGLAP evolution of parton distribution and fragmen-
tation functions [36]. To do this one must do a one-loop correction to our one-loop result which
would involve radiation of gluons (and a quark anti-quark pair). One would then integrate out
one of the final state partons which would lead to divergences. These divergences would then
be either canceled by counter-terms or absorbed into running (evolution) of the ingredients of the
cross section such as parton distribution and fragmentation functions as well as the x evolution of
the operators describing interactions with the target and result in a factorized cross section which
would contain the JIMWLK evolution of the target at small x and DGLAP evolution of the target
at large x. As quarks and gluons interact strongly with the target this will be complicated. As a
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warm up we therefore consider radiation of a photon instead which is much simpler since photons
do not interact strongly. Furthermore, double inclusive production of a photon and quark (hadron
or jet) is interesting on its own as it would allow investigation of two-particle correlations not only
in the forward-forward rapidity region [37–40] as is the case in the CGC formalism, but also in the
forward-backward rapidity regions which is outside the domain of applicability of CGC.

1.2.1 Double inclusive quark-photon production

We now consider scattering of a projectile quark from a target accompanied by radiation of a
photon by the quark. The diagrams are shown in Fig. (1.2.2) and correspond to radiation of a
photon by quark before, during and after multiple soft and single hard scatterings of the quark
from the target. The wavy line represents a photon while the springy line represents a large x
gluon (or a gluon exchange with full kinematics more accurately). As a reminder, in the eikonal
limit there are only two diagrams corresponding to radiation of a photon either before or after
multiple soft scatterings of the quark [37–40]. There is no radiation while the quark is traveling
inside the target as the target is infinitely thin (shock wave) in the eikonal limit. The new diagrams
correspond to radiation of a photon from a quark while the quark is traversing the target, as such
photon radiation can happen anywhere. Furthermore, had we considered radiation of a gluon we
would have needed to include radiation from the large x gluons themselves and include multiple
soft interactions of the radiated gluon with the target as well.

Note that the thick solid lines denote Wilson lines which resum multiple soft scatterings of
the quark from the target. As a Wilson line also include no-interactions (the 1 term in the expan-
sion of the exponential) it should be clear that the case of photon radiation before or after any
interaction with the target is also included in these diagrams as can be verified by expanding the
corresponding Wilson lines. The amplitudes can be written as

iM1(p, q, l) = eg

∫
d2k2t

(2π)2

d2k3t

(2π)2

d2k̄1t

(2π)2

∫
d4x d2y1t d

2y2t d
2ȳ1t dz

+ θ(x+ − z+) ei(l
+

+q̄
+−p+)x

−

e−i(q̄t−k̄1t)·ȳ1t e−i(k̄1t−k3t)·xt e−i(k3t−k2t)·y2t e−i(lt+k2t−pt)·y1t ū(q̄)V (ȳ1t;x
+,∞)

/̄n /̄k1

2n̄ · q̄

/A(x)

[
/k3

2n · (p− l) V (y2t; z
+, x+)

/n /k2

2n · (p− l) + i
δ(x+ − z+)

2n · (p− l) /n
]

/ε(l)
/k1

2n · p V (y1t;−∞, z+) /nu(p) (1.2.9)

corresponding to the first diagram at top left where photon radiation happens before hard scatter-
ing with large x gluon non scattering. We also use the short-hand notation k+

1 = p+ , k1t = lt+k2t ,
k+

2 = k+
3 = p+ − l+ and k̄+

1 = q̄+. The diagram at the top right corresponds to the case of photon
radiation after hard scattering and non-scattering large x gluon. The amplitude for this case is
given by

iM2(p, q, l) = eg

∫
d2k1t

(2π)2

d2k̄1t

(2π)2

d2k̄2t

(2π)2

∫
d4x d2y1t d

2ȳ1t d
2ȳ2t dz̄

+ θ(z̄ − x+) ei(l̄
+

+q̄
+−p+)x

−

e−i(q̄t+l̄t−k̄2t)·ȳ2t e−i(k̄2t−k̄1t)·ȳ1t e−i(k1t−pt)·y1t e−i(k̄1t−k1t)·xt ū(q̄)V (ȳ2t; z̄
+,∞)

/̄n /̄k3

2n̄ · q̄ /ε(l̄)
[

/̄k2

2n̄ · k̄2

V (ȳ1t;x
+, z̄+)

/̄n /̄k1

2n̄ · k̄1

+ i
δ(x+ − z̄+)

2n̄ · (q̄ + l̄)
/̄n

]

/A(x)
/k1

2n · p V (y1t;−∞, x+) /nu(p) (1.2.10)
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before hard scattering after hard scattering

Figure 1.2.2: Radiation of a photon by a quark scattering from the small and large x gluons of a
target.

with k+
1 = p+ , k̄+

1 = k̄+
2 = q̄+ + l̄+, k̄+

3 = q̄+ and k̄3t = k̄2t − l̄t.
The bottom diagrams correspond to the case when the large x gluon scatters from the small

x gluons of the target itself. Again there are two possibilities; the photon can be radiate before or
after scattering from the large x gluons. The amplitudes for these cases are given by

iM3(p, q, l)=eg

∫
d2k1t

(2π)2

d2k3t

(2π)2

d2k̄1t

(2π)2

∫
d4x d2y1t d

2y2t d
2ȳ1t dz

+ dr+ θ(x+ − r+) θ(r+ − z+)

ei(q̄
+

+l
+−p+)r

−

e−i(q̄t−k̄1t)·ȳ1te−i(k̄1t−k3t)·xte−i(k3t+lt−k1t)·y2te−i(k1t−pt)·y1t

ū(q̄)V (ȳ1t; r
+,+∞)

/̄n /̄k1

2n̄ · k̄1

ta
[
∂
x
+ U†AP (xt; r

+, x+)
]ab

[
/Ab(x)− (k3 − k̄1) ·Ab(x)

n · (k3 − k̄1)
/n

]

[
/k3 /n /k2

2n · k3 2n · k2

V (y2t; z
+, r+) + i

δ(z+ − r+)

2n · k2

/n

]
/ε(l) /k1 /n

2n · k1

V (y1t;−∞, z+)u(p) (1.2.11)

with n · k1 = n · p, n · k2 = n · k3 = n · (p− l), n̄ · k̄1 = n̄ · q̄ and k2t = k1t − lt and

iM4(p, q, l)=eg

∫
d2k1t

(2π)2

d2k̄1t

(2π)2

d2k̄2t

(2π)2

∫
d4x d2y1t d

2ȳ1t d
2ȳ2t dz
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+−p+)r

−

e−i(q̄t+l̄t−k̄2t)·ȳ2te−i(k̄2t−k̄1t)·ȳ1te−i(k̄1t−k1t)·xte−i(k1t−pt)·y1t

ū(q̄)V (ȳ2t; z̄
+,+∞)

/̄n /̄k3 /ε(l̄)

2n̄ · k̄3
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V (ȳ1t; r
+, z̄+) + i
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/̄n

]

ta
[
∂
x
+ U†AP (xt; r

+, x+)
]ab

[
/Ab(x)− (k1 − k̄1) ·Ab(x)

n · (k1 − k̄1)
/n

]

/k1 /n

2n · k1

V (y1t;−∞, r+)u(p) (1.2.12)

where all 4-momenta are on-shell with n · k1 = n · p, n̄ · k̄1 = n̄ · k̄2 = n̄ · (q̄ + l̄), n̄ · k̄3 = n̄ · q̄ and
k̄3t = k̄2t − l̄t.
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The next step in calculating the double inclusive production cross section would be to square
this amplitude (sum of the 4 amplitudes). Rather than doing this we use spinor helicity tech-
niques [41] to evaluate these amplitudes individually for a given helicity state. The advantage
of this is that it allows us to consider spin asymmetries in the double photon-hadron production
process which we intend to do in the future. For the details of the use of spinor helicity techniques
in the CGC formalism we refer to [42, 43].

Here we show our results for the helicity amplitudes for the first diagram. The other ones are
similar and will be reported elsewhere. The Dirac numerators for the first diagram are defined as

N1−1 = ū(q̄)
/̄n /̄k1

2n̄ · q̄ /A(x)
/k3 /n /k2/ε(l) /k1 /n

2n · p 2n · (p− l) 2n · (p− l) u(p)

N1−2 = ū(q̄)
/̄n /̄k1

2n̄ · q̄ /A(x)
/n /ε(l) /k1 /n

2n · p 2n · (p− l) u(p) (1.2.13)

and the corresponding helicity amplitudes are

N
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N
−−
1−1

)?
= −

√
n · p

n · (p− l)

[
n · l k2⊥ · ε?⊥ − n · (p− l) l⊥ · ε?⊥

]

n · l n · (p− l) 〈k̄+
1 | /A(x)|k+

3 〉

N
++
1−2 =

(
N
−−
1−2
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= −

√
n · p

n · (p− l) 〈k̄
+
1 | /A(x)|n+〉

N
+−
1−1 =

(
N
−+
1−1

)?
= −

√
n · p

n · (p− l)
[n · p l⊥ · ε⊥ − n · l k1⊥ · ε⊥]

n · p n · l 〈k̄+
1 | /A(x)|k+

3 〉

N
+−
1−2 = N

−+
1−2 = 0 (1.2.14)

where {±±} refers to the helicity of the projectile quark and the real (transverse) photon. Using
these helicity amplitudes it is clear that there will be a spin asymmetry in the cross section, the so
called ALL.

There is much to gain from a formalism that can unify the pQCD and collinear factorization
formalism with that valid at high pt (large x) with that of CGC applicable at low pt (small x). In ad-
dition to clarifying the kinematics where the CGC formalism is valid it will enable us to study spin
asymmetries at intermediate-high pt, forward-backward rapidity and azimuthal angular correla-
tions and much more. It in principle can also be used to investigate jet energy loss from the earliest
moments of a high energy heavy ion collision as well as the total neutrino-nucleon scattering cross
sections [44].

Comments: Presented online at the Low-xWorkshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October
1 2021.
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Recently there has been interesting progress in the study of glueball states in lattice gauge
theories, in particular extrapolation of their spectrum to the limit of large number of colors. This
progress coincided with the announcement of the discovery of the odderon in proton-proton and
proton-anti-proton collisions, a colorlessC-odd particle expected to be the 1−− glueball (more pre-
cisely, the corresponding Regge trajectory). In this note we review the holographic predictions for
the spectrum of glueballs, focusing on the Klebanov-Strassler model. We demonstrate that thanks
to the universal behavior of the glueball spectrum across a range of gauge theories, the holographic
model can give reliable predictions for the structure of the spectrum in SU(N) Yang-Mills theories
with and without supersymmetry. This is especially important for the supersymmetric theories,
for which no lattice predictions exist and the holographic model remains the most tractable ap-
proach. For the odderon, both lattice and holography give a consistent prediction of the relative
position of the leading poles in the pomeron and odderon trajectories, that is 2++ and 1−− mass
ratios.
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In [1] the D0 and TOTEM collaborations announced a 3.4σ divergence of the pp and pp̄ cross
sections, compatible with a t-channel exchange of a colorless C-odd particle, an odderon [2]. Fur-
ther work is under way to improve the statistics and discover more properties of this particle.

The principle candidate for the odderon is a C-odd three-gluon bound state – a glueball state
1−− in the JPC classification, and its Regge trajectory. Apart from this progress in hadron scat-
tering the interest to purely gluonic states appeared recently in the context of models of physics
beyond the Standard Model, e.g. [3–5]. Despite the fact that the existence of such bound states was
conjectured long ago, their experimental detection, let alone physical properties, turned out to be
a very complicated task. The main problem is heavy mixing of such nonquarkyonic and appar-
ently short-lived states with heavy and excited states of ordinary mesons. Most of the presently
available information about glueballs comes from lattice simulations.

Lattice studies focus on the lowest states, kinematically stable in the pure glue theory. The
work of Morningstar and Peardon [6] found 12 such lightest states with spins varying from J = 0

to J = 3 in the pure glue SU(3) Yang-Mills theory.8 The ensuing lattice studies improved the
original predictions of the glueball masses [10–12], observing additional (excited) states, studied
the effects of introducing quarks [13–19], investigated the dependence of the gauge group and its
rank [20–26] and attempted to estimate the decay constants of a few lightest states [10], cf. [27–30].

One fact about glueballs, corroborated by the lattice analysis, is relatively light dependence of
their masses of the number of colors,9

m ' m∞ +
c

N2
c

. (1.0.1)

In table 1.0.1 we demonstrate the SU(Nc) [21] and Sp(Nc) [25] lattice results for the mass of the
lightest 0++ glueball and its ratio with the next in mass 2++ state. For SU(Nc) the reported varia-
tion of the masses is within 14-16%, while the variation of the ratios is even smaller, about 10%. In
the Sp(Nc) case the variation of the ratio is even smaller, about 5%.

G SU(2) SU(3) SU(4) SU(6) SU(8) SU(∞)

m
0
++ 3.78 3.55 3.36 3.25 3.55 3.31

m
2
++/m

0
++ 1.44 1.35 1.45 1.46 1.32 1.46

G Sp(1) Sp(2) Sp(3) Sp(4) – Sp(∞)

m
2
++/m

0
++ 1.41 1.41 1.48 1.41 – 1.47

Table 1.0.1. Lattice masses (in appropriate units) of the 0
++ and 2

++ glueballs in the pure glue SU(Nc) [21]
and Sp(Nc) theories [25].

The second observation is a reasonably light effect of quark mixing in the unquenched ver-
sion of the Yang-Mills theory. The phenomenological OZI rule [31–33] does not favor quark mix-
ing with purely gluonic states. Lattice simulations somewhat confirm this effect, as can be seen
from the data in table 1.0.2. The match is better for the lighter states (5% for 0++) and the ra-
tio m

2
++/m

0
++ ∼ 1.46 obtained for QCD with three flavors is compatible with the SU(Nc) and

Sp(Nc) results (universality of this ratio was acknowledged in [24]). Mass ratios appears to be
even more stable with respect to model variation, which might indicate that non only m∞, but
also c in equation (1.0.1) is a universal quantity.

The above features of the glueball spectrum make this data interesting from the point of view
of the holographic models. Classical gravity limit of holography [34–36] can only capture the limit

8See [7–9] for yet earlier work on the lattice spectrum.
9In the Sp(Nc) case the leading correction to the Nc →∞ value is O(1/Nc).
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JPC 0++ 2++ 1+− 0−+ m
2
++/m

0
++ m

1
+−/m

2
++ m

0
−+/m

2
++

YM 1710 2390 2980 3640 1.40 1.25 1.52

QCD3 1795 2620 3270 4490 1.46 1.25 1.71

Table 1.0.2. Comparison of the lattice masses of glueballs (GeV) in the quenched Yang-Mills and QCD with
three flavors [17]. The ratio of the masses of m

2
++ and m

0
++ for the two cases are 1.40 and 1.46 respectively.

of large number of colors Nc → ∞ and large coupling constant λ = g2
YMNc → ∞ of Yang-Mills

theory. Without implementing quantum corrections to gravity one can only hope accessing some
universal properties of hadrons. Lattice simulations indicate that the glueball spectrum is one such
property.

Sparing most of the details, the holographic approach in the classical gravity limit consists
of choosing a background (solution of an appropriate supergravity theory) that is expected to be
equivalent to the gauge theory of interest and calculating the spectrum of linearized equations of
motion over the background solution. If the background is truly equivalent to the sought gauge
theory in the corresponding limit then the gravity spectrum is equivalent to spectrum of the gauge
theory. Higher order correlation functions are also available through the calculations beyond linear
order.

Early take on glueballs in holography [37, 38] invoked the so-called Witten’s model [39]. The
background of this model is obtained from a new-horizon limit of the world-volume theory of
D4 branes compactified on a circle. This background preserves no supersymmetry and gives a
qualitative idea about the gauge theory spectrum, but also exhibits features incompatible with
the Yang-Mills theory, such as mass degeneracy for different glueball families, which indicates
to symmetries absent in the Yang-Mills. It also shows larger spacing of the mass eigenvalues, as
demonstrated in table 1.0.3. In Witten’s model the ratio m

2
++/m

0
++ ∼ 1.74 and the discrepancy

grows for heavier states.

J PC SU(∞) Sp(∞) BMT BBCD BBCN
0++ 1 1 1 1 1

2++ 1.49 1.47 1.74 1.48 1.56

0−+ 1.53 1.54 2.09 – –

1+− 1.88 – 2.70 – –

1−− 2.32 – 3.37 – –

0+− 3.01 – – – –

0++∗ 1.89 1.94 2.53 1.63 1.83

2++∗ 2.11 – 2.76 2.15 2.49

Table 1.0.3. Spectra of the lightest glueballs in the Witten’s (BMT [38]) and hard wall models (BBC [40])
compared to the state of the art lattice extrapolations of m∞ for SU(N) [26] and Sp(N) [25]. The masses
are normalized to the mass of the 0

++ state. Models BBCN and BBCD used different boundary conditions
(Dirichlet or Neumann) in the calculation of the spectrum.

A simpler approach towards the properties of the holographic hadrons can be taken via the
class of bottom-up models. The so-called hard wall model [41–43] is its simplest representative.
For the purpose of this note, Light-Front Holography models [44] can also be attributed to this
class. In the hard wall model the background is five-dimensional anti de Sitter space, whose group
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of symmetries is precisely the conformal group in 3+1 dimensions, and a cutoff is introduced
to break this symmetry explicitly. The dual gauge theory to such a background is expected to
be approximately conformal (3+1)-dimensional gauge theory at high energies, with an IR scale
defining the masses, as in Yang-Mills or QCD. One then considers wave equations of different
spin matter in the AdS5 background. This problem leads to the spectrum of the light states shown
in table 1.0.3, as calculated by [40].

Remarkably, the simplest hard wall model predicts the value m
2
++/m

0
++ ∼ 1.48, closest to

the extrapolated ratio of m∞ on the lattice. This “magic number" can be expressed as a ratio of the
first non-trivial zeroes x2,1 and x4,1 of Bessel functions J2(x) and J4(x),

hard wall:
m

2
++

m
0
++

=
x4,1

x2,1

' 1.47759 . (1.0.2)

At the same time, it is not possible to implement states with non-trivial parity and charge con-
jugation, since the simple model does not have a natural way to implement the corresponding
symmetries. In contrast, top-down holographic constructions inherit these symmetries from string
theory, as in the example of Witten’s model.

The Klebanov-Strassler model [45] is another example of a top-down holographic model,
which possesses rich physics. It is a model of D3 and D5 branes in type IIB string theory com-
pactified on a six-dimensional cone (conifold). In the low-energy limit the compactification gives
rise to a type IIB supergravity background on a space which is a warped product of AdS5 and a
pair of spheres S3 × S2 [46–48]. Smoothing out the singularity of the cone (deformation of the
conifold) introduces a scale that breaks (3+1)-dimensional conformal invariance and provides an
interesting example of a holographic model with a logarithmic running of the coupling constant.
The background has SU(2) × SU(2) global symmetries, so its spectrum is organized in the irre-
ducible representations of this group.

The Klebanov-Strassler background preserves N = 1 supersymmetry, so the dual gauge the-
ory is a non-conformal N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with additional matter fields
transforming under the global symmetry group, subject to a unique superpotential. In the IR the
theory flows to a strongly coupled fixed point (it shows an interesting RG flow known as “cascade”
of Seiberg dualities [45, 49]) which was initially expected to be in the universality class of the pure
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. It was then understood that the IR Klebanov-Strassler theory
has light operators and massless states due to spontaneous breaking of the baryon U(1) symmetry
by the baryonic operators [50–52].

Despite being a modification of the pure N = 1 Yang-Mills, the Klebanov-Strassler gauge
theory inherits many properties of the parent. Apart from the mentioned logarithmic running
of the coupling, the holographic theory exhibits the same mechanism of breaking of the U(1) R-
symmetry [53]. The singlet sector mostly contains the super Yang-Mills operators [54, 55]. In view
of the universality of the spectrum, one can hope that SU(2)× SU(2)-singlet states can reproduce
the appropriate limit of the low-energy spectrum of the supersymmetric, or even pure bosonic
Yang-Mills, since little is known about glueballs of the supersymmetric theory. Let us summarize
the results of the study of the spectrum of the singlet states in the Klebanov-Strassler theory.

The spectrum of singlet fluctuations of the Klebanov-Strassler background was studied in a
series of papers including [56–65]. (See also [66–71] for the studies of non-singlet states or defor-
mations of the Klebanov-Strassler theory.) The structure of the spectrum in the supergravity limit
was explained in [63–65]: it contains two massless scalar supermultiplets and thirteen massive su-
permultiplets classified as one graviton, two gravitino, four vector and six scalar supermultiplets,
according to the highest spin of the contained fields (with the exception of the scalar multiplets that
contain scalars and spin half fermions). The massless states are not part of the Yang-Mills spec-
trum, as well as the associated (light) massive vector supermultiplet, containing a 0+− scalar [61]
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Figure 1.0.1: Full light SU(2) × SU(2)-singlet spectrum of the bosonic states in the Klebanov-
Strassler theory (left). The ground states of each supermultiplet are shown in full color, while the
excited states are faded. All the mass values are computed in the units of the ground state of 2++.
The discrepancy of the 0++ [59] and 0−+ [65] sectors is visible. The right plot compares the masses
of the ground states in the supersymmetric Yang-Mills sector (fill rectangles) and the ground states
in SU(N) bosonic Yang-Mills, extrapolated to N = ∞ (empty rectangles). In the 0++/0−+ sector
the results of [59] are shown in full color, while that of [65] are faded. States that do not have pairs
correspond to hybrid glueballs with no analog in the bosonic theory, except for the heaviest 0++

that has not been approached on the lattice.

and a 1+− vector [62]. In the scalar sector there is one multiplet containing non-Yang-Mills degrees
of freedom. The remaining eleven massive multiplets can be compared with the spectrum of the
Yang-Mills. This is done in table 1.0.4 and illustrated in figure 1.0.1.

J PC Multiplet mGS m∗ Ref.

1 1++, 2++ graviton 1 1.51 [58]

2 1+−, 1−− gravitino 1.30 1.85 [62]

3 1+−, 1−− gravitino 1.64 2.15 [62]

4 0−−, 1−− vector 1.47 2.00 [61]

5 0+−, 1+− vector 2.01 2.55 [61]

6 0++, 1++ vector 1.99 2.53 [63]

7 0++, 0−+ scalar 0.421 0.894 [59]

8 0++, 0−+ scalar 0.640 1.25 [59]

9 0++, 0−+ scalar 1.11 1.58 [59]

10 0++, 0−+ scalar 1.36 1.84 [59]

11 0++, 0−+ scalar 2.32 2.87 [59]

J PC mGS m∗

2++ 1 1.43

1+− 1.25 1.62

1−− 1.58 ≥ 1.88

0+− ≥ 2.01 –

0++ 0.668 1.27

0−+ 1.02 1.53

0++ – –

Table 1.0.4. Spectrum of the lightest supermultiplets of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills sector of the
Klebanov-Strassler theory (left table). The bosonic members of the multiplets are indicated. The masses
of the ground and first excited states, in units of the mass of the ground state of 2

++, are shown, as well the
references to the works, from which the spectra can be extracted. For the scalar sector, the assignment was
made based on the analysis of [65, 72]. The masses are compared with the masses recently obtained for the
SU(∞) bosonic Yang-Mills on the lattice [26] (right table). Lower bounds indicate states with known masses,
but with a problem of confirming the JPC numbers in the continuum limit.

In table 1.0.4 we normalize all the masses to the mass of the ground state of the graviton
multiplet, that is 2++ glueball. This state is particularly easy in the supergravity analysis, so it
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serves a natural reference for the remaining states. The C-odd sector is also relatively simple,
although it involves some mixing between states with similar quantum numbers. The masses of
the 1+−, 1−− and 0+− glueballs can be compared with the SU(N) bosonic Yang-Mills extrapolated
to N = ∞ [26]. One can observe a very reasonable match of the masses of the ground states. For
the excited states the correspondence is not so good: the holographic supersymmetric masses
of excited states tend to grow more rapidly. Note that masses of 1−−∗ and 0+− states appear
with lower bounds in the SU(∞) part of the table. The continuum limit of the lattice result for
this state does not allow to determine the JPC numbers unambiguously for the states with the
indicated mass, although different arguments support the above identification [26]. In case of 0+−

we can view the match with the holographic results as an additional argument in favor of the
identification.

One vector multiplet in the C-odd sector contains no bosonic states, so there are no lattice
results to compare. The same is true for the only vector multiplet in the C-even sector. The latter
mode is also relatively simple.

The most complex is the scalar sector, originally studied in [57, 59]. There are six scalars-
pseudoscalar pairs with similar quantum numbers that mix together. This mix of scalars contains
the bosonic 0++ and 0−+ modes and scalars dual to the gluino bilinear. The latter fermionic state
is expected to be the lightest in the spectrum of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills. Higher gluon
operators are also predicted by holography.

The spectrum of 0++, found in [59] does not identify the operator origin of the mass eigen-
values. Identifying the six ground states and the corresponding excited states is a complicated
task. In [65] the spectrum of 0−+ was calculated as a consistency check, since the two spectra are
expected to be related by supersymmetry, yet the separation of the full scalar spectrum into six
families was not completed. It was argued that the following ordering of states is consistent with
the two approaches and with the lattice results [72],

mλλ < m
0
++ < m∗λλ < m

0
−+ < m∗

0
++ < · · · , (1.0.3)

where mλλ is the mass of the ground state of the gluino bilinear, m∗λλ is its first excited state,
m

0
++ and m

0
−+ are masses of the states in the spectrum of the two gluon operators trFµνF

µν

and trFµν F̃
µν , studied on the lattice. Here we also conjectured the masses of the ground states of

the remaining two multiplets, including that of the heaviest four-gluon operator tr (FµνF
µν)2 to

be seen on the lattice. This is done by applying quadratic fits to the values of mass squared. For
the multiplets other than scalar the quadratic fits work quite well. The results of the fitting of the
pseudoscalar sector [65] are shown in figure 1.0.2. The following fits work very well for the heavy
part of the spectrum, while for the light states we end up with a few noticeable deviations.

m2
λλ = 0.223 + 0.499n+ 0.257n2 , mGS = 0.472 , (1.0.4)

m2

0
++ = 0.480 + 0.854n+ 0.260n2 , mGS = 0.693 , (1.0.5)

m2
0−+ = 1.22 + 1.26n+ 0.257n2 , mGS = 1.11 , (1.0.6)

m2
10 = 1.97 + 1.15n+ 0.267n2 , mGS = 1.40 , (1.0.7)

m2
AB = 4.24 + 2.14n+ 0.261n2 , mGS = 2.06 , (1.0.8)

m2
11 = 5.92 + 2.49n+ 0.260n2 , mGS = 2.43 , (1.0.9)

where all the values are given in units of the mass of the ground state of 2++. Herem10 andm11 are
pseudoscalar predictions for the masses of the ground states in the entries 10 and 11 of table 1.0.4.
Eigenvalue mAB is expected to be absent from the spectrum of the pure supersymmetric Yang-
Mills. We note that the fits slightly improve the convergence to the SU(∞) lattice values.

It is necessary to mention that the spectrum of pseudoscalars computed in [65], although
found to be consistent with the spectrum of 0++ in [59], contains a subset of eigenvalues exhibiting
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Figure 1.0.2: Quadratic fits of the 0−+ spectrum of m2 found in [65]. The black dots (as well as the
grids) indicate the mass eigenvalues and the curves are fits (1.0.4)-(1.0.9). The left plot shows the
behavior of the fits for m2 ≤ 10. The intercepts correspond to the ground states. The right plots
illustrates the quality of the fits for m2 ≥ 10. All mass values are shown in the units of the ground
state mass of 2++.

divergence, particularly significant at low mass. For example, the predictions for the masses of the
three lightest scalar ground states were found to be mλλ ' 0.511m

2
++ , m

0
++ ' 0.701m

2
++ and

m
0
−+ ' 1.15m

2
++ , cf. (1.0.4)-(1.0.9), to be compared with the entries 7, 8 and 9 in table 1.0.4. See

also figure 1.0.1. The spectrum of [59] was independently confirmed in [69], so the status of the
pseudoscalar calculation remains unclear.

As a final comment we remind that no states of spin J ≥ 2 are accessible to the holographic
analysis in the supergravity limit, except for the 2++.

In conclusion we would like to discuss the relevance of the results presented in this note.
Recent progress in lattice calculations largely confirmed the expectations of the universality of
the glueball masses and allowed to extrapolate the results to the limit of large number of colors.
The comparison of the lattice results for SU(∞) with the Yang-Mills subsector of the Klebanov-
Strassler theory demonstrated consistency at the level expected from a holographic model. For
the five lightest states with J < 2 of the bosonic Yang-Mills theory computed on the lattice we ob-
served the same hierarchy of the spectrum in the Klebanov-Strassler theory and a sub-ten-percent
match for the masses, as summarized by table 1.0.5 for either SU(∞) and SU(3) theories. With
the support of the universality of the spectrum, these results give an independent check of the
consistency of the lattice approach.

J PC 2++ 0++ 0−+ 1+− 1−− 0+−

Holography/SU(∞) 1 0.959 1.081 1.037 1.038 0.999

Holography/SU(3) 1 0.920 1.027 1.048 0.967 1.057

Table 1.0.5. Comparison of the holographic (Klebanov-Strassler) and lattice predictions for the masses of the
lightest glueball ground states in the SU(∞) and SU(3) Yang-Mills theories [26].

More importantly, glueball spectrum turns out to be a rare guide to independent testing of the
holographic correspondence. It shows that despite the unnaturalness of the classical holographic
limit, first principle lattice calculations can be used to access physical observables in such a regime.

Despite a very reasonable match in table 1.0.5 and a possible room for improvement of con-
vergence, the Klebanov-Strassler theory is not expected to give precisely the same results as the
SU(∞) Yang-Mills. The results summarized in figure 1.0.1 should rather serve an approximation
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to the spectrum of the supersymmetric SU(∞) Yang-Mills, deformed by the presence of some mat-
ter. The consistency with the bosonic theory tells that the results presented here can give a similar,
or even better match with the spectrum of the supersymmetric theory. The supersymmetric case
gives a larger base for comparison with a multitude of additional states, but it unfortunately makes
it a very complicated story for the lattice. We hope that such a comparison will be possible in the
future.

We close the discussion with a prediction for the odderon, from the lattice and from hologra-
phy. One can predict the value of the odderon to pomeron mass ratio to be close to

m
1
−−

m
2
++

' 1.58 (lattice) or
m

1
−−

m
2
++

' 1.64 (holography) . (1.0.10)
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The material for these notes was originally prepared for the talk given at the Low X 2021
conference at Elba. While the talk was being prepared, a very timely paper [26] appeared with new
results on the SU(∞) spectrum on the lattice, which allowed to make a more detailed comparison
of the spectrum in these notes, beyond SU(3) and recent results on Sp(∞) [25] discussed in the
talk.
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The TOTEM experiment at the LHC has measured proton-proton (pp) elastic scattering in
dedicated runs at

√
s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV centre-of-mass energies. The total, elastic and

inelastic pp cross-sections have been derived for each energy using the optical theorem and the
luminosity independent method. At 13 TeV, the total pp cross-section has also been derived for
the first time at LHC using the Coulomb amplitude for the normalization of the elastic dσ/dt.
TOTEM has excluded using

√
s = 8 TeV data a purely exponential nuclear differential cross-

section dσ/dt at low |t| for elastic pp scattering. The effect has been confirmed at
√
s = 13 TeV. The ρ

parameter, the real to imaginary ratio of the nuclear elastic scattering amplitude at t = 0, has been
measured precisely at

√
s = 13 TeV using the Coulomb-nuclear interference region. In order to

properly describe the measured ρ value and all the TOTEM σtot measurements, in addition to the
exchange of photons and colourless two-gluon compound, the so-called Pomeron, the exchange of
a colourless C-odd three-gluon compound, also known as the Odderon, in the t-channel should be
added for elastic pp scattering. At all LHC energies, TOTEM has observed a diffractive minimum
(“dip”) followed by a secondary maximum (“bump”) in the elastic pp dσ/dt. In the measurement
of the D0 experiment at

√
s = 1.96 TeV, no dip or bump can be observed in the elastic proton-

antiproton dσ/dt. Under the assumption that possible effects due to the energy difference between
the 2.76 TeV TOTEM and the 1.96 TeV D0 measurements can be neglected, the results provide
evidence for the exchange of a colourless C-odd 3-gluon compound in the t-channel of proton-
(anti)proton elastic scattering.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The TOTEM (TOTal cross section, Elastic scattering and diffraction dissociation Measurement at
the LHC) experiment has been designed to measure the total proton-proton (pp) cross-section,
elastic scattering and diffractive processes at the LHC [1], see e.g. Fig. 1.1.1.

The experimental apparatus of TOTEM is composed of three subdetectors: the Roman Pots
(RP), the T1 and the T2 inelastic forward telescopes. The detectors are placed symmetrically on
both sides of the Interaction Point 5 (IP5), which is shared with the CMS experiment.

The RPs are moveable beam-pipe insertions, hosting edgeless silicon detectors to detect lead-
ing protons scattered at very small angles. In order to maximize the acceptance of the experiment
for elastically scattered protons, the RPs are able to approach the beam center to a transverse dis-
tance as small as 1 mm. The alignment of the RPs is optimized by reconstructing common tracks
going through the overlap between the vertical and horizontal RPs as well as by studying elastic
events [2].

The T1 telescope is based on cathode strip chambers placed at ±9 m and covers the pseudora-
pidity range 3.1 ≤ |η| ≤ 4.7; the T2 telescope is based on gas electron multiplier chambers placed
at ±13.5 m and covers the pseudorapidity range 5.3 ≤ |η| ≤ 6.5. The pseudorapidity coverage of
the two telescopes at

√
s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV allows the detection of about 96 %, 95 %, 94 %

and 92 %, respectively, of the inelastic pp collisions, including collisions producing diffractive mass
above about 2.1 GeV, 3.4 GeV, 3.6 GeV and 4.6 GeV, respectively [3–5].

Before the LHC long shutdown one (LS1) the RPs, used for the measurements, were located
at distances of 215–220 m from IP5 [1]. The actual layout, i.e., after the LHC LS1, is different in
RP location and quantity. The RP stations previously installed at ±147 m, from IP5, have been
relocated to ±210 m. Moreover, newly designed horizontal RPs have been installed between the
two units of the ±220 m station [6, 7].
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Figure 1.1.1: A compilation of total, inelastic and elastic pp cross-section measurements, see
Ref. [8–10] and references therein. The red points indicate the TOTEM total cross-section mea-
surements at

√
s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV using the luminosity independent method.
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1.2 ELASTIC SCATTERING AND TOTAL CROSS-SECTIONσtot MEASURE-
MENTS

For each tagged elastic event the four-momentum transfer squared t is reconstructed using the
LHC optical functions, characterized with the so-called betatron amplitude at IP5 β∗ [1]. The
TOTEM experiment developed a novel experimental method to estimate the optical functions at
the RP locations, using the measured elastically scattered protons [11, 12].

The total inelastic rateNinel, measured by the T1 and T2 telescopes, and the total nuclear elastic
rate Nel with its extrapolation to zero four-momentum transfer squared t = 0 are combined with
the optical theorem to obtain the total cross-section in a luminosity, L, independent way

σtot =
16π

1 + ρ2 ·
dNel

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

· (Nel +Ninel)
−1. (1.2.1)

The measured elastic Nel and inelastic rates Ninel allow for the determination of the elastic and
inelastic cross-sections as well.

The TOTEM experiment determined the total pp cross-section at
√
s = 7 TeV using the lumi-

nosity independent method [13], which was shown to be consistent with the total cross-sections
measured in independent ways, see Table 1.2.1. The elastic and inelastic cross-sections were found
to be σel = (25.1± 1.1) mb and σinel = (72.9± 1.5) mb, respectively.

Method L independent [13] Ninel rate-indep. [14] Ninel rate-indep. [15] ρ indep. [13]
σtot [mb] 98.0 ± 2.5 98.3 ± 2.8 98.6 ± 2.2 99.1 ± 4.3

Table 1.2.1. The total cross-section σtot results measured by the TOTEM experiment at
√
s = 7 TeV with three

different methods and two different data sets.

The luminosity-independent measurements were repeated at
√
s = 2.76, 8 and 13 TeV. At√

s = 2.76 TeV, the total cross-section was found to be σtot = (84.7 ± 3.3) mb, while the elastic
and inelastic cross-section were σel = (21.8± 1.4) mb and σinel = (62.8± 2.9) mb, respectively [5].
At
√
s = 8 TeV, the total, elastic and inelastic cross-sections of σtot = (101.7 ± 2.9) mb, σel =

(27.1 ± 1.4) mb and σinel = (74.7 ± 1.7) mb, respectively, were obtained [4]. Finally at
√
s =

13 TeV, the total, elastic and inelastic cross-sections were found to be σtot = (110.6 ± 3.4) mb,
σel = (31.0 ± 1.7) mb and σinel = (79.5 ± 1.8) mb, respectively [5].

In 2016 TOTEM took data during a special run with β∗ = 2500 m optics at 13 TeV collision
energy, which allowed to probe sufficiently low |t|-values to be sensitive to the Coulomb am-
plitude allowing a first total pp cross section measurement at LHC with Coulomb normalization
σtot = (110.3±3.5) mb [9]. Combining the two uncorrelated TOTEM measurement at 13 TeV, lumi-
nosity independent and Coulomb normalization, yields σtot = (110.5± 2.4) mb. Fig. 1.1.1 shows a
compilation of all the results together with other LHC measurements. The observed cross-sections
are in agreement with the extrapolation of low-energy data to LHC and cosmic ray results as well.

Thanks to a high statistics β∗ = 90 m data set at
√
s = 8 TeV energy, the TOTEM experiment

excluded a purely exponential elastic pp differential cross-section [16]. The significance of the
exclusion is greater than 7σ in the |t| range from 0.027 to 0.2 GeV2. Using refined parametrizations
for the extrapolation to the optical point, t = 0, yields total cross-section values σtot = (101.5 ±
2.1) mb and σtot = (101.9 ± 2.1) mb, compatible with the previous measurements. The deviation
from the purely exponential elastic pp differential cross-section has been confirmed at 13 TeV [17].

The TOTEM experiment performed its first measurement of elastic scattering in the Coulomb-
nuclear interference (CNI) region [18]. The data have been collected at

√
s = 8 TeV with a special

beam optics of β∗ = 1000 m in 2012. The ρ parameter was for the first time at LHC extracted via the
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Coulomb-nuclear interference, and was found to be ρ = 0.12± 0.03. Taking the Coulomb-nuclear
interference into account in the extrapolation to the optical point, t = 0, yields total cross-section
values of σtot = (102.9 ± 2.3) mb and σtot = (103.0 ± 2.3) mb for central and peripheral phase
descriptions, respectively, compatible with the previous measurements.

Figure 1.2.1: Predictions of COMPETE models for pp interactions. Each model is represented by
one line (see legend). The red points represent the reference TOTEM measurements.

The special run with β∗ = 2500 m optics at 13 TeV collision energy with higher statistics
allowed also for a precise measurement of the ρ yielding ρ = 0.09 ± 0.01 and ρ = 0.10 ± 0.01,
depending on different physics assumptions and mathematical modelling. This ρ result combined
with all the TOTEM σtot measurements indicate that it is not sufficient to include only photon
and colourless C-even 2-gluon compound exchange, the so-called Pomeron, in the t-channel to
properly describe elastic pp scattering. A significantly better description is obtained both in the
Regge-like frameworks and QCD by adding colourless C-odd 3-gluon compound exchange in the
t-channel [9], the so-called Odderon. On the contrary, if shown that the C-odd 3-gluon compound
t-channel exchange is not of importance for the description of elastic pp scattering at low |t|, the
ρ value determined by TOTEM would represent a first evidence of a slowing down of the total
cross-section growth at higher energies.

The ρ and σtot results are incompatible with models with Pomeron exchange only and provide
evidence of odderon exchange effects with significance between 3.4σ and 4.6σ, see Fig. 1.2.1 [9] and
Ref. [19].
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Figure 1.2.2: (color) Differential elastic cross-section dσ/dt at
√
s = 13 TeV. The statistical and

|t|-dependent correlated systematic uncertainty envelope is shown as a yellow band.

At 13 TeV the differential cross-section has been measured in the [0.04; 4] GeV2 range of |t|
using a very-high statistics sample (more than 109) of elastic events taken in 2015 using a dedicated
data acquisition system allowing an increased data taking rate by an order of magnitude. This
sample allowed for a precise measurement of the non-exponential part that contains a diffractive
minimum “dip” and a secondary maximum “bump”, see Fig. 1.2.2 [17]. The dip position at 13
TeV was found to be |tdip| = (0.47 ± 0.004stat ± 0.01syst) GeV2 and the ratio of the dσ/dt at the
bump and at the dip 1.77 ± 0.01stat. Using β∗ = 11 m optics data taken in 2013, also the dip and
bump at

√
s = 2.76 TeV could be observed; the position of the dip is |tdip| = (0.61±0.03) GeV2 and

the bump-dip cross-section ratio 1.7 ± 0.2, as shown in Fig. 1.2.3 [20]. These new results confirm
the dσ/dt feature of dip and bump at TeV scale already observed at 7 TeV with a dip position of
|tdip| = (0.53± 0.01stat ± 0.01syst) GeV2 and a bump-dip cross-section ratio of 1.7± 0.1 [9, 21]. The
result is confirmed at 8 TeV as well [22]. The series of TOTEM elastic pp measurements show that
the dip is a permanent feature of the pp differential cross-section at TeV scale. This is expressed
by a bump-to-dip cross section ratio R significantly larger than 1, see Fig. 1.3.1 [19]. However, for
pp̄ at TeV scale, this R-value is close to 1, i.e. there is no dip and no bump in the differential cross
section.
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Figure 1.2.3: (color) The differential cross sections dσ/dt at
√
s = 2.76 TeV measured by the

TOTEM experiment and the elastic pp̄ measurement of the D0 experiment at 1.96 TeV [23]. The
green dashed line indicates the normalization uncertainty of the D0 measurement.

When the 2.76 TeV dσ/dtmeasurement of TOTEM is compared directly to the proton-antiproton
(pp̄) measurement of the D0 experiment at

√
s = 1.96 TeV, a significant difference can be observed,

see Fig. 1.2.3. Under the assumption that possible effects due to the energy difference between
TOTEM and D0 can be neglected, the result provides evidence for a colourless C-odd 3-gluon
compound exchange in the t-channel of pp and pp̄ elastic scattering, cf. also [19]. This conclusion
has also been acknowledged by Ref. [24].

1.3 CONCLUSIONS

The TOTEM experiment has measured elastic pp scattering at
√
s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV. The

total, elastic and inelastic pp cross-sections have been derived for all energies using the luminosity
independent method and the optical theorem. At

√
s = 8 TeV, TOTEM has also excluded a purely

exponential nuclear pp differential cross-section at low |t|. This deviation has been confirmed at
13 TeV. At 13 TeV, the ρ parameter has been precisely measured and the total pp cross-section
using the Coulomb amplitude has been derived for the first time at the LHC. The ρ measurement
combined with all the TOTEM σtot measurements indicate the necessity to add the exchange of a
colourless C-odd 3-gluon compound in the t-channel of elastic pp scattering.

At
√
s = 2.76 TeV, a diffractive minimum “dip” and a secondary maximum “bump” has been

observed; when compared to the pp̄ measurement of the D0 experiment at
√
s = 1.96 TeV, a sig-

nificant difference can be observed. Under the assumption that possible effects due to the energy
difference between TOTEM and D0 can be neglected, the result provides evidence for the exchange
of a colourless C-odd 3-gluon compound in the t-channel of pp and pp̄ elastic scattering. At 13 TeV,
the differential cross-section has been measured in the [0.04 GeV2; 4 GeV2] |t|-range allowing for
the precise measurement of the dip. The series of TOTEM elastic pp measurements show that the
dip is a permanent feature of the pp differential cross-section at the TeV scale.
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The odderon observation recently published by the D0 and TOTEM collaborations has been
widely accepted by a majority of the particle physics community and its importance recognized
through dedicated physics seminars in the world major labs and physics institute. Naturally also
some questions and objections have been raised, either privately or publicly, in discussion sessions
and articles. In this proceedings article, a comprehensive list of these questions and objections are
answered and supplementary material is provided. The methods and assumptions used in the
extrapolation of the pp elastic differential cross section to

√
s = 1.96 TeV and its comparison to the

D0 measurement in pp̄ are shown to be valid and reasonable. Likewise, the methods and choices
used for the ρ measurement at LHC. Furthermore, objections against the odderon interpretation
are demonstrated not to be valid. Finally, the combination of the different odderon significances,
leading to the first experimental observation of odderon exchange, is shown to be well founded.
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1.1 Introduction

The D0 and TOTEM collaborations have recently published the observation of the odderon [1].
The observation is based on combining two evidences for the odderon in complementary |t|-ranges
using complementary TOTEM data sets: (1) a comparison of the proton-proton (pp) and proton-
antiproton (pp̄) elastic differential cross sections (dσel/dt) in the |t|-range of the diffractive minu-
mum ("dip") and the secondary maximum ("bump") of the pp dσel/dt at

√
s = 1.96 TeV [1] and (2)

the total cross section (σtot) and ρ measurements at very low |t| in pp collisions at the LHC [2]. The
methods, assumptions and choices used in the analyses have raised questions that are answered
in detail and supplementary material is provided in this proceedings contribution. Furthermore,
the objections raised to the odderon interpretation of the evidences are shown not to be valid.

The explanations and answers are organized as follows. First the comparison of the pp and pp̄
dσel/dt is briefly presented, then explanations regarding the pp and pp̄ comparison are provided
and questions and objections raised are answered. Next the odderon evidence from the TOTEM
ρ and σtot measurements is introduced and afterwards replies to the questions and objections
raised regarding the analysis and interpretation are given. Finally the combination of the odderon
signatures is discussed and responses to issues raised concerning the combination are provided.

1.2 The comparison of elastic pp and pp̄ cross sections

Each pp dσel/dt measurement at TeV energy scale shows a characteristic dip, followed by a bump,
as illustrated by Fig. 1.2.1 (left), whereas the pp̄ dσel/dt at TeV energy scale only exhibits a flat
behaviour in the region of the expected positions of the dip and bump. This difference in the pp and
pp̄ dσel/dt would naturally occur for t-channel odderon exchange, since at the dip the dominant
pomeron exchange is largely suppressed, and the odderon amplitude can play a significant role.
Contrary to the pomeron amplitude, the odderon amplitude has a different sign for pp and pp̄.

To quantify the difference, eight characteristic points in the region of the dip and the bump,
shown in Fig. 1.2.1 (right), of the TOTEM 2.76, 7, 8, and 13 TeV pp dσel/dt are extrapolated using
a data-driven approach to obtain the 1.96 TeV pp dσel/dt. The observed difference of 3.4σ signifi-
cance between the extrapolated pp and the D0 pp̄ dσel/dt at 1.96 TeV in the region of the dip and the
bump of the pp dσel/dt, as shown by Fig. 1.2.2, is interpreted as evidence for odderon exchange.
Note that the comparison is made in a common t-range (0.50 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.96 GeV2) of the pp and pp̄

dσel/dt.

1.2.1 Questions and objections raised regarding the analysis and the interpretation

A first objection that has been raised is a possible model dependence introduced by the formulas,
|t| = a log(

√
s[TeV]) + b and dσ/dt = c

√
s[TeV] + d, used to extrapolate the TOTEM measured

|t| and differential cross section (dσ/dt) values at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV to 1.96 TeV to obtain the
characteristic points of the pp dσ/dt at 1.96 TeV, see Fig. 1.2.3. Firstly, it should be noted that the√
s range of the extrapolation from 2.76 TeV is small, only about 8 %, compared to the

√
s range

that the validity of formulas are tested with the fits. Secondly, for each characteristic point, the
closest measured point to the characteristic point in terms of dσ/dt is used as measured and if two
adjacent points have about equal dσ/dt, the two bins are merged avoiding any model-dependent
extrapolation between bins. Thirdly, having 3-4 data points limits the extrapolation formulas to
ones with maximally two parameters. Alternative functional forms with other log

√
s or
√
s pow-

ers yield extrapolated values at 1.96 TeV well within the uncertainties of the extrapolated values
given by the fits using the above

√
s dependence for |t| and dσ/dt. Fourthly, it is not obvious that

the same functional form would give good fits for all characteristics points both in |t| and dσ/dt

(majority of χ2 values ∼1 per degree of freedom (d.o.f.)) that probably is related to some general
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Figure 1.2.1: Left: The TOTEM pp elastic cross sections at 2.76, 7, 8, and 13 TeV (full circles), and the
extrapolation to 1.96 TeV (empty circles). Right: Schematic definition of the characteristic points
in the TOTEM differential cross section data. A represents the vertical bump to dip distance.

energy independent properties of elastic scattering, see e.g. Refs. [3, 4]. So if there is any model
dependence at all, it is largely contained in the quoted uncertainties, in particular due to short ex-
trapolation range and the generality of the functional form used for extrapolating the characteristic
points. Note also that the shape and hierarchy of the extrapolated pp dσ/dt w.r.t. the measured pp
dσ/dt is preserved as shown by Fig. 1.2.1 (left), i.e. a constant bump-to-dip dσ/dt ratio with energy,
a descreasing |t| of the diffractive cone, dip and bump position with energy and decreasing values
of the dσ/dt’s in the dip-bump region with energy. Extrapolating the measured cross sections is
more robust that fitting the pp dσ/dt at each energy and extrapolating the fit parameters, which
tend to compensate each other and whose correlations might be different at different energies.

A similar objection has been raised concerning a possible model dependence introduced by
the formula, σtot = b1 log2(

√
s[TeV]) + b2, used to extrapolate the TOTEM measured total cross

section (σtot) values at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV to 1.96 TeV as shown Fig. 1.2.4, obtaining σtot(pp)

= 82.7 ± 3.7 mb at 1.96 TeV. Here the argumentation is similar to the one for the |t| and dσ/dt

values. Firstly, the
√
s range of the extrapolation is small, only about 8 %, compared to the

√
s

range that the validity of formula is tested with the fit. Secondly, having four data points limits
the extrapolation formulas to ones with maximally three parameters. Alternative functional forms
such as log2√s + log

√
s + C, s +

√
s + C or s1/4 + C gave extrapolated values at 1.96 TeV well

within the quoted σtot(pp) uncertainty. Thirdly, the fit to the TOTEM σtot measurements gives
a χ2 per d.o.f. smaller than 1. So in conclusion, if there is any model dependence, it is well
within the quoted uncertainty. Note that 1.96 TeV is in a boundary region for σtot, dominated by a
log
√
s dependence for lower energies and a log2√s dependence for higher energies. Therefore the

extrapolation of the TOTEM σtot measurements is only valid for
√
s ≥ 1 TeV, which is sufficient

for the purpose above.
Also a somewhat similar objection has been raised concerning the interpolation of the charac-

teristic points of the pp dσel/dt at 1.96 TeV to the |t| values of the measured D0 pp̄ dσel/dt in the
range 0.50 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.96 GeV2 using the double exponential:

h(t) = a1e
−a2|t|2−a3|t| + a4e

−a5|t|3−a6|t|2−a7|t| , (1.2.1)

where the first exponential describes the diffractive cone (with a steeper slope towards the dip)
and the second exponential the asymmetric bump structure and subsequent falloff. The fit to the
characteristic points of the pp dσel/dt at 1.96 TeV using Eq. 1.2.1, gives a χ2 per d.o.f. smaller
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Figure 1.2.2: Comparison between the D0 pp̄ measurement at 1.96 TeV and the extrapolated
TOTEM pp cross section (with its 1σ uncertainty band), rescaled to match the D0 optical point.
Note that the uncertainties at different |t| values in the 1σ uncertainty band are strongly corre-
lated.

than 1. The same functional form describes well the measured pp dσel/dt in the dip and bump
region for at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.1 (left), with a a4 term i.e. bump
term significantly different from zero. This reassures that Eq. 1.2.1 can be safely used for the
interpolation given that the functional form corresponds to a very distinct shape of the dσel/dt. The
interpolation uncertainty is evaluated using a MC simulation where the cross section values of the
eight uncorrelated characteristic points at 1.96 TeV are varied within their Gaussian uncertainties
and new fits given by Eq. 1.2.1 are performed. This provides a pp cross section value at each |t|
value that was checked to correspond to a Gaussian distribution with the quoted uncertainty. All
of this suggests that the model dependence due to the interpolation must be well within the quoted
uncertainty.

Another objection is the assumption that the optical points (OP) (dσel/dt |t=0 ) of pp and pp̄ are
equal. The basis is the Pomeranchuk theorem [5] stating that the ratio of the pp and pp̄ σtot is 1,
when

√
s approaches infinity. Using the optical theorem, this leads to the ratio of the OPs of pp

and pp̄ to be 1, when
√
s approaches infinity. This doesn’t imply that they are necessarily equal,

however any possible difference between them must be due to the C-odd amplitude, which in
the TeV-range is due to the odderon, since secondary reggeons can safely be ignored due to the
decrease of their amplitude with

√
s, whereas the odderon amplitude is expected to increase with√

s [6]. Therefore the assumption of equal pp and pp̄ OP is valid as long as the maximal possible
odderon effect on the σtot and hence on the OP is included as a systematic uncertainty for the OP.

The assumption of equal pp and pp̄ OP can be tested comparing the extrapolated dσel/dt |t=0

= 357 ± 26 mb/GeV2 at 1.96 TeV with the extrapolation of the D0 dσpp̄el /dt measurement to |t| = 0

obtaining dσel/dt |t=0 = 341 ± 49 mb/GeV2. As can be noted they numerically agree well within
the uncertainties, in fact the pp̄ OP and its uncertainty encompasses the pp OP and its uncertainty.

Since the pp and pp̄OP measurements measure the same physics quantity in the assumption of
equal pp and pp̄ OP, one can estimate a weighted average from them and conclude that the preci-
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Figure 1.2.3: Characteristic points in (a) |t| and (b) dσ/dt from TOTEM measurements at 2.76, 7,
8 and 13 TeV (circles) as functions of

√
s extrapolated to 1.96 TeV (stars). Filled symbols are from

measured pints; open symbols are from extrapolations or definitions of the characteristic points.

sion on the common OP is determined by the measurement with the better precision, i.e. the ppOP.
Therefore the uncertainty on the pp̄ OP can be ignored, since the uncertainty of two independent
measurement of the same quantity never can be larger than the smaller of the two uncertainties.
This procedure is still valid even if the pp and pp̄ OP would correspond to two different physics
quantities with a known difference as long as the difference is included in the overall uncertainty.
The maximal possible difference due to odderon exchange on the OP is estimated from the max-
imal odderon model to be 2.9 % at 1.96 TeV that is added in quadrature to the uncertainty of the
experimental pp OP to give an overall 7.4 % relative uncertainty on the common OP. Effects on the
OP from secondary reggeons and from differences between the pp and pp̄ ρ values are negligible.

Also the ability to extrapolate the D0 dσpp̄el /dt to the OP has been questioned, since the mea-
surement only covers |t|-values down to 0.26 GeV2. In particular, since the B-slope measurements
in pp̄ at 0.546 TeV seems to indicate that the B-slope is 10-15 % steeper for low |t|-values (. 0.15
GeV2) than higher |t|-values [7]. However neither CDF [8] nor E710 [9] observe any indication of
a change of B-slope of that size below |t| = 0.25 GeV2 at 1.8 TeV. Even if the difference between
the central values of the two E710 B-slope measurements [9, 10] would be interpreted as an actual
B-slope difference as a function of |t|, the change on the OP would be much smaller (∼ 4 %) than
the luminosity uncertainty of 14.4 % that dominates the D0 pp̄ OP. Comparing TOTEM σtot mea-
surements at

√
s = 8 and 13 TeV in pp based on B-slopes extracted from data with and without

acceptance in the Coulomb Nuclear Interference (CNI)-region, the ones with CNI-region data give
about 1 % higher σtot thus about 2 % higher OP (and steeper B-slope). So there is no indication
that the D0 pp̄ OP cannot be trusted. Note that if the pattern from 1.8 TeV pp̄ and 8 and 13 TeV pp

measurements at low |t| would be used to correct the D0 pp̄ OP at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for possible bias

due to lack of such data, the central values of the D0 pp̄ and TOTEM pp OP’s would be even closer.
As a result of the interpolation from the characteristic points of the extrapolated pp dσ/dt to

the |t| values of the D0 pp̄ dσ/dt, the pp dσ/dt at the |t| values of the pp̄ dσ/dt are strongly correlated
implying that the full covariance matrix of the pp data points must be included in the χ2 for the
comparison of the pp and pp̄ dσ/dt. The χ2-formula used:

χ2 =

8∑

i,j=1

{(
dσpp,normel,i

dt
−
dσpp̄el,i
dt

)
C−1
i,j

(
dσpp,normel,j

dt
−
dσpp̄el,j
dt

)}
+

(A−A0)2

σ2
A

+
(B −B0)2

σ2
B

,(1.2.2)
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Figure 1.2.4: The σtot from TOTEM measurements at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV (circles) as a functions
of
√
s extrapolated to the center-of-mass energy of the D0 measurement (star).

where Ci,j is the covariance matrix, A and B are the two constraints and dσpp,normel,i /dt is the pp
dσel/dt normalized to the pp̄ integral elastic cross section (σel) in the |t| range of the comparison.
The first constraint (A) is the normalization due to the matching of the pp and pp̄ OPs. The second
constraint (B) is the matching of the pp and pp̄ B-slopes in the diffractive cone. The Pomeranchuk
and the optical theorem infer that the ratio of the pp and pp̄ total σel should be 1, when

√
s goes

to infinity. From this, one can deduce that the ratio of the pp and pp̄ elastic B-slopes should be 1,
when

√
s approaches infinity, since the σel in the Coulomb region and in the region beyond the

dip is negligible compared the one in the diffractive cone and the dσel/dt in the diffractive cone is
described by e−B|t| [11]. This doesn’t imply that they are exactly equal but any difference between
the pp and pp̄ elasticB-slopes at the TeV-scale is due to the odderon. Since the pomeron dominates
in the diffractive cone region at 1.96 TeV, theB-slopes of pp and pp̄ are expected to be equal. This is
verified to be true within the experimental uncertainties for the D0 pp̄ and the TOTEM pp B-slopes.

Therefore Eq. 1.2.2 expresses the complete χ2, including the covariance matrix and the terms
for the fully correlated uncertainties, thus also expressing the exact number of d.o.f. Eq. 1.2.2 gives
for six d.o.f. a significance of 3.4σ for the difference between the TOTEM pp and the D0 pp̄ dσel/dt
at 1.96 TeV using the eight points in the region of the dip and the bump. The χ2 and therefore the
significance is largely dominated by the first term of Eq. 1.2.2 related to the shape of the dσel/dt.
The obtained significance is confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of the difference between
the pp and pp̄ dσel/dt in the same |t| range, where the correlations of the data points are included
using Cholesky decomposition [12] and the normalisation difference via Stouffer’s method [13].

1.3 The TOTEM ρ and σtot measurements

The second evidence of odderon exchange in elastic scattering is from the measurements of ρ,
the ratio of the real and imaginary part of the elastic hadronic amplitude at t = 0, and σtot in pp

collisions at the LHC [2]. Models [4, 14, 15] are unable describe both the TOTEM σtot and ρ mea-
surements without including odderon exchange. The disagreement between the measurements
and the models is between 3.4σ and 4.6σ depending on the model. Comparison between the
predictions of the COMPETE models [14] and the TOTEM σtot and ρ measurements is shown in
Fig. 1.3.1. Note that the COMPETE [14] and Block-Halzen [15] models include secondary Reggeon-
like C-odd terms proportional to ∼ 1/

√
s to describe the difference of pp and pp̄ scattering below
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Figure 1.3.1: Predictions of the pp total cross section (σtot) and ρ parameter as function of
√
s by

each COMPETE [14] model (see legend for model) with the TOTEM measurements marked in red.

0.1 TeV that should not be confused with odderon-like C-odd terms that are expected to increase
with

√
s.

When comparing different ρmeasurements, it is important to make sure that the prescriptions
(functional form for the hadronic amplitude and the phase, CNI formula and |t|-range) used in
the extraction are as similar as possible, otherwise it doesn’t necessarily lead to the same physics
quantity. This is especially true in the comparison with previous ρ measurements. The

√
s trend

in the TeV range predicted by odderon exchange [3, 16] is observed for the most precise ρ mea-
surements for pp and pp̄ in the TeV range, when extracted using the same prescription: ρ = 0.135 ±
0.015 at 0.546 TeV in pp̄ [17] and ρ = 0.09 ± 0.01 at 13 TeV in pp [2]. Note also that several groups,
including A. Donnachie and P.V. Landshoff [18] and J.R. Cudell and O.V. Selyugin [19], have ob-
tained compatible ρ values (in the range 0.08-0.10), when taking the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data as
given and using a similar prescription as TOTEM [2], contrary to the results they quote when they
misinterpret or allow themselves the freedom to shift the TOTEM data and related uncertainties.

1.3.1 Questions and objections raised concerning the analysis and the interpretation

The authors of the PDG review of High Energy Soft QCD and Diffraction [20] claim that analyzing
the whole ensemble of TeV-range elastic pp and pp̄ low |t| data including the TOTEM measure-
ments at LHC, a reasonable description can be obtained using a C-even amplitude (pomeron)
only, that is, without an odderon, in contradiction with the conclusion by TOTEM. This statement
does not hold once one start to examine the exact predictions. For example, the model of the au-
thors [4] fails to describe both the TOTEM ρ and σtot measurements in pp at 7, 8 and 13 TeV (∼
3.4σ difference) and especially the elastic dσ/dt in pp̄ for the dip and bump region at 1.96 TeV (∼
4.3σ difference). A good description of the LHC pp data without the odderon, leads inevitably to
a significantly worse description of the Tevatron pp̄ data and vice versa.

In the PDG review, the statement of the authors is backed up by a similar attempt by Donnachie-
Landshoff [18], which claim to describe the elastic dσ/dt data at small |t| from 13.76 GeV to 13 TeV
without the odderon. Donnachie-Landshoff obtain a ρ = 0.14 in pp at

√
s = 13 TeV, when using

the TOTEM 8 TeV CNI data [21] in addition to the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data [2], whereas when
using only the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data they obtain a ρ = 0.10. This is not possible, if experimen-
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tal uncertainties are treated correctly, since the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data is about a factor three
more precise than the TOTEM 8 TeV CNI data when the normalisation uncertainty is not taken
into account. It is likely that the normalisation uncertainty that is common to all data points has
not been treated correctly as a separate term A in the χ2 as in Eq. 1.2.2 in the fits by Donnachie-
Landshoff. Otherwise one cannot explain the large weight the TOTEM 8 TeV CNI data obtains
in the Donnachie-Landshoff fits. The normalisation uncertainty is the dominating uncertainty in
the TOTEM CNI data except at the smallest |t| values and smaller in the TOTEM 8 TeV CNI data
than in the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data, 4.2 % compared to 5.5 %. Note also that in Ref. [18], a triv-
ial sum of Coulomb and nuclear elastic amplitudes is used, ignoring completely CNI effects on
the amplitude, leading to relative deviations in the total elastic amplitude of several percent, see
Fig. 1.3.2.

The PDG review also states that the model RR(PL2)qc of COMPETE (dashed green line in
Fig. 1.3.1) is consistent with the TOTEM 13 TeV ρ and σtot within 1σ [19], in contradiction with
the statement that all COMPETE models are incompatible with the TOTEM ρ and σtot measure-
ments. This agreement with the RR(PL2)qc model is obtained by modifying the normalization of
the TOTEM 13 TeV elastic dσ/dt by∼2σ (when including the Coulomb normalization that was not
taken into account in Ref. [19]). Since the normalization of the TOTEM 13 TeV CNI data is obtained
from two completely independent data sets and methods (optical theorem and Coulomb ampli-
tude) that agree very well, it is unlikely that it is off by ∼2σ. The standard approach in physics is
not to modify the data but instead adjust the model to describe the data and not vice versa. With-
out modifying the normalization of the TOTEM 13 CNI data, the original version of the RR(PL2)qc

model [14] fails to describe the σtot in pp at
√
s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV (∼5.4σ difference).

Regarding the determination of ρ, it important to stress that most of the sensitivity to ρ is con-
tained in only a few data bins in the CNI region, between those at very low |t| with a significantly
larger Coulomb than CNI contribution and the large majority of data bins at higher |t|, where the
hadronic amplitude dominates. Experience from TOTEM has shown that the fits should be done
in several steps in separate |t| ranges, first to fix the other parameters (hadronic amplitude and
Coulomb normalisation) before the ρ to avoid any bias in the ρ determination from data bins with
very little or without any sensitivity to ρ, see e.g. section 6.3 in Ref. [2]. In Refs. [18, 19] it is not
stated whether the fits have been performed in several steps to avoid bias in the ρ determination
from data bins with minimal sensitivity to ρ or whether they have been performed in a single step.

In addition, the CNI formulae of Cahn [23] and Kundrát-Locajiček (KL) [24] used for the ρ de-
termination at 13 TeV have been claimed to contain flaws including inexact approximation of the
Coulomb amplitude and too early truncation of the power series of the electromagnetic coupling
α [25]. A numerical calculation of the Coulomb and nuclear eikonals to all orders of α [22] veri-
fied that the CNI formulae of Cahn and KL reproduce the numerical estimate for the phase and the
dσ/dt at a precision significantly below the current experimental one, as shown by Fig. 1.3.2. Hence
any approximations done by Cahn and KL do not have any detrimental effect on the ρ determina-
tion. Instead, the CNI formula of Ref. [25] and the sum of Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes [26]
were found to deviate from the numerical estimate by several percent. The SWY formula [27] re-
produces the numerical estimate for central nuclear amplitudes but not for peripheral ones, see
Fig. 1.3.2. Also the effect of not including excited proton states in the eikonal have been estimated
to be negligible compared to the current experimental precision [28]. In conclusion, the formulae
used for the 13 TeV ρ determination provide more than adequate models for the CNI effects.
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Figure 1.3.2: The relative difference of the differential elastic cross section in the CNI region be-
tween various CNI formulae (see text) and the numerical calculation of the Coulomb and nuclear
eikonals to all orders of α (denoted "ref") [22] for central (left) and peripheral (right) nuclear am-
plitudes. The labelling refects the impact parameter behaviour: central nuclear amplitudes yield
profile functions peaking at smaller impact parameter value than peripheral amplitudes.

1.4 The combination of the pp and pp̄ comparison and ρ and σtot measure-
ments

The significances of the measurements are combined using the Stouffer’s method [13] in the order
of sensitivity, starting from the pp and pp̄ comparison, adding the 13 TeV ρ measurement and then
finally if needed the σtot measurements using the freedom provided by Stouffer’s method to use
only a subset of the significances (e.g. ρ and the pp and pp̄ comparison) for testing the exclusion of
a model. The χ2 for the σtot measurements at 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV is computed with respect to the
model predictions without odderon exchange [4, 14, 15] including also model uncertainties when
specified. Same was done separately for the 13 TeV ρmeasurement. Unlike the COMPETE [14] and
Block-Halzen [15] models, the Durham model [4] provides the predicted dσel/dt without odderon
exchange contribution. Therefore a direct comparison of the predicted Durham dσel/dt at 1.96
TeV with the D0 pp̄ dσel/dt that gives a significance of 4.3σ is used for the combined significance
instead of the pp and pp̄ comparison. The 1.96 TeV dσel/dt of the model is chosen since it is most
sensitive to odderon exchange after the model has been tuned to the LHC elastic pp data.

The 13 TeV ρ measurement provides a 4.6 and 3.9σ significance for the COMPETE "blue band"
(see Fig. 1.3.1) and the Block-Halzen models [15], respectively. The comparison of ρ and σtot mea-
surements with the predictions of the Durham [4], the COMPETE "magenta band" and "green
band" (see Fig. 1.3.1) models give significances of 3.4, 4.0 and 4.6σ, respectively. Combining them
with the significance of the pp and pp̄ comparison (or for Durham the one with D0) give combined
significances ranging from 5.2 to 5.7σ for odderon exchange for all examined models [4, 14, 15].

1.4.1 Questions and objections raised about the combination

The Stouffer’s method [13] combines significances following zcomb =
∑k
i=1 zi/

√
k, where zi is the

individual significances and k the number of significances to be combined. The method is valid for
independent measurements, whose significances obey the normal distribution. This is true for the
odderon significances obtained from the pp and pp̄ comparison in the dip-bump region and the pp
ρ and σtot measurements at very low |t|, since they are based on results from completely separate
|t| regions and TOTEM data sets. When the 13 TeV ρ and σtot measurements are both used for the
combined significance, values determined from independent TOTEM data sets are used.
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It has also been questioned whether the pp and pp̄ comparison and the ρ and σtot measure-
ments can be combined, since the former is a data to data comparison and the latter a data to model
comparison. However, since the only way to produce a significant difference between the pp and
pp̄ dσel/dt at TeV energy scale is through odderon exchange, a model without odderon exchange
would produce a pp̄ dσel/dt at 1.96 TeV similar to the extrapolated pp dσel/dt if the model still has
to describe the pp dσel/dt’s measured at LHC. This is illustrated by the Durham model without
odderon contribution that fails to describe the D0 pp̄ dσel/dt at 1.96 TeV (at a 4.3σ significance).
Also the failure of the models to describe simultaneously both the ρ and σtot measurements in pp
points to a difference in elastic pp and pp̄ scattering and therefore to be quantitatively assessing the
same thing, the existence of odderon exchange in elastic scattering, as the pp and pp̄ comparison.

1.5 Conclusions

Issues and objections raised regarding the D0-TOTEM comparison of the elastic dσ/dt of pp and pp̄,
the TOTEM ρ and σtot measurements in pp as well as their combination and odderon interpretation
have been adequately addressed. Both provide evidence of odderon exchange in elastic scattering
and their combination constitute the first experimental observation of the odderon, acknowledged
as convincing evidence of the existence of the odderon after a quest of almost 50 years [29].
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1.1 Introduction

In a long and rich history of the studies on high energy hadron interactions two kinds of strong
("nuclear") forces are constantly featured: C-even and C-odd ones. C-even forces represented by
the Pomeron and f-Reggeon bear a universal character, i.e. they are like the forces of gravity
acting as the universal attraction of all hadrons to each other. On the contrary, C-odd forces,
which in high-energy physics are associated with ρ-, ω-, etc. Reggeons resemble electromagnetic
interactions, when charges of the same sign (particle-particle) repel, and charges of different signs
(particle-antiparticle) are attracted to each other.

Until the beginning of the 70s, the belief reigned that with the increase in collision energy,
the main C-even agent, the Pomeron, plays an increasingly dominant role, while the C-odd forces
become less and less significant ("die out") and finally can be neglected.

Such a paradigm was challenged in the works of B. Nicolescu et al.[1], , in which a new no-
tion was introduced, later dubbed "Odderon", which, being a part of the amplitude subleading
(w.r.t.the Pomeron) in the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude, becomes the leading one in
the real part. It worth noticing that the very term" Odderon" looks akin to the name of some new
Reggeon but according to [1] this was but a specific contribution to the C-odd part of the scattering
amplitude. No Reggeon (or a particle) was associated with this "Odderon"11.

Below we will try to trace almost a half-of-century history of the Odderon concept and at-
tempts and efforts to find its experimental manifestations.

1.2 Odderon: Predictions and Nature

Which observables are potentially suitable for identifying the possible existence of the Odderon?
Below we briefly describe a few options used.

11Later the Odderon option as formulated in [1] was dubbed (after serious modfifications) the "Maximal Odderon" in
contrast to other Odderon incarnations (e.g. as a C-odd Reggeon). As we will not concern these models , we will use the
term "Odderon" in the sense of "Maximal Odderon" as well.
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1.2.1 Difference of the proton-proton and anti proton-proton total cross-sections.

Figure 1.2.1: The energy evolution of the difference ∆σ = σp̄ptot − σpptot at√
s 6 60GeV .

Figure 1.2.2: The energy evolution of the cross-sections in p̄p and pp

collisions.

The simplest one is the
difference between the
total cross-sections of p̄p
and pp interactions

∆σ = σp̄ptot − σpptot.

because it is exactly a C-
odd quantity.

The first paper in
Ref.[1] predicted that "at
high energies(

√
s)"

| ∆σ |∼ ln s

i.e. grows indefinitely
with energy.

Pre-ISR data showed
that ∆σ is positive and
decreases with energy
growth. The ISR data
(
√
s = 20÷ 63GeV ) con-

firmed this trend and
gave the last opportu-
nity to compare σp̄ptot and
σpptot at the same energy.
The minimum value of
the difference as mea-

sured at the ISR [2] was
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∆σ(52.8 GeV) = 1.49± 0.35 mb

Fig.1 [3] shows the early result for ∆σ for laboratory energies

Elab ≈ plabc 6 2000 GeV

(cms energy up to 60 GeV).
However, in the mentioned first article on the Odderon it was argued that ∆σ should drop till√

s ≈ 24 GeV where it should disappear and then (after it would turn negative) would begin to
indefinitely grow in absolute value achieving−O(10mb) at plabc = 104 GeV (

√
s ≈ 150 GeV). This

would be a clear evidence in favour of the Odderon as formulated in [1] but the ISR measurements,
as we see, ruled out such an option.

Meanwhile ∆σ well collaborated with the prediction of the Regge pole scheme

∆σ ∼ sα−(0)−1

where α−(0) is the intercept of the "secondary" Reggeons (ρ, ω etc). As generically α−(0) ≈ 0.5 we
see that Fig.1 seemed to confirm the asymptotic disappearing of ∆σ.

This , however, did not discourage the Odderon proponents who argued that the crossover of
σp̄ptot and σpptot had a chance to show up at higher energies.

Figure 1.2.3: The energy evolution of ∆σ as given by the COMPETE
parametrization.

Postponing the Spp̄S
results for a bit later,
let us come to the high-
est energies achieved by
now, i.e. 2 TeV for
p̄p and 13 TeV for pp.
A straightforward com-
parison between the two
channels is still impos-
sible because of the ab-
sence of the relevant
data at the same energy,
so we take the COM-
PETE parametrization [4]
which describes the data
on σp̄ptot and σpptot very
well. This is pictured in
Fig.2 [5] .

The COMPETE predicts for ∆σ the stable decrease as is seen in Fig.3.
So, it seems that the difference in total cross sections is not the best place to look for mani-

festations of the Odderon12 . However, this could only mean that the Odderon does not couple
significantly to the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude while a possibility of a no-
ticeable coupling to the real part of the forward scattering amplitude is quite conceivable.

1.2.2 Early sounding of the Odderon via ReF(s,0)/ImF(s,0).

So, in addition to the difference between the cross sections , the quantity

12The enthusiasts of the "Maximal Odderon" still insist that the cross-over will occur though such claims already do not
look very convincing
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ρ = ReF (s, 0)/ImF (s, 0).

(F (s, t) stands for the elastic scattering amplitude) seemed to be a suitable observable quite accessi-
ble at the Spp̄S collider. Although there were no corresponding pp data, the Odderon contribution
could manifest itself in ρp̄p through the dispersion relations, as a sort of "echo" from the u-channel.
During the functioning of the Spp̄S, two dedicated measurements were made in the UA4 and
UA4/2 experiments. The result obtained in UA4 [6] became a sensation: instead of the expected
value of about 0.10÷ 0.15, it turned out that

ρp̄p (UA4) = 0.24± 0.04!

The number caused a flow of publications, often containing the most fantastic scenarios, but the
enthusiasts of the "Maximal Odderon" felt themselves to be the main beneficiaries [7] . It was the
notorious "maximality" that seemed to be the reason for such a large value of ρ.

Six years passed in discussions, conferences , talks and articles till a new sensation broke out.
A "remeasurement" undertaken by the UA4 collaboration (under the nickname UA4/2) produced
the following result [8] :

ρp̄p (UA4/2) = 0.135± 0.015.

Concerning the 1987 result it was said: "The previous result ρ = 0.24 + 0.04 obtained with a poor
beam optics, a factor eleven less statistics and much less control of systematic effects should be
considered as superseded."[8].

So the "Maximal Odderon" was again not lucky: after several years of triumph, disappoint-
ment came. But ahead there was a new take-off, although one had to wait a long time, almost a
quarter of a century.

1.2.3 A resurrection of the "Maximal Odderon" or...?

In December 2017, one of us (V.P.) had a long discussion with S. Giani and J. Kašpar about their
just obtained result on extracting the value of ρ from the data of the TOTEM collaboration on
the differential cross section for elastic proton-proton scattering in the region of Coulomb-nuclear
interference at 13 TeV.

The point was that this value (ρ = 0.1) essentially coincided with the value of ρ obtained
earlier in the theoretical article by B. Nicolescu and E. Martynov, in which an attempt was made to
describe a large amount of data in the framework of a highly modified version of the "Maximum
Odderon" model.

On this basis, the conclusion was made: a new particle was discovered, the "Odderon"consisting
of 3 gluons! The news attracted attention of the public media. For instance, a few months later an
article appeared in "The Newsweek" under the title: "What’s an Odderon and Did CERN Just Re-
vealed it Exists?" The more professional CERN Courier placed in March 2018 an article " Oddball
Antics in pp Collisions" and finally in Match 2021 "Odderon Discovered" with a statement: "The
TOTEM collaboration at the LHC, in collaboration with the DØ collaboration at the former Teva-
tron collider at Fermilab, have announced the discovery of the Odderon – an elusive three-gluon
state predicted almost 50 years ago."

Without a doubt, the discovery of a new particle is a great event and an outstanding achieve-
ment for any experiment.

Let us now look at two publications concerning these findings.
The first one appeared in 2019 [9] and was devoted to "probing the existence of a colourless

C-odd three-gluon compound state" on the basis of the retrieval of the parameter ρ from the data
on elastic proton-proton scattering in the region of Coulomb-nuclear interference at 13 TeV. The
second one will be commented in the next subsection.
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As was mentioned above, the conclusion about the discovery of the "C-odd three-gluon com-
pound state" was made because of coincidence of the measured value of ρ with the approximately
the same value appearing in the model of "Maximal Odderon" [10].

What is interesting, in the model suggested in [10] the authors do not deal with "gluons" at all
( because their arguments do not use QCD) and define the Odderon as follows:

"The Odderon is defined as a singularity in the complex j-plane, located at j = 1 when t = 0

and which contributes to the odd- under-crossing amplitude F−".

However, the crossing-odd amplitude (negative signature)with j = 1 cannot have singular-
ity at t = 0 because this is the physical p-wave partial amplitude in p̄p channel. Otherwise the
axiomatic bounds (assuming non-zero mass gaps in any channel)would be violated while the
authors use precisely these bounds to justify their "maximum" choice for the C-odd amplitude.
Otherwise, we would be forced to assume that there is no color confinement. This in turn would
naturally give rise to an infrared singularity at t = 0. I do not believe that authors of [10] meant
such a radical scenario. Although, in this case, gluons would appear, indeed, but in an amount
significantly exceeding 3.

In contrast, the C-even (positive signature) amplitude F+(1, t) may well have a singularity at
t = 0 , since for it the value j = 1 is not physical.

A detailed criticism of the "Maximal Odderon model" in both conceptual and descriptive as-
pects can be found in Ref.[11].

There is one more aspect of this topic that I would like to touch upon. In the article [9] some
phenomenological model for the strong interaction amplitude was used for description of the data
and hence, for retrieving parameters, e.g. ρ. However, this model does not exhibit the Odderon
singularity as does the strong interaction amplitude described in [10]. So, the coincidence of the
values of ρ seems accidental, not related with the presence or absence of the Odderon singularity
as assumed in [9].

Our conclusion from this reasoning is that no specific value of the parameter ρ can be consid-
ered as an evidence of presence or absence of the Odderon.

Being the ρ-parameter of the "forward origin" this is in line with the above conclusion about
another forward observable ∆σ and implies that the Odderon, if exists, should be probed at non-
zero transferred momenta.

Its decoupling at t = 0 is evidently related with absence of massless states in the p-wave partial
amplitude F−(1, t) in the p̄p-channel, i.e. actually with confinement.
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1.2.4 A step aside: the Odderon at nonzero t. An old friend?

In no way all above said means that the Odderon does not exist or is unobservable. We argued
only about forward observables. If t 6= 0 the only way to search for it is a comparison of differential
cross-sections in pp and p̄p-channels.

Figure 1.2.4: The comparison of (pp) and p̄p cross-sections.

And here we cannot help but re-
call the good old ISR. We find that as
early as in 1985 a dedicated measure-
ments were made [12] to compare the
differential cross-section of elastic pp
and p̄p scattering at the same energy
(
√
s = 53 GeV). Fig.4 [12] shows that

the two cross-sections almost coin-
cide except the vicinity of the dip (pp)
and shoulder ( p̄p). Fig.4. The com-
parison of (pp) and p̄p cross-sections.

Fig.5 shows the ratio of the two
cross-sections which differs from 1
only at t in the vicinity of dip/shoul-
der.

It is clear that the cause of the
difference is a C-odd force. But
which one? Is it the manifestation of
the well known secondary Reggeons
which are responsible for a non zero
∆σ at low energies ? If we try to
blame them for the said difference,
we will see that their contribution is
only a small part of the visible effect.

It was understood by the authors
of Ref.[12] as they mentioned:

"When we compare the available models to these data we find that none of them describes the data
adequately."

That was true that no "adequate description" was provided that time but, nonetheless, the
result did not remain unnoticed. In Ref.[13] it was even called "the new great ISR discovery"
with an "intriguing question": "Is it the maximal odderon growth ?" As we already mentioned the
"Maximal Odderon", unfortunately, was not acceptable on conceptual grounds.

Howbeit, we have to admit that there was some new C-odd interaction agent observed in the
experiment [12] which was not of pure quark origin as ρ, ω etc. In other words that, in this blurry
meaning, the Odderon was discovered already 36 years ago.

But even if we admit this we do not know if this effect survives at high energies or dies off?
Meanwhile, the TOTEM Collaboration made measurements of the pp elastic scattering at 2.76 TeV.
The closest results in energy was the DO (FNAL) measurement of the p̄p elastic scattering at 1.96
TeV. For lack of anything better, it was decided to compare the cross sections, albeit not at the
same, but at relatively close energies.The comparison has shown that the effect persists, although
less pronounced.

Soon afterwards an attempt was made[14] with help of a specially designed extrapolation
technique of the "data transfer" to provide the comparison at the same energy (1.96 TeV). The
result appeared qualitatively the same with minor quantitative differences (Fig.6).
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Some qualitative estimate of the energy dependence can be made if to consider the ratio

dσp̄p/dσpp = f(
√
s, τ =| t | / | tdip(s) |).

Figure 1.2.6: The p̄p and (extrapolated) pp data at
√
s =

1.96TeV [14].

The function f(
√
s, τ) seems to be

1 almost at all τ except a "bell" in the
vicinity of τ = 1.

Then we can obtain for the height
of the bell that

f(53 GeV, 1)− 1 = 3.5± 1.7

while

f(1960 GeV, 1)− 1 = 0.67± 1σ(?).

Unfortunately, the values of the ex-
trapolated pp data at 1.96 TeV are still
kept secret, so we could not estimate
the errors better and make a picture
like Fig.5.

What can we conclude from this
story?

1. The discovery of the Odd-
eron as a new C-odd force superior to
the "old" C-odd forces from the sec-
ondary quark Reggeons was success-
fully confirmed in the energy interval
53÷ 2000 GeV.

2. The Odderon effect in the
sense described above weakens with
energy albeit very slow.

It remains to understand the
Odderon nature in terms of, say, j-
plane singularity and to clarify its
particle content. We cannot agree
that , as done in Ref.[14], with a ref-
erence to the paper [15], that there
was a "colorless C-odd gluonic com-
pound" observed because the present
data cannot inform us about quark-
gluon content of the exchange. Only
a direct detection of a state associated

with this exchange with definition of its mass, width and spin-parity can be qualified as such an
evidence. This can be compared with the discovery of pion occured only 12 years after publication
of the Yukawa paper. Unfortunately, we can not say that the paper [15] with its erroneous theoret-
ical content and bad description quality (p − value = 8.5 · 10−71) 13 can be likened to the Yukawa
paper.

13One can find the corresponding criticism in Ref.[11].
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At the same time, we would like to pay due tribute to the commendable tenacity of the main
and pioneering proponent of the Odderon, Basarab Nicolescu, who devoted many years to enthu-
siastic promotion of this idea.

Comments: Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1
2021.
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Photon-induced processes can be measured at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN,
mainly in the form of photon-induced central exclusive production (CEP). In practice, measur-
ing photon-induced CEP means using the LHC as a photon-photon or photon-proton collider,
which offers a rich additional physics programme, that is complementary to the standard LHC
programme. At the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), CEP are measured by imposing cuts on the
detector activity in each event (taking advantage of the so-called rapidity gap), and in case of
proton-proton collisions, also by tagging the outgoing intact protons using the Precision Proton
Spectrometer (PPS). In this conference talk, an overview of the most recent results on this topic by
the CMS collaboration is discussed.
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Figure 1.1.1: Diagram showing the central exclusive production of a lepton pair, a pure QED
process.

Figure 1.1.2: Central exclusive production of a photon pair. Left: gluon-induced process (QCD),
right: photon-induced process, or light-by-light scatteringn(QED), from [1].

1.1 Introduction

Photon-induced processes at the LHC can be measured as CEP processes. The CEP of any system
X (where X can be, among many others, ee, µµ, γγ, WW , ZZ, Zγ, tt̄) occurs when X is produced
at a hadron collider by photon or gluon exchange and the interacting protons (or ions) are not
disrupted but leave the collision intact, and stay in the beam pipe at very small angles. The photon-
exchange case is the topic of this talk.

The most distinctive characteristic of this kind of process is that there are no proton (or ion)
remnants: since the interacting particles remain intact, the only particles that can be detected
around the interaction point are the decay products of X. The intact protons can be measured
separately, using dedicated forward detectors.

Not all CEP processes are photon-induced, as already mentioned. In fact, while processes such
the exclusive production of dileptons (X = ee or µµ, see diagram in figure 1.1.1) are purely quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED) processes, other processes like the exclusive production of a photon
pair (X = γγ) have both a gluon-induced (QCD) and a photon-induced (QED) component, as seen
in figure 1.1.2. The photon-induced component of this process is often referred to as light-by-light
scattering.

The CEP of diphoton is dominated by the QCD contribution at low invariant mass of the
diphoton system mγγ , while the photon-induced component dominates at high masses, starting
at a few hundred GeV. This can be seen in figure 1.1.3, taken from [1], where the production cross-
section of exclusive γγ is shown as a function of mγγ . The figure corresponds to the calculation
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Figure 1.1.3: Contribution of different processes to the production cross-section of exclusive γγ, as
a function of the invariant mass of the two photons, mγγ , from [1].

done specifically for exclusive γγ, but the same is qualitatively true for other CEP processes such
as WW , ZZ, Zγ and tt̄.

To study photon-induced CEP experimentally at the LHC, in proton-proton interactions, we
only have access to the mass range where this contribution is dominant, i.e., the high-mass region.
However, if we consider lead-lead interactions instead, then the cross-section is enhanced by a
factor Z4 (where Z is the atomic number of the colliding particles), and consequently we gain
access to the lower mass region as well. The accessible effective luminosities for CEP of diphotons
at the LHC experiments for pp and PbPb are compared in figure 1.1.4, from [2].

In general, photon-induced processes are a promising way to look for new physics, since they
are sensitive to anomalous couplings between the SM particles such as the gauge bosons and the
top quark. A unique feature of these processes is an excellent mass resolution, irrespective of the
decay mode of the central system, since the energy loss of the outgoing protons is directly related
to the invariant mass of central system. In other words, if we are able to measure the outgoing
protons, we have an independent and high resolution handle on the mass of system. This high
mass resolution also opens the possibility for precision tests of the SM couplings.

Furthermore, by matching protons to the central system, most backgrounds that would nor-
mally be irreducible can be eliminated, and a high signal-to-background ratio is achievable.

The physics programme at CMS that aims to measure CEP can be divided in three categories,
according to the invariant mass of the system X which is exclusively produced: the low mass
region, with mX up to a few GeV, is accessible only with heavy ion collisions; the intermediate
mass region, withmX up to a few hundred GeV, is accessible with proton-proton collisions without
tagging intact protons, and the high mass region,mX starting at around 400 GeV, is accessible with
proton-proton collisions combined with tagged protons.

Low mass region

In typical PbPb collisions, where the impact parameter b is smaller than twice the atomic radius
(b < 2RA), hundreds of particles are produced and events are very "crowded" (see left of figure
1.1.5). However, in the case where b > 2RA, normally called ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs),
the Pb ions can interact via photon exchange and remain intact. This means that the only particles
observed in the final state are the ones produced via CEP or the respective decay products, result-
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Figure 1.1.4: Effective luminosity accessible at the LHC experiments for CEP of diphotons, as a
function of the invariant mass of the two photon system. The red solid line shows what is reachable
with PbPb collisions. The black solid line shows the luminosity with pp collisions, without tagged
protons, while the 2 different black dashed lines show the luminosity for pp collisions with tagged
protons, with two different configurations of the proton detectors. The one with the caption "RP
220m" corresponds to what is achievable, for example, with the Precision Proton Spectrometer
(PPS) at CMS. Figure from [2].

Figure 1.1.5: Left: CMS event display of a typical PbPb collision, where each yellow track repre-
sents a charged particle track in the CMS tracker and each green area represents an energy deposit
in the calorimeters. Right: CMS event display of γγ → µµ candidate event, where the two red
tracks represent two muons. Event displays taken from [3].

ing in a very distinctive signature with low number of tracks (see right side of figure 1.1.5). This
distinctive signature is used to measure CEP in the low mass region, without the need for tagging
the outgoing ions.

In the results section, two results are discussed in this mass region: the exclusive dimuon
production [4] and the light-by-light scattering [5].

Intermediate mass region

In pp collisions, processes like the exclusive production of dimuon (γγ → µµ) can be measured
even without resorting to proton tagging, since the muons are the only expected tracks in the
event, and a requirement for the presence of rapidity gaps can be used as selection criterion.
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Figure 1.1.6: Diagram illustrating the exclusive production of a pair of top quarks, with both top
quarks decaying leptonically.

There is no recent public result in this category, but some analyses of this type were done using
data from the Run 1 of the LHC, for example [6].

High mass region

Some photon-induced processes, in particular the production of more massive particles, result in
several particles in the final state, and are difficult to tag using only the requirement of no extra
activity in the central detector. A good example is the exclusive production of a top quark pair,
γγ → tt̄, illustrated in figure 1.1.6 for the case where both top quarks decay leptonically. In this
case, we have at least two jets in the final state, as well as two leptons and missing energy from the
neutrinos. This is a more complex signature and very similar to the inelastic QCD tt̄ production at
the LHC, which has a cross-section that is larger by several orders of magnitude. In order to tag
this process, one needs an additional signature.

This signature can be obtained by tagging the outgoing intact protons, which will only be
present in CEP and not in the inelastic tt̄ production. Tagging protons requires the development
of dedicated detectors, and is extremely challenging because these protons travel very close (few
mm) to the beam, where the radiation environment will damage significantly any detector. In
CMS, the detector that was developed for this purpose is the CMS-TOTEM Precision Proton Spec-
trometer (PPS), a detector consisting of movable structures called roman pots (RPs), placed at 200
m from the interaction point. These can contain 3D-pixel or silicon strip detectors, that are able to
track the protons as they leave the collision and pass through the RPs. The acceptance of PPS cov-
ers protons that lost 2-20% of their momentum. This range of momentum loss can be translated
into an acceptance in terms of the mass of the system X, using equation 1.1.1:

mX =
√
sξ1ξ2 (1.1.1)

yX =
1

2
log(ξ1/ξ2) (1.1.2)

where ξi is the fraction of momentum loss of each interacting proton, computed as ξi =
pf−pi
pi

,
for initial proton momentum pi and final momentum pf . This results in a good acceptance at high
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masses (starting 400 GeV). This detector was installed during the most part of the Run 2 of the
LHC (2016-2018), and there is more than 100 fb−1 of data available.

In this talk, two results are presented concerning lead-lead (PbPb) collisions and two concern-
ing proton-proton (pp) collisions. In PbPb collisions, we present the recent works on exclusive
dimuon production [4] and exclusive diphoton production, often called light-by-light scattering
[5]. In pp collisions, we discuss the recent results on (semi)exclusive dilepton production [7] and
light-by-light scattering [8]. Limits on anomalous couplings and on pseudoscalar axion-like parti-
cles are also discussed.

1.2 Results

1.2.1 Results in PbPb collisions

Exclusive dimuon production

The analysis in [4] aims to study the exclusive production of muon pairs in UPCs, using PbPb
collision data collected in 2018 during the LHC Run 2, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 1.5 nb−1, at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The two lead nuclei produce each a photon flux, and the average

transverse momentum < pT > of the exclusively produced muon pair depends on the overlap
between these photon fluxes, and thus could depend on the impact parameter b.

In [9], the authors perform a calculation based on QED, which predicts that the dimuon< pT >

should increase as b decreases. The main goal of the analysis is to test this calculation and prove
the dependence experimentally.

Instead of measuring the dimuon < pT > directly, another quantity, which has better experi-
mental resolution, is used, the acoplanarity α:

α = 1− |∆φµµ|/π (1.2.1)

where ∆φµµ is the distance in azimuthal angle between the two muons. Larger dimuon <

pT > results in a larger acoplanarity.
The impact parameter b cannot be measured directly, so a good experimental handle on this

parameter is needed. We can take advantage of the fact that the smaller the b, the larger the overlap
between the photon fluxes of the two nuclei, and the higher the probability for the excitation of one
or both ions via photon absorption into giant dipole resonances or higher excited states. The giant
dipole resonances typically decay with the emission of one neutron, while higher excited states
may emit two or more neutrons. These forward neutrons are emitted at very low rapidity, and
can be detected at CMS thanks to the zero-degree calorimeters (ZDC), part of the CMS forward
calorimetry system.

The results are summarized in figure 1.2.1. The average acoplanarity at the core of the distri-
butions < αcore > is taken from each fit (red lines in the figure), and plotted against the neutron
multiplicity, as can be seen in the top panel of figure 1.2.2. A clear dependence is observed in
the data (dark blue), in qualitative agreement with the calculation (light blue). The bottom panel
shows a similar distribution, but this time for the average dimuon invariant mass. Again the
data (red) are in qualitative agreement with the calculation. In purple are the predictions from
the STARlight [10] MC generator. It is clear that the MC does not fully account for the observed
dependence between the acoplanarity (or dimuon average pT ) and the impact parameter b. The
authors conclude by calling for theoretical effort in the direction of improving the simulation of
these interactions.
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Figure 1.2.1: For 6 classes of neutron multiplicity, acoplanarity distributions for γγ → µµ in ultra-
peripheral PbPb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The distributions are normalized to unit integral

over the measured range. The dot-dot-dashed line denotes the fit to the core contribution, while
the dotted line denotes the fit to the tale. The sum of the two is indicated with a pink solid line.
The statistical uncertainty is shown as vertical black lines on the points, while the systematic un-
certainty is depicted by the gray boxes. Figure from [4].

Light-by-light scattering

The CMS analysis providing evidence for light-by-light scattering is described in [5]. It is based on
data collected during the several LHC Run 2 PbPb campaigns at

√
s = 5.02 TeV, corresponding to

a total integrated luminosity of 390 µb−1. The signal in this analysis is characterised by two back-
to-back photons in the final state and no extra activity. The main background arises from CEP of
electron pairs, which are misidentified as photon pairs, and the QCD (gluon-induced) production
of photon pairs.

An event selection is applied requiring two photons with ET > 2 GeV, pseudorapidity |ηγ | <
2.4, diphoton invariant mass mγγ > 5 GeV, diphoton transverse momentum pT (γγ) < 1 GeV,
and diphoton acoplanarity α = 1 − |∆φγγ |/π below 0.01 (first two bins of the distribution in
figure 1.2.3). The number of observed events after selection is 14, with 9.0±0.9 signal expected
and 4.0±1.2 background, corresponding to a significance of 3.7σ, above the 3σ threshold normally
required to claim evidence for this process.

The fiducial cross-section is measured to be

σfid(γγ → γγ) = 120± 46 (stat)± 12 (theo) nb

consistent with the SM prediction of 116±12 nb [11].
New spin-even particles like pseudo scalar axion-like particles (ALPs) can contribute to the

light-by-light scattering continuum or to new diphoton resonances. This work sets limits on ALPs
production in the range 5-90 GeV. These were the best limits at date of publication over the mass
range 5-50 GeV (5-10 GeV) for ALPs coupling to electromagnetic (electroweak) current. The limits
are shown compared to previous results in figure 1.2.4, on the left in the case of electromagnetic
coupling only, and on the right in case of electroweak coupling. There is an equivalent analysis
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Figure 1.2.2: Top: Average acoplanarity at the core of the distribution as a function of the forward
neutron multiplicity. Bottom: Average dimuon invariant mass as a function of the forward neu-
tron multiplicity. Both distribution are shown for γγ → µµ in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The experimental data (dark blue/red) are compared with a QED calculation

(light blue) and with the predictions from the MC generator STARlight (purple). Figure from [4].

Figure 1.2.3: Distribution of the diphoton acoplanarity, for data (black points) superimposed with
the prediction from MC simulation for the signal (orange) and the two main backgrounds (purple
and yellow). Figure from [5].

that was recently published by the ATLAS collaboration, which sets competitive limits on the
production of these particles [12].
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Figure 1.2.4: Limits on ALPs production set by CMS in [5], compared to previous works, left:
assuming ALPs coupling to photons only, right: assuming also the hyper charge coupling. Figure
from [5].

1.2.2 Results in pp collisions with tagged protons

Semi-exclusive dilepton production

The exclusive and semi-exclusive production of lepton pairs is dominated by photon interaction.
We call semi-exclusive the case where one of the protons remains intact but the other is dissociated
in the collision. The analysis in [7] aims to tag one (or two) intact protons with PPS and combine
them with a lepton pair in the central CMS apparatus, using data collected in 2016 by CMS and
TOTEM at

√
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9.4 fb−1. The analysis aims

mainly at single-tagged (one proton) events, since the double-arm acceptance of PPS starts at an
invariant mass of the lepton pair of around 400 GeV, where a low number of events is expected. A
e+e− / µ+µ− selection in the central system is combined with a proton(s) requirement in PPS, and
the resulting events are shown in figure 1.2.5. This plot shows the ξ of the dilepton pair, computed
from lepton kinematics, and the ξ of the protons detected in each PPS arm (left: left arm, right: right
arm). The events along the diagonal represent the signal-like events. 12 (8) single-tagged events
are observed in the µ+µ− (e+e−) channel, with 1.49 (2.36) expected background, corresponding
to a significance of 4.3 (2.6) σ. The combined significance between the two channels exceeds 5 σ.
This is the first observation of proton-tagged CEP of a lepton pair, and is a very important result
to validate the PPS functioning (alignment, optics, etc.).

Light-by-light scattering

Light-by-light scattering has been observed by both CMS and ATLAS at low invariant diphoton
mass (up to a few GeV). The analysis in [8] is the first study of light-by-light scattering at high mass
(mγγ > 350 GeV) at a hadron collider. This process is sensitive to anomalous γγγγ couplings, in
the context of an effective dimension-8 extension of the SM , which can be written as:

Lγγγγ8 = ζ1FµνF
µνFρσF

ρσ + ζ2FµνF
µρFρσF

ρν (1.2.2)

The data that are used were collected by CMS and TOTEM during 2016 at
√
s = 13 TeV,

corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9.4 fb−1. The selection consists on two photons
at CMS matched with two outgoing protons in PPS. Events are selected that have two photons,
with photon pT > 75 GeV, mγγ > 350 GeV (compatible with PPS double-arm acceptance) and
1 − |∆φγγ | < 0.005. The events observed and expected, after this selection, are shown in figure
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Figure 1.2.5: Distribution of ξ of the lepton pair, computed from lepton kinematics, versus the ξ of
the protons detected in each PPS arm (left: left arm, right: right arm). The circle points correspond
to events matching the diagonal (signal-like), within the uncertainties, while triangles are events
that do not match (background like). The non-filled squares correspond to events outside of the
PPS acceptance. Blue points are e+e− candidates, while red points are µ+µ− candidates. From [7].

Figure 1.2.6: Left: Distribution of the invariant mass of the photon pair, after central selection but
before proton matching. The signal expectation, depicted by the green line, is multiplied by 5000
so it can be visible on the plot. Right: limits on the coupling parameters ζ1 and ζ2, compared to the
SM prediction, and respective 95% confidence region. From [8].

1.2.6 (left-hand side). Then, a proton matching requirement is applied, but 0 events are observed
with matching protons.

This work sets limits on quartic gauge couplings using the coupling parameters ζ1 and ζ2, as
seen on the right-hand side of figure 1.2.6. The limits are:

|ζ1| < 3.7× 10−13 GeV−4 (ζ2 = 0)

|ζ2| < 7.7× 10−13 GeV−4 (ζ1 = 0)
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1.3 Conclusion

In this conference talk, the most recent results on photon-induced exclusive production of e+e−,
µ+µ− and γγ in pp and PbPb collisions were presented. Some of these results are able to set com-
petitive limits on anomalous couplings and ALPs production. The results shown include data with
an integrated luminosity up to 9.4 fb−1, however there are more than 100 fb−1 of data currently
being analysed, and many results will be published soon. In the future, with more data available
and the improved PPS setup, we will gain additional sensitivity, and be able to measure a wider
variety of processes, as well as perform precision measurements.
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1.1 Photon induced processes at the LHC

We consider special events at the LHC that correspond to photon-induced processes where quasi-
real photons are emitted by the incoming interacting protons as shown in Fig. 1.1.1 (we will see
in the following why photon exchanges dominate at high energy). Protons can be intact after
interactions and can be detected and measured in special detectors called roman pots. These events
are especially clean since all particles in the final state (including the intact protons) are measured.
We can produce exclusively pairs of photons and W bosons in addition of the two intact protons
in the final state (see Fig. 1.1.1). In the same way, one can look for the photon induced production
of ZZ, γZ, tt̄, etc.

As an example we will consider the production of two γ’s in the central ATLAS or CMS detec-
tors, and of two intact protons. Both the ATLAS and CMS-TOTEM collaborations installed roman
pots detectors at about 220 meters from the interaction point that can measure intact protons at
high luminosity at the LHC, the so-called ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP) and CMS-TOTEM Pre-
cision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) [1, 2]. At high luminosity (standard runs with β∗ ∼ 0.5 at the
LHC), the acceptance in mass of the two photons or the two W bosons (see Fig. 1.1.1) with intact
protons tagged in the roman pot detectors typically covers the domain 400-2300 GeV. We can thus
get sensitivity to beyond standard model physics since we can produce high mass objects.

Quartic photon couplings ζ1 can be modified via loops of new particles or new resonances that
couple to photons [3, 4]. In the case of loops of new heavy particles, we get

ζ1 = α2
emQ

4m−4Nc1,s

where ζ1 is proportional to the 4th power of the charge and inversely proportional to the 4th
power of the mass of the charged particle, and on its spin, c1,s. This leads to ζ1 of the order of
10−14 -10−13 GeV−4 depending on beyond standard model theories (extra-dimensions, composite
Higgs...). ζ1 can also be modified by neutral particles at tree level (extensions of the SM including
scalar, pseudo-scalar, and spin-2 resonances that couple to the photon). In that case

ζ1 = (fsm)−2d1,s

where fs is the γγX coupling of the new particle to the photon, and d1,s depends on the spin of
the particle. For instance, 2 TeV dilatons lead to ζ1 ∼ 10−13 GeV−4. All these couplings were
implemented in the FPMC generator [5] that will be used in the following for all predictions.

γ
γ

γ
γ

p

p p

p

Figure 1.1.1: Example of WW and γγ exclusive production by photon exchanges.

1.2 Diphoton exclusive production: SM and BSM contributions

In this section, we will concentrate on diphoton exclusive production and the conclusions can be
generalized to exclusive WW , ZZ, γZ, and tt̄ production via photon exchanges. We will start
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by examining the standard model (SM) production of exclusive diphotons as shown in Fig. 1.2.1.
Diphotons can be produced exclusively either via QCD (Fig. 1.2.1, left) or QED processes (Fig. 1.2.1,
right). The cross sections for a diphoton mass above the value in abscissa are shown in Fig. 1.2.2.
In purple full line, we display the QCD contribution and in black dashed dotted line the sum of
the three QED photon-induced contributions (in green dotted lines, the quarks and leptons loop
contribution, and in red dashed line theW loop contribution) [6–9]. We note that above a diphoton
mass of 200 GeV, the QCD contribution becomes negligible. Recalling the fact that the acceptance
of the roman pot detectors starts at about 400 GeV for standard running at the LHC, it is clear that
observing two photons in ATLAS/CMS and two tagged protons means a photon-induced process.

Figure 1.2.1: Exlusive production of diphoton vis QCD processes (left) and QED photon exchanges
(right).

Figure 1.2.2: Cross section of exclusive diphoton production above a given diphoton mass given
in abscissa for QCD (full line) and QED (dashed dotted line) processes (see text).

Let us new give some details about the exclusive diphoton production analysis for a luminos-
ity of 300 fb−1 at the LHC. The number of events is shown in Fig 1.2.3. The number of signal events
is shown as a black line for two values of anomalous couplings. We also notice that the number of
SM exclusive diphotons (red dashed dotted line) or exclusive dileptons with leptons misidentified
as photons (blue dotted line) is quite low and can be neglected. The only background that matters
is shown in red dashed lines, and corresponds to the non-exclusive standard diphoton produc-
tion (with protons destroyed in the final state) superimposed with intact protons originating from
secondary interactions called pile up. These events are due to the fact that we have up to 50 in-
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teractions per bunch crossing at the LHC at standard luminosities and diphoton productions can
be easily superimposed with soft interactions producing intact protons. This is basically the only
background that we have to consider.

Measuring intact protons is crucial in order to suppress the pile up background. The method
is quite simple. Since, for signal, we detect and measure all particles in the final state (namely the
two photons, and the two intact protons), we can match the kinematical information as measured
by the two photons with the one using the two protons, namely the rapidity and mass defined as

Mpp =
√
ξ1ξ2s = Mγγ

ypp =
1

2
log

(
ξ1
ξ2

)
= yγγ

where ξ1 and ξ2 are the proton fractional momentum loss. The results are shown in Fig. 1.2.4,
left, for the mass ratio and in Fig. 1.2.4, right for the rapidity difference between the pp and γγ

information for signal in black full line and for pile up background in red dashed lines. It is clear
that this variable can reject most of the pile up background and we obtain indeed less than 0.1 event
of background for 300 fb−1. The sensitivity on quartic photon anomalous coupling is thus up to a
few 10−15 GeV−4, which is better by more than two orders of magnitude with respect to “standard"
methods at the LHC [3, 4]. Let us note that exclusivity cuts using proton tagging are crucial to
suppress backgrounds since, without matching mass and rapidity requirements, the background
would be about 80.2 events for 300 fb−1. Running roman pot detectors at high luminosity at
the LHC both in ATLAS and CMS-TOTEM at high luminosity was indeed motivated by the gain
that we obtain on the reach on anomalous couplings [6–9]. This is now becoming a reality and
both CMS-TOTEM and ATLAS reported recently some observation of QED exclusive dilepton
production [10, 11] and CMS-TOTEM the first limits on quartic photon anomalous couplings with
about 9.4 fb−1 of data [12]. The analysis with the total accumulated luminosity (about 110 fb−1) is
in progress.

This method can be applied directly to the search for axion-like particles (ALP) as an example.
ALPs can be produced as a resonance via photon induced processes, and we can detect them
using the method described above if they decay into two photons as an example. The sensitivity
plot (coupling versus mass of the ALP) is shown in Fig. 1.2.5 for pp interactions with 300 fb−1 of
data as a grey region at high ALP masses [13, 14]. We gain about two orders of magnitude on
sensitivity to ALP masses of the order of 1 TeV with respect to standard LHC methods and we
reach a new domain at high mass that cannot be reached without tagging the protons. In addition,
we also show for reference the complementarity with PbPb runnings that cover the region at lower
masses (typically ALP masses in the range 10-500 GeV) since the cross section is enhanced by a
factor of Z4 for PbPb running [13, 14]. In this case, we do not detect the intact or dissociate heavy
ions in roman pot detectors but we use the rapidity gap method since the amount of pile up in
heavy ion runs at the LHC is negligible.

1.3 Anomalous production of Zγ andWW vis photon-induced processes

Our previous study can be extended to other exclusive productions via photon exchanges and we
will discuss briefly the production of Zγ and WW events. Exactly the same method of matching
the mass and rapidity measurements of the Zγ system with the tagged proton information can be
used. The new aspect of this study is that we can consider both leptonic and hadronic decays of the
Z boson. Of course the resolution on mass and rapidity matching is worse since the jet resolution
is worse than for leptons as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.1, but it leads to unprecedented sensitivities
to γγγZ anomalous couplings, up to 10−13, better by three orders of magnitude [15] than the
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Figure 1.2.3: Number of events as a function of the diphoton mass for signal and background for
exclusive γγ production for 300 fb−1.

Figure 1.2.4: Mass ratio and rapidity difference between the pp and γγ information for signal (in
full line) and pile up background (dashed line).

sensitivities without tagging the protons at the LHC (the usual method being to look for the three
photon decay of the Z boson).

The same study can be used to observe the SM exclusive production ofWW bosons via photon
exchanges and also to increase our sensitivity to quartic γγWW anomalous couplings. Recent
studies [16] showed that the strategy is somewhat different for SM and BSM studies. To measure
the SM exclusive WW production (the cross section is of the order of 95.6 fb at the LHC), the best
sensitivity originates from the leptonic decays of the W s where we can obtain about 50 events
with 2 events of background for 300 fb−1. The non-zero background originates from the fact that
the neutrinos originating from the leptonic decay of the W bosons cannot obviously be measured
and this is why the mass and rapidity matching does not work so nicely. Fast timing detectors are
needed to suppress further the background in this case. The strategy to look for γγWW quartic
anomalous couplings is slightly different since the anomalous coupling events appear at highWW

mass as shown in Fig. 1.3.2. The best sensitivity to quartic γγWW couplings appear by looking
at the hadronic decay of the W bosons even if the dijet background is quite high. The sensitivity
with 300 fb−1 is of the order of 3.7 10−7 GeV−2, better by almost three orders of magnitude that
the present LHC sensitivity. This can be further improved by using more advanced jet variables
such as subjettiness in order to reject further the dijet background.
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Figure 1.2.5: Coupling vs ALP mass sensitivity plot. The reach using the measurement of two
intact protons and the two photons for photon-induced processes is shown as a grey area for pp
collisions, and we also indicate the reach using heavy ion runs at the LHC covering the intermedi-
ate mass region.

Figure 1.3.1: Missing mass ratio and rapidity difference between the Zγ and the di-proton system
in the case when the Z boson decays into two jets.

Figure 1.3.2: WW mass distribution for exclusive WW production (SM is red dashed line and
anomalous couplings in full ball line).
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1.4 Conclusion

In this report we considered the exclusive production of γγ, WW and Zγ via photon induced
processes, considering the LHC as a γγ collider. Tagging the protons in dedicated ATLAS-AFP
or CMS-TOTEM-PPS roman pot detector as well as the γγ, WW , Zγ in the main ATLAS or CMS
detector ensures that we have a photon-induced process since gluon exchanges are suppressed at
high mass in the acceptance of the roman pot detectors. Matching the kinematical information of
the central system with the tagged protons ensures that we have a background-free experiment
and any observed event is a signal. This leads to better sensitivities to quartic anomalous coupling
by two or three order of magnitude with respect to the standard methods at the LHC depending
on the process.
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The goal of LHCspin is to develop, in the next few years, innovative solutions and cutting-
edge technologies to access spin physics in polarised fixed-target collisions at high energy, explor-
ing the unique kinematic regime offered by LHC and exploiting new final states by means of the
LHCb detector. The forward geometry of the LHCb spectrometer is perfectly suited for the recon-
struction of particles produced in fixed-target collisions. This configuration, with centre of mass
energies ranging from

√
sNN = 115 GeV in p − p interactions to

√
sNN = 72 GeV in heavy ion

collisions, allows to cover a wide backward rapidity region, including the poorly explored high−x
regime. With the instrumentation of the proposed target system, LHCb will become the first ex-
periment simultaneously collecting unpolarised beam-beam collisions at

√
sNN = 14 TeV and both

unpolarised and polarised beam-target collisions. The status of the project is presented along with
a selection of physics opportunities.
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2.1 Introduction

The LHC delivers proton and lead beams with an energy of 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV per nucleon,
respectively, with world’s highest intensity. A short run with xenon ions was also performed
in 2017, while an oxygen beam is currently foreseen for the Run 3 [1]. Fixed-target proton-gas
collisions occur at a centre of mass energy per nucleon of up to 115 GeV. This corresponds to a
centre of mass rapidity shift of y − yCM ≈ arcsinh(

√
EN/2MN) = 4.8, so that the LHCb acceptance

(2 < η < 5) covers the backward and central rapidities in the centre of mass frame. Such a
coverage offers an unprecedented opportunity to investigate partons carrying a large fraction of
the target nucleon momentum, i.e. large Bjorken−x values, corresponding to large and negative
Feynman−x values1.

The LHCb detector [2] is a general-purpose forward spectrometer specialised in detecting
hadrons containing c and b quarks, and the only LHC detector able to collect data in both col-
lider and fixed-target mode. It is fully instrumented in the 2 < η < 5 region with a vertex locator
(VELO), a tracking system, two Cherenkov detectors, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
and a muon detector. Fig. 2.1.1 shows a scheme of the upgraded LHCb detector which is currently
being installed for the Run 3, starting in 2022.

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the LHCb upgrade detector. To be compared with Fig. 1.1. UT =
Upstream Tracker. SciFi Tracker = Scintillating Fibre Tracker.

tracking subsystems, the Tracker Turicensis (TT) and the T-stations, located just before
and just after the LHCb dipole magnet. These subsystems and their projected upgrade
performance are the focus of this TDR. The four TT planes will be replaced by new high
granularity silicon micro-strip planes with an improved coverage of the LHCb acceptance.
The new system is called the Upstream Tracker (UT) and is the subject of Chap. 2. The
current downstream tracker (T-stations) is composed of two detector technologies: a
silicon micro-strip Inner Tracker (IT) in the high ⌘ region and a straw drift tube Outer
Tracker (OT) in the low ⌘ region. The three OT/IT tracking stations will be replaced
with a Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SFT), composed of 2.5 m long fibres read out by silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPMs) outside the acceptance. The SFT is discussed in detail in
Chap. 3. The performance of the UT and SFT detectors, as far as the individual detection
planes are concerned, are addressed separately in their respective chapters, where also the
cost, schedule and task sharing of these subsystems are presented. The charged particle
tracking is an essential physics tool of the LHCb experiment. It must provide the basic
track reconstruction, leading to a precise measurement of the charged particle momenta
in the extreme environment of the LHCb upgrade over its entire lifetime. Therefore, the
projected performance of the complete LHCb upgrade tracking system, which involves

3

Figure 2.1.1: The Run 3 LHCb detector.

The fixed-target physics program at LHCb is active since the installation of the SMOG (System
for Measuring the Overlap with Gas) device [3], enabling the injection of noble gases in the beam
pipe section crossing the VELO detector at a pressure of O(10−7) mbar. Precise measurements of
charm [4] and antiproton [5] production have been published based on p − Ar and p − He fixed-
target collisions. Fig. 2.1.2 shows the high-quality and low-background samples collected in just
one week of dedicated SMOG runs during Run 2.

1
xF ≈ x1 − x2 where x1 and x2 are the Bjorken−x values of the beam and target nucleon, respectively.
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Figure 1: Mass distributions, fitted by an extended unbinned maximum-likelihood inp
sNN = 86.6 GeV pHe collisions; J/ ! µ�µ+ (left); D0 ! K�⇡+ (right). The dashed blue line

corresponds to the combinatorial background, the red line to the signal and the solid blue line
to the sum of the two.

a crystal ball function [37] describing the J/ signal, and an exponential function for
the background. The D0 signal is fitted by the sum of two Gaussian functions, and an
exponential function for the background. Figure 1 shows the mass distributions obtained
after all selection criteria are applied to the entire pHe data set, with the fit functions
superimposed.

The signal yields are determined in uniformly populated bins of pT or y. A coarser
binning scheme is used for J/ candidates, owing to the smaller sample size. The yields
determined from the mass fit are corrected for the total e�ciencies, which include the
geometrical acceptance of the detector, the event trigger, the event selection, the primary
vertex, the track reconstruction, and particle identification. Particle identification [38] and
tracking e�ciencies are obtained from control sample of pp collision data. All the other
e�ciencies are determined from simulation. Several sources of systematic uncertainties are
considered, a↵ecting either the determination of the signal yields or the total e�ciencies.
They are summarised in Table 1 separately for correlated and uncorrelated systematic
uncertainties.

A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the signal determination. A first contribution,
common to J/ and D0 signals, is obtained by determining the maximum contamination
from residual pp collisions. The systematic uncertainty related to the determination of
the signal yields includes the contribution from b-hadron decays and the mass fit. The
fraction of signal from b hadrons, determined through the fit of the impact parameter
distribution of the D0 candidates with respect to the primary vertex, is (0.9+1.6

�0.9)%. The
systematic uncertainty related to the mass fit is evaluated using alternative models for
signal and background shapes that reproduce the mass shapes equally well.

Another source of uncertainty is associated with the accuracy of the simulation used
to compute the acceptances and e�ciencies. This systematic uncertainty includes the
statistical uncertainty due to the finite size of the simulation sample and the di↵erences in
the distributions of the transverse momentum and rapidity between data and simulation.
This systematic uncertainty is computed in each y and pT bin. Systematic uncertainties
in tracking and particle identification e�ciencies are mainly related to the di↵erences

3

Figure 2.1.2: J/ψ → µ+µ− (left) and D0 → K−π+ (right) SMOG samples from [4].

With the SMOG2 upgrade [6], an openable gas storage cell, shown in Fig. 2.1.3, has been
installed in 2020 in front of the VELO. The cell boosts the target areal density by a factor of 8 to 35

Figure 2.1.3: The SMOG2 storage cell in the open (left) and closed (right) configuration.

depending on the injected gas species. In addition, SMOG2 data will be collected in the upcoming
Run 3 with a novel reconstruction software allowing simultaneous data-taking of beam-gas and
beam-beam collisions. Very high tracking efficiency is expected in the beam-gas interaction region,
despite its upstream position with respect to the VELO. Furthermore, beam-gas and beam-beam
vertices are well detached along the z coordinate, as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. SMOG2 will offer a rich
physics program for the Run 3 and, at the same time, allows to investigate the dynamics of the
beam-target system, setting the basis for future developments.
The LHCspin project [7] aims at extending the SMOG2 physics program in Run 4 (expected to
start in 2028) and, with the installation of a polarised gas target, to bring spin physics at LHC
by exploiting the well suited LHCb detector. A selection of physics opportunities accessible at
LHCspin is presented in Sec. 2.2, while the experimental setup is discussed in Sec. 2.3.

2.2 Physics case

The physics case of LHCspin covers three main areas: exploration of the wide physics potential
offered by unpolarised gas targets, investigation of the nucleon spin and heavy ion collisions.

2.2.1 Measurements with unpolarised gases

Similarly to SMOG2, LHCspin will allow the injection of several species of unpolarised gases: H2,
D2, He, N2, O2, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe. The impact of the gas on the LHC beam lifetime is negligible:
the luminosity loss due to collisions on hydrogen in the cell has a characteristic time of around
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Figure 2.2.1: Left: VELO track reconstruction efficiency for beam-gas (red) and beam-beam (blue)
primary vertices (PV) [8]. Right: kinematic coverage of LHCspin (orange) and other existing facil-
ities.

2000 days, whereas typical runs last for 10− 20 hours.
Injecting unpolarised gases yields excellent opportunities to investigate parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) in both nucleons and nuclei in the large-x and intermediate Q2 regime (Fig. 2.2.1,
right), which are especially affected by lack of experimental data and impact several fields of
physics from QCD to astrophysics. For example, the large acceptance and high reconstruction
efficiency of LHCb on heavy flavour states enables the study of gluon PDFs, which represent fun-
damental inputs for theoretical predictions [9] and are currently affected by large uncertainties,
as shown in the example of Fig. 2.2.2 (left). In addition, the structure of heavy nuclei is known
to depart from that obtained by the simple sum of free protons and neutrons: within the unique
acceptance of LHCb, a large amount of data can be collected to shed light on the intriguing anti-
shadowing effect expected at x ∼ 0.1 [10], as shown in Fig. 2.2.2 (right).
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of the invariant mass (MS) of a to-be produced system at

p
s = 13 TeV. For y ⇠ 0, x ' MS/

p
s at the LHC (indicated on the upper

x axis). The kinematics of the AFTER@LHC programme is mainly that of high x where the uncertainties blow up. Plot done
thanks to the APFEL programme [6].

Figure 2: Compilation of the gluon nuclear PDF relative uncertainties [7, 8, 9, 10] in a lead nucleus at a factorisation scale (here
denoted Q) of 2 GeV.
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6

Figure 2.2.2: Left: Relative uncertainty on the CT14 gluon PDF in a proton [11]. Right: relative
uncertainties on a set of gluon nuclear PDFs in a lead nucleus [7].

With the large amount of data to be collected with LHCspin, several measurements impact-
ing astrophysics and cosmic ray physics become possible. For example, heavy-flavour hadropro-
duction directly impacts the knowledge of prompt muonic neutrino flux [12], which is especially
affected by PDF uncertainties, while large samples of proton collisions on helium, oxygen and
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nitrogen provide valuable inputs to improve the understanding of the compositions of ultra-high
energy cosmic rays. Moreover, the possibility of injecting an oxygen beam opens new and exciting
prospects for antiproton measurements [13].

2.2.2 Spin physics

Beside the colliner PDFs mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1, polarised quark and gluon distributions can be
probed at LHCspin by means of proton collisions on polarised hydrogen and deuterium. Fig. 2.2.3
shows the 5D Wigner distributions [14] which, upon integration on the transverse momentum,
lead to the observable generalised parton distributions (GPDs), while transverse momentum de-
pendent distributions (TMDs) are obtained when integrating over the transverse coordinate. There
are several leading-twist distributions that can be probed with unpolarised and transversely po-
larised quarks and nucleons, giving independent information on the spin structure of the nucleon.

Figure 2.2.3: Wigner distributions (top) and leading-twist GPDs and TMDs for different combi-
nations of quark×nucleon polarisation states (bottom). Distributions marked in red vanish for no
orbital angular momentum contribution to the nucleon spin, while the quantities highlighted in
green can be accessed at LHCspin [15].

To access the transverse motion of partons within a polarised nucleon, transverse single spin
asymmetries (TSSAs) can be measured. For example

AN =
1

P

σ↑ − σ↓

σ↑ + σ↓
∼ fq1 (x1, k

2
T1)⊗ f⊥q1T (x2, k

2
T2)

fq1 (x1, k
2
T1)⊗ fq1 (x2, k

2
T2)

(2.2.1)

in the polarised Drell-Yan (DY) channel probes the product of f1 (unpolarised TMD) and f⊥1T
(Sivers function) in quarks and antiquarks in the low (x1) and high (x2) x regimes. Projections
for the uncertainty of such measurements are shown in Fig. 2.2.4 (left) based on an integrated lu-
minosity of 10 fb−1. Being T-odd, it is theoretically established that the Sivers function changes
sign in polarised DY with respect to semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering [16]. This fundamen-
tal QCD prediction can be verified by exploiting the large sample of DY data expected at LHCspin.
In addition, isospin effects can be investigated by comparing p−H and p−D collisions.
Several TMDs can be probed by evaluating the azimuthal asymmetries of the produced dilepton
pair: projected precisions for three such asymmetries are shown in Fig. 2.2.4 (left).
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Figure 31: (a) Two predictions (denoted AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]) of the DY AN as a function of x" at AFTER@LHC,
compared to the projected precision of the measurement [302]. The bands are filled in the region where the fits use existing SIDIS
data, i.e. for x" . 0.3, and hollow where they are extrapolations. (b) Similar projections for the DY AN as a function of x" in
p+3He" collisions at

p
s = 115 GeV [302]. [In both cases, the bars show the statistical uncertainties for the quoted luminosisities

accounting for the background subtraction and polarisation-dilution effects].

polarisation, Pe↵ , is diluted by a factor of 3 since only the neutron is polarised in the 3He". The projec-
tions for 3He" are prepared based on simulations for pp collisions and applying corrections to account for
change in signal and background yields. The combinatorial background is proportional to the number of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll, thus the background increases by a factor Ncoll ⇡

p
3 compared to

pp. An additional isospin factor of 9/6 for DY studies is included. The available integrated luminosity of
2.5 fb�1 will allow for an exploratory measurement for DY production and precision study for quarkonium
production (see section 5.2.2).

In addition, DY production with an unpolarised fixed-target will be extremely valuable to study the
simplest TMD function at large x, namely the unpolarised TMD PDF [305, 306, 307, 54, 287, 288]. A
good knowledge of unpolarised TMDs is of fundamental importance in order to validate our understanding
of their scale evolution and to reliably study azimuthal and spin asymmetries, as they always enter the
denominators of these quantities.

Pion and kaon production. Pion and kaon STSAs have been extensively studied in the last three decades
at Fermilab and BNL with hadron beams and at Jefferson Lab, CERN (COMPASS) and DESY (HERMES)
with lepton beams (see e.g. [27, 28, 29, 30, 308, 309, 31, 303]), observing large asymmetries in the valence
region at large x", which motivated the introduction of the Sivers effect. As for now, similar studies have not
been carried out with hadron beams on 3He, thus on a polarised neutron target, which however could give
us original insights on the flavour symmetries of the correlation between the partonic transverse momentum
and the nucleon spin. Along these lines, the AFTER@LHC programme relying on the LHCb and/or ALICE
detectors, can play a crucial role.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 32, the predicted AN for pion production with a neutron (a-b) and proton (c-d)
target, based on the generalised parton model (GPM) approach (which is an extension of the parton model
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Figure 39: Expected statistical uncertainty on asymmetries in DY production at AFTER@LHCb, computed all for Lpp = 10 fb�1

andPe↵. = 0.8. The rapidity has been integrated over the bins specified in the plots, as well as the mass in bins of dM = 1 GeV. [The
statistical uncertainties are calculated using following expressions: �(Asin �S

UT ) = 1/Pe↵.⇥
p

2/
p

S + 2B, �(Acos 2�S
UU ) = 2

p
2/
p

S + 2B
and �(Asin(2�±�S )

UT ) = 2/Pe↵. ⇥
p

2/
p

S + 2B, where S is the signal yield, B is the background yield and Pe↵. is the effective
polarisation in a given measurement.]

extractions of h?g
1 have been performed yet. Recently, it has been proposed to access both f g

1 and h?g
1 in

di-J/ and ⌥ production in hadronic collisions [347, 344], for which data with sensitivity to transverse
momenta have been collected at the LHC. It is expected that h?g

1 reaches its maximal size in the small-x
regime [53, 348, 349, 350]. Its role in different x-regions has yet to be explored. Factorisation proofs have
recently been provided for ⌘c,b production [351, 352]. It is also expected to be constrained from azimuthal-
asymmetry measurements at the future EIC and the LHeC [353, 315], and also possibly from measurements
at RHIC and the LHC [339].

The impact of linearly polarised gluons in H0 production has been addressed e.g. in [354, 355, 356,
332]. Their effect has been predicted for gluon fusion into two photons in [357, 339], for (pseudo)scalar
quarkonium production in [69, 70], for vector quarkonium production in [358, 359] and for H0 plus jet
production in [340]. Associated production of quarkonium and Z boson has been investigated in [360].
Associated production of quarkonium plus one photon [71] is also promising, due to the possibility of
producing final states with different invariant masses, suited thus to be analysed using TMD factorisation
and to test TMD evolution. This process, together with ⌘b,c production [361, 69, 70] and double J/ 
production [223], can be investigated within the AFTER@LHC programme.

Several processes can be measured at the proposed AFTER@LHC programme in order to constrain
h?g

1 in yet unexplored kinematic regions. In Table 17 we show those in which the effect of the presence
of h?g

1 is the modulation of the transverse-momentum spectrum, referred to as “qT modulation”, while in
Table 18 we show those for which h?g

1 creates an azimuthal modulations of the spectrum, referred to as
“cos n� modulation”. We notice that in all the mentioned processes the same h?g

1 function is probed, since
the gauge-link structure is the same. As can be seen, overall the AFTER@LHC programme offers a great
opportunity to constrain h?g

1 through all these processes.
At AFTER@LHC, it will be possible to study the potential TMD factorisation breaking effects [362]

in the production of �c0 and �c2 [69]. Moreover, ⌘c production at low transverse momentum [351] will
be accessed, complementing the high transverse momentum region measured by LHCb and going beyond
RHIC’s capabilities.
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Figure 2.2.4: Left: Measurements ofAN in DY events as a function of x compared to two theoretical
predictions [7]. Right: projected precision for some azimuthal asymmetry amplitudes with DY
data as a function of the dilepton invariant mass [9].

Heavy flavour states will be the strength point of LHCspin. Being mainly produced via gluon
fusion at LHC, quarkonia and open heavy flavour states will allow to probe the unknown gluon
Sivers function via inclusive production of J/ψ, D0 but also with several unique states like ηc, χc,
χb or J/ψJ/ψ. Fig. 2.2.5 (left) shows two predictions for AN on J/ψ events: 5− 10% asymmetries
are expected in the xF < 0 region, where the LHCspin sensitivity is the highest. Heavy flavour
states can be exploited as well to probe the gluon-induced asymmetries h⊥g1 (Boer-Mulders) and
fg1 (always present at the denominator of AN ), which are both experimentally unconstrained.

pion SSAs at small pT , which require a strong suppression
of the f-type GSF, in particular in the small-x region (see
Fig. 1, left panel). If J=! measurements would be con-
firmed even in future higher statistics samples, this would
definitely represent a tension with the pion SSAs, at least
within a TMD approach. In this respect, more data, on a
wider kinematical range and with better statistics, would be
very helpful.
It is worth considering the corresponding analysis for AN

in J=! production for the kinematics reachable at LHC in

the fixed target mode with a transversely polarized target
(see the AFTER [42,43] and LHCb [44,45] proposals at
CERN). In such a configuration one could probe even
larger light-cone momentum fractions in the polarized
proton, accessing the gluon TMDs in a very interesting
and complementary region.
In Fig. 8 we present our estimates for AN for pp! !

J=!X at
!!!
s

p
! 115 GeV, at fixed pT ! 2 GeV, as a

function of xF (left panel) and at fixed rapidity y ! !2,
as a function of pT (right panel). Notice that in such a

FIG. 8. AN for the process pp! ! J=!X at
!!!
s

p
! 115 GeV and pT ! 2 GeV as a function of xF (left panel) and at rapidity y ! !2 as

a function of pT (right panel). Notice that here negative rapidities correspond to the forward region for the polarized proton. Predictions
are for the GPM (thick green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red band) approaches [see Eqs. (32), (34)]. The corresponding maximized
contributions for the GPM (thin green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red solid lines) schemes are also shown.

FIG. 9. Estimates of AN for the process p!p ! "X at
!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV as a function of pT within the GPM and the CGI-GPM

approaches. Upper panels: maximized contributions (N g"x# ! $1) at xF ! 0 (left) and xF ! !0.1 (right); lower panels: estimates
based on the present analysis [see Eqs. (32), (34)]: GPM (green dashed line), CGI-GPM (red band).
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in the non-perturbative regime of QCD.
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Figure 18: Three-dimensional representation of the u-quark densities in momentum space
(proton tomography) from a recent global analysis [122]. (Courtesy of A. Bacchetta).

Two quark TMDs are involved in unpolarized processes: the standard unpolarized
distribution function f q

1 and the Boer-Mulders function h?,q
1 [123]. Even if it requires

no target polarization, the Boer-Mulders function is in fact a polarized TMD because it
depends on the quark transverse polarization. More specifically, it describes the correlation
between the quark transverse polarization and transverse momentum. It is noteworthy that
this correlation results in specific azimuthal modulations of the unpolarized cross-section.

In the last 15 years, significant progresses have been achieved in the comprehension
of the quark TMDs in Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) experiments (Hermes, Compass,
JLAB) [124]. High-energy pp collisions constitute a complementary approach. In particular,
fixed-target pp collisions at the LHC, with a beam energy at the TeV scale, will give
access to these objects for unique kinematic conditions (high x, at moderately high
Q2). Furthermore, by comparing the results obtained in SIDIS with those from hadronic
collisions, it is possible to perform stringent tests of QCD factorization, evolution and
universality. For instance, the Boer-Mulders function mentioned above has the peculiar
property of being naive-T-odd. This implies that its definition must include a proper
gauge-link (Wilson line) that manifests in a soft-gluon exchange between the ejected quark
and the color field of the nucleon remnant. In general, gauge links are process-dependent
and this leads to the remarkable fact that naive-T-odd TMDs (such the Boer-Mulders
and the Sivers functions) are not universal. In particular, they are expected to have
opposite sign when measured in Drell-Yan and SIDIS processes [125]. A solid experimental
verification of this direct QCD prediction is eagerly awaited.

At LHCb, the quark f q
1 and h?,q

1 TMDs can be probed in Drell-Yan processes, exploiting
the excellent reconstruction capabilities for muon-pairs. The unpolarized Drell-Yan cross-
section can be written as

�DY
UU / A f q

1 ⌦ f q̄
1 + B h?,q

1 ⌦ h?,q̄
1 cos 2� , (1)

where the subscript UU denotes that both beam and target are unpolarized, the symbol ⌦
indicates a convolution integral over the quark transverse momenta, and � is the azimuthal

25

Figure 2.2.5: Left: theoretical predictions for AN in inclusive J/ψ production [17]. Right: up quark
densities in momentum space [18].

While TMDs provide a “tomography” of the nucleon in momentum space (Fig. 2.2.5, right),
a 3D picture in the spatial coordinates can be built by measuring GPDs, as shown in Fig. 2.2.6.
Correlating position and momentum, GPDs also quantify the parton orbital angular momentum,
whose contribution to the total nucleon spin can be inferred, for example, via the Ji sum rule [20].
GPDs can be experimentally probed with exclusive dilepton and quarkonia productions in ultra-
peripheral collisions, which are dominated by the electromagnetic interaction. For example, TSSAs
can be exploited to access the Eg function, which has never been measured and represents a key
element of the proton spin puzzle. It is also attractive to measure the elusive transversity PDF,
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Fig. 8  distribution of quarks in impact parameter space, as obtained by 
a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the nucleon Dirac form factors. 
The distribution of the up-quarks turns out to be narrower than that of 
the down-quarks. Among other things, this means that a high-energy 
probe sees a core of positive charge in the center of the proton and a 
cloud of negative  charge around it.

Fig. 9  When the spin of the nucleon is taken into consideration, 
the quark distribution is distorted in opposite ways for up- and 
down-quarks. This distortion indirectly suggests that the up-quarks have 
a large orbital angular momentum opposite to the proton spin. Vice-
versa for the down-quark.

Figure 2.2.6: Distortion of the up and down quark distributions in the impact parameter space
when spin is taken into account [19].

whose knowledge is currently limited to valence quarks at the leading order [21], as well as its
integral, the tensor charge, which is of direct interest in constraining physics beyond the Standard
Model [22].

2.2.3 Heavy ion collisions

Thermal heavy-flavour production is negligible at the typical temperature of few hundreds MeV
of the system created in heavy-ion collisions. Quarkonia states (cc, bb) are instead produced on
shorter timescales, and their energy change while traversing the medium represents a powerful
way to investigate Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) properties. LHCb capabilities allow to both cover
the aforementioned charmonia and bottomonia studies and to extend them to beauty baryons
as well as to exotic probes. The QGP phase diagram exploration at LHCspin can be performed
with a rapidity scan at a centre of mass energy of

√
sNN = 72 GeV which is in-between those

accessed at RHIC and SPS. In addition, flow measurements will greatly benefit from the excellent
identification performance of LHCb on charged and neutral light hadrons.
The dynamics of small systems is an interesting topic joining heavy-ion collisions and spin physics.
In the spin 1 deuteron nucleus, the nucleon matter distribution is prolate for j3 = ±1 and oblate
for j3 = 0, where j3 is the projection of the spin along the polarisation axis. In ultra-relativistic
lead ion collisions on transversely polarised deuteron, the deformation of the target deuteron can
influence the orientation of the fireball in the transverse plane, quantified by the ellipticity, as
shown in Fig. 2.2.7. The measurement proposed in [23] can easily be performed at LHCspin on
minimum bias events thanks to the high-intensity LHC beam.

2.3 Experimental setup

The LHCspin experimental setup is in R&D phase and calls for the development of a new genera-
tion polarised target. The starting point for this ambitious task is the setup of the polarised target
system employed at the HERMES experiment [24] and comprises three main components: an
Atomic Beam Source (ABS), a Polarised Gas Target (PGT) and a diagnostic system. The ABS con-
sists of a dissociator with a cooled nozzle, a Stern-Gerlach apparatus to focus the wanted hyperfine
states, and adiabatic RF-transitions for setting and switching the target polarisation between states
of opposite sign. The ABS injects a beam of polarised hydrogen or deuterium into the PGT, which
is located in the LHC primary vacuum. The PGT hosts a T-shaped openable storage cell, sharing
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Fig. 1. Left: A schematic view of the ultra-relativistic collision of a heavy nucleus on the deuteron target polarized along ( j3 = ±1)
and perpendicular ( j3 = 0) to the fixed polarization axis {�P}. The deformation of the created fireball in the transverse plane reflects
the intrinsic deformation of the polarized deuteron. The collective shape-flow transmutation mechanism results in the one body elliptic
flow coe�cient with respect to the polarization axis, v2{�P}, with the signs as labeled in the figure. Right: Ellipticities of the initial
condition in the fireball, evaluated with respect to the fixed polarization axis, ✏2{�P}, for Pb collisions on a polarized deuteron target atp

sNN = 72 GeV. The lower-axis coordinate is the centrality determined from the initial entropy S , whereas the top-axis coordinate is
the corresponding number of the wounded nucleons, NW . (Graphics from [2])

The planned fixed target AFTER@LHC experiments, in particular SMOG2@LHCb [3, 4, 5, 6], will be
able to study collisions of a 2.76A TeV Pb beam on fixed targets, with a possibility of using in the future
polarized hydrogen and deuterium targets [7], which can be installed during the LHC Long Shutdown 3 in
the years 2023-2025. We note that the proposed method requires a measurement of a one-body distribution
and, with a very high intensity beam, could be simply performed with minimum bias events and without
event reconstruction or pile-up corrections. Precise estimates, including hydrodynamic simulations, error
estimates, etc., are provided in [2].

An analogous e↵ect is present for collisions on other light targets with j � 1, such as 7Li, 9Be, or 10B.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the elliptic flow can be estimated from their known mean square radii and
quadrupole moments, and is sizable, even larger that for the case of the deuteron. The estimate for the
elliptic flow coe�cient evaluated with respect to the polarization axis is [2]

v2{�P} ' �k
3Q2

4Z(hr2i + 3
2 hb2i)

3 j23 � j( j + 1)
j(2 j � 1)

,

where k ⇠ 0.1 is the hydrodynamic response coe�cient, Q2 is the quadrupole moment, Z is the atomic
number, and hr2i is that mean squared charge radius of the light nucleus. The quantity hb2i ⇠ 1 fm2 is the
average impact parameter squared in inelastic NN collisions. The formula holds for perfect polarization,
su�ciently central collisions, and j � 1.

If the e↵ect of the elliptic flow in polarized heavy–light collisions is indeed confirmed, it would cor-
roborate the scenario of the late-stage generation of collectivity. Other interesting opportunities emerging
from such collisions involve studies of hard probes as well as femtoscopic correlations, with appropriate
measures defined with respect to the polarization axis.

2. 16O � 16O collisions

Proposals to study collisions with 16O beams at the LHC [8] and at RHIC [9] are presently under serious
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sNN = 72 GeV. The lower-axis coordinate is the centrality determined from the initial entropy S , whereas the top-axis coordinate is
the corresponding number of the wounded nucleons, NW . (Graphics from [2])

The planned fixed target AFTER@LHC experiments, in particular SMOG2@LHCb [3, 4, 5, 6], will be
able to study collisions of a 2.76A TeV Pb beam on fixed targets, with a possibility of using in the future
polarized hydrogen and deuterium targets [7], which can be installed during the LHC Long Shutdown 3 in
the years 2023-2025. We note that the proposed method requires a measurement of a one-body distribution
and, with a very high intensity beam, could be simply performed with minimum bias events and without
event reconstruction or pile-up corrections. Precise estimates, including hydrodynamic simulations, error
estimates, etc., are provided in [2].

An analogous e↵ect is present for collisions on other light targets with j � 1, such as 7Li, 9Be, or 10B.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the elliptic flow can be estimated from their known mean square radii and
quadrupole moments, and is sizable, even larger that for the case of the deuteron. The estimate for the
elliptic flow coe�cient evaluated with respect to the polarization axis is [2]

v2{�P} ' �k
3Q2

4Z(hr2i + 3
2 hb2i)

3 j23 � j( j + 1)
j(2 j � 1)

,

where k ⇠ 0.1 is the hydrodynamic response coe�cient, Q2 is the quadrupole moment, Z is the atomic
number, and hr2i is that mean squared charge radius of the light nucleus. The quantity hb2i ⇠ 1 fm2 is the
average impact parameter squared in inelastic NN collisions. The formula holds for perfect polarization,
su�ciently central collisions, and j � 1.

If the e↵ect of the elliptic flow in polarized heavy–light collisions is indeed confirmed, it would cor-
roborate the scenario of the late-stage generation of collectivity. Other interesting opportunities emerging
from such collisions involve studies of hard probes as well as femtoscopic correlations, with appropriate
measures defined with respect to the polarization axis.

2. 16O � 16O collisions

Proposals to study collisions with 16O beams at the LHC [8] and at RHIC [9] are presently under serious
consideration. In this regard we have carried out an analysis of the initial state in 16O-16O in the Monte Carlo
Glauber approach [10]. Similar results in other models were presented earlier in [11, 12]. The results can be

Figure 2.2.7: Left: sketch of a ultra-relativistic collision of a lead nucleus against a transversely
polarised deuteron in two different angular momentum projections. Right: ellipticity with respect
to the polarisation axis as a function of the collision centrality with LHCspin kinematics [23].

the SMOG2 geometry, and a compact superconductive dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. 2.3.1. The
magnet generates a 300 mT static transverse field with a homogeneity of 10%, which is found to
be suitable to avoid beam-induced depolarisation [25]. Studies for the inner coating of the stor-
age cell are currently ongoing, with the aim of producing a surface that minimises the molecular
recombination rate as well as the secondary electron yield.
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Figure 2.3.1: A drawing of the PGT with the magnet coils (orange) and the iron return yoke (blue)
enclosing the storage cell. The VELO vessel and detector box are shown in green and grey, respec-
tively.

In Fig. 2.3.2 (left), the PGT is shown in the same location of the SMOG2 cell, a configura-
tion that offers a large kinematic acceptance and does not require additional detectors in LHCb.
Fig. 2.3.2 (right) shows the efficiency to reconstruct a primary vertex and both tracks in simulated
Υ→ µ+µ− events as a function of xF under three locations of a 20 cm-long storage cell. The sim-
ulation is performed within the GAUSS framework [26] with upgrade LHCb conditions. New
algorithms are currently being developed for the Run 3 fixed-target reconstruction and are ex-
pected to sensibly improve the current performance as well as to enable to record LHCspin data
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in parallel with p− p collisions [8].
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Figure 2.3.2: Left: The PGT and the VELO vessel (green). Right: simulated reconstruction effi-
ciency for Υ→ µ+µ− events with three different cell positions, the blue line corresponding to the
SMOG2 location.

The diagnostic system continuously analyses gas samples drawn from the PGT and comprises
a target gas analyser to detect the molecular fraction, and thus the degree of dissociation, and a
Breit-Rabi polarimeter to measure the relative population of the injected hyperfine states.
An instantaneous luminosity of O(1032) cm−2s−1 is foreseen for fixed-target p−H collisions in Run
4, with a further factor 3− 5 increase for the high-luminosity LHC phase from Run 5 (2032).

2.4 Conclusions

The fixed-target physics program at LHC has been greatly enhanced with the recent installation
of the SMOG2 gas storage cell at LHCb. LHCspin is the natural evolution of SMOG2 and aims at
installing a polarised gas target to bring spin physics at LHC for the first time, opening a whole
new range of exploration. With strong interest and support from the international theoretical
community, LHCspin is a unique opportunity to advance our knowledge on several unexplored
QCD areas, complementing both existing facilities and the future Electron-Ion Collider [27].
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Results by the CMS Collaboration on the measurements of dijet production processes are pre-
sented. Such processes are expected to be sensitive to Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) evo-
lution effects. In particular, the measurements of azimuthal angle correlations between two jets
separated by a large rapidity interval at different centre-of-mass energies are discussed. The mea-
surements are corrected for detector effects and compared with the predictions of various Monte
Carlo event generators, Dokshitzer– Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi (DGLAP) and BFKL-based
calculations.
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3.1 Introduction

Hadronic jet measurements are important probes for investigating the low-x structure of the pro-
ton, where x represents the fractional momentum carried by the incoming partons. In the quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) prediction, two partons are produced with a back-to-back topology
in azimuthal plane. Hence, two jets show a strong correlation in their azimuthal angle which
is a sensitive probe for better understanding of the QCD radiation in hard processes in high en-
ergy particle collisions. In the Bjorken limit which can be accessible at the large centre-of-mass
energies, the scaling variable x ∼ pT /

√
s is kept fixed near unity whereas the transverse momen-

tum pT becomes approximately equals to the square of the four-momentum Q2. Since x is not
small, Q2 tends to infinity. Thus, the calculations can be resummed within the collinear factoriza-
tion framework with the Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov– Altarelli–Parisi (DGLAP) formalism, where
parton emissions are strongly ordered in transverse momentum. In another kinematic regime:
x → finite, pT >> ΛQCD and

√
s → ∞, the large rapidity separation between the scattered

partons occur, thus the DGLAP dynamics fails at low x. Such processes can be described by the
Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL) evolution equations. In the following the measurements
searching for the BFKL evolution equation effects are presented. The measurements are performed
with data collected in proton-proton collisions by the CMS experiment [1].

3.2 Azimuthal decorrelation of jets at
√
s = 7 TeV

The CMS Collaboration reported a measurement of azimuthal angle decorrelation between the
most forward and the most backward jets (so-called Mueller-Navelet jets) in proton-proton colli-
sions at

√
s = 7 TeV [2]. In the analysis, jets with transverse momentum, pT > 35 GeV and absolute

pseudorapidity, |y| < 4.7 are considered. The normalised cross sections are compared with var-
ious Monte Carlo generators and analytical predictions based on the DGLAP and BFKL parton
evolution equations. In Fig. 3.2.1, the azimuthal angle decorrelation of dijets and ratio of its aver-
age cosines (Cn =< cos(n(π − φdijet)) >) are shown as a function of rapidity separation between
the jets, ∆y, reaching up to ∆y = 9.4 for the first time.

3.3 Dijets with large rapidity separation at
√
s = 2.76 TeV

A measurement of inclusive and Mueller-Navelet dijet differential cross sections as a function of
rapidity separation between the jets, ∆y in pp collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV is presented [3]. The

present study extends the results of 7 TeV measurement [2] by measuring cross section ratios.
The same event selection and jet definition are applied hence a direct comparison of the results is
allowed.

The inclusive dijet production cross section, σincl, is defined as the cross section for events
with at least one pair of jets with pT > pTmin = 35 GeV where pTmin represents the transverse
momentum threshold. The "exclusive" dijet production cross section, σexcl, corresponds to dijet
events if only two jets with pTmin > 35 GeV. The Mueller-Navelet cross section, σMN , denotes the
dijet events with the most forward and most backward jets with pT > 35 GeV. Finally, the cross
section of events with no extra jets above pTveto = 20 GeV is represented as σexclveto.

The ratios of the inclusive to the “exclusive” dijet production cross sections, Rincl, and to
"exclusive" with veto dijet production,Rinclveto, are shown in Fig. 3.3.1. The results are compared with
the predictions of PYTHIA8 (tune 4C) [4], HERWIG++ (tune EE3C) [5] and HEJ+ARIADNE [6]
event generators. PYTHIA8 shows an agreement with the data, whereas HEJ+ARIADNE and
HERWIG++ significantly overestimate the ratio. In the case of ratio Rinclveto, PYTHIA8 gives the best
description of the data, however it still fails to model the shape of the ∆y dependence.
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Figure 3.2.1: Left: The azimuthal-angle difference distribution measured for Mueller-Navelet jets
in the rapidity interval 6.0 < ∆y < 9.4. Right: Comparison of the measured ratio C2/C1 as a func-
tion of rapidity difference ∆y to SHERPA, HEJ+ARIADNE and analytical NLL BFKL calculations
at the parton level [2].

Figure 3.3.1: The ratio of differential inclusive dijet cross section to "exclusive" (left) and to "exclu-
sive" with veto dijet production (right). Vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainties,
whereas the systematic uncertainties are indicated as shaded bands [3].

The ratios of the Mueller-Navelet dijet production cross section to “exclusive”, RMN , and to
“exclusive” with veto dijet production, Rinclveto, are shown in Fig. 3.3.2. Generally, only the leading
order DGLAP based event generator PYTHIA8 describes the ratios Rincl and RMN .

The results of the ratios of Rincl and RMN are compared with the previous measurement per-
formed at

√
s = 7 TeV [2] are shown in Fig. 3.3.3. A strong rise with ∆y is observed at high

energies. This can be explained as a reflection of both the increasing available phase space and
BFKL dynamics. Due to the increasing phase space volume for hard parton radiation, the ratios
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Figure 3.3.2: The ratio of Mueller-Navelet dijet cross section to "exclusive" (left) and to "exclusive"
with veto dijet production (right). Vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, whereas
the systematic uncertainties are indicated as shaded bands [3].

show a strong rise with the increasing ∆y. As a result of the kinematic limitations on the events
with more than two jets with pT > 35 GeV, the ratios decrease at vert large ∆y. BFKL calcula-
tions at the next-to-leading-logarithm level are needed to compare the results obtained with this
analysis.

Figure 3.3.3: Comparison of ratios of the cross sections for inclusive (left) and MN (right) at the
collision energies of 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV [3].
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3.4 Summary

Recent dijet production studies at different centre-of-mass energies performed by the CMS Collab-
oration are presented. The measurements are compared to various Monte Carlo event generators
as well as the predictions based on BFKL calculations. The results on azimuthal angle decorrela-
tions in dijet events, where the two jets are separated by a large rapidity interval, are consistent
with the predictions based on BFKL calculations.
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Multi-jet production at the LHC is an important process to study. In particular, events with
final state kinematic configurations where we have two jets widely separated in rapidity with
similar pT and lots of mini-jets or jets populating the space in between are relevant for the high
energy limit of QCD. Keeping the jet multiplicity fixed, the study of these events is a good ground
to test different models of multi-particle production in hadron-hadron collisions. We report on a
comparison between the predictions of the old multiperipheral Chew-Pignotti model and those of
BFKL for the single jet rapidity distributions and for jet-jet rapidity correlations.
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3.1 Introduction

An important question in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the structure of the high energy
limit dynamics of multi-particle production at hadron and hadron-lepton colliders. Multi-particle
events, and in particular, multi-jet events, are difficult to describe when one wants to go beyond
the leading order (LO) approximation in fixed order perturbation theory. Even in the early days
of hadron colliders (Intersecting Storage Rings, ISR at CERN) when the colliding energy was of
the order of few tens of GeV and QCD was not yet the established theory of the strong interaction,
multi-particle production was one of the key problems to tackle in order to probe the underlying
dynamics even on heuristic terms. The experimental data amassed in the last 50-60 years, starting
from those early attempts, have generally reinforced the view that the final state particles (pions,
kaons, protons, etc) that end up on the detector seem to belong in correlated “clusters” [1] that are
emitted in the hard scattering part of the process or on the partonic level.

Our modern day picture of a generic partonic cross section of two incoming partons that in-
teract and produce two or more outgoing partons which in turn, through a parton shower, radiate
new quarks and gluons and form jets does not contradict the heuristic notion of clusters. The
study of differential distributions and particle-particle correlations between final states had given
important insights about the strong interaction no matter whether the final states were considered
before hadronizations effects (final state partons/jets) or after (hadrons in the detector calorime-
ters). Especially for jets, correlations summarize important properties without being too sensitive
to unresolved soft particles in the jet [2] (see also the introduction of Ref. [3]). It is thus very inter-
esting to see whether the rapidity distributions of final state hadrons are any similar to the rapidity
distributions of jets.

Quite a few different approaches exist that are useful to probe multi-particle hadroproduction
beyond fixed order. These are resummation frameworks that resum different leading contributions
to amplitudes (e.g. DGLAP [4–8], BFKL [9–13], CCFM [14, 15], Linked Dipole Chain [16–18], Lund
Model [19], see also [20]).

The run 2 of the LHC at 13 TeV has provided lots of data which should be analyzed in detail.
Here, we want to focus on a final state configurations which could be quite important to answer
the question of what is the range of applicability of different multi-particle production models.
These configurations correspond to events with several final state jets where the two outermost in
rapidity ones are also well separated in rapidity and can be tagged requiring that their transverse
momenta are similar and generally large. These corresponds to a subset of the so-called Mueller-
Navelet jets [21] and if additionally we require a very similar pT for the outermost jets (however,
not within overlapping ranges) we can enforce that their influence on the rapidity distributions of
the jets in between will be symmetric.

Our aim here is to report on our recent work [22] where we studied some of the characteristics
that can be attributed to these processes. As the most striking features in multiperipheral models
can be found in the rapidity space –the origin of these features can be traced at the decoupling
of the transverse degrees of freedom from the longitudinal ones–, we will present single rapidity
differential distributions and two-jet rapidity-rapidity correlations.

Assuming configurations in a hadron-hadron collider with fixed final state jet multiplicity N ,
the single and double rapidity distributions for a given jet and a pair of jets are given respectively
by ρ1(yi) and ρ2

(
yi, yj

)
, where i and j are the positions of the jets once they are ordered in rapidity

with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . We can formally define for the single and double differential normalized
distributions

ρ1(yi) =
1

σ

∫
d2p⊥

d3σ

dyid
2p⊥i

(3.1.1)
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and

ρ2

(
yi, yj

)
=

1

σ

∫
d2p⊥id

2p⊥j
d6σ

dyid
2p⊥idyjd

2p⊥j
. (3.1.2)

After integrating over their transverse components we will have

ρ1(yi) =
1

σ

dσ

dyi
(3.1.3)

and

ρ2

(
yi, yj

)
=

1

σ

d2σ

dyidyj
. (3.1.4)

The two-particle rapidity-rapidity correlation function is then given by

C2

(
yi, yj

)
=

1

σ

d2σ

dyidyj
− 1

σ2

dσ

dyi

dσ

dyj
(3.1.5)

= ρ2

(
yi, yj

)
− ρ1(yi)ρ1(yj) (3.1.6)

In practice however, the correlation function is usually computed with the following expression
which is less sensitive to experimental errors:

R2 (y1, y2) =
C2 (y1, y2)

ρ1 (y1) ρ1 (y2)
=

ρ2 (y1, y2)

ρ1 (y1) ρ1 (y2)
− 1 . (3.1.7)

In Section 2, we calculate the analytic expressions for the double and single rapidity distri-
butions within an old multiperipheral model, namely the Chew-Pignotti model [23], whereas, In
Section 3, we explain how we compute the same quantities for the gluon Green’s function of a
collinear BFKL model by using Monte Carlo techniques. We conclude in Section 4.

3.2 The Chew-Pignotti Model

As we mentioned in the introduction, we will work with a Chew-Pignotti type of multiperipheral
model [23] following the analysis by DeTar in Ref. [24]. The simplified features of the model
will give us the opportunity to produce analytic results that could in principle be compared to
the experimental data. For a more detailed review on multiperipheral models and the cluster
concept in multiparticle production at hadron colliders, see Ref. [1] and references therein. The key
point is that in these types of models, the transverse coordinates decouple from the longitudinal
degrees of freedom (rapidity) and that is what allows to obtain analytic expressions for the rapidity
distributions.

While the multiperipheral models were devised to describe multiple particle production, we
will use the Chew-Pignotti here for multiple jet production. We will assume that the rapidity
separation of the the bounding jets is Y and also that the jets in between have a fixed multiplicity
N such that in total we will have N + 2 final state jets in each event. The outermost in rapidity
jets (the most forward/backward jets) are having rapidities ±Y2 . It should be clear that we choose
to work with limits y0 = −Y2 and yN+1 = Y

2 because we want to cast our analytic expressions for
the distributions in a symmetric way with respect to the forward and backward rapidity direction.
Naturally, one could also work with limits y0 = 0 and yN+1 = Y . Actually for the results from the
BFKL approach in section 3, we choose to present our plots in the range [0, Y ] as we want to be
closer to an experimental analysis setup.
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The cross section for the production of N + 2 final state jets is given by

σN+2 = αN+2

∫ Y

0

N+1∏

i=1

dziδ

(
Y −

N+1∑

s=1

zs

)

= αN+2
∫ Y

2

−Y2
dyN

∫ yN

−Y2
dyN−1 · · ·

∫ y3

−Y2
dy2

∫ y2

−Y2
dy1 = α2 (αY )

N

N !
, (3.2.1)

which leads to a total cross section σtotal =
∑∞
N=0 σN+2 = α2eαY and the rise with Y would

need to be tamed by introducing unitarity corrections in transverse space. A rapidity yl, with
l = 0, . . . , N + 1 is assigned to each of the final-state jets. At y0 = −Y2 and yN+1 = Y

2 we have the
positions of the outermost jets with the jet vertex reduced to a simple factor equal to α, the strong
coupling constant. The in-between jets will have rapidities yl = −Y2 +

∑l
j=1 zj , where l = 1, . . . N .

We are mainly interested in the description of the differential distributions for events with
fixed final state multiplicity, firstly on a qualitative level. At this point we need to note the fol-
lowing: the final jet multiplicity for a given final state is uniquely defined, it actually depends on
the lower pT cutoff we set for a mini-jet to qualify as a jet as well as on the chosen jet radius R (in
the rapidity-azimuthal angle plane) for the jet clustering algorithm. Nevertheless, we believe that
our analysis in the following is valid once a well defined mechanism for deciding the multiplicity
of a final state is established. This is not a trivial statement at is it implies that if a final state has
initially been assigned multiplicity N1 +2 complies with the N1 +2 differential distributions, then,
if a different set of parameters is chosen for the jet clustering algorithm which results in a different
number of final state jets giving a shift in multiplicity from N1 to N2, then that final state will also
comply with the N2 + 2 differential distributions.

The contribution for jet l in a N + 2 final state event, will have the following differential distri-
bution in rapidity

dσ
(l)
N+2

dyl
= αN+2

∫ Y

0

N+1∏

i=1

dziδ

(
Y −

N+1∑

s=1

zs

)
δ


yl +

Y

2
−

l∑

j=1

zj




= αN+2

∫ Y
2

yl

dyN

∫ yN

yl

dyN−1 · · ·
∫ yl+2

yl

dyl+1

∫ yl

−Y2
dyl−1 · · ·

∫ y3

−Y2
dy2

∫ y2

−Y2
dy1

= αN+2

(
Y
2 − yl

)N−l

(N − l)!

(
yl + Y

2

)l−1

(l − 1)!
, (3.2.2)

as derived from Eq. (3.2.1). For very large multiplicities this results to an asymptotic Poisson
distribution as one can verify, e.g., in the region y ' −Y2 with y =

(
λ
N − 1

2

)
Y where

lim
N→∞

(
N − 1

l − 1

)(
1− λ

N

)N−l(
λ

N

)l−1

= e−λ
λl−1

(l − 1)!
. (3.2.3)

Taking the limits l → 1 and yl → −Y2 in Eq. (3.2.2) we derive a normalized universal distribution
for each N when plotted versus 2y/Y . The case for N=7+2 is plotted in Fig. 3.2.1 (left) which is
very characteristic for multiperipheral models. We remind the reader that the notation jeti=1,2,...,N

is introduced for jets with ordered rapidities y1 < y2 < · · · < yN . All these seven normalized
y-distributions (one for each of the seven jets) spans an area of 2

N . Their maxima are found at
y = 2l−N−1

2(N−1) Y with a value that is

(
N − 1

l − 1

)
(l − 1)l−1

(N − 1)N−1
(N − l)N−l . (3.2.4)
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Figure 3.2.1: Rapidity distributions for each of the jets in a final state with seven mini-jets (left).
Their maxima are indicated by the symbol 7© (right). The positions of the y-distribution maxima
in configurations with multiplicity N are marked by N© (right).

In Fig. 3.2.1 (right), we show the maxima for multiplicities N , where (3 + 2) ≤ (N + 2) ≤ (15 + 2).
In a similar manner, we get expressions for the double differential rapidity distributions for jet

pairs, i.e.

d2σ
(l,m)
N+2

dyldym
= αN+2

∫ Y

0

N+1∏

i=1

dziδ

(
Y −

N+1∑

s=1

zs

)
δ


yl +

Y

2
−

l∑

j=1

zj


 δ

(
ym +

Y

2
−

m∑

k=1

zk

)

= αN+2

(
Y
2 − yl

)N−l

(N − l)!
(yl − ym)l−m−1

(l −m− 1)!

(
ym + Y

2

)m−1

(m− 1)!
. (3.2.5)

To calculate the correlation between the rapidities of jet l and jet m we use Eq. (3.1.7), more
precisely

RN+2 (xl, xm) = σN+2

d
2
σ
(l,m)
N+2

dyldym

dσ
(l)
N+2

dyl

dσ
(m)
N+2

dym

− 1 =
2N

N !

(N −m)!(l − 1)!

(l −m− 1)!

(xl − xm)l−m−1

(1 + xl)
l−1

(1− xm)
N−m − 1 ,(3.2.6)

where Y > yl > ym > 0, l > m and xJ = 2yJ/Y .
We plot the correlation functions using Eq. (3.2.6) in Figs. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. We choose multi-

plicity 5 + 2 and we show the correlation between the rapidities of jet 1 and jet 4 (Fig. 3.2.2, left), jet
1 and jet 3 (Fig. 3.2.2, right), jet 1 and jet 5 (Fig. 3.2.3, left), jet 2 and jet 4 (Fig. 3.2.3, right). The red
lines in each of them underline the contour for which R = 0 while the white regions correspond to
sectors of very rapid growth of R.

Our analysis here is quite simple as no relevant dynamics from the transverse coordinates of
the phase space is introduced. Nevertheless, it should still be enough to capture the gross fea-
tures of single rapidity distributions and double rapidity correlations which should be generally
independent of the selected pT of the outermost in rapidity jets. In the next section, we will investi-
gate whether these gross features are any similar to predictions derived from the BFKL formalism
using a simple collinear BFKL model implemented as a special case in our Monte Carlo code
BFKLex [25–31].
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Figure 3.2.2: Left: R5+2 (x4, x1) = σ5+2

d
2
σ
(4,1)
5+2

dy4dy1

dσ
(4)
5+2
dy4

dσ
(1)
5+2
dy1

− 1. Right: R5+2 (x3, x1) = σ5+2

d
2
σ
(3,1)
5+2

dy3dy1

dσ
(3)
5+2
dy3

dσ
(1)
5+2
dy1

− 1.
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Figure 3.2.3: Left: R5+2 (x5, x1) = σ5+2

d
2
σ
(5,1)
5+2

dy5dy1

dσ
(5)
5+2
dy5

dσ
(1)
5+2
dy1

− 1. Right: R5+2 (x4, x2) = σ5+2

d
2
σ
(4,2)
5+2

dy4dy2

dσ
(4)
5+2
dy4

dσ
(2)
5+2
dy2

− 1.

3.3 Correlations in BFKL with BFKLex

In this section we evaluate the correlation functions for the rapidities of jets within the BFKL for-
malism. We work with the gluon Green’s function, that is at partonic level, where an emitted gluon
is named a jet if its pT is above some cutoff and we leave for a future work the more complicated
and detailed study of the full BFKL dynamics at hadronic level.
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Figure 3.2.4: Top: The correlation functions of Fig. 3.2.2 with the collinear BFKL model and for jet
radius R = 0.4. Bottom: The same but for jet radius R = 0.7.

At a collider with colliding energy s, at the leading logarithmic approximation, where large
logarithmic terms of the form ᾱns lnn s are resummed (using ᾱs = ᾱsNc/π), the differential partonic
cross section for the production of two well separated in rapidity jets and transverse momenta
~pi=1,2 is given by

dσ̂

d2~p1d
2~p2

=
π2ᾱ2

s

2

f(~p 2
1 , ~p

2
2 , Y )

~p 2
1 ~p

2
2

. (3.3.1)

where we take the longitudinal momentum fractions of the colliding partons to be xi=1,2 and the

rapidity difference between the two jets Y ∼ lnx1x2s/

√
~p 2

1 ~p
2

2 .
Within the BFKL resummation framework, one can show that the gluon Green’s function f

follows, in a collinear approximation, the integro-differential equation

∂f(K2, Q2, Y )

∂Y
= δ(K2 −Q2)

+ ᾱs

∫ ∞

0

dq2

(
θ(K − q)
K2 +

θ(q −K)

q2 + 4(ln 2− 1)δ(q2 −K2)

)
f(q2, Q2, Y ) ,(3.3.2)
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Figure 3.2.5: Top: The correlation functions of Fig. 3.2.3 with the collinear BFKL model and for jet
radius R = 0.4. Bottom: The same but for jet radius R = 0.7.

the solution of which can be cast in an iterative form:

f(K2, Q2, Y ) = e4(ln 2−1)ᾱsY

{
δ(K2 −Q2)

+

∞∑

N=1

(ᾱsY )N

N !

[
N∏

L=1

∫ ∞

0

dxL

(
θ(xL−1 − xL)

xL−1

+
θ(xL − xL−1)

xL

)]
δ(xN −Q2)

}
.(3.3.3)

Using δ(K2 −Q2) =
∫

dγ

2πiQ
2

(
K

2

Q
2

)γ−1

and

∫ ∞

0

dxN

(
θ(xN−1 − xN )

xN−1

+
θ(xN − xN−1)

xN

)(
xN

K2

)γ−1

=

(
1

γ
+

1

1− γ

)(
xN−1

K2

)γ−1

,(3.3.4)

which is valid for 0 < γ < 1, we can write

[
N∏

L=1

∫ ∞

0

dxL

(
θ(xL−1 − xL)

xL−1

+
θ(xL − xL−1)

xL

)](
xN

K2

)γ−1

=

(
1

γ
+

1

1− γ

)N
(3.3.5)
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so that we then have

f(K2, Q2, Y ) =
e4(ln 2−1)ᾱsY

Q2

∫
dγ

2πi

(
K2

Q2

)γ−1 ∞∑

N=0

(ᾱsY )
N

N !

(
1

γ
+

1

1− γ

)N

=

∫
dγ

2πiQ2

(
K2

Q2

)γ−1

eᾱsY χ(γ) , (3.3.6)

with χ(γ) = 4(ln 2− 1) + γ−1 + (1− γ)−1.
From a simple inspection of Eq. 3.3.3 one can infer that for the class of jet-jet rapidity correla-

tions we studied in the Section 2, the predictions from this collinear BFKL model should be very
similar to those in the Chew-Pignotti simple model. Actually, in Eq. (3.3.3) every N increase by
one unit accounts for the emission of a new final state gluon. After making use of Eq. (3.2.1), we
can write

f(K2, Q2, Y ) =

∞∑

N=0

ᾱNs

∫ Y

0

N+1∏

i=1

dziδ

(
Y −

N+1∑

s=1

zs

)
ξ(N)(K2, Q2) (3.3.7)

where

ξ(N)(K2, Q2) =

∫
dγ

2πiQ2

(
K2

Q2

)γ−1

χN (γ) . (3.3.8)

Working in a manner that follows the logic we used to obtain Eqs. (3.2.2) and (3.2.5), i.e. we get
here

df
(l)
N (K2, Q2, Y, yl)

dyl
= ᾱNs

(
Y
2 − yl

)N−l

(N − l)!

(
yl + Y

2

)l−1

(l − 1)!
ξ(N)(K2, Q2) , (3.3.9)

df
(l,m)
N (K2, Q2, Y, yl, ym)

dyldym
= ᾱNs

(
Y
2 − yl

)N−l

(N − l)!
(yl − ym)l−m−1

(l −m− 1)!

(
ym + Y

2

)m−1

(m− 1)!
ξ(N)(K2, Q2) .(3.3.10)

Obviously, the ξ(N) factor cancels out for normalized quantities and thus we end up with the same
expressions as for the Chew-Pignotti model. It is important to remember at this point that the full
BFKL formalism carries non-trivial dependences in rapidity, transverse momenta and azimuthal
angles which need to be studied in detail in future works. Nevertheless, our findings here in
rapidity space suggest that the full BFKL predictions might not be totally different from the old
multiperipheral model approach.

To connect with future works, we have implemented the BFKL collinear model within our
BFKLex Monte Carlo code, setting the transverse momenta of the most forward and backward
jets to be 30 and 35 GeV respectively and their difference in rapidity Y = 4. We also set the
multiplicity of the emitted gluons (jets) to be N = 5 + 2. We use the anti-kt jet clustering algorithm
in its implementation in fastjet [32]. We present results from the collinear model in Figs. 3.2.4
and 3.2.5. The jet radius was chosen to take two values, R = 0.4 and R = 0.7. In Fig. 3.2.4 we
plot the same correlation functions as in Fig. 3.2.2 whereas in Fig. 3.2.5 the corresponding ones
for Fig. 3.2.3. It is not surprising, that the collinear model results are very similar to the Chew-
Pignotti ones and obviously the actual jet radius R does not affect significantly the plots. Let us
also note that in Figs. 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 we kept the rapidity range from 0 to Y to make the association
to experimental data setups easier. Such can be found for example in relevant dijet experimental
analyses for 7 TeV data from both ATLAS and CMS [33–36].
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3.4 Conclusions

The 13 TeV data from the run 2 of the LHC at low luminosity are suitable for various studies of
multi-jet physics. Following our recent work in Ref. [22], we want to suggest the investigation of
a particular subset of Mueller-Navelet jet events where the outermost jets are very similar in pT
and the jet multiplicity is kept fixed. We believe that their experimental study is interesting as it
might be possible to identify features of different multi-particle production models such as those
predicted by the BFKL formalism. We have presented predictions for single and double differential
distributions in jet rapidity as well as the jet-jet correlation functions from an old multiperipheral
model, namely the Chew-Pignotti model, using analytic expressions we obtained after performing
an analysis based on the decoupling of the longitudinal and transverse coordinates. We have also
presented results for the jet-jet correlation functions from a collinear BFKL model implemented in
our Monte Carlo code BFKLex. In the future, we plan to perform a more complete study of these
observables in high energy QCD including the full dependence on the transverse coordinates and
moving from a partonic level analysis of the BFKL gluon Green’s function to the hadronic level
with PDFs included and suitable phenomenological kinematic cuts.

Comments: Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1
2021.
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The perturbative QCD description of high-energy hadroproduction of two hard jets separated
by a large rapidity gap void of emission (also called Mueller-Tang jets) is based on a factorization
formula of BFKL type that represents exchanges of colour-singlet objects among the external par-
ticles. This formula resums to all perturbative orders a certain class of Feynman diagrams that are
supposed to dominate the cross-section in the Regge limit. However, the explicit calculations at
next-to-leading logarithmic order questions the validity of such factorization when an IR safe jet
algorithm is used to reconstruct jets. We show the origin of such violation of factorization, and
quantify its impact for LHC phenomenology. In this connection, we estimate the impact of other
contributions to the cross-section that are not included in the Mueller-Tang factorization formula
— colour non-singlet exchanges — that, at low rapidity separation, compete with the singlet ones.
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3.1 Introduction

Mueller-Tang (MT) jets [1] are important for studying perturbative high-energy QCD and the
Pomeron at hadron colliders. They are characterized by final states with at least 2 jets with com-
parable hard transverse momenta (kJ1 ∼ kJ2 � ΛQCD), well separated in rapidity Y ≡ yJ1 − yJ2,
and absence of emission in a given interval of pseudo-rapidity ∆η . Y in the central region (the
so-called gap). For this reason, they are also called “jet-gap-jet” events, and a typical final state is
depicted in fig. 3.1.1a.
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Figure 3.1.1: (a) Sketch of particle detection of a jet-gap-jet event in the azimuth-rapidity plane. (b)
Diagrammatic representation or the factorization formula for MT jets.

The presence of the gap suggests that these events mainly occur when the momentum ex-
change between the forward and backward systems is due to a colour-singlet virtual state: a non-
singlet exchange would be characterized most of the times by final state radiation deposited in the
central region.

A large rapidity interval is possible because at LHC the center-of-mass (CM) energy is much
larger than the jet transverse energy. In this case, the coefficients of the perturbative series are
enhanced by powers of Y ' log(s/k2

J), and an all-order resummation of the leading terms ∼
(αSY )n is needed for a proper determination of the amplitude.

3.1.1 Cross section in leading logarithmic approximation

At lowest perturbative order, a colour-singlet exchange in the t-channel is due to two gluons in
colour-singlet combination. At higher orders, as just mentioned, the partonic elastic amplitude is
affected by powers of Y ' log(s/k2

J) due to gluon ladder-like diagrams. Such contributions can
be resummed into the so-called BFKL gluon Green function (GGF) [2]. It is interesting to observe
that such LL loop diagrams are both UV and IR finite.

By squaring the partonic amplitude, the LL partonic cross-section is then given by the prod-
uct of 2 GGFs, which embody the energy-dependence, and two impact factors (IFs), that couple
the gluons to the external particles. In the LL approximation the IFs are just a trivial product of
coupling constants and colour factors.
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Finally, the cross section for MT jets in the LL approximation can be expressed by the factor-
ization formula (see fig. 3.1.1b)

dσ(LL)

dJ1dJ2

'
∫

d(x1, x2, l1, l
′
1, l2, l

′
2) fA(x1)ΦA(x1, l1, l2; J1)G(x1x2s, l1, l2)

×G(x1x2s, l
′
1, l
′
2)ΦB(x2, l

′
1, l
′
2; J2)fB(x2) . (3.1.1)

Here J = (yJ ,kJ) represents the set of jet variables, the GGFs G describe universal gluon dynam-
ics, the IFs Φi describe the coupling of the reggeized gluons or pomerons to the external particles,
and the PDFs fi describe the partonic content of hadrons.

3.1.2 First phenomenological analyses of jet-gap-jet events

The importance of considering such BFKL contributions to the cross section has been emphasized
since the first analysis by CMS. The plot in fig. 3.1.2 shows the number of events as a function of
the multiplicity of charged particles in the gap region. We see that both Herwig and Pythia are
able to describe the data if one or more particles are observed between the jets, but only Herwig
agrees in the first bin without observed particles, and this happens because Herwig includes the
contribution of colour-singlet exchange from BFKL at LL

Figure 3.1.2: CMS measurements of multiplicity of charged particles in the gap region, and com-
parison with Pythia and Herwig predictions.

If one looks at differential distributions of JGJ events, like distributions in p⊥ or in rapidity
distance Y , however, the situation is not so nice. Here LL predictions are unable to describe data
(see fig. 3.1.3a). Even if one improves the BFKL GGF by adding next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL)
contributions [3–6], none of the implementations is able to simultaneously describe all the features
of the measurements (see fig. 3.1.3b).
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3.2 Impact factor in next-to-leading logarithmic approximation

3.2.1 Structure of the calculation and final result

It appears thus compelling to provide a full NLL description of MT jets. The idea is to generalize
the BFKL factorization formula for MT jets to the NLL approximation.

The NLL BKFL GGF is known in the non-forward case [7], but due to its complexity, only the
forward version [3, 4], has been used in order to estimate the contribution of NL logarithmic terms
to the cross section [5]. However, this is not relevant for our study of the impact factors.

The determination of the NL IF can be done with a NLO calculation, which is affected, of
course, by IR (soft and collinear) divergencies. Actually, the very existence of NL IF is not a trivial
statement. By summing virtual and real contributions at first perturbative order, one has to prove
that

• the log(s) terms from virtual corrections reproduce the BFKL kernel (and this we already
know);

• the const term of the virtual corrections, which are IR divergent and constitutes the virtual
part of the IF, when combined with real emission terms, must provide a finite remainder,
after subtraction of the collinear singularities (proportional to the Altarelli-Parisi splitting
functions) to be absorbed in the PDF;

Such finite remainder defines the next-to-leading impact factor. A sketch of this decomposition is
depicted in fig. 3.2.1

The calculation of NL IF for MT jets was performed [8, 9] using Lipatov’s effective action, and
has been confirmed by our independent calculation [10]. This is the structure of the result in the

Figure 3.1.3: Comparison of various differential measurements by D0 for jet-gap-jet events, and
comparison with various theoretical models implementing the BFKL GGF in NLL approximation.
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Figure 3.2.1: Schematics of the decomposition of the (real + virtual) NLO calculation for the deter-
mination of the NL impact factors.
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Figure 3.2.2: Kinematics of the calculation of the NL impact factor. Black symbols denote 4-vectors,
while purple ones denote longitudinal momentum fraction.

case of incoming quark:

Φ(l1, l2, q) =
α3
S

2π(N2
c − 1)

∫ 1

0

dz

∫
dk SJ(k, q, z)CF

1 + (1− z)2

z

×
{
C2
F

z2q2

k2(k − zq)2 + CFCA f1(l1,2,k, q, z) + C2
A f2(l1,2,k, q)

}

It is important to understand the kinematics of the process (see fig. 3.2.2): after the “upper” in-
coming quark interacts with the two gluons in colour-singlet, a quark and a gluon can be found in
the forward hemisphere of the final state; the “lower” parton p2 remains intact and is just slightly
deflected in the backward hemisphere.

Let me denote with k the outgoing gluon momentum, with k its transverse momentum and
with z its longitudinal momentum fraction with respect to the parent quark; q is the overall t-
channel transferred momentum. k and z are integration variables. Virtual contributions are con-
tained as delta-function contributions at z = 0 and k = 0.

We can see the quark-to-gluon splitting function Pgq as overall factor, and then three terms
with different colour structures. The integration in the phase space of the gluon and quark final
state has to be restricted by an IR-safe jet algorithm SJ , such as the k⊥-algorithm.

3.2.2 Violation of BFKL factorization

In the diffractive process we are considering, one quark moves in the backward direction and is
identified with the backward jet. The other two partons, whose distance in azimuth-rapidity is

denoted by ∆Ω =

√
∆φ2 + ∆y2, are emitted in the forward hemisphere, so as to produce at least

one jet. There are 3 possibilities:
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• Ω < R corresponding to a composite jet;

• Ω > R where the gluon is the jet and the quark is outside the jet cone;

• Ω > R where the quark is the jet and the gluon is outside the jet cone.

In the last configuration there is a problem due to the dz/z integration of the C2
A f2 term. In fact,

when the quark is the jet, the gluon can become soft and its phase-space integration is essentially
unconstrained.

The limit z → 0 at fixed k corresponds to find the gluon in the central (and backward) region,
where the emission probability of the gluon turns out to be flat in rapidity, and formally the z (or
yg) integration diverges.

If we believe the above transition probability to be reliable at least in the forward hemisphere
(yg > 0), the longitudinal integration yields a log(s). But a log(s) in the IF is not acceptable, being
against the spirit of BFKL factorization where all the energy-dependence is embodied in the GGFs.

All this looks strange, because one would have argued that gluon emission in the central
region should be dynamical suppressed, due to the singlet exchange in the t-channel. We will
solve this puzzle later on. For the moment, we discuss a proposal to cope with this fact in practice.

In order to avoid this problem, the authors of [8, 9] impose an upper limit MX,max on the
invariant mass of the forward diffractive system. In that case, the z variable is bounded from
below and the z-integral is finite. However, a crucial question then arises: do we really need to
impose a cut on the diffractive mass? Actually, can we impose such a constraint?

If it were possible, then one could avoid log(s) terms in the IF, though at the price of introduc-
ing logarithms of the diffractive mass: log(M2

X,max/k
2
J). However, from the experimental point of

view, in order to impose such constraint one should be able to measure the spectator partons, i.e.,
the proton remnants (or the intact proton in case of diffractive events). Since this is not possible
with the present experimental detectors at hadron colliders, other solutions must be found.

Figure 3.2.3: Examples of diagrams that involve a non-singlet emission “above” the emitted gluon,
thus producing a log(s) term in the impact factor. The pink rectangles denote colour-singlet pro-
jection.

In order to find the origin of such logarithmic contributions in the IF, let us consider a pair of
diagrams contributing to the C2

A f2 term and drawn in fig. 3.2.3. It is clear that, if the two t-channel
(vertical) gluons emitted by the lower quark are in a colour-singlet state, by colour conservation
the (one or two) upper gluons cannot be in such a state, since a (coloured) gluon is emitted in
the final state. Therefore we cannot claim that this diagram involves a colour-singlet exchange
between the upper and lower system — the final state gluon being in the central region.

The option of defining MT jets by selecting those diagrams that involve only colour-singlet
exchanges is not viable, in particular this would end up in a non-gauge-invariant procedure. We
therefore claim that this problem cannot be avoided and that MT jets are not describable by the
naive factorization formula originally proposed.
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At this point, it remains to estimate the size of such violation and possibly to resum another set
of diagrams, if the violation is sizeable. Given the fact that we cannot measure particles (partons,
hadrons) below some energy threshold Eth ∼ 200MeV , we can at most require no activity above
that threshold within the rapidity gap. This prescription is IR safe, because it is inclusive for
gluon energies Eg < Eth (our analysis here proceeds at partonic level). Since such soft gluons can
have arbitrary values of rapidity between the two jets, we can easily estimate that the logarithmic
contribution to the impact factor is of the order

Φlog ∼ C2
A

E2
th

k2
J

log
s

k2
J

(3.2.1)

Note that this term is regular forEth → 0, actually it vanishes, at variance with theO
(
C2
F

)
term in

the IF which diverges in the same limit. When evaluated with the values of energies and momenta
of typical processes analysed at LHC, this term turns out to be small, of order 1% or less with
respect to other terms [10].

Although not really needed from a quantitative point of view at the moment, one could envis-
age to resum such logs in the same BFKL spirit, i.e. by considering diagrams where an arbitrary
number of soft (below threshold) gluons are emitted in the gap (without being detected). This
enlarge considerably the number of diagrams to be taken into account. Some of them, like those in
fig. 3.2.4a, could be incorporated in the IF, which however acquire a dependence on the jet rapidity
as well as on the gap extension and threshold.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2.4: Examples of diagrams resumming gluon emission from non-singlet gluon exchange.
(a) Corrections to the IF; the pink rectangles denote colour-singlet projection. (b) Mueller-Navelet-
like contributions outside the BFKL factorization formula (3.1.1).

Other diagrams, like those of fig. 3.2.4b, contribute in a completely different way, outside the
structure of the MT factorization formula. Actually, they are just diagrams of a Mueller-Navelet
(two jet inclusive) process, with the restriction that the energy of all gluons emitted in the gap re-
gion is below threshold. For threshold energiesEth � |k|, this contribution can be easily estimated
in LL approximation, at least as far as the Eth-dependence is concerned: for soft emissions, virtual
and real corrections cancel each other. Since virtual corrections are always fully taken into ac-
count, while imposing a void gap constrains only real emission, what remains is essentially equal
to the virtual corrections with momenta above Eth. In the LL approximation, virtual corrections
are provided by the exponentiation of the intercept of the reggeized gluon ω(k) with its internal
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momentum integrated below Eth, resulting in

ωth(k) ' −αSNc
π

log
|k|
Eth

dσoct

dt
' dσ0

dt
exp

(
−αSNc

π
log

k2

E2
th

Y

)

to be compared with the MT asymptotic cross section

dσsing

dt
' dσ0

dt

(αSCFπ)2

2

exp
(
αSNc
π 8 log 2Y

)

[ 7
2αSNCζ(3)Y ]3

,

dσ0/dt being the lowest order (one-gluon exchange) cross section.

αs=0.12

αs=0.17
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Figure 3.2.5: Ratio of differential cross sections in rapidity Y of non-singlet (octet) exchanges
(fig. 3.2.4b) emitting gluon having energies below threshold and singlet-exchange (fig. 3.1.1b). Two
values of αS are considered.

Such comparison was already made by Mueller and Tang in their original paper [1], but for
very large values of Y ' 12 and other parameters not corresponding to LHC kinematics, where
the non-singlet exchanges is strongly suppressed with respect to the singlet ones. Repeating such
comparison with realistic LHC parameters (k = 30GeV, Eth = 0.2GeV) we find (fig. 3.2.5) that
for Y ∼ 3 the two contributions are of the same order, and at Y ∼ 4 the non-singlet one is still
important, about 10% of the singlet one.

3.3 Conclusions

To summarize, we have demonstrated that, for jet-gap-jet observables, there is violation of the
standard BFKL factorization at NLL level, since the IFs present logarithmically enhanced energy-
dependent contributions. However such terms are rather small, below 1% for current measure-
ments of Mueller-Tang jets at LHC, and their resummation looks not compelling.

Nevertheless, colour non-singlet contributions are expected to be non-negligible at LHC, in
particular for small values of the rapidity distance Y between jets. Mueller-Navelet contribution
below threshold should in this case be included, unless NLL corrections to the latter provide a
further suppression so as to render them irrelevant. But this requires further studies.

Comments: Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1
2021.
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Light hadron and photon production in pPb collisions are sensitive to nuclear effects on the
initial state of the colliding nucleus. Because of the LHCb detector’s forward acceptance, measure-
ments of hadron and photon production at LHCb provide information about the partonic struc-
ture of the nucleus for x as low as 10−6. This report presents measurements of hadron production
and discusses how these measurements constrain nuclear parton distribution functions at low x.
Prospects for future measurements of light hadron and photon production are also discussed.
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4.1 Introduction

The LHCb detector is a general purpose detector at forward rapidity at the LHC [1]. Because of its
forward acceptance, LHCb is also able to study the structure of colliding hadrons in a kinematic
regime complementary to that probed by central region detectors. LHCb’s kinematic coverage is
shown in Fig. 4.1.1. Proton-lead collisions at LHCb probe interactions between low- and high-x
partons. Hadron and photon production in proton-lead collisions at LHCb are sensitive to nuclear
partons with momentum fractions x as small as 10−6. As a result, LHCb data can constrain nuclear
parton distribution functions (nPDFs) in the relatively unexplored low-x regime [2]. Data in this
regime can also constrain models of parton saturation, such as the color glass condensate (CGC)
effective field theory [3]. Furthermore, by alternating the directions of the proton and lead beams,
LHCb is able to collect data at large backward rapidities. The LHCb forward and backward data
cover a large range in x and can be used to constrain models of particle production in nuclear
collisions and to study the onset of low-x nuclear effects.
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Figure 4.1.1: LHCb coverage in the x-Q2 plane for pPb collisions at
√
sNN = 8.16 TeV.

4.2 D
0 meson production

LHCb has measured D0 meson production in pPb collisions at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass
energy

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [4]. The measured nuclear modification factor is shown in Fig. 4.2.1.

The measurement was performed in both the proton-going (forward) and lead-going (backward)
directions and is the first measurement of its kind at zero transverse momentum. As a result, the
LHCb D0 production measurement is particularly sensitive to nPDFs at low x and low Q2 and
is potentially sensitive to saturation effects. Results are compared to perturbative QCD (pQCD)
calculations using the EPS09 [5] and nCTEQ15 [6] nPDF sets. The LHCb results agree with the
nPDF predictions in both the forward and backward directions. Additionally, the forward result is
also compared to a CGC calculation, showing good agreement [7]. The forward measurement in
particular is much more precise than the nPDF prediction, suggesting that this measurement can
help constrain nPDFs at low x.
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Figure 4.2.1: LHCb measurement of the D0 nuclear modification factor in pPb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [4] at (left) forward and (right) backward rapidity. The measurement is per-

formed for center of mass rapidity 2.5 < |yCM| < 4.0 for pT < 6 GeV/c and 2.5 < |yCM| < 3.5 for
6 < pT < 10 GeV/c.

The impact of LHCb’s measurement of D0 production on nPDFs has been studied in Refs. [8]
and [9]. Both analyses incorporate LHCb data using a Hessian reweighting technique [10]. Incor-
porating the LHCb D0 production data results in much smaller gluon nPDF uncertainties, espe-
cially at low x. These analyses demonstrate LHCb’s unique ability to study nuclear structure at
low x.

4.3 Charged hadron production

Measurements of D0 production are not sensitive to nPDFs at momentum scales Q below the
D0 mass. Measurements of inclusive charged particle production can be used to access lower
scales. LHCb has measured the nuclear modification factor of charged particles in pPb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [11]. Results are shown in Fig. 4.3.1. The measurement is performed as a

function of both pT and center-of-mass pseudorapidity η. Total uncertainties of less than 5% are
achieved in most bins.

Results are compared to next-to-leading order (NLO) pQCD calculations using the EPPS16
nPDF set [12] and DSS14 fragmentation functions [13]. In addition, the forward data are com-
pared to CGC calculations [3]. At forward η, the data agrees with the pQCD prediction and is
much more precise than the theoretical calculation. The data also shows greater suppression at
low pT than predicted by the CGC calculation. At backward η, the data shows a much larger
enhancement than predicted by the nPDF calculation. The backward data are also compared to
a pQCD calculation that includes fully coherent energy loss in the nucleus [14]. This model suc-
cessfully describes a similar enhancement observed in pAu collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV by the

PHENIX collaboration [15], but fails to describe the LHCb data. The failure of these calculations
to describe the LHCb data suggests contributions from other nuclear effects, such as the Cronin
effect, radial flow, or final state recombination [16]. Measurements of the nuclear modification
factors of identified particles are needed to determine the origin of the enhancement.

The LHCb charged particle production data are compared to measurements from ALICE [17]
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Figure 4.3.1: LHCb measurement of the charged-particle nuclear modification factor in pPb colli-
sions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [11].

and CMS [18] using approximations of x and Q2 given by

Q2
exp = m2 + p2

T, (4.3.1)

xexp =
Qexp√
sNN

e−ηCM , (4.3.2)

where m = 256 MeV/c2 is the average mass of charged particles in pPb collisions generated by
EPOS-LHC. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. The results show continuous evolution in xexp

at various values of Q2
exp across multiple experiments.

4.4 Neutral pion and direct photon production

Inclusive charged particles and π0s share similar production processes and probe similar kine-
matic regimes. Additionally, π0s are reconstructed using their decays to two photons, so many of
the systematic uncertainties will be independent from systematic uncertainties on charged particle
production. As a result, a measurement of π0 production at LHCb would provide a complemen-
tary probe of nPDFs at low x.

Identified particle measurements could also help explain the origin of the charged-particle
excess observed by LHCb in pPb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Radial flow, for example, would

produce a larger charged particle enhancement than π0 enhancement due to the small π0 mass [19].
Alternatively, enhanced nuclear parton densities would produce similar charged particle and π0

enhancements [2].
A measurement of the π0 nuclear modification factor in pPb collisions at

√
sNN = 8.16 TeV

is in progress at LHCb. Photon pairs from high-pT forward π0 decays are often reconstructed as
single calorimeter clusters. To avoid these so-called “merged π0s”, π0s are reconstructed using
photons that convert to electron-positron pairs in the detector material. Converted photons are
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Figure 4.3.2: Comparison of LHCb [11], ALICE [17], and CMS [18] charged-particle nuclear mod-
ification factors as a function of xexp for various values of Q2

exp.

combined with photons reconstructed in the ECAL to produce π0 candidates. Yields are extracted
using fits to the diphoton mass spectrum. An example fit is shown in Fig. 4.4.1. Backgrounds
include combinatorial background, as well as bremsstrahlung background consisting of converted
photons combined with the bremsstrahlung radiation from one of the conversion electrons.
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Figure 4.4.1: Fit of the diphoton mass spectrum measured at LHCb in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.

The total fit is given by the solid blue line. The combinatorial background is shown in light gray
and the bremsstrahlung background is shown in dark gray.
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Fig. 4.4.2 shows NLO pQCD predictions for the π0 nuclear modification factor [2], as well
as expected LHCb uncertainties. These uncertainties are dominated by the photon detection ef-
ficiency determination. The LHCb measurement is expected to be much more precise than the
nPDF calculation in the forward region and could provide strong constraints at low x in future
global nPDF fits.

Measuring the π0 pT spectrum is also necessary for direct photon searches. Direct photons
are photons that are not produced in meson decays. They may be produced promptly in hard
QCD processes or via fragmentation in the parton shower. Direct photon production at forward
rapidity is an ideal probe of gluon saturation. Furthermore, if a collision produces quark gluon
plasma (QGP), the QGP will radiate low-pT thermal photons. Because most photons produced
in hadron collisions come from π0 decays, precise knowledge of the π0 pT spectrum is needed in
order to subtract backgrounds from decay photons. As a result, a measurement of π0 production
at LHCb will provide the basis for future direct photon searches.

4.5 Conclusions

The LHCb detector’s unique angular acceptance allows it to study nuclear effects in unexplored
kinematic regimes. LHCb charm production data has already been used to constrain nPDFs, es-
pecially at low-x. Measurements of light hadron and photon production can provide additional
constraints at lowQ2, potentially probing the effects of parton saturation. Additionally, LHCb sees
a large enhancement of charged-particle production in pPb collisions at backward rapidity that is
not adequately explained by available theoretical calculations. A measurement of π0 production
at LHCb is underway and could clarify the origin of this enhancement.

Comments: Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1
2021.
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We present exploratory studies of the proton structure via two distinct kinds of gluon densi-
ties: the transverse-momentum dependent functions, whose evolution is determined by the CSS
equation, and the unintegrated gluon distribution, whose definition is given in the BFKL for-
malism. Our analyses are relevant for the exploration of the intrinsic motion of gluons inside
protons in the small-x regime, and for a comprehensive tomographic imaging of the proton at
new-generation colliding facilities.
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4.1 Introduction

Unraveling the inner structure of hadrons through a multi-dimensional study of their constituents
represents a frontier research of phenomenological studies at new-generation colliding facilities.
The well-established collinear factorization that relies on a one-dimensional description of the
proton content via collinear parton distribution functions (PDFs) has collected a long chain of
achievements in describing data at hadronic and lepton-hadronic accelerators.

There are however vital questions on the dynamics of strong interactions which still do not
have an answer. Unveiling the origin of spin and mass of the nucleons requires a stretch of our
vision from the collinear description to a tomographic viewpoint in three dimensions, naturally
afforded by the transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) factorization.

In the small-x regime a purely TMD-based approach may be not adequate, since large con-
tributions proportional to ln(1/x) enter the perturbative series with a power that grows with the
order, and need to be accounted for via an all-order resummation procedure. The most pow-
erful tool to resum those large logarithms is the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL) formal-
ism [1–4] in the leading approximation (LLx), which means inclusion of all terms proportional to
αns ln(1/x)n, and in the next-to-leading approximation (NLLx), including all terms proportional to
αn+1
s ln(1/x)n.

In this paper we report progresses on the study of the proton structure at small-x via two dis-
tinct kinds of gluon distributions. In Section 4.2 we present the main features of a quite recent
calculation of all (un)polarized gluon TMD distributions at leading twist, whose definition gen-
uinely embodies BFKL effects. In Section 4.3 we provide with an evidence that helicity amplitudes
for the exclusive leptoproduction of ρ-mesons act as discriminators for the existing models of the
BFKL unintegrated gluon distribution (UGD).

We come out with the message that forthcoming analyses at new-generation colliders will help
to shed light on the hadronic structure at small-x and to explore the interplay between different
formalisms, such as the TMD factorization and the BFKL resummation.

4.2 Small-x improved transverse-momentum dependent gluon distributions

The complete list of unpolarized and polarized gluon TMDs at leading twist (twist-2) was given
for the first time in Ref. [5]. In Tab. 4.2.1 we present the eight twist-2 gluon TMDs for a spin-1/2
target, using the nomenclature convention as in Refs. [6, 7]. The two functions on the diagonal in
Tab. 4.2.1 respectively represent the density of unpolarized gluons inside an unpolarized nucleon,
fg1 , and of circularly polarized gluons inside a longitudinally polarized nucleon, gg1 . In the collinear
regime they correspond to the well-known unpolarized and helicity gluon PDFs.

TMD distributions receive contributions from the resummation of transverse-momentum log-
arithms which enter perturbative calculations. Much is know about this resummation [8–10], but
very little is known about the genuinely non-perturbative TMD content. The distribution of lin-
early polarized gluons in an unpolarized hadron, h⊥g1 , is particularly relevant, since it gives rise
to spin effects in collisions of unpolarized hadrons [11–16], whose size is expected to increase
at small-x values. The Sivers function, f⊥g1T , gives us information about the density of unpo-
larized gluons in a transversely polarized nucleon, and plays a key role in the description of
transverse-spin asymmetries that can be studies in collisions with polarized-proton beams. No-
tably, in Ref. [17] it was argued that in the forward limit the Sivers function can be accessed in
unpolarized electron-nucleon collisions via its connection with the QCD Odderon.

At variance with collinear distributions, TMDs are process-dependent via the gauge links (or
Wilson lines) [18–20]. Quark TMDs depend on the [+] and [−] staple links, which set the direction of
future- and past-pointing Wilson lines, respectively. Gluon TMDs exhibit a more involved gauge-
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gluon pol.

nu
cl

eo
n

po
l.

U circular linear

U fg1 h⊥g1

L gg1 h⊥g1L

T f⊥g1T gg1T hg1, h⊥g1T

Table 4.2.1. A table of leading-twist gluon TMDs for spin-1/2 targets. U , L, T stand for unpolarized, lon-
gitudinally polarized and transversely polarized hadrons, whereas U , ‘circular’, ‘linear’ depict unpolarized,
circularly polarized and linearly polarized gluons, respectively. T -even (odd) functions are given in blue
(red). Black functions are T -even and survive the integration over the gluon transverse momentum.

link dependence, since they are sensitive on combinations of two or more staple links. This brings
to a more diversified kind of modified universality.

Two major gluon gauge links appear: the f -type and the d-type ones. They are also known in
the context of small-x studies as Weiszäcker–Williams and dipole structures, respectively. The an-
tisymmetric fabc QCD color structure appears in the f -type T -odd gluon-TMD correlator, whereas
the symmetric dabc structure characterizes the d-type T -odd one. This fact leads to a dependence
of f -type gluon TMDs on the [±,±] gauge-link combinations, while d-type gluon TMDs are char-
acterized by the [±,∓] ones. Much more complicate, box-loop gauge links emerge in processes
where multiple color exchanges connect both initial and final state states [21]. This leads to a
violation of the TMD factorization [22] (see also Ref. [23]).

From the experimental point of view, the gluon-TMD sector is a largely unexplored field. First
attempts at phenomenological analyses of the unpolarized gluon function have been presented
in Refs. [24–26]. Phenomenological studies of the gluon Sivers TMD can be found in Refs. [27–
30]. Therefore, exploratory analyses of gluon TMDs via simple and flexible models are needed.
Pioneering studies along this direction were carried out in the so-called spectator-model frame-
work [5, 31, 32]. Formerly employed in the description of quark TMD distributions [6, 33–37],
it is based on the assumption that the struck hadron with mass M and momentum P emits a gluon
with longitudinal fraction x, momentum p, and transverse momentum pT , and what remains is
treated as an effective on-shell particle having MX and spin-1/2. Within this model taken at tree
level all the leading-twist TMDs in Table 4.2.1 can be calculated. Spectator-model gluon T -even
densities were recently calculated in Ref. [38] and presented in Refs. [39, 40]. In those works the
nucleon-gluon-spectator vertex was modeled as follows

G
µ =

(
τ1(p2) γ µ + τ2(p2)

i

2M
σ µνpν

)
, (4.2.1)

the τ1 and τ2 functions being dipolar form factors in p2
T . A dipolar profile for the couplings is use-

ful to fade gluon-propagator divergences, quench large-pT effects which are beyond the reach of a
pure TMD description, and remove logarithmic singularities coming from pT -integrated distribu-
tions. Furthermore, the spectator mass was allowed to take a continuous range of values weighed
by a spectral function S(MX), which provides the necessary flexibility to reproduce both the small-
and the moderate-x shape of gluon collinear PDFs. The analytic expression of the spectral function
contains seven parameters and reads

S(MX) = µ2a

(
A

B + µ2b
+

C

πσ
e
− (MX−D)

2

σ
2

)
. (4.2.2)
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Model parameters were fixed by performing a simultaneous fit of our unpolarized and helicity
TMDs, fg1 and gg1 , to the corresponding collinear PDFs from NNPDF [41, 42] at the initial scale
Q0 = 1.64 GeV. The statistical uncertainty of the fit was obtained via the widely known bootstrap
method. We refer to Ref. [38] for details on the fitting procedure and quality. We stress that since
our tree-level approximation does not take into account the gauge link, our model T -even TMDs
are process-independent. Preliminary results for spectator-model T -odd TMDs at twist-2 and their
dependence on the gauge link can be found in Refs. [43–45].

Pursuing the goal of shedding light on the the full 3D dynamics of gluons inside the proton,
we consider the following densities which describe the 2D pT -distribution of gluons for different
combinations of their polarization and the proton spin. For an unpolarized proton, we identify the
unpolarized density

xρ(x, px, py) = xfg1 (x,p2
T ) (4.2.3)

as the probability density of finding unpolarized gluons at given x and pT , while the Boer–Mulder
distribution

xρ↔(x, px, py) =
1

2

[
xfg1 (x,p2

T ) +
p2
x − p2

y

2M2 xh⊥g1 (x,p2
T )

]
(4.2.4)

represents the probability density of finding linearly-polarized gluons in the transverse plane at x
and pT .

Contour plots in Fig. 4.2.1 show pT -shape of the ρ-distributions in Eqs. (4.2.3) and (4.2.4),
respectively, obtained at Q0 = 1.64 GeV and x = 10−3 for an unpolarized proton virtually moving
towards the reader. The color code quantifies the size of the oscillation of each distribution along
the px and py directions. To better catch these oscillations, ancillary 1D plots representing the
corresponding density at py = 0 are shown below each contour plot. As expected, the density of
Eq. (4.2.3) exhibits a cylindrical symmetry around the direction of motion of the proton pointing
towards the reader. Since the nucleon is unpolarized but the gluons are linearly polarized along the
px direction, the Boer–Mulders ρ-density in Eq. (4.2.4) shows a dipolar structure. The departure
from the cylindrical symmetry is emphasized at small-x, because the Boer–Mulders function is
particularly large. From the analytic point of view, one has that the ratio between fg1 and h⊥g1

TMDs goes to a constant in the asymptotic small-x limit, x→ 0+. This is in line with the prediction
coming from the linear BFKL evolution, namely that at low-x the "number" of unpolarized gluons
is equal to the number of linearly-polarized ones, up to higher-twist effects (see, e.g., Refs. [46–50]).
Thus, a connection point between our model gluon TMDs and the high-energy dynamics has been
discovered.

4.3 Unintegrated gluon distribution

The BFKL approach [1, 3, 4] affords us a factorized formula for scattering amplitudes (and thence,
in inclusive reactions, for cross sections) given as a convolution of the universal BFKL Green’s
function and two process-dependent impact factors describing the transition from each initial-
state particle to the corresponding detected object.

The connection between the UGD and gluon TMDs is still largely uncharted. From a formal
perspective, the TMD formalism relies on parton correlators and thus on Wilson lines, whereas the
BFKL approach “speaks" the language of Reggeized gluons. From a phenomenological viewpoint,
TMD factorization is expected to hold at low transverse momenta, whereas the BFKL resummation
requires large transverse-momentum emissions. A first connection between the UGD and the
unpolarized and linearly polarized gluon TMDs, fg1 and h⊥g1 , was investigated in Refs. [51–53].

The first class of processes that serves as probe channels of the BFKL dynamics is represented
by the inclusive semi-hard emission [54] of two particles with high transverse momenta and well
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Figure 4.2.1: 3D tomographic imaging of the proton unpolarized (left) and Boer–Mulders (right)
gluon TMD densities as functions of the gluon transverse momentum, for x = 10−3 and at the
initial energy scale,Q0 = 1.64 GeV. 1D ancillary panels below main contour plots show the density
at py = 0. Figures from [38].

separated in rapidity (see Refs. [55, 56] for an overview of recent applications). Here the es-
tablished factorization is hybrid. Indeed the pure high-energy factorization is supplemented by
collinear densities which enter expressions of impact factors.

In the last thirty years several phenomenological studies have been proposed for different
semi-hard final states. An incomplete list includes: the inclusive hadroproduction of two jets fea-
turing large transverse momenta and well separated in rapidity (Mueller–Navelet channel [57]),
for which several phenomenological studies have appeared so far (see, e.g., Refs. [58–71]), the in-
clusive detection of two rapidity-separated light-flavored bound states [72–76], three- and four-jet
hadroproduction [77–85], J/Ψ-plus-jet [86, 87], hadron-plus-jet [88, 88, 89], Higgs-plus-jet [90–95],
heavy-light dijet system [96, 97], heavy-flavor [98–103], and forward Drell–Yan dilepton produc-
tion with a possible backward-jet detection [104]. This permitted us to define BFKL-sensitive
observables as well as to disengage the BFKL dynamics from collinear contaminations [56, 67, 68].

The second kind of high-energy probe channels is represented by single emissions of forward
particles. Here we access the proton content through the UGD, whose evolution at small-x is con-
trolled by the BFKL Green’s function. Being a non-perturbative object, the UGD in not well known
and several phenomenological models for it have been built so far. The UGD has been probed
via the inclusive deep inelastic scattering [106, 107], the exclusive electro- or photo-production of
vector mesons at HERA [108–118] and the EIC [105, 119, 120], the single inclusive heavy-quark
emission at the LHC [121], and the forward Drell–Yan production at LHCb [122–125].

We consider the exclusive ρ-meson production in lepton-proton collisions via the subprocess

γ∗λi(Q
2) p → ρλf p , (4.3.1)

where a photon with virtuality Q2 and polarization λi interacts with the proton and a ρ-meson
with polarization λf is produced. The two polarization states λi,f can assume values 0 (longitudi-
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Figure 4.3.1: Q2-dependence of the polarized T11/T00 ratio, for all the considered UGD models, at
100 GeV HERA (left) and at 30 GeV EIC (right). Uncertainty bands represent the effect of vary-
ing a2(µ0 = 1 GeV) between 0.0 and 0.6. Numerical results were obtained through the Leptonic-
Exclusive-Amplitudes (LExA) super-module of the JETHAD interface [56]. Figures from [105].

nal) and ±1 (transverse). Since a strict semi-hard scale ordering holds, W 2 � Q2 � Λ2
QCD (W is

the subprocess center-of-mass energy), one enters the small-x regime given by x = Q2/W 2. The
BFKL approach provides us with a high-energy factorized formula for polarized amplitudes

Tλiλf (W 2, Q2) =
iW 2

(2π)2

∫
d2pT

(p2
T )2 Φ

γ
∗
λi
→ρλf (p2

T , Q
2) fBFKL

g (x,p2
T , Q

2) , (4.3.2)

with Φ
γ
∗
λi
→ρλf (q2, Q2) being the impact factor that describes the γ∗ → ρ transition and encodes

collinear distribution amplitudes (DAs, for further details see Section 2 of Ref. [105]), and fBFKL
g is

the BFKL UGD. We consider in our study the seven UGD models given in Section 3 of Ref. [105].
In Fig. 4.3.1 we show the Q2-dependence of T11/T00. We compare our predictions with HERA

data [126] at W = 100 GeV (left panel), and we present new results for the EIC at the reference
energy of W = 30 GeV (right panel). We use the twist-2 (twist-3) DAs for the longitudinal (trans-
verse) case, and we gauge the impact of the collinear evolution of the DAs via a variation of the
non-perturbative parameter a2(µ0 = 1 GeV) in the range 0.0 to 0.6.

We note that our predictions are spread over a large range and none of the UGD models is
in agreement with HERA data over the whole Q2-window, the ABIPSW, IN and GBW ones better
catching the intermediate-Q2 range. Results at EIC energies show a reduction of the distance
between models, together with a hierarchy inversion for some regions of Q2. This provides us
with a clear evidence that the T11/T00 helicity ratio act as a discriminator for the UGD.

4.4 Future perspectives
We reported progresses on the study of the proton structure at small-x via two distinct kinds of
gluon distributions: the (un)polarized gluon TMD functions and the BFKL UGD. All the pre-
sented results are relevant to explore the proton content at small-x, where the intrinsic motion of
the constituent gluons plays an important role in the description of observables sensitive to dif-
ferent combinations of the hadron and the parton polarization states. Here, a key ingredient to
get a consistent description of the proton structure is interplay between genuine TMD and high-
energy effects. We believe that a path towards the first extraction of the small-x improved gluon
distributions from a global fit on data coming from new-generation colliding facility, such the
EIC [127, 128], the HL-LHC [129], the FPF [130], and NICA-SPD [131] has been traced.
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Recent results are presented of differential jet cross section measurements using proton–proton
collision data recorded with the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The mea-
surements range from inclusive jets to multijet final states. The impact of these jet measurements
on parton density functions as well as the strong coupling αS is also reported. The measurements
are corrected for detector effects and compared with predictions in perturbative QCD.
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4.1 Introduction

In high energy proton-proton (pp) collisions jets, i.e., collimated spray of particles, are abundantly
produced. Inclusive jet production in pp collisions is a useful tool to test perturbative Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) predictions. In addition, this provides important constraints on the de-
scription of the proton structure, expressed by the parton distribution functions (PDFs) and the
value of the strong coupling constant αS .

The CMS Collaboration has performed many measurements of inclusive jet production and
multi-jets production at different centre-of-mass energies. In the following the most recent results
are presented.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Inclusive jet measurements

Measurements of inclusive jet production in proton-proton collisions have been performed with
the data collected by the CMS experiment [1] at different centre-of-mass energies, i.e. 7 TeV [2], 8
TeV [3] and 13 TeV [4].

The CMS Collaboration has recently published an inclusive jet cross section measurement
with the data collected in 2016, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of up to 36.3 fb−1 [5].
The double differential inclusive jet cross sections are measured as a function of jet transverse
momentum pT and rapidity y. The jets clustered with the anti-kT jet algorithm are used with
two jet distance parameters, R = 0.4 and 0.7. A comprehensive QCD analysis at next-to-next-to-
leading order (NNLO) is performed to study the PDFs of the proton as well as to extract the strong
coupling constant. The inclusive jet cross sections as functions of the jet pT and |y| for R = 0.7 is
shown in Fig. 4.2.1. The measured jet cross sections are compared with fixed order NNLO QCD
predictions using CT14PDF. In the measurement, a wide range of the jet pT from 97 GeV up to 3.1
TeV is covered. The prediction using parton HT as renormalisation and factorisation scale results
in a softer pT spectrum than in case of set to jet pT . The NLO+NLL calculations predict harder pT
spectrum than the NNLO calculations. The data are well described by all predictions within the
experimental and theory uncertainties.

A comprehensive QCD analysis is performed to investigate the sensitivity of the presented
measurement on the proton PDFs and αS . Due to the small out-of-cone radiation effects, the jet
cross section for R = 0.7 is used. The results obtained with both CMS data and HERA DIS data
to the fit on the gluon PDF is shown on Fig. 4.2.2 (left). Significant improvement on the accuracy
of the PDFs is observed by using the present measurement in the QCD analysis. For the first time,
the value of the strong coupling constant at the Z boson mass is extracted in a QCD analysis at
NNLO using these data and results in αS = (mZ) = 0.1170 ± 0.0019. Furthermore, the model of
contact interactions (CI) is used for investigation of the effect of beyond standard model particle
exchanges between the quarks. In the context of the effective field theory (EFT)-improved SM
(SMEFT) fit, the CI Wilson coefficient c1 is taken as a free parameter. The obtained result from the
SMEFT fit with the left-handed CI model with Λ = 10 TeV is shown in Fig. 4.2.2 (right).

A measurement of the differential inclusive jet production cross section is performed by the
CMS Collaboration [6]. The measurement is based on pp collisions at

√
s = 5 TeV correspond-

ing to a total integrated luminosity of 27.4 pb−1. The present measurement provides a valuable
reference data for the analysis of heavy ion collisions probing quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The re-
construction of jets with the anti-kT algorithm using R = 0.4 is carried out within in the kinematic
range of |y| < 2 and 0.06 < pT < 1 TeV. The unfolded jet cross section is compared with pQCD
predictions, calculated at both NLO and NNLO with jet pT and HT parton scale choices. The
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Figure 4.2.1: The double-differential inclusive jet cross sections as a function of jet pT measured in
intervals of |y| shown with jet distance parameter R = 0.7. The data are divided by NNLO (upper
panel) and NLO+NLL predictions (lower panel) [5].

predictions are corrected for nonperturbative (NP) and electroweak (EW) effects. The comparison
of the measurement to NLO and NNLO predictions with jet pT and parton HT scale is shown in
Fig. 4.2.3.

4.2.2 Multijet production

The differential cross-section of the four jets leading in pT as a function of their transverse momen-
tum is measured with the data recorded with the CMS detector in pp collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV [7].

The same analysis strategy as the inclusive jet measurement at 13 TeV is followed except the jets
clustered with R = 0.4 are used. The events which have at least two jets with the leading jet of
pT1 > 200 GeV and subleading jet of pT2 > 100 GeV are considered. All jets must satisfy the
range of |y| < 2.5. The multiplicity of additional jets with pT > 50 GeV is measured in bins of
the azimuthal separation between leading and subleading jets (∆φ1,2) and transverse momenta
of the leading jet (pT1). Comparisons of data to NLO dijet predictions MG5 AMC+PY8 (jj) and
MG5 AMC+CA3 (jj) as well as the NLO three-jet prediction of MG5 AMC+CA3 (jjj) are shown in
Fig. 4.2.4. Reasonable agreement is observed with the normalization of MG5 AMC+PY8 (jj) NLO
calculation even for three jets. The measurement is larger than the predictions particularly in the
low pT1 region.
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Figure 4.2.2: The gluon distributions shown as a function of x at the scale µ = mt
2 resulting from

the NNLO fit using HERA DIS and the CMS 13 TeV jets data (left) and from the SMEFT fit with
the left-handed CI model with Λ = 10 TeV (right) [5].

Figure 4.2.3: Ratios of the unfolded inclusive jet cross section to the NLO theoretical prediction,
using the CT14nlo PDF set, with µR = µF = pT (left) and with µR = µF = HT (middle). Ratio
of the unfolded inclusive jet cross section to the NNLO theoretical prediction, using the CT14nlo
PDF set, with µR = µF = HT (right) [6].

4.3 Summary

The CMS Collaboration has performed extensive jet studies in proton-proton collisions at different
centre-of-mass energies. The most recent measurements of inclusive jet and multijet production
are presented. The measurements are compared to various Monte Carlo event generators as well
as the fixed order NLO, NLO+NLL and NNLO predictions. The QCD analysis is also performed
at next-to-leading order. The PDFs, the values of the strong coupling constant and of the pole mass
of the top quark are extracted.
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The LHCb recorded ∼ 210 µb−1 integrated luminosity of PbPb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

in 2018. With an increase of the luminosity by a factor of 20 compared to the previous 2015 PbPb
dataset, precise measurements on photo-produced charmonia in ultra-peripheral collisions are
now possible. Moreover, the great momentum resolution of the detector allows photo-produced
J/ψ in collisions with a nuclear overlap to be studied. This new type of probe is sensitive to the
geometry of the collisions but also to the electromagnetic field of the Pb nuclei. In this contribution,
we present the latest results on J/ψ photo-production measured by LHCb in peripheral and ultra-
peripheral PbPb collisions.
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4.1 Introduction

The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer fully instrumented in the pseudorapidity
range 2 < η < 5 [1]. It has a high precision tracking system, which provides excellent vertex and
momentum resolution, and full particle identification. Compared to the ALICE, CMS and ATLAS,
LHCb covers the forward rapidity region, providing better access to the gluon distribution at small
x.

The photonuclear production of vector mesons such as J/ψ is sensitive to the gluon parton dis-
tribution function in the nucleus at small Bjorken-x, which is estimated by x ≈ (mJ/ψ ·e−y)/

√
sNN ,

wheremJ/ψ is mass of J/ψ and y is its rapidity. Coherent photoproduction of J/ψ meson provides
a way to study the nuclear shadowing effects at small Bjorken-x ranging from 10−5 to 10−2 at LHC
energies.

4.2 Study of coherent J/ψ production in ultra-peripheral lead-lead collisions
at
√
sNN = 5 TeV

The ultra-peripheral collisions, UPCs, are PbPb→ Pb + Pb + X in which two ions interact via
their cloud of virtual photons. If the photon couples coherently to the nucleus as a whole, it is
called coherent production. If the photon couples with one nucleon leading to the breakup of the
target nucleus, it is called incoherent production.

In UPCs, coherent J/ψ meson production can be described by the interaction between photons
and gluons, according to the Regge theory [2, 3], gluons are considered as a single object with
vacuum quantum numbers, which is called pomeron ( PI ). The cross-section for photoproduction
gives constraints on the gluon parton distribution functions. This process has low multiplicities
and very low transverse momentum pT .

The J/ψ mesons are reconstructed through the J/ψ → µ+µ− decay channel, using 2015 Pb-Pb
data samples, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10 µb−1. An ultra-peripheral elec-
tromagnetic interaction could occur simultaneously with the hadron collision. The HeRSCheL
detector [4] is used to reject backgrounds from hadronic interactions.

The number of candidates are obtained by fitting the di-muon spectrum as shown in Fig. 4.2.1.
The J/ψ and ψ(2S) mass spectrum are modeled by a double-sided Crystal ball function, and the
non-resonant background is modeled by exponential function multiplied by an first-order poly-
nomial function. Thus we determine the number of J/ψ candidates within the J/ψ mass window
3040 MeV/c2 ∼ 3165 MeV/c2 and the number of ψ(2S) candidates within the ψ(2S) mass window
3608 MeV/c2 ∼ 3763 MeV/c2.

To determine the coherent J/ψ production, a fit to the log(p2
T ) is performed to extract the

coherent J/ψ mesons within the J/ψ mass window. The log(p2
T ) distribution of the J/ψ mesons

is shown in Fig. 4.2.2. In short, the number of inclusive J/ψ mesons is obtained by the invariant
mass fit, and the number of coherent J/ψ mesons is obtained by the log(p2

T ) fit.
The results of the differential cross section are calculated in five rapidity bins as shown in

Fig. 4.2.3. We compared the results between experimental results and theoretical predictions [3, 5–
8]. The coherent J/ψ cross-section production is given by:

dσcoh,J/ψ

dy
=

Ncoh,J/ψ

εt · L ·∆y ·B(J/ψ → µ+µ−)
(4.2.1)

where εt is the total efficiency, L is an integrated luminosity of the Pb-Pb data sample, and
B = (5.961± 0.033)% is the J/ψ → µ+µ− branching ratio.

Similarly, ALICE measured the coherent J/ψ production cross-section [9], so we also com-
pared the coherent J/ψ production cross-section between ALICE and LHCb, as shown in Fig. 4.2.4.
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represents the incoherent distribution. The dashed green line represents feed down from ψ(2S).
The dashed black line represents non-resonant background.

The LHCb result is slightly lower than the ALICE measurement by around 1.3 σ. Measurements
of the coherent J/ψ and ψ(2S) are currently underway using 2018 Pb-Pb data, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 210 µb−1. Fig. 4.2.5 shows the di-muon invariant mass distribution in
the range between 2.7 and 4.0 GeV. The final results are expected in the near future.

4.3 Study of J/ψ photo-production in lead-lead peripheral collisions at
√
sNN

= 5 TeV

The second result in this contribution is photo-production of J/ψ at low pT , studied in peripheral
Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5 TeV, using the data sample collected by LHCb in 2018, with an

integrated luminosity of about 210 µb−1 [10].
The J/ψ candidates are selected through the J/ψ → µ+µ− decay channel. The di-muon in-

variant mass spectrum of the selected candidates in the range between 3.0 and 3.2 GeV is shown
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in the left of Fig. 4.3.1, for the J/ψ mesons with pT <15.0 GeV/c and the number of participants〈
Npart

〉
= 10.6 ± 2.9 in full LHCb rapidity coverage 2 < y <4.5.

The inclusive J/ψ candidates consists of photo-produced and hadronically produced J/ψ

mesons, which are separated by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the log(p2
T ) distribution,

as shown in the right of Fig. 4.3.1. In this figure, the transverse momentum of photo-produced
J/ψ yields (red dotted line) are visible in the range between 0 and 250 MeV/c.

Fig. 4.3.2 shows the photo-produced J/ψ meson yields as a function of pT (right), and
〈
Npart

〉

(left). The mean pT of the coherent J/ψ is estimated to be 〈pT 〉 = 64.9 ± 2.4 MeV/c. Theoretical
predictions [11, 12] are drawn in open circles, and are qualitatively in agreement with the experi-
mental results in shape.
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4.4 Conclusions

LHCb detector’s unique geometry acceptance allows us to study the nuclear shadowing in small
x region through the UPC collisions. The J/ψ photoproduction in UPC using PbPb collisions
at 5TeV is measured by LHCb, and is compared to results by ALICE. The photoproduced J/ψ

production in peripheral PbPb collisions is also measured with high precision at very low pT , and
is compared to theoretical calculations. These results demonstrate the capabilities of the LHCb
detector in studying nuclear effects. More results from the large 2018 PbPb dataset are expected in
the future.
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Measurements of jet production are sensitive to the strong coupling constant, high order per-
turbative calculations and parton distribution functions. In this talk we present the most recent
ATLAS measurements using data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV.

We present measurements of variables probing the properties of the multijet energy flow and of
the Lund Plane using charged particles. We will also present new measurements sensitive to the
strong coupling constant. For jet fragmentation, we present a measurement of the fragmentation
properties of b-quark initiated jets, studied using charged B mesons. All results are corrected for
detector effects and compared to several Monte Carlo predictions with different parton shower
and hadronisation models.
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4.1 Introduction

In this proceeding, a review of the most recent ATLAS measurements on jet production is re-
ported. Four different analyses are presented: the first one refers to a measurement of soft-drop
jet observables [1], the second one to a measurement of hadronic event shapes in high-pT multijet
final states [2], the third one to a measurement of the Lund jet plane using charged particles [3]
and the last one to a measurement of b-quark fragmentation properties in jets using the decay
B± → J/ψK± [4]. All these analyses use pp collisions data collected with the ATLAS detector [5]
at
√
s = 13 TeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

4.2 Measurement of soft-drop jet observables

Jet substructure quantities are measured using jets groomed with the soft-drop grooming proce-
dure [6] in dijet events from data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 32.9 fb−1. This
algorithm proceeds as follows. After a jet is clustered using any algorithm, its constituents are
reclustered using the Cambrigde-Aachen (C/A) algorithm [7, 8], which iteratively clusters the
closest constituents in azimuth and rapidity. Then, the last step of the C/A clustering algorithm
is undone, breaking the jet j into two subjets, namely j1 and j2, which are used to evaluate the
soft-drop condition:

min(pT,j1
, pT,j2

)

pT,j1
+ pT,j2

>

(
∆R12

R

)β
, (4.2.1)

where ∆R12 is the distance between the two subjets, R represents the jet radius and pT,ji
is the

transverse momentum of the subjet ji. The parameters β and zcut are algorithm parameters which
determine the sensitivity of the algorithm to soft and wide-angle radiation. If the two subjets
fail the soft-drop condition, the subjet characterised by the lower pT is removed, and the other
subjet is relabelled as j and the procedure is iterated. When the soft-drop condition is satisfied,
the algorithm is stopped, and the resulting jet is the soft-dropped jet.
This analysis presents two closely related substructure observables, which are calculated from jets
after they have been groomed with the soft-drop algorithm:

• the dimensionless version of the jet mass, ρ = log(m2/p2
T);

• the opening angle between the two subjets that pass the soft-drop condition, rg .

The unfolded data are compared to Monte Carlo (MC) events generated at leading order (LO)
with PYTHIA8.186 [9, 10], SHERPA2.1 [11, 12] and HERWIG++ 2.7 [13, 14], as reported in Fig-
ure 4.2.1. Several trends are visible in these results. For ρ, the MC predictions are mostly accurate
within 10% except for the lowest relative masses, which are dominated by non-perturbative phys-
ical effects. This becomes more visible for larger values of β, where more soft radiation is included
within the jet, increasing the size of the non-perturbative effects. In addition, in the high-relative-
mass region, where the effects of the fixed-order (FO) calculation are relevant, some differences
between MC generators are seen. A similar trend may be seen for rg , where the small-angle region
(i.e. where non-perturbative effects are largest) shows more pronounced differences between MC
generators.
Several calculations have been performed to predict the ρ distributions, and unfolded data are
compared with these predictions (more details on the predictions can be found in Ref. [1]), as
shown in Figure 4.3.1. The LO+next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL) and next-to-leading-
order+next-to-leading-logarithm (NLO+NLL) calculations are able to model the data in the re-
summation region (−3 . ρ . −1), with the NLO+NLL calculation providing an accurate descrip-
tion of the data for high values of ρ. We can also observe how, in the region where the FO effects
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Figure 4.2.1: Comparison of the unfolded distributions with MC predictions. The uncertainty
bands include all sources of systematic uncertainties. Top left: ρ, β = 0. Top right: ρ, β = 0. These
plots are taken from Ref. [1].
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Figure 4.3.1: Comparison of the unfolded ρ distribution with different theory predictions. The
open marker style indicates that non-perturbative effects on the calculation are expected to be
large. “NP” indicates that non-perturbative corrections have been applied. The uncertainty bands
include all sources of systematic uncertainties. Left: β = 0. Right: β = 2. These plots are taken
from Ref. [1].

are dominant, the LO+NNLL and NNLL calculations do not model data well. This behaviour is
expected, since the calculations do not include terms beyond LO at Matrix-Element (ME) level.

4.3 Measurement of hadronic event shapes

Event shapes [15, 16] are a class of observables that describe the dynamics of energy flows in mul-
tijet final states, they are usually defined to be infrared and collinear safe and they are sensitive to
different aspects of the theoretical description of strong-interaction processes. For example, hard,
wide-angle radiation is studied by investigating the tails of these distributions, while other regions
of the event-shape distributions provide information about anisotropic, back-to-back configura-
tions, which are sensitive to the details of the resummation of soft logarithms in the theoretical
predictions.
The dataset used in this analysis comprises the 2015-2018 data taking period, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1. In this paper, several event-shape variable are presented. For
each event, the thrust axis n̂T is defined as the direction with respect to the jet momentum pT is
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Figure 4.3.2: Comparison between data and MC simulation for different jet multiplicities in the
1.5 TeV< HT2 < 2.0 TeV bin. The right panels show the ratios between the MC and the data distri-
butions. The error bars show the total uncertainty (statistical and systematic added in quadrature)
and the grey bands in the right panels show the systematic uncertainty. Top: normalised cross
section as a function of τ⊥. Bottom: normalised cross section as a function of Tm. These plots are
taken from Ref. [2].

maximised [17, 18]. The transverse thrust T⊥ and its minor component Tm can be expressed as:

T⊥ =

∑
i |~pT,i · n̂T|∑
i |~pT,i|

; Tm =

∑
i |~pT,i × n̂T|∑

i |~pT,i|
, (4.3.1)

where the index i runs over all jets in the event. These two quantities are useful to define τ⊥ =

1− T⊥.
Several MC samples were used for this analysis, and they were produced using PYTHIA8.235 [19],
SHERPA2.1 [11, 12], HERWIG7.1.3 [20] and MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 2.3.3 [21], together with
PYTHIA8.212 [19] (hereafter referred to as MG5_aMC). Unfolded data are compared to the above-
mentioned MC predictions in various bins of the jet multiplicity, njet (= 2, 3, 4, 5 and ≥ 6), and
the scalar sum of transverse momenta of the two leading jets, HT2 = pT1 + pT2 (1 TeV < HT2 <

1.5 TeV, 1.5 TeV < HT2 < 2.0 TeV and HT2 > 2.0 TeV).
The normalised cross section as a function of τ⊥ and Tm is shown in Figure 4.3.2. The MC sim-

ulations tend to underestimate the data in the intermediate region of τ⊥ for low jet multiplicities,
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Figure 4.4.1: Schematic representation of the LJP. The left-hand side plots is taken from Ref. [3].

while the measurements are underestimated by all MC predictions at high τ⊥ values. The shape
of the distributions tends to agree with data for larger njet. HERWIG7 prediction based on dipole
shower highly underestimates the ATLAS data at low values of τ⊥, whereas the measurements are
overestimated by PYTHIA8 in such region. Very similar conclusions can be drawn looking at the
normalised cross section as a function of Tm. Sherpa simulations predict fewer isotropic events
than in data, while the MG5_aMC predictions are closer to the measurements. As regards the HT2-
dependence of the depicted results, it has been found that there are more isotropic events at low
energies, with increasing alignment of jets with the thrust jet axis for higher energy scales.
In summary, none of the MC predictions provide a good description of the ATLAS measurements
in all the regions of the phase space. HERWIG7 and MG5_aMC computations are closer to data (but
with significant discrepancies), remarking the limited ability of parton shower (PS) models to sim-
ulate hard and wide angle radiation and further emphasising that the addition of 2→ 3 processes
in the ME allows to improve the description of measured data.

4.4 Measurement of the Lund jet plane

The Lund plane is a powerful representation for providing insight into jet substructure. A recent
proposal [22] describes a method to construct an observable analog of the Lund plane using jets,
which captures the salient features of this representation. Jets are formed using clustering algo-
rithms that sequentially combine pairs of proto-jets starting from the initial set of constituents [23].
In this proposal, a jet’s constituents are reclustered using the C/A algorithm [7, 8]. Then, the C/A
history is reversed, and each jet is declustered, starting from the hardest proto-jet. The Lund plane
can be approximated by using the harder (softer) proto-jet to present the core (emission) in the
original theoretical depiction. For each proto-jet pair, at each step in the C/A declustering se-
quence, an entry is made in the primary Lund Jet plane (LJP) through the observables ln(1/z) and
ln(R/∆R), with

z =
pemission

T

pemission
T + pcore

T

and ∆R2 = (yemission − ycore)2 + (φemission − φcore)2. (4.4.1)

A schematic representation of the LJP can be found in Figure 4.4.1.
This measurement is conducted using the full Run 2 statistics, for an integrated luminosity of 139
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Figure 4.4.2: Representative horizontal and vertical slices through the LJP. Unfolded data are com-
pared with particle-level simulation from several MC generators. The uncertainty band includes
all sources of systematic and statistical uncertainty. The inset triangle illustrates which slice of the
plane is depicted Left: 0.67 < ln(R/∆R) < 1.0. Right: 1.80 < ln(1/z) < 2.08. These plots are taken
from Ref. [3].

fb−1. To perform the data unfolding, several samples of dijet events were simulated. PYTHIA8.186
[9, 10] was used for simulating the nominal sample. Additional samples were simulated using
NLO MEs from POWHEG [24–27] and Sherpa2.2.5 [12] or HERWIG 7.1.3 [20].
The data from two seleceted slices of the LJP, together with the breakdown of the major systematic
uncertainties, are shown in Figure 4.4.2. ATLAS data and several MC predictions are compared.
It is visible how the Herwig7.1.3 angle-ordered prediction provides the best description across
most of the plane, while any prediction describes the data accurately in all the regions. The differ-
ences in the hadronization algorithms implemented in Sherpa2.2.5 are particularly visible at the
transition between perturbtive and non-perturbative regions of the plane. The POWHEG+PYTHIA
and PYTHIA predictions only differ significantly for hard and wide-angle perturbative emissions,
where ME corrections are relevant.

4.5 Measurement of b-quark fragmentation properties

The fragmentation of heavy quarks is a crucial aspect of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). De-
tailed studies and precision measurements of the heavy-quark fragmentation properties allow a
deeper understanding of QCD. The MC predictions used at the LHC are tuned to describe the
measurements in e+e− collisions at relatively low

√
s. Therefore, new measurements of b-quark

fragmentation can be used to improve MC simulations at LHC energy scales.
This analysis presents a measurement of b-quark fragmentation into B± mesons and it uses the
full Run 2 data set, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1. The B± mesons are
then recostructed via theB± → J/ψK± → µ+µ−K± decay chain. After the matching between the
jet and the reconstructed B meson, two variables of interest are built as follows:

z =
~pB · ~pj
|~pj |2

and prel
T =

~pB × ~pj
|~pj |

, (4.5.1)
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where ~pB is the three-momentum of the B hadron and ~pj is the jet three-momentum. The mea-
surement is performed in three different intervals of the jet transverse momentum, namely: 50
< pjet

T < 70 GeV, 70 < pjet
T < 100 GeV and pjet

T > 100 GeV.
Several different models of multijet production are used. These samples have been generated us-
ing SHERPA2.2.5 [12], PYTHIA8.240 [9, 10] and HERWIG7.2.1 [20], with substantial differences
in the ME calculations, as well as PS algorithms and hadronisation models. The decays of the B
mesons were modelled using EVTGEN1.6.0 code [28] for all the above-mentioned samples.
These predictions are then comprared with the particle-level results, as shown in Figure 4.5.1,
where the longitudinal (z) and transverse (prel

T ) profiles for each pT bin are reported. The results
show important differences between the low and high pT bins. Particularly, the lower tails of the
z distributions contain a larger fraction of the high-pT data due to the larger probability of having
gluon splitting, g → bb̄ when considering high values of the jet pT.
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Figure 4.5.1: Distributions of the longitudinal profile z and the transverse profile prel
T together with

different predictions from PYTHIA8, SHERPA and HERWIG 7. The vertical error bars represent the
total experimental uncertainties. Top: 50 < pjet

T < 70 GeV. Middle: 70 < pjet
T < 100 GeV. Bottom:

pjet
T > 100 GeV. These plots are taken from Ref. [4].
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The SHERPA predictions give a reasonable description of the z distributions in the low and
medium pT bins, although they differ from data for very high values of z. They also show large
discrepancies for low values of prel

T , which increase when moving towards higher bins of the jet
pT. All the various PYTHIA8 samples provide a good description of the z and prel

T distributions,
being compatible with data within the systematic uncertainties across the different jet-pT bins.
The results for the longitudinal profile show reasonable agreement with the HERWIG7 prediction
with the angle-ordered PS, while large discrepancies are observed with the dipole parton shower.
Due to the larger gluon splitting fractions, the HERWIG7 sample with the dipole PS significantly
overestimates the data in the tails of the prel

T distributions at low pT, while the differences are
smaller with increasing pT. The Herwig angle-ordered PS gives a better description of the prel

T

distributions, although non-negligible discrepancies are also observed.

4.6 Conclusion

Measurements of variables probing the properties of the multijet energy flow and of the Lund
Plane using charged particles, as well as a measurement of the fragmentation properties of b-quark
initiated jets, have been presented in this proceeding. Ref. [1] demonstrates differences between
the soft-drop jet substructure observables in their sensitivity to the quark and gluon composition
of the sample, which are most pronounced for the least amount of grooming. In Ref [2] the dis-
crepancies between event shapes data and all the investigated MC show that further refinement of
the current MC predictions is needed to describe the data in some regions, particularly at high jet
multiplicities. Ref. [3] illustrates the ability of the Lund jet plane to isolate various physical effects,
and will provide useful input to both perturbative and nonperturbative model development and
tuning. Finally, Ref. [4] provides key measurements with which to better understand the fragmen-
tation functions of heavy quarks. As has been shown, significant differences among different MC
models are observed, and also between the models and the data. Some of the discrepancies are
understood to arise from poor modelling of the g → bb̄ splittings, to which the present analysis has
substantial sensitivity. Including the present measurements in a future tune of the MC predictions
may help to improve the description and reduce the theoretical uncertainties of processes where
heavy-flavour quarks are present in the final state, such as top quark pair production or Higgs
boson decays into heavy quark pairs.
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The ρ0 is copiously photoproduced in ultra-peripheral heavy-ion collisions at the LHC. In this
talk, I will present recent results on rho photoproduction with ALICE, including cross-section mea-
surements from PbPb and XeXe collisions, including a discussion of the production of high-mass
final states that decay to π+π−, and of neutron production that accompanies ρ photoproduction. I
will conclude by presenting some prospects for ALICE in Runs 3 and 4.
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4.1 Introduction

Ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs) at heavy-ion colliders are a prolific source of photonuclear in-
teractions; they are the energy frontier for photon-mediated reactions [1–4]. In UPCs, the ions
do not interact hadronically, so the product of the photon-mediated interaction is visible. In a
simple approximation, the impact parameter b must be more than twice the nuclear radius, RA.
UPCs include both two-photon interactions and photoproduction. UPCs at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) represent the energy frontier for photon-mediated interactions. In pp collisions,
photon-proton center of mass energies up to about 3 TeV are accessible, while in pPb collisions,
the maximum energy is about 700 GeV. The photons have a small pT , roughly pZ/γ, where γ is
the ion Lorentz boost, so it is possible to use the pT distribution to probe the size of the nuclei.
Unfortunately, the photon pT is a conjugate variable to the impact parameter, so if restrictions are
imposed on b (such as b > 2RA), the mean pT will increase; this increase is not calculable without
some assumptions [5].

In vector meson photoproduction, an incident photon fluctuates to a quark-antiquark dipole
which then scatters elastically from a target nucleus, emerging as a real vector meson. During the
elastic scattering, the vector meson retains the same quantum numbers (including helicity) as the
incident photon.

The ρ0 is of special interest as the most copiously photoproduced vector meson [6]. It is the
lightest vector meson, corresponding to the largest dipole, so is the most subject to nuclear effects.
In addition to ρ photoproduction, the photon can fluctuate directly to a π+π− pair, which then
scatters, emerging as a real pion pair [7]. These two possibilities are indistinguishable, so interfere
with each other, enhancing the spectrum below the ρ0 mass, and suppressing it at higher masses.
Higher-mass, excited ρ states are also possible, and can lead to higher mass π+π− pairs.

One complication in PbPb UPCs is that the coupling constant Zα ≈ 0.6 is large, so for a
collision with moderate impact parameters, it is very possible to exchange more than one photon,
complicating the reaction [8, 9]. A second photon is likely to excite one of the nuclei, while a
third photon may excite the other nucleus, leading to mutual Coulomb dissociation [10]. The
excitation may be collective, such as a Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) or higher excitation, or an
excitation of a single nucleon to a ∆ or higher resonance, or, for higher energy photons, a more
complex hadronic interaction. Production of an additional vector meson is also possible. Most of
these reactions involve nuclear dissociation, leading to the emission of one or more neutrons, or,
less frequently, one or more protons. It is also possible to produce a vector meson and excite the
nucleus via one-photon exchange leading to incoherent photoproduction.

In these reactions, the photons are emitted independently [9], connected only by a common
impact parameter. The impact parameter affects the photon flux and maximum energy. And, since
the photons are polarized with their electric field vectors parallel to the impact parameter vector,
the photons share the same polarization.

These additional reaction products complicate the analysis of UPC photoproduction, since
one can no longer focus exclusively on exclusive reactions. In most cases, the additional reaction
only leads to the production of neutrons, but sometimes π± may be created. The cross-section
for having multiple reactions may be computed in impact parameter (b) space. For example, the
cross-section to produce a ρ with multiple Coulomb excitation is

σ =

∫
d2bPρ(b)PX1(b)PX2(b) (4.1.1)

where Pρ(b), PX1(b), and PX2(b) are the probabilities to produce a ρ, and excite the first and second
nuclei respectively. These probabilities are given by the product of the differential photon flux
d2Nγ/db

2 and the γA cross-sections. For nuclear excitations, the γA cross-sections must include a
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Figure 4.2.1: The mass (left) and pT spectra for selected pairs. A cut of pT < 200 MeV/c is applied
to the mass spectrum, to emphasize coherent production, while the pT spectrum includes a wide
range of masses. For pT < 200 MeV/c, the like-sign background is orders of magnitude below the
coherent production signal. From [12].

wide range of reactions, including collective nuclear excitations like the Giant Dipole Resonance
(GDR), nucleon excitations, such as the ∆+ resonance, and partonic excitations from high-energy
photons, spanning a wide photon energy range from about 10 MeV (in the target frame) up to
the kinematic limit. These cross-sections are usually determined using tabulations of data from
multiple sources [10]. When the cross-sections are large, it may be necessary to include a unitarity
correction, since multiple photons may contribute to excitate a single target to a higher level.

For photons below a cutoff energy (when k < γ~c/b), the photon flux has a 1/b2 dependence,
so, the more photons that are exchanged, the smaller 〈b〉 [9]. So, one can use the number of ex-
changed photons to preferentially select different ranges of impact parameter. They also all share
the same photon polarization, so polarization correlations are expected.

4.2 Detector and Data Analysis

The data used here were collected using the ALICE detector, which comprises a large central de-
tector and a forward muon spectrometer [11]. For the analyses discussed here, the most important
components are an inner silicon detector and large time projection chamber, in a 0.5 T solenoidal
magnet.

The events analyzed here were collected with a special trigger optimized for ultra-peripheral
collisions [12, 13]. It required two pairs of signals in the silicon detector, with azimuthal angular
separation greater than 153 degrees. Each signal pair, consisting of hits in different silicon layers,
was consistent with one track. The azimuthal angle requirement was to select pairs where the
tracks were roughly back-to-back.

The other trigger requirements provided vetos to reject events that contained additional parti-
cles. The four veto detectors, and their pseudorapidity (η) coverage are: V0A (2.8 < η < 5.1), V0C
(−3.7 < η < −1.7), ADA (4.7 < η < 6.3) and ADC (−4.9 > η > −6.9).

Data from the zero degree calorimeters (ZDCs) were used in the analysis, but not in the trigger.
The analysis selected events with exactly two good oppositely charged tracks, consistent with

a vertex in the interaction region. The tracks were required to have specific energy loss (dE/dx) in
the TPC consistent with being π±.
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Figure 4.3.1: (left) Four diagrams that contribute to ρ photoproduction: (a) coherent production,
plus coherent production with an additional (b) one or (c) two photons exchanged, and (d) in-
coherent photoproduction. The products from reactions (b) and (d) are not completely distin-
guishable. (Right) The impact parameter distributions for different nuclear excitations: no nuclear
excitation (0n0n, diagram (a), single nuclear excitation (0nXn, diagram (b)) and mutual Coulomb
excitation (XnXn, diagram (c)). Nuclear excitation preferentially selects events with smaller im-
pact parameters. Incoherent photoproduction corresponds to single-photon exchange, so it has a
similar impact parameter distribution as 0n0n. The right panel is from Ref. [3].

4.3 ρ production results

These cuts left a clean signal. Figure 4.2.1 shows the dipion invariant mass and pT spectra. The
two peaks in the pT spectrum below 200 MeV/c, correspond to the first two diffractive maxima,
clearly showing the diffractive nature of the production. The like-sign pairs, which are a proxy
for most backgrounds (notably grazing hadronic collisions), are far below the oppositely charged
pairs, showing that there is little background in the events. Two remaining backgrounds, from
photoproduction of the ω, followed by ω → π+π−π0 and γγ → µ+µ− are also small, and mostly
concentrated at low Mππ . The latter is a background since we cannot effectively distinguish µ±

and π±.
TheMππ mass spectrum can be fit with a relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution for the ρ0 plus a

constant term for direct π+π−, and an interference term between the two. γγ → µ+µ− is included
with a template based on STARlight [14], while ω → π+π−π0 is removed by only fitting in the
region Mππ > 0.62 GeV.

The produced ρ and direct π+π− may be accompanied by neutrons, which can occur when
the two nuclei exchange additional photons, as in Figs. 4.3.1(b) and (c), or from an incoherent
photoproduction reaction (Figs. 4.3.1(d)) involving a single photon. The photons are expected to
be emitted independently, sharing only a common impact parameter [9, 15].

Figure 4.3.2 shows the cross-sections for all events, and for the same events divided into three
classes. The top-left panel shows the total measured ρ cross-section, compared to five models.
STARlight is based on parameterized HERA γp data, with a Glauber-like eikonal formalism to han-
dle nuclear targets [16]. The GKZ predictions are based on a modified vector-meson-dominance
model, using a Glauber-Gribov formalism for nuclear targets [17]. The Glauber-Gribov approach
allows for a dipole to interact multiple times as it traverses a target. Each individual interaction
can be inelastic, with the intermediate states (between interactions) allowed to include high-mass
fluctuations. The CCKT predictions are based on a calculation of dipoles passing through a nu-
clear target, which is modeled in terms of gluon density as a function of impact parameter [18].
The gluon density includes gluonic hot-spots. Finally, the GMMNS model is another dipole based
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calculation that includes an implementation of gluon saturation [19]. Most of the models do a
reasonable job of matching the data, although STARlight is a bit on the low side, and the CCKT
(nuclear) model is a bit high.

Per Eq. 4.1.1, the cross-sections for additional photon exchange may be easily calculated given
a σγp. The STARlight neutron calculation is done within the STARlight code [14], while the CCKT
simulation used the n0

0n afterburner [20]. To the extent that these calculations are based on the
same parameterized photoexcitation data, they should give the same relative cross-sections for ρ0

production accompanied by neutron emission. However, the relative cross-sections do not agree
perfectly. For example, in the two upper panels (total coherent ρ cross-section and ρ without
neutron emission), the CCKT (nuclear) cross-section is well above the other calculations, while
in the lower panels, where neutron emission is required, it is relatively lower. A similar trend
is evident for the CCKT curve. It may be that n0

0n predicts lower excitation probabilities than
STARlight.

Experimentally, neutron emission, expected in most photonuclear reactions, is easy to detect
using the ALICE ZDCs. However, there is a complication. Some of the photoexcitation occurs
at high energies, and the reactions can lead to emission of one or more π± or heavier particles.
If these particles hit any of the detectors used as event vetoes (the ADA, ADC, V0A and V0C),
causing a loss of ρ signal. The loss is substantial; it is 26±4% for events with neutrons in one ZDC,
and 43 ± 5% for events with neutrons in both ZDCs. This loss is estimated using control triggers
which do not include the veto, and appropriate corrections are applied.

4.4 ρ photoproduction in XeXe collisions

The A dependence of ρ photoproduction can provide an important clue about the presence of
saturation or other high-density nuclear phenomena. In 2017, the LHC collided xenon atoms, at√
sNN = 5.44 TeV. ALICE used the same UPC trigger as for lead-lead running and measured the

cross-section, using similar methods [13]. Figure 4.5.1 shows the ρ photoproduction as a function
of atomic number. At mid-rapidity,

dσ

dy
= 131.5± 5.6(stat.)+17.5

−16.9(syst.) mb. (4.4.1)

This is slightly below the STARlight predictions, slightly below the lower bound of the GMMNS
prediction, and below the GKZ band. However, none of these deviations are very significant.

The cross-section scales as Aα, with α = 0.96 ± 0.02, dominated by systematic uncertainty.
This shows the presence of substantial nuclear effects. Without nuclear effects, the coherent cross-
section would scale as A4/3. This is the product of two scaling relations: the forward cross-section
scales asA2, while the pT range over which coherent production is possible scales asA−2/3, leaving
the 4/3 exponent. On the other hand, it is also considerably above the prediction of a black disk
model, in which the cross-section scales as the frontal area of the nucleus, A2/3.

4.5 A high-mass state

A number of excited, higher-mass ρ states can decay to π+π−. Figure 4.5.1 (right) shows the π+π−

mass spectrum for events with pT < 200 MeV/c in lead-lead collisions. The expected tail of the ρ0

is visible, with a broad resonance on top of it. The spectrum is fit using an exponential for the ρ0

plus the direct π+π− tail, plus a Gaussian for the resonance. The null (no-resonance) hypothesis
is rejected with 4.5 σ significance. The resonance best-fit parameters are mass M = 1725 ± 17

MeV and width Γ = 143 ± 21 MeV. The resonance is similar to that seen by STAR in gold-gold
UPCs, with M = 1653 ± 10 MeV and width Γ = 164 ± 15 MeV [21]. STAR pointed out that the
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Figure 4.3.2: dσ/dy for ρ photoproduction for (top left) all events, and three different classes of
neutron emission: (top right) no neutrons, (bottom left) neutrons in one ZDC only, and (bottom
right) neutrons in both ZDCs. Each panel is compared with several different theoretical calcula-
tions. From [12].
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Figure 4.5.1: (left) γA→ ρA cross-sections vs. atomic number A for pp, XeXe and PbPb collisions,
for 65 GeV photons. (right)Mππ for exclusive production for events with pair pT < 200 MeV/c. A
broad resonance is visible over the high-mass tail of the ρ0 plus direct π+π−. From [12].

peak might be compatible with photoproduction of the ρ3(1690). The ZEUS Collaboration also
saw resonances in exclusive π+π− electroproduction (Q2 > 2 GeV2), with masses of 1350± 20+20

−30

MeV and 1780± 20+15
−20 MeV [22].
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4.6 Future plans

During LHC Run 3 and Run 4, ALICE will have many improvements which will improve charged
particle reconstruction, raise ALICE’s rate capability and remove trigger bottlenecks for UPC data
collection. The TPC endcaps have been replaced with GEM based readouts to allow continuous
(rather than gated) TPC readout and a new ITS2 silicon tracker will use monolithic active pixel
sensors to greatly improve vertexing, especially for open charm hadrons.

For UPCs, the biggest improvement will be a new streaming readout which will do away
with triggering. All data will flow to the data acquisition system, where it can be studied with
high-level event selection algorithms [23]; for lead-lead running, all data will be saved. This will
give an enormous boost to UPC data collection, since triggering is usually the limiting factor for
UPC studies. During Run 3 and Run 4, a total of 13 pb−1 of lead-lead data should be collected.
This is equivalent to 5.5 billion ρ0 → π+π− within the ALICE acceptance, along with 210 million
ρ′ → π+π−π+π−. The J/ψ sample should include 1.1 million J/ψ → µ+µ− in the central detector,
a similar number of e+e− plus about 600,000 µ+µ− in the forward spectrometer [24]. For the ψ′, the
rates are about 35,000 and 19,000 respectively. Photoproduction of Υ(1S) → µ+µ− should also be
visible, with 2,800 events expected in the central detector, and 880 in the forward muon spectrom-
eter. This should be enough for detailed studies of the spectroscopy of the light vector mesons,
including of the substructure of the heavier mesons. It should also be possible to measure the
production characteristics of heavy quarkonium, comparing the effect of shadowing on mesons of
different masses. The removal of the trigger bias and the improved vertex measurements will also
facilitate the study of photoproduction of open charm.

In addition to lead-lead running a short (0.5 nb−1?) oxygen-oxygen run has been proposed for
Run 3 [25, 26]. This offers two unique opportunities for UPCs.

The first is to study incoherent photoproduction of the ρ on oxygen targets. Incoherent pho-
toproduction is of great interest because, in the Good-Walker paradigm, it is related to event-by-
event fluctuations in the nuclear configuration - the phase space that includes both the individual
nucleon positions and, more importantly, the presence of gluonic ‘hot spot’ fluctuations [27]. The
pT spectrum for incoherent production is loosely tied to the length scale for these fluctuations, so
it is desirable to measure over as wide a range in pT as possible.

It is difficult to study incoherent photoproduction in lead-lead collisions because of the large
background from coherent production. In oxygen-oxygen running, the ratio of incoherent to co-
herent production is expected to be larger than in lead-lead. As Fig. 4.6.1 shows, the predicted
coherent peak is still larger than the incoherent, but by less than in lead-lead collisions. The other
difference with lead-lead collisions is that oxygen is only charge eight, so most reactions only in-
volve single photon exchange. Multi-photon exchange, as discussed above, is almost absent, so the
presence of neutrons is a clear sign of nuclear breakup. Although not all nuclear dissociation will
produce neutrons, most will do so. Photonic excitation is also possible, but oxygen is a very stable,
doubly magic nucleus, with a lowest lying excited state at 6.05 MeV [28], so nucleon emission is
likely to be predominant.

The second opportunity is to study the competition between photoproduction and double-
diffractive interactions. Both of these reactions can lead to π+π− final states. Photoproduction
dominates in heavy-ion collisions, while double-diffractive interactions dominate in pp collisions.
With medium-charge nuclei, the amplitudes should be similar, so interference may be possible
among final states with the same spin/parity.
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Figure 4.6.1: (left) Simulated pT spectrum for coherent and incoherent ρ photoproduction in
oxygen-oxygen collisions at

√
sNN = 6.37 TeV. From [25].

4.7 Conclusions

The ρ0 is copiously photoproduced in ultra-peripheral collisions of heavy ions. The cross-section
for coherent ρ photoproduction is quite well reproduced in models that use Glauber or dipole
calculations to predict the cross-sections. The cross-section scales with the atomic number A as
A0.96±0.02, showing that nuclear effects substantially moderate the A4/3 dependence expected for
full coherence, without nuclear suppression.

The cross-section for coherent ρ photoproduction accompanied by neutron emission is consis-
tent with a model whereby the neutron production comes through the exchange of one or more
additional photons, which are independent of the ρ production, except for sharing a common
impact parameter.

We have also observed a heavy state, with a mass of 1650 MeV, decaying to π+π−. The mass
and cross-section may be consistent with that expected for the ρ3(1690).

Looking ahead, ALICE expects a rich bounty of UPC results during LHC Run 3 and Run 4.
The new flow-through data acquisition system will eliminate the bottleneck formerly imposed by
the requirements of a low-multiplicity UPC trigger. Run 3 has been proposed to include a short
oxygen-oxygen run, which should offer the opportunity to study incoherent ρ photoproduction
on an intermediate mass target.
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The electroweak sector of the Standard Model can be tested either via precision measurements
of fundamental observables or via direct tests of its underlying gauge structure. The ATLAS col-
laboration has recently released a measurement of differential cross-sections forZ-boson produced
in association to b-jets and a very recent result dedicated to Z-boson and jets with high transverse
momentum. The measurements are performed using data of proton-proton collisions at the LHC
collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and corresponding to a total integrated luminosity
of 35.6 fb−1 and 139 fb−1 respectively. The results from these milestone analyses as well as their
interpretation in the context of the Standard Model are presented in this proceeding.
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4.1 Introduction

From 2015 to 2018 the ATLAS experiment [1] collected nearly 140 fb−1 of "good for physics" data,
most of which with a pile-up of up to 40 simultanous interactions per bunch-crossing. The physics
program at the LHC is the most ambitious and successful plan at high energy physics. The huge
dataset available and the well understood detector performance allow for precision measure-
ments, access to rare processes, perform an extensive research program of weak interactions or
physics at or above the TeV scale, study new states of matter. The present article focuses on the
latest ATLAS results on Standard Model physics.

The Standard Model is an extremely predictive theory successfully verified by experiments
for about fifty years. Since the discovery of the Higgs boson, ten years ago, the two main goals
are to test and validate the model in a new energy regime, improving the accuracy of parameter
measurements, and to search for new physics, both directly and indirectly, trying to access new
physics effects in the collected events. One of the more promising signals for obtaining such re-
sults is the production of a vector boson in association with jets (V +jets). Indeed, this signal has
two advantages: a large production cross section and a clear experimental signature which can be
precisely measured thanks to the easily identifiable decays of the Z boson to charged leptonic final
states. That makes the Z+jets a "standard candle" for testing Standard Model. Furthermore, study-
ing Z+jets is very important to improve our ability to select specific signals. In fact, such process
constitute non-negligible background for studies of the Higgs bosons [2, 3] and in searches for new
phenomena [4–6] , which often exploit the presence of high-pT jets to enrich a data sample with po-
tential signal. The extrapolation of W/Z+jets backgrounds from control regions to signal regions
and the modelling of the final discriminant distribution largely benefit from reliable predictions.
Improving our prediction is mandatory for the success of the analysis.

Additionally, this measurement constitutes a powerful test of perturbative quantum chromo-
dynamics (pQCD) [7, 8] and, in the case of high-energy jets, it allows to probe the interplay of
QCD with higher-order electroweak (EW) processes [9–12]. Otherwise, looking at Z+b-jets, where
the jets originate from b-quarks in proton-proton (pp) collisions, provides a test of the production
mechanism of heavy-flavoured partons. Particularly, current predictions for Z + b-jets produc-
tion are known at the next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy in pQCD, and they can be derived in
either a 4-flavour number scheme (4FNS) or a 5-flavour number scheme (5FNS) [13–16] . In the
4FNS, b-quarks do not contribute to the parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton and,
in QCD, they only appear in a massive final state due to gluon splitting (g → bb). In the 5FNS,
on the contrary, b-quark density is allowed in the initial state via a b-quark PDF, with the b-quark
typically being treated as massless. The measurement of this cross-section is therefore a useful tool
to constrain the b-quark PDF inside proton.

4.2 Differential cross-sections for Z + b-jets

To measure the Z + b-jets production cross-section a sample of 35.6 fb−1 of pp collision data col-
lected by the ATLAS experiment at

√
s= 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016 has been used. Events are selected

considering the decay of the Z-boson in muon or electron pairs passing specific kinematic criteria
and containing at least one b-jet (jets passing the b-tagging algorithm at 70% efficiency [18, 19]).
The background is dominated by two main contributions: tt̄ process and Z boson associated with
light-jets or c-jets, misidentified as b-jets. Integrated and differential cross sections as a function of
several kinematic observables are compared with a variety of Monte Carlo generators. In general,
the 5FNS calculations at NLO accuracy well predict inclusive cross sections, while the 4FNS LO
calculations largely underestimate the data as reported in Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.2 shows the cross-sections distribution as a function of the pT of the leading b-jet

(left) and the distance in the pseudo rapidity-azimuthal plane (∆R =
√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2) between
the Z-boson candidate and the leading b-jet (center) in events with at least one b-jet. The measured
cross-section as a function of invariant mass of the two leading b-jets is presented in Figure 4.2.2
(right). Experimental data are compared with the predictions of different Monte Carlo generators.
The best agreement with the data is provided by the NLO Sherpa2.2.1 5FNS predictions; the 5FNS
LO calculation from MadGraph5_aMC@NLO interfaced to Pythia8 (MG5aMC+Py8 in the follow-
ing) better describes data with respect to the NLO calculation due to a larger number of partons
in the matrix element. In general all the 4FNS predictions underestimate the cross section. Figure
4.2.2 (center) shows that the 5FNS generators provide a good prediction also for this distribution
that is more sensitive to the presence of additional QCD radiation, soft corrections and boosted
particles decaying into Z-boson and b-quarks.

The NLO 5FNS predictions from Sherpa2.2.1 are in good agreement with data in the low range
of the di-bjets invariant mass distribution (mbb) as reported in Figure 4.2.2 (right). None of the
considered calculations provide a reasonable description of data for mbb >300 GeV.

4.3 Z+jets at high pT

In the calculation of Z+jet production at NLO, real and virtual QCD and EW effects play a not
negligible role, including topologies corresponding to dijet events, where a real Z boson is emitted
from an incoming or outgoing quark leg [9–12] . These effects lead to enhancements in production
that increase with the transverse momentum of the jets. To test predictions the measurement of

Figure 4.2.1: Measured cross-section for Z+≥ 1 b-jet. The data are compared with the predictions
from Sherpa 5FNS (NLO), Alpgen + Py6 4 FNS (LO), Sherpa Fusing 4FNS+5FNS (NLO), Sherpa
Zbb 4FNS (NLO), MGaMC + Py8 5FNS (LO), MGaMC + Py8 Zbb 4FNS (NLO) and MGaMC + Py8
5FNS (NLO). The yellow band corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the data, and the green
band to statistical and systematic uncertainties of the data, added in quadrature. The error bars
on the Sherpa 5FNS (NLO) predictions correspond to the statistical and theoretical uncertainties
added in quadrature. Only statistical uncertainties are shown for the other predictions. More
details can be found in [17].
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Figure 4.2.2: Measured cross-section as a function of leading b-jet pT (left) and ∆R between the
Z-boson candidate and the leading b-jet (center) in events with at least one b-jet. Measured cross-
sections as a function of invariant mass of the two leading b-jets (right). The data are compared
with different Monte Carlo generator predictions. The error bars correspond to the statistical
uncertainty, and the hatched bands to the data statistical and systematic uncertainties added in
quadrature. More details can be found in [17].

the production cross-section of Z in association with high pT jets, where the additional contribu-
tions are more evident, was performed [20]. Moreover, since QCD processes are sensitive to the
kinematics between the Z boson and the closest jet, two topologies of events are identified: soft
real emission of a Z boson from a jet (“collinear”), characterised by a small angular separation be-
tween the Z boson and the jet (∆R(Z, j) < 1.4) and hard Z boson production (“back-to-back”) with
∆R(Z, j) > 2.

Measurements are performed in events containing a Z boson candidate reconstructed in the
muon and electron decay channels and jets with pT > 100 GeV. Only the QCD component of
the Z+jets production is considered in the analysis, while the EW contribution is treated as back-
ground as well as tt̄ and diboson, the main dominant background. Integrated and differential
cross sections are measured in a fiducial phase space and compared with state-of-art Monte Carlo
generator predictions. Predictions from Sherpa 2.2.1 and LO MG5_ aMC+Py8 CKKWL overesti-
mate the measured cross sections (see Figure 4.3.1 (left)). MG5_ aMC+Py8 FxFx and Sherpa 2.2.11
provide a good description of data for the full set of observables considered in the analysis for both
the collinear and the back-to-back topologies (see Figure 4.3.1 (right)). The improvement obtained
by these two predictions with respect to the previous versions of the Monte Carlo generators can
be explained with the higher number of parton in the matrix element. In addition Sherpa 2.2.11
contains NLO virtual EW corrections and treatment of unordered emissions in the PS.

4.4 Conclusion

The statistics collected by the ATLAS experiment during the LHC Run 2 allows extremely precise
measurements that better probe MC generator performances. Perturbative QCD and quark PDF
are tested in presence of b-jets. Data confirm that the 5FNS calculation at NLO better describes
the inclusive and differential cross-sections. All Sherpa predictions provide a good modelling
of shape, while other predictions, more sensitive to gluon splitting, show various discrepancies.
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Figure 4.3.1: Summary of integrated cross-section results (left). Differential cross-sections for
Z+jets at high pT as a function of the ratio of Z and jet transverse momentum rZ,j (right). The
measured cross sections are shown with black points and the error bars represent the total uncer-
tainty. Data are compared with several predictions. The uncertainties on predictions are given
by the quadratic sum of the uncertainties from the variations of PDF, QCD scale and, for Sherpa
v.2.2.11, virtual EW contributions. More details in [20].

None of the generators correctly describe the region mbb > 300 GeV region. For the first time
collinear and back-to-back Z emission are disentangled and the kinematics between Z and closest
jet is studied.

Comments: Presented at the Low-x Workshop, Elba Island, Italy, September 27–October 1 2021.
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Jet production is an important probe of both quantum chromodynamics and new physics. Re-
cent CMS measurements involving jet production at 5 and 13TeV are presented, including the mea-
surements of the Z boson invisible width at 13TeV, multijet production at 13TeV, and inclusive jet
production at 5 and 13TeV. The 13TeV inclusive jet data are used in a QCD analysis together with
HERA inclusive deep inelastic scattering and CMS 13TeV triple-differential top quark-antiquark
pair production cross sections. The parton distributions, the strong coupling constant and the top
quark pole mass are extracted simultaneously. Further, a standard model effective field theory
analysis is performed, in which the standard model is extended with 4-quark contact interactions,
resulting in a first-ever simultaneous extraction of the contact interactions’ Wilson coefficient and
the standard model parameters using LHC data.
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4.1 Introduction

For a deeper understanding of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), it is essential to study the pro-
duction of jets. Jets, and the objects produced in association with them, shed light on proton
structure and can be used for extracting standard model (SM) parameters, such as the strong cou-
pling and quark masses. Jets with high transverse momentum pT can also probe the scale of new
physics and are utilized in indirect searches for physics beyond the standard model (BSM).

A selection of the relevant achievements of the CMS Collaboration is presented. A precision
measurement of the Z invisible width [1] is described in Section 4.2 and inclusive jet production
at
√
s = 5.02TeV [2] in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses multijet production at 13TeV [3]. Finally,

Section 4.5 details the measurement of inclusive jet production cross sections at
√
s = 13TeV along

with a QCD analysis incorporating these data [4]. A detailed description of the CMS detector,
together with a definition of the coordinate system and relevant kinematic variables is given in
Ref. [5]. The contents reported here reflect those available at the time of the Low-x 2021 Workshop.
Since then, the work in Ref. [4] has been submitted to JHEP and the preprint is available at [6].

4.2 Precision measurement of the Z invisible width at
√
s = 13TeV

A measurement [1] of the Z boson invisible width is performed using data from pp collisions at√
s = 13TeV recorded by the CMS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated lumi-

nosity of 36.3 fb−1. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm with the distance parameter
R = 0.4.

Besides being a search for dark matter using jets and missing transverse momentum pmiss
T , the

precise measurement of the Z boson invisible width constrains the number of neutrino species
coupled to Z. The invisible width arises from the decays of the Z boson to invisible final states,
such as neutrinos, and is given by

Γ(Z → νν) =
σ(Z + jets)B(Z → νν)

σ(Z + jets)B(Z → ``)
Γ(Z → ``), (4.2.1)

where Γ(Z → ``) is the decay width for visible leptonic decays. The σ and B in Eq. (4.2.1) denote
cross sections and branching ratios for the processes denoted in the brackets, respectively.

The extraction of the invisible width requires the Z/γ∗ → `` process to be corrected to Z → ``.
The contribution of the γ∗ → `` channel and its interference with Z → `` is simulated with MAD-
GRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.3 [7, 8]. The event selection criteria is given in detail in [1]. The signal pro-
cesses of Z decaying to neutrinos and the Drell-Yan process of Z decaying to leptons as well as W
boson production are simulated at next-to-leading order (NLO) with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO.
Parton shower and hadronisation are obtained by using PYTHIA 8.212 [9] with the CUETP8M1
tune [10]. Correction factors accounting for NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak effects are ap-
plied. To account for background processes, the generation of tt events is done with MAD-
GRAPH5_aMC@NLO and normalized to the NNLO inclusive cross section with next-to-next-to
leading logarithmic corrections. Single top processes are computed at leading order (LO) using
POWHEG [11–13] and normalized to NLO t-channel and tW production cross sections, whereas
s-channel production is computed at NLO using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO. Multijet processes are
considered at LO and computed with PYTHIA. All LO and NLO processes are generated using the
NNPDF 3.0 PDFs [14] at the corresponding order.

The dominant background contribution is due to W + jets events with a lepton outside of
detector acceptance. It is estimated by using µ + jets and e + jets as control samples and defining
a transfer factor as the ratio of simulated event counts in the pmiss

T + jets signal and in the control
samples, as a function of pmiss

T . This is used for correcting the µ+jets and e+jets event yields, so that
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the expected contribution ofW + jets to pmiss
T + jets can be obtained. The transfer factor is validated

by simultaneous likelihood fits to channels involving different combinations of leptons and jets,
extracting any differences in the the pmiss

T distribution’s shape and normalisation. The treatment
of subdominant background sources is explained in Ref. [1]. Dominant systematic uncertainties
arise from the identification of electrons and muons, the jet energy scale and pile-up [1].

The Z boson invisible width is extracted from a simultaneous likelihood fit to data for the
pmiss

T + jets, Z/γ∗ → ee+ jets, Z/γ∗ → µµ+ jets, µ+ jets, and e+ jets channels. The transfer factor
is included as a free unconstrained parameter in the fit, where it scales the W + jets process for
pmiss

T + jets and `+ jets. The data are compared with the pre- and postfit in Figure 4.2.1, which also
indicates the contributions of different processes in each channel.

Figure 4.2.1: Missing transverse momentum pmiss
T distributions. Selected charged leptons do not

contribute to pmiss
T . The plot also shows the ratios with respect to the SM postfit and the residuals

as the difference between data and SM postfit. [1]

The resulting Z boson invisible width is 523±3 (stat)±16 (syst)MeV, making this the most pre-
cise direct measurement to date as well as the first one using hadron collider data. A comparison
to the results of the LEP experiments is shown in Figure 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.2.2: Comparison of the Z boson invisible width measurement with the direct measure-
ments from the experiments at the LEP. The present measurement is in good agreement with the
LEP combination [1].

4.3 Measurement of the double-differential inclusive jet cross section at 5TeV

A measurement [2] of the inclusive jet production is performed using pp collision data at
√
s =

5.02TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 27.4 pb−1. The data was recorded by the
CMS experiment during a special low-pileup run of the LHC, with 1.1 vertices per collision on av-
erage. The cross section is measured double-differentially as a function of jet transverse momen-
tum pT and rapidity y, and the jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with distance
parameter R = 0.4 in a phase space given by 64GeV < pT < 1TeV and |y| < 2.0.

As the inclusive jet production is dominated by QCD and the background from electroweak
processes is negligible, the data are compared to perturbative QCD predictions with a correction
for nonperturbative effects [2]. The NLO prediction is obtained using NLOJet++ [15, 16] with the
FASTNLO framework [17], and the NNLO prediction is determined with NNLOJET [18–20].

Figure 4.3.1 shows the ratio of the unfolded inclusive jet cross section to theoretical predictions
computed with the CT14 PDF [21]. Using the NLO predictions with the factorisation and renor-
malisation scales set to µf = µr = pT, the data is seen to be systematically below theory. However,
HT scale gives a good description of the data at both NLO and NNLO. Furthermore, the NNLO
prediction turns out less dependent on the choice of scale than NLO [2].

Figure 4.3.1: A comparison of the 5TeV inclusive jet cross section data to theory predictions at NLO
using the HT scale (left), at NLO using the pT scale (middle), and at NNLO using the HT scale [2].
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4.4 Cross section measurements of jet multiplicity and jet transverse momenta
in multijet events at 13TeV

Multijet production in pp collisions is a probe of QCD at high pT and high jet multiplicities. A
recent CMS measurement [3] of multijet production is performed at 13TeV corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 36.3 fb−1. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with
R = 0.4. Events containing a leading jet with pT1 > 200GeV and a subleading jet with pT2 >

100GeV within |y| < 2.5 are selected. The leading and subleading jets form a dijet system, and the
multiplicity of jets with pT > 50GeV is measured for different regions of the leading jet pT and in
bins of the azimuthal angle ∆φ1,2 between the jets in the dijet system. The differential cross section
of four leading jets is measured as a function of their pT.

The measurements are compared to perturbative QCD predictions interfaced with different
models for hadronisation and parton showering. The NLO matrix elements (ME) of 2 jet and 3 jet
production are computed using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [7]. For hadronisation, it is interfaced
with PYTHIA 8 [9] using the CUETP8M1 tune [10] and the NNPDF 3.0 NLO PDF [14]. Alter-
natively, CASCADE3 [22] is used together with employing the HERWIG6 subtraction terms in
MCatNLO and the NLO PB TMD set 2 [23] for transverse momentum dependent parton densities.
All computations are normalised to the measured dijet cross section. The factorisation and renor-
malisation scales µf , µr are set equal to 1/2

∑
iHTi, withHTi being the scalar transverse momenta

and the sum taken over all produced partons. The scale uncertainty is obtained by varying µr and
µf independently by a factor of 2 up and down, avoiding the cases with µr/µf = 4±1.

The NLO generator gives a good description of the experimental data, particularly when using
the transverse momentum dependent PDFs [23]. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.1, which portrays
the pT distributions of the 3rd and 4th leading jets.

Figure 4.4.1: A comparison of the measured pT distributions of the 3rd and 4th leading jets to NLO
predictions. The label (jj) refers to 2 jet and (jjj) to 3 jet production in the ME [3].

For the first time, jet multiplicity has been measured in bins of leading jet pT and the azimuthal
angle between the two leading jets, with up to seven measurable jets. The results will be essential
for comparisons of SM multijet production calculations, and are particularly beneficial for high jet
multiplicity simulations with parton showers.
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4.5 Measurement and QCD analysis of double-differential inclusive jet cross
sections at 13TeV

The pp collison data at 13 TeV are used by the CMS Collaboration to measure the cross section of
inclusive jet production [4]. The present results involve jets reconstructed using the anti-kT algo-
rithm with the distance parameter 0.7, for which the data correspond to an integrated luminosity
of 33.5 fb−1.

The unfolding is performed two-dimensionally using least-square minimisation. Attention is
paid to the smoothness of all bin-to-bin uncertainties, with tests of smoothness performed using
Chebyshev polynomials. The data is shown in Figure 4.5.1 along with the probability matrix,
which is the response matrix normalised row-by-row.
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Figure 4.5.1: Left: The inclusive jet cross sections with a comparison to NLO QCD predictions using
the CT14 PDF [4]. Right: The probability matrix. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond to
particle and detector level jets, respectively. [4]

The data are compared with fixed-order QCD predictions available at NLO and NNLO, ob-
tained by using NLOJet++ [15, 16] and NNLOJET (rev5918) [18–20]. The NLO calculations are
implemented in FASTNLO [17]. The NLO cross-section is upgraded to NLO+NLL via correc-
tion factors obtained with the NLL-JET calculation, provided by the authors of Ref. [24], and the
MEKS [25] code. Details of the electroweak and nonperturbative corrections are given in [4]. The
comparison is performed using various global PDFs, and depicted in Figure 4.5.2. In particular,
the scale uncertainty is observed to decrease noticeably at NNLO.
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Figure 4.5.2: Comparisons of the double differential cross section data to theoretical predictions
using different PDFs and portraying the role of various uncertainties. In the bottom plot all his-
tograms are divided by the NLO+NLL prediction and in the top plot by the NNLO prediction,
obtained using the CT14 PDF [4].

The sensitivity of the present measurement to the proton PDFs and αS(mZ) is investigated in a
comprehensive QCD analysis, where the double-differential inclusive jet production cross section
is used together with the charged- and neutral-current deep inelastic scattering (DIS) cross sections
of HERA [26]. In addition, the normalised triple-differential tt cross section [27] from CMS is used.
The scales µf and µr are set to the four-momentum transferQ for the DIS data and to the individual
jet pT for the inclusive jet production cross section. For tt production, they are set to half the sum
of the transverse masses of the partons, as done in Ref. [27]. The QCD analysis is performed in
terms of the SM and standard model effective field theory (SMEFT) by using the XFITTER QCD
analysis framework [28, 29], interfaced to CIJET [30, 31] for the SMEFT prediction. This allows
for a simultaneous extraction of PDFs, αS , mpole

t and the Wilson coefficient c1 of 4-quark contact
interactions (CI).

The CI are expected to appear as deviations from the SM jet cross section spectrum at low
rapidity and high-pT. However, SM predictions are based on PDFs which are derived assuming
the validity of the SM at high jet pT. Hence there is a possibility that BSM effects are absorbed
in the PDF fit. To ensure that the search for CI is non-biased, the PDFs are fitted simultaneously
when using a SMEFT prediction. The SM is extended by

LSMEFT = LSM +
4π

2Λ2

∑

n

cnOn, (4.5.1)

where Λ is the scale of new physics, cn are Wilson coefficients and On are dimension 6 operators
for 4-quark CI corresponding to purely left-handed, vector-like or axial vector-like colour singlet
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exchanges.

The impact of the 13TeV data on a global PDF is assessed through a profiling procedure [32,
33] performed using the CT14 PDF [21] at NLO and NNLO. The fractional uncertainty of the
CT14 gluon PDF and the result of profiling with the CMS inclusive jet and tt data is shown in
Figure 4.5.3, which also shows a scan for αS . The scan results in αS(mZ) = 0.1154± 0.0009 (fit)±
0.0015 (scale), where the scale uncertainty is obtained by varying µr and µf independently by
factors of 1/2 and 2, excluding the combinations with µr/µf = 4±1. The gluon PDF precision is
improved significantly by the CMS data, and the profiled top quark mass mt = 170.3± 0.5 (fit)±
0.2 (scale)GeV is consistent with Ref. [27].

However, the profiling procedure does not allow for a simultaneous extraction of the PDFs and
non-PDF parameters. Therefore, a full fit is performed using SM predictions and, alternatively, as-
suming a SM+CI model. Uncertainties are estimated similarly to the HERAPDF2.0 method [26],
accounting for the fit, parameterisation and model uncertainties. The model uncertainties arise
from variations in the fixed non-PDF parameter values, including the QCD scales, and the param-
eterisation uncertainties from adding and removing new parameters in the PDF parameterisation,
one at a time. The SM fit results in m

pole
t = 170.4 ± 0.6 (fit) ± 0.3 (model + par)GeV, compatible

with the previous CMS result [27], and αS(mZ) = 0.1187 ± 0.0016 (fit) ± 0.0030 (model + par),
compatible with the world average [34]. The PDFs, αS(mZ), and m

pole
t resulting from the SM fit

and the SMEFT fits with all three CI models agree, and the PDFs are illustrated in Figure 4.5.4.
The SMEFT fits are sensitive to the ratio of the fitted c1 to Λ2, which expectedly remains constant
as shown in Figure 4.5.5. The negative c1 imply a constructive interference with the SM gluon
exchange, but are statistically compatible with zero. Thus, neither a deviation from the SM nor a
risk of absorbing BSM effects in the SM PDF fit is observed.
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Figure 4.5.3: Profiling with CT14nlo at NLO, using the CMS inclusive jet and the triple-differential
tt cross sections at 13TeV. Left: Relative uncertainty in the gluon PDF as a function of the momen-
tum fraction x, at the scale µf = mt . The CT14 uncertainty is shown in red and the profiling result
in blue [4]. Right: The χ2 scan for αS(mZ) profiling with the CT14 PDF series [4].
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Figure 4.5.4: The u valence (upper left), d valence (upper right), gluon (lower left), and sea
quark (lower right) PDFs as functions of the momentum fraction x at the scale µf = mt . The red
hashed band results from the SMEFT fit with the left-handed CI model using Λ = 10TeV. It agrees
with the gray band resulting from the SM fit; all differences are within the fit uncertainties [4].

Conventional searches for CI are performed by scanning for Λ with c1 fixed to +1 for destruc-
tive or −1 for constructive interference with the SM gluon exchange. The results of the present
fit are translated into non-biased 95% CL exclusion limits on Λ with c1 = −1. These are 24TeV
for left-handed, 32TeV for vector-like, and 31TeV for axial-vector-like CI. The most stringent com-
parable result is 22TeV for left-handed CI with constructive interference, obtained by the ATLAS
Collaboration using 13TeV dijet cross sections data [35].
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Figure 4.5.5: The Wilson coefficients c1 obtained in the NLO SMEFT analysis, divided by Λ2. The
black error bars show the fit uncertainty at 68% CL. The red (blue) lines correspond to the total
uncertainty at 68% (95%) CL [4].

4.6 Summary

Precision QCD measurements by the CMS Collaboration are reported, involving jet production
in proton-proton collisions at 13TeV and 5TeV. All results are in agreement with previous CMS
results and world averages.

The first measurement of the Z boson invisible width at a hadron collider is also the most
precise to date. The study of multijet production at 13TeV is the first measurement of jet
multiplicity with up to seven measurable jets and making use of transverse momentum
dependent parton densities. Furthermore, measurements of inclusive jet production cross
sections are presented at 5TeV and 13TeV. The 5TeV results provide a valuable reference for
probing quark-gluon plasma in lead–proton collisions at 5.02TeV, whereas the 13TeV data are
incorporated in an analysis following a non-biased strategy, resulting in the simultaneous
extraction of PDFs, αS(mZ), mpole

t and the Wilson coefficient of 4-quark contact interactions for
the first time using hadron collider data.
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At LHCb, proton parton distribution functions (PDFs) can be studied in a unique phase space
complementary to that accessible by ATLAS and CMS, corresponding to low and high values of
Bjorken-x. The measurements of vector boson production in the forward region, with and without
an associated jet, are presented. These measurements can be used to constrain the proton PDFs,
and in particular, the production of a Z boson in association with a c-jet can be studied to measure
the intrinsic charm content of the proton.
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4.1 Introduction

Initially designed for the study of forward beauty and charm physics, the LHCb detector has the
pseudorapidity (η) coverage 2 < η < 4.5 [1]. Its remarkable vertex reconstruction and particle
identification performance, together with its high momentum resolution, have now established
it as a general purpose detector. The forward coverage allows LHCb to reach Bjorken-x values
(where x is the fraction of momentum carried away by a parton) complementary to those accessible
by other general purpose detectors, such as CMS [2] and ATLAS [3]. This allows to probe proton
parton distribution functions (PDFs) at very low- and high-x values.

On the low-x side, central exclusive production (CEP) of J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons in proton-
proton (pp) collisions can probe the gluon PDF down to x ∼ 10−6 [4]. For high values of x > 0.1,
Z boson production in association with charm jets can be used to determine the intrinsic charm
content of the proton [5]. The most recent LHCb results for these two cases are presented in this
note.

4.2 Central exclusive production of J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons in pp collisions

The diffractive process pp→ p+X + p in which two protons stay unscathed following their inter-
action is known as central exclusive production (CEP). The proton interaction takes place via the
exchange of colourless objects. In the case of vector meson production, the exchange of a photon
and a pomeron receives the name of photoproduction. The cross-section for photoproduction is
proportional to the square of the gluon PDF (at leading order) in perturbative quantumchromo-
dynamics (QCD). In pp collisions with the LHCb coverage, the gluon PDF can then be proved at
very low-x values of x ∼ 10−6.

This process has a very distinctive signature: low final state multiplicity, as only the muons
that follow the meson decay are present in the detector, and large rapidity gaps (regions of no
activity) around the dimuon system. The latter can be spoiled when one of the protons dissociates
after the interaction, making it an inelastic CEP process. The proton remnants in that case are pro-
duced outside the 2 < η < 5 coverage and escape detection. To veto these processes, three (two)
scintillator stations are in place around the beam pipe upstream (downstream) from the interac-
tion point, conforming HeRSCheL. The HeRSCheL (High Rapidity Shower Counters for LHCb)
detector consists on five 60 cm x 60 cm stations equipped with four scintillating pads each [6]. It
increases the LHCb coverage to 1.5 < η < 10 and −10 < η < 5, −3.5 < η < −1.5 in the forward
and backward regions, respectively. Charged particles produced when a proton dissociates trigger
detection by the scintillating pads. A χ2-like figure of merit built with the activity registered at the
HeRSCheL stations is used to veto these events.

CEP events are selected by requiring exactly two muon tracks and imposing a veto on the
activity in HeRSCheL. The number of signal events is obtained by fitting the dimuon squared
transverse momentum (p2

T) distribution. Following Regge theory, the cross-section for J/ψ and
ψ(2S) CEP events follows dσ/dy ∼ exp(−bp2

T), with b ∼ 6 (GeV/c)−2. The background arising
from the dissociation of one of the protons is parametrised in a sample with the HeRSCheL veto
inverted. Aside from this, two more backgrounds need to be accounted for: nonresonant dimuon
production and feed-down to J/ψ from ψ(2S) and χcJ (J = 0, 1, 2). Nonresonant dimuon produc-
tion takes place when both protons interact electromagnetically via photon-photon exchange. This
background is measured by fitting the dimuon mass spectrum, and its p2

T shape modelled from
simulated samples. The J/ψ feed-down background concerns χcJ → J/ψγ and ψ(2S)→ JψX de-
cays where only the J/ψ is fully reconstructed. Its contribution is estimated combining data and
simulation. The J/ψ and ψ(2S) p2

T distributions are shown in Fig. 4.2.1. A fit to the background-
subtracted shapes is used to determine the number of signal events.
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The result for the differential cross-section in rapidity bins is shown in Fig. 4.2.2, as well as the
leading order (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO) Jones-Martin-Ryskin-Teubner (JMRT) theory
descriptions [7, 8]. In the J/ψ case, the data is more in agreement with the NLO description, es-
pecially in the higher rapidity bins. For the ψ(2S) the same trend is observed, but higher statistics
are needed.
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Figure 4.2.1: Squared transverse momentum (p2
T) distribution for CEP J/ψ → µ+µ− (left) and

ψ(2S)→ µ+µ− (right). The different backgrounds described in the text are indicated.

The measured cross-section per rapidity bins allow for the calculation of the photoproduction
cross-section, σpp→pψp, as:

σpp→pψp = r(W+)k+

dn

dk+

σγp→ψp(W+) + r(W−)k−
dn

dk−
σγp→ψp(W−) , (4.2.1)

where r(W± is the gap survival factor, k± ≡ Mψ/2e
±|y| is the photon energy, dn

dk±
is the photon

flux and W± = 2k±
√
s is the photon-proton system invariant mass. The positive (negative) signs

in Eq. 4.2.1 refer to the situation where the photon is emitted by the proton travelling parallel (an-
tiparallel) to the LHCb beam axis. In LHCb, W+ and W− contribute to the same rapidity bin and
cannot be disentangled. However, given that only about a third of the data corresponds to W−
and this low-energy contribution has been parametrised for the J/ψ meson by the H1 collabora-
tion [10], their power-law parametrisation is used to fix it. This power-law is scaled by the ratio
of the ψ(2S) and J/ψ cross-sections measured by H1 [11]. The estimated photoproduction cross-
section is presented in Fig. 4.2.3 and compared to the power-law H1 fit and their results [10, 11], as
well as to different results from other experiments. Also shown is the JMRT NLO theory descrip-
tion. In the case of the J/ψ, where more data is available, it is observed that the LHCb photopro-
duction cross-section values at

√
s = 13 TeV deviate from the power-law fit at higher rapidities

and are in more agreement with the JMRT NLO description. More data is necessary to discern the
behaviour of the ψ(2S) photoproduction cross-section at high rapidities.

4.3 Intrinsic charm with Z bosons produced in association with charm jets

While the extrinsic charm (c) content of the proton (due to perturbative gluon radiation) has been
widely established, several theory predictions suggest that the proton also contains charm intrin-
sically. This could take place in a sea-quark-like manner or as a valence-like c quark, transforming
the proton wave-function into |uudcc̄〉, as predicted by Light Front QCD (LFQCD). Previous mea-
surements have been performed at low-Q2 [17, 18]. At such low energy, the theoretical treatment
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Figure 4.2.3: Photoproduction cross-section results for J/ψ (left) and ψ(2S). The LHCb result
at
√
s = 13 TeV is shown together with the LHCb results at

√
s = 7 TeV [9] and those from

the H1 [10, 11] ZEUS [12] and ALICE [13] collaborations, and the results from the fixed target
experiments E401 [14], E516 [15] and E687 [16].

of hadronic nuclear effects is challenging, and it is difficult to understand the results as evidence
or not of the proton intrinsic charm (IC) content. Nevertheless, global PDF analysis do not exclude
it at the percent level [19, 20].

A proposal was made to measure the ratio of Z + c jets events to that of Z+jets, σ(Zc)/σ(Zj)

in the forward region [21]. Performing this measurement at high-Q2 with Z bosons at forward
rapidities allows to access high Bjorken-x values with x > 0.1, where the hadronic and nuclear
effects are negligible. Figure 4.3.1 illustrates how the ratio σ(Zc)/σ(Zj) at high Z boson rapidities
would allow to discriminate the intrinsic charm content of the proton.

An integrated luminosity of 6 fb−1 corresponding to the full proton-proton collision LHCb
dataset at

√
s = 13 TeV is used [5]. Events with Z → µ+µ− and at least one jet with transverse

momentum pT > 20 GeV/c are selected. Charm jets are identified by using a displaced-vertex
(DV) tagger in bins of pT(jet), y(Z). A two-dimensional fit to the corrected DV mass and the
number of tracks in the DV is performed to identify the flavour of each jet in the selected events.
The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. The efficiency of tagging a jet as a charm jet is estimated
in simulation and calibrated in data. The Zc and Zj yields in each y(Z) bin are corrected for their
selection efficiency and resolution effects at detection.

The measurement of a ratio results in most of the systematic uncertainties cancelling out. The
dominant systematic uncertainty is related to the efficiency of identifying charm jets. A compari-
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Figure 4.3.2: Result of the two-dimensional fit for the corrected mass (mcor) and number of tracks
(Ntrk) in the dispaced-vertex (DV). The contributions for charm, beauty and light jets are shown.

son of the measured σ(Zc)/σ(Zj) values to different theory predictions is shown in Fig. 4.3.3. The
first two bins are compatible with both no IC and IC allowed content. The bin at higher Z boson
rapidity is consistent with proton IC models, and is about three standard deviations away from
the prediction of no intrinsic charm content. The measurement is statistically limited and more
data is needed to draw further conclusions. Moreover, these results need to be added to global
PDF analyses for interpretation.

4.4 Conclusions

The LHCb detector can be used to perform precision QCD measurements, both in the low- and
high-x regions. The central exclusive production cross-section of J/ψ allows to probe the region
x ∼ 10−6. This measurement at

√
s = 13 TeV is in agreement with the JMRT NLO description,

and further data is needed to observe if the same behaviour is present for ψ(2S). The high-x
region provides access to large values x > 0.1, where the intrinsic charm of the content can be
probed. While statistically limited, the first measurement of the proton intrinsic charm content in
the forward region in proton-proton collisions has been performed.
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Ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC) are events characterised by large impact parameters between
the two projectiles, larger than the sum of their radii. As a consequence, the protons and ions
accelerated by the LHC are beyond the reach of the strong interaction and they can be considered
as photon sources.

Vector mesons produced in UPC, e.g. ρ0, J/ψ, and ψ′, are of particular interest: vector meson
photoproduction in UPC at the LHC is sensitive to the low Bjorken-x gluon parton density. As the
photons involved in the interactions are quasireal, the vector mesons should retain the polarisation
of the photon, as postulated by the s-channel helicity conservation hypothesis.

ALICE has provided measurements of the production cross section at forward rapidity for
J/ψ and at midrapidity for coherent J/ψ, ψ′ and ρ0. The collaboration has also measured the
t-dependence of coherent J/ψ production and compared it with models incorporating nuclear
shadowing effects, thus providing a new tool to investigate gluon structure at low Bjorken-x. The
measurement of photoproduction accompanied by neutron emission allows us to use a new tech-
nique to resolve the ambiguity in Bjorken-x which arises in symmetric A–A UPC collisions.
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4.1 Introduction

Vector meson photoproduction is being investigated in ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs) at the
LHC. In this type of events, the two interacting objects lie at impact parameters larger than the
sum of their radii. A photon from one of them interacts with a colourless object from the target,
i.e. a gluon ladder, and vector mesons can be formed in the final state. The ALICE Collaboration
has previously measured ρ0 [1], J/ψ [2, 3] and ψ′ [4] photoproduction at a centre-of-mass energy
of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in PbPb, and exclusive J/ψ photoproduction in pPb at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

[5, 6].
LHC Run 2 provided a large dataset of UPC events, which in turn allowed for more differential

measurements of vector meson photoproduction processes, at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV in PbPb, such

as the first measurement of the t-dependence of coherent J/ψ production. However, symmetric
collision systems like PbPb, have an ambiguity in the sign of the rapidity y of the vector meson in
the final state. This will be further explained below. There are two viable techniques to disentangle
this ambiguity, and both will be presented.

4.2 Exclusive J/ψ in pPb

The UPC dataset collected with pPb beams is quite valuable as it provides direct access to the
proton gluon distributions down to a low Bjorken-x of about x ∼ 10−5 with ALICE’s current
kinematic reach. The rapidity y of the vector meson in the final state, may be directly related to
the probed Bjorken-x as follows in Eq. 4.2.1 [7]:

x =
MVM

2Ep

× exp(−y) , (4.2.1)

where MVM is the mass of the vector meson, and Ep is the energy of the proton beam. ALICE
results are presented in Fig. 4.2.1 [5, 6, 8] together with LHCb’s own pp results [8–10]. ALICE
points are obtained with three different configurations:

I forward: two muons4 satisfying the requirement of pseudorapidity −4 < η < −2.5;

I semiforward: one muon satisfying the requirement of pseudorapidity −4 < η < −2.5, with
the other in −0.9 < η < 0.9;

I central: both muons lie in −0.9 < η < 0.9.

As shown in Fig. 4.2.1, the three configurations provide almost continuous coverage from about
25 GeV up to about 700 GeV in centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system, Wγp, which
is determined starting from the vector meson rapidity as W2

γp = 2EpMJ/ψ × e−y . LHCb pp data
extending to almost 2 TeV are also shown. The power-law growth of the cross sections can then
be related to a power-law growth of gluon distributions down to x ∼ 10−6. The lack of a clear
deviation from the power-law trend indicates a lack of clear signs of gluon saturation. Gluon
saturation is considered to be the most straightforward mechanism by which the growth of the
cross sections could be tamed. However, neither ALICE nor LHCb have observed compelling
evidence for such an effect so far. Gluon saturation at low-x would also have implications for the
early stages of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, thus becoming a key investigation topic for
current experiments.

4At pseudorapidities belonging to −4 < η < −2.5 ALICE can only detect muons.
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Figure 4.2.1: Exclusive J/ψ production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy of
the γp system [5, 6, 8].

4.3 Coherent J/ψ in PbPb

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the production cross section of coherent J/ψ at forward
and midrapidity. The results are shown in Fig. 4.3.1 [11, 12]. ALICE results can then be directly
compared to e.g. the Impulse Approximation, which is a model without nuclear effects, apart from
coherence. This is particularly useful to measure the nuclear suppression factor SPb(x), which is

y
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Figure 4.3.1: Coherent J/ψ photoproduction cross sections as a function of rapidity [11, 12].
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defined as follows in Eq. 4.3.1 [13]:

SPb(x) =

√
σ(γA −→ J/ψA)measured

σ(γA −→ J/ψA)IA

, (4.3.1)

where σ(γA −→ J/ψA)measured is the measured cross section for coherent J/ψ photoproduction,
while σ(γA −→ J/ψA)IA is the cross section computed with the Impulse Approximation model.
The Impulse Approximation model is derived starting from photoproduction data on protons
without including nuclear effects except for coherence. The nuclear suppression factor thus pro-
vides a way to test the agreement of ALICE data with the existing datasets. ALICE data are con-
sistent with a SPb(x) = 0.65± 0.03 [12] at midrapidity, signalling strong nuclear effects which are
unaccounted for in the available nuclear parton distribution function (PDF) sets. STARlight [14], a
Glauber-like model which considers the interaction as a single dipole moving through the nucleus,
also overpredicts the data. This would imply that a Glauber-like description only would not have
been enough to describe the suppression of the coherent J/ψ. Guzey, Kryshen and Zhalov (GKZ)
[15] provide two models, one based on EPS09 nPDF parametrisation and the other on leading twist
approximation (LTA). Both models describe the data. This implies that the J/ψ data agrees with
existing measurements of nuclear shadowing.

The pT distributions for those dimuons lying in the J/ψ mass peak region are shown in
Fig. 4.3.2a [11] and in Fig. 4.3.2b [12], i.e. for dimuon masses 2.85 < Mµµ < 3.35 GeV/c2 and
3.00 < Mµµ < 3.20 GeV/c2 at forward and midrapidity, respectively. Coherent J/ψ is char-
acterised by a lower average pT compared to incoherent J/ψ, owing to the different size of the
corresponding photon targets, i.e. the photon couples with the entire nucleus coherently for coher-
ent J/ψ, and with a single nucleon for incoherent J/ψ. It is also shown how incoherent J/ψ with
dissociation has a lower impact at midrapidity compared to forward rapidity.
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Figure 4.3.2: Dimuon pT distribution for candidates with masses in the J/ψ mass peak region, i.e.
2.85 < Mµµ < 3.35 GeV/c2 for Fig. 4.3.2a at forward rapidity [11], and 3.00 < Mµµ < 3.20 GeV/c2

for Fig. 4.3.2b at midrapidity [12].

The ALICE Collaboration has also measured for the first time the |t|-dependence of coherent
J/ψ in PbPb [16]. This is shown in Fig. 4.3.3. Since the measured |t|-dependence shows a trend
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compatible with models incorporating QCD effects, it then constitutes a valuable new observable
to probe the transverse gluonic structure of the nucleus at low Bjorken-x.

Figure 4.3.3: |t|-dependence of the photonuclear cross section for coherent J/ψ at midrapidity.

4.4 Viable techniques to solve the Bjorken-x ambiguity

Ultra-peripheral collisions with symmetric systems such as PbPb or pp, have an ambiguity as
either of the projectiles might have emitted the photon. The rapidity y of the vector meson in the
final state will then be related to the Bjorken-x of the process by means of Eq. 4.4.1:

x =
MVM√
sNN

× e±|y| , (4.4.1)

where MVM is the mass of the vector meson and
√
sNN is the centre-of-mass energy of the collision

system. With ALICE kinematics this would imply that, at forward rapidity, x ∼ 10−2 or 10−5.
Two techniques have currently been proposed to disentangle the ambiguity. They both lever-

age on the impact parameter:

I neutron emission: generators such as n0
0n [17] predict that different neutron emission classes

are characterised by quite different impact parameters [18]. If neutron emission is considered
only in four cases, 0N0N no neutron emitted, 0NXN neutrons emitted only on one side with
respect to the interaction vertex, XNXN neutrons emitted on both sides of the interaction
vertex, n0

0n predicts that there will be a hierarchy of average impact parameters, as shown in
Eq. 4.4.2:

〈bXNXN〉 < 〈b0NXN〉 < 〈b0N0N〉 , (4.4.2)

where 〈b0N0N〉, 〈b0NXN〉, and 〈bXNXN〉 are the average impact parameters for the 0N0N, 0NXN,
and XNXN classes, respectively;

I peripheral photoproduction: in peripheral collisions the impact parameter is less than the sum
of the nuclear radii, as opposed to UPCs, where the impact parameter is larger instead.
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Using either neutron emission classes [19] or peripheral photoproduction [20] would enable the
separation of the low- and high-x photonuclear cross sections, as shown in Eq. 4.4.3:

dσ0N0N
PbPb

dy
= n0N0N(γ,+y) · σγPb(+y) + n0N0N(γ,−y) · σγPb(−y) ,

dσ0NXN
PbPb

dy
= n0NXN(γ,+y) · σγPb(+y) + n0NXN(γ,−y) · σγPb(−y) ,

dσXNXN
PbPb

dy
= nXNXN(γ,+y) · σγPb(+y) + nNXNX(γ,−y) · σγPb(−y) ,

(4.4.3)

for neutron emission, where dσ0N0N
PbPb/dy, dσ0NXN

PbPb /dy and dσXNXN
PbPb /dy are the measured UPC cross

sections for 0N0N, 0NXN, and XNXN, respectively, n0N0N, n0NXN, and nXNXN are the correspond-
ing photon fluxes, at either positive or negative rapidities, and finally, σγPb(±y) are the photonu-
clear cross sections, at the two rapidities. It is also possible to simultaneously use peripheral and
UPC results as shown in Eq. 4.4.4:

dσP
PbPb

dy
= nP(γ,+y) · σγPb(+y) + nP(γ,−y) · σγPb(−y) ,

dσU
PbPb

dy
= nU(γ,+y) · σγPb(+y) + nU(γ,−y) · σγPb(−y) ,

(4.4.4)

where dσP
PbPb/dy and dσU

PbPb/dy are the measured peripheral and UPC cross sections, respec-
tively, while nP and nU are the corresponding fluxes, computed for the appropriate impact param-
eters.

Neutron emission was recently applied by the ALICE Collaboration for the measurement of
coherent ρ0 photoproduction in PbPb [21], and overall agreement was found between the ALICE
data points and the available models. This indicates a satisfactory knowledge of the photon fluxes.

Peripheral photoproduction of coherent J/ψ was first observed in ALICE Run 1 data [22]. The
STAR [23] and LHCb [24] collaborations also report the observation. ALICE has also measured
coherent J/ψ photoproduction in the peripheral sample with Run 2 data, at forward rapidity [25].
Fig. 4.4.1a and Fig. 4.4.1b show the cross section for the most peripheral centrality class, and the
cross sections as a function of centrality at forward rapidity, respectively5.

4.5 Summary

Exclusive J/ψ photoproduction in pPb constitutes a valuable tool to probe for gluon saturation in
protons. Coherent J/ψ photoproduction in PbPb UPCs is particularly useful to measure nuclear
shadowing in Pb nuclei. Finally, the ambiguity on the sign of the rapidity of the vector meson in
the final state, with respect to the photon emitter – which occurs in symmetric collision systems
– can be solved by analysing data samples characterised by different average impact parameters.
Two techniques are presented, using neutron emission and peripheral photoproduction.
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Using differential cross-section data of inclusive W and Z/γ∗ boson production and of their
production in association with jets, and differential cross-section data of top-quark pair production
in the lepton + jets and dilepton channels in proton–proton collisions at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider at center-of-mass energies of

√
s = 7 and 8 TeV, together with deep inelastic scattering

data from electron–proton collisions at the HERA collider, several determinations of parton dis-
tribution functions of the proton have been performed by the ATLAS experiment. The results are
presented here. The emphasis is given to the determination of the strange sea quark distribution
and its evolution over time.

6Copyright 2021 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration. Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed
as specified in the CC-BY-4.0 license.
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Table 4.1.1. Overview of ATLAS QCD analyses and the used data sets including the neutral current (NC) and
charged current (CC) data from HERA-I and HERA-I+II, and various ATLAS measurements of the Drell-Yan
processes W → `ν and Z(γ

∗
)→ `` and of top-quark pair production at different center-of-mass energies.

Data sets epWZ12 [3] epWZ16 [4] epWZtop18 [5] epWZVjet20 [6]
HERA-I NC, CC [7] X

HERA-I+II NC, CC [8] X X X
ATLAS W , Z, 7 TeV 35 pb−1 [9] X

ATLAS W , Z/γ∗, 7 TeV 4.2 fb−1 [4] X X X
ATLAS tt̄ (`+ jets, dilepton) 8 TeV [10, 11] X

ATLAS W/Z+ jets 8 TeV [12, 13] X

4.1 Introduction

Parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton cannot be predicted from first principle and
they used to be determined in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments using point-like beams
of charged or neutral leptons to probe the proton or other nucleon targets, in earlier fixed target
mode and later collision mode at HERA. Thanks to the factorization theorem, the PDFs determined
from one process can be used as prediction for other processes.

At hadron colliders such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the uncertainty of the PDFs
is now the dominant uncertainty source for precision measurements, one example is the recent
determination of theW boson mass [1] by ATLAS [2]. It also becomes a limiting factor for searches
beyond the Standard Model. It is therefore important to improve our knowledge on PDFs by using
relevant measurements at the LHC.

Since 2012, several analyses at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) have been performed by the ATLAS experiment using Drell-Yan or top-
quark pair cross-section data as outlined in Table 4.1.1. In the following sections, these QCD anal-
yses and their corresponding results will be briefly described and shown.

4.2 Analysis ATLAS-epWZ12

In 2012, a NNLO QCD analysis, ATLAS-epWZ12 [3], was performed by the ATLAS experiment
to assess the strange quark distribution, using the first differential cross-section measurements of
inclusive W± and Z boson production based on a pp collision data sample corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 35 pb−1 recorded in 2010 at a center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 7 TeV [9],

together with the combined e±p neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC) cross-section mea-
surements of H1 and ZEUS from HERA-I [7].

The HERA measurements were included since they are the primary source for constraining
PDFs with their large kinematic coverage for Q2, the absolute four-momentum transfer squared,
from near 1 GeV2 to above 104 GeV2 and of Bjorken-x from ∼ 0.6 down to 10−4. However, they
do have limitations. They cannot distinguish quark flavor between the down-type sea quarks, d̄
and s̄. Also the measurement precision at high x and large Q2 are statistically limited.

The ATLAS data, measured as functions of the W decay lepton pseudorapidity, η`, and of the
Z boson rapidity, yZ , with a typical precision of (2−3)%, access a kinematic range prescribed by the
boson masses, MW,Z , and the proton beam energy of Ep = 3.5 TeV, corresponding to Q2 ' M2

W,Z

and an x range 0.001 . x . 0.1, with a mean x = MZ/2Ep = 0.013 for the Z boson. The data
provide new constraints on the strange quark distribution at high scale, Q2 ∼M2

W,Z , which imply
constraints at low Q2 through perturbative QCD evolution.

The QCD analysis used the HERAFitter framework [14]. The light quark coefficient func-
tions were calculated to NNLO as implemented in QCDNUM [15]. The contributions of heavy
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quarks are calculated in the general-mass variable-flavor-number scheme of Refs. [16, 17]. The
electroweak (EW) parameters and corrections relevant for the W and Z boson production pro-
cesses were determined following the procedure described in Ref. [9] and cross-checked between
the FEWZ [18] and the DYNNLO [19] programs. The fit package used APPLGRID code [20] in-
terfaced to the MCFM program [21] for fast calculation of the differential W and Z boson cross
sections at next-to-leading order (NLO) and a K-factor technique to correct from NLO to NNLO
predictions. The data were compared to the theory using the χ2 function defined in Ref. [22].

The quark and gluon distributions at an initial scale of Q2
0 = 1.9 GeV2, chosen such that it is

below the charm mass threshold mc, were parameterized by generic forms:

xqi(x) = Aix
Bi(1− x)CiPi(x) ,

xg(x) = Agx
Bg (1− x)CgPg(x)−A′gxB

′
g (1− x)C

′
g ,

where Pi,g denotes polynomials in powers of x. The fitted quark distributions were the valence
quark distributions (xuv, xdv) and the light quark sea distributions (xū, xd̄, xs̄). The parameters
Auv and Adv were fixed using the quark counting rule, Ag using the momentum sum rule, and
C ′g was set to 25 to suppress negative contributions at high x. The normalization and slope pa-
rameters, A and B, of ū and d̄ were set equal such that xū = xd̄ at x → 0. For the strange quark
distribution results presented here, it was parametrized with Ps̄ = 1 and Bs̄ = Bd̄. Terms were
added in the polynomial expansion Pi(x) only if required by the data with a significant decrease
in χ2 of the fit results, following the procedure described in Ref. [7]. This led to one additional
term, Puv = 1 + Euvx

2, for the u valence quark distribution, giving in total 15 free parameters for
the fit. The parton distributions at other Q2 values are obtained using the evolution equations.

The fit resulted in a good overall χ2 value per number of degree of freedom of 538.4/565
and determined the ratio of the strange quark distribution over the down quark one at Q2

0 and
x = 0.023 (the x value corresponds to 0.013 at Q2 = M2

Z) to be:

rs =
s+ s̄

2d̄
= 1.00± 0.20(exp)± 0.07(mod)+0.10

−0.15(par)+0.06
−0.07(αs)± 0.08(th) ,

where uncertainties are experimental, model, parametrization, αs and theoretical. The determi-
nation, consistent with the prediction that the light quark sea at low x is flavor symmetric, was
compared in Figure 4.2.1 with predictions obtained from four global PDF determinations. The
ABKM09 [23] and MSTW08 [24] determinations gave a value around 0.5 and the NNPDF2.1 [25]
determination was lower at about 0.25. On the other hand, the CT10 (NLO) [26] determination
gave a large ratio consistent with the ATLAS determination.

4.3 Analysis ATLAS-epWZ16

The ATLAS-epWZ16 analysis [4] is very similar to ATLAS-epWZ12. The main differences are
that the HERA-I ep data were replaced with the final NC and CC DIS HERA-I+II data [8]. The
ATLAS Drell-Yan measurements used [4] were based on the full 7 TeV data sample of 4.6 fb−1

with improved precision. In addition, the measurement of the Z/γ∗ process was extended in
three mass ranges of 46 < m`` < 66 GeV, 66 < m`` < 116 GeV and 116 < m`` < 150 GeV
for the central rapidity region of |y``| < 2.5 and in two mass ranges 66 < m`` < 116 GeV and
116 < m`` < 150 GeV in the forward rapidity region up to 3.6. The NNLO QCD fit with the same
PDF parameterization as the ATLAS-epWZ12 fit was performed using the xFitter program [14].

The strange quark ratio rs was determined with improved precision at Q2
0 and x = 0.023:

rs = 1.19± 0.07(exp)+0.13
−0.14(mod + par + th) .
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Figure 4.2.1: Relative strange-to-down sea quark ratio forQ2
0 = 1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023 comparing

the determination from ATLAS (shown in the vertical line with bands for experimental and total
uncertainties) with predictions from different PDF sets (shown in closed symbols with horizontal
error bars). The plot is taken from Ref. [3].
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Figure 4.3.1: Left: Relative strange-to-down sea quark ratio rs for Q2
0 = 1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023

comparing the determination from ATLAS (shown in the vertical line with bands for experimen-
tal data, QCD fit and theoretical uncertainties) with predictions from different NNLO PDF sets
(shown in closed symbols with horizontal error bars) as well as previous ATLAS results (shown
in open square). Right: relative strange quark ratio over the sum of up and down sea quarks as a
function of Bjorken-x. The plots are taken from Ref. [4].

The comparison with predictions from other global PDF sets ABM12 [27], NNPDF3.0 [28],
MMHT14 [29], CT14 [30], as well as from ATLAS-epWZ12 is shown in Figure 4.3.1 (left). In addi-
tion, the ratio of strange quarks over the sum of up and down sea quarks Rs = (s+ s̄)/(ū+ d̄) as a
function of x has also been obtained (Figure 4.3.1 (right)), though the uncertainty in particular the
parametrization uncertainty was large.

4.4 Analysis ATLAS-epWZtop18

Another NNLO QCD analysis, ATLAS-epWZtop18 [5], included, in addition to those data used
in the ATLAS-epWZ16 fit, top-quark pair production data measured in the lepton + jets [10] and
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Figure 4.4.1: Gluon distribution as a function of Bjorken-x from fitting HERA data and ATLAS W
and Z/γ∗ boson data plus the tt̄ lepton + jet ptT and mtt̄ data and the tt̄ dilepton ytt̄ data compared
to the fit to HERA and ATLAS W and Z/γ∗ boson data alone. The plot is taken from Ref. [5].

dilepton [11] channels at 8 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.2 fb−1. The top-
quark pair production data are complementary to the other data sets in their PDF constraining
power since they are expected to be sensitive to the high-x gluon distribution [31]. The corre-
sponding NNLO prediction [32] were supplied in the form of FastNLO grids [33] for the data in
the lepton + jets channel. For the dilepton channel, APPLGRID was interfaced to MCFM to pro-
duce NLO grids and a K-factor technique was used to correct from NLO to NNLO predictions.

The setup of the fit differs from that of ATLAS-epWZ16 in three aspects, apart from the ad-
dition of top-quark pair production data. Firstly, the low mass off-peak Z/γ∗ boson data was not
used because it became clear that the lower x region probed by the data was subject to further
QCD [34] corrections which were not readily calculable, this had negligible impact on the fits. Sec-
ondly, the minimum Q2 selection on the HERA data was raised from 7.5 GeV2 to 10 GeV2, this
larger cut was already considered as one of the model variations of the ATLS-epWZ16 fit and was
used as standard in the new analysis to avoid the region of the HERA data which may be sub-
ject to ln(1/x)-resummation effects [34] that were not accounted for in the prediction. Thirdly, the
ATLAS-epWZtop18 fit had one additional term, Pd̄ = 1+Dd̄x, for the down sea quark distribution
than those of ATLAS-epWZ16 where it was considered as a parameterization variation.

The main result of the fit is presented in Figure 4.4.1, showing the impact of the top-quark
pair production data on the gluon distribution; reducing its uncertainty in particular at high x and
making it softer and harder at medium x and high x, respectively.

4.5 Analysis ATLAS-epWZVjet20

The analysis ATLAS-epWZVjet20 [6] included new ATLAS data on the production of a vector (W
or Z) boson in association with at least on jet [12, 13]. The measurements were based on the same
data sample as for the top-quark pair production at 8 TeV. They provided a novel source of input to
PDF determination that is sensitive to partons at higher x andQ2 than can be accessed byW and Z
boson data alone. These data are thus complementary to the inclusive W/Z boson measurements.
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Predictions for W+ jets and Z+ jets production [35] were obtained similarly to the W and
Z predictions to NLO in QCD and leading order in EW couplings by using the APPLGRID code
interfaced to the MCFM program. NNLO (NLO) corrections in QCD (EW) were implemented as
K-factors.

The setup of the ATLAS-epWZVjet20 fit differs from that of ATLAS-epWZ16 in that there was
one more term, Pg = 1 + Dgx, for the gluon distribution and a tighter selection of Q2 > 10 GeV2

instead of 7.5 GeV2 on the DIS data. The resulting down and strange sea quark distributions of the
fit and Rs at the starting scale Q2

0 are shown in Figure 4.5.1 in comparison with the results of the
ATLAS-epWZ20 fit when the V+ jets data were not included. The inclusion of the V+ jets data
made the xd̄ distribution notably higher in the range of x & 0.02 and the xs̄ distribution lower
in the same range, with significantly smaller experimental and parameterization uncertainties at
high x. The difference between the two Rs determinations at high x is essentially covered by the
large uncertainty dominated by the parameterization uncertainty in the ATLAS-epWZ20 fit. The
new Rs determination at x = 0.023 was again compared with the predictions from ABMP16 [36],
CT18 and CT18A [37], MMHT14 [29], NNPDF3.1 and NNPDF3.1_strange [38] and the ATLAS de-
terminations ATLAS-epWZ20 and ATLAS-epWZ16, the latter two being different mainly in their
PDF parameterizations. Better agreement was observed with the CT18A PDF set, which included
both the data used in the CT18 fit and the ATLAS 7 TeV data, although tension remains with the
NNPDF3.1_strange PDF set, which also used this data.

The large change at high x was investigated by performing a χ2 scan of the Cd̄ parameter
which controls the high-x behavior of the xd̄ distribution. The χ2 variation subtracting the mini-
mum value is presented in Figure 4.5.2. The other data sets showed double minima in χ2 with a
preferred solution for a Cd̄ value around 10 corresponding to a soft xd̄ distribution at high x. The
inclusion of the V+ jet data allowed to resolve the ambiguity and resulted in a Cd̄ value around
1.6 and thus a harder xd̄ distribution at high x. Since the sum of xd̄ + xs̄ is well constrained by
e.g. the DIS data, the harder xd̄ distribution gives thus the softer xs̄ distribution and smaller Rs at
high x.
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Figure 4.5.1: Top-left: Down sea quark distribution as a function of Bjorken-x when including
(blue) or without including (green) the V+ jets data in the fits. Top-right: similar plot for strange
sea quark distribution. Bottom-left: similar plot for relative strange quark ratio over the sum of up
and down sea quarksRs as a function of Bjorken-x. Bottom-right: Rs determination in comparison
with other predictions for Q2

0 = 1.9 GeV2 and x = 0.023. The plots are taken from Ref. [6].
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4.6 Summary and prospect

The results of several NNLO QCD analyses performed using the Drell-Yan production and top-
quark pair production cross sections measured by ATLAS with pp collision data at the LHC taken
at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, together with the neutral and charged current deep
inelastic scattering cross sections from ep collisions at HERA, have been presented. The analyses
show the constraining power of the ATLAS measurements on parton distribution functions of the
proton, complementary to the HERA data. In particular, the strange quark distribution at low x

is found unsuppressed contrary to what was assumed and obtained in the other PDF analyses.
The shape of the strange quark ratio over the other light sea quarks at high x has been better
understood thanks to the measurement of vector-boson production in association with at least one
jet.

Another valuable constraint for the strange quark distribution at the LHC concerns the asso-
ciated production of W bosons and charm quarks since it probes the strange quark content of the
proton directly through the leading order processes g + s̄→W+ + c̄ and g + s→W− + c. Earlier
analyses, not presented here, performed NLO fits using the measurements of ATLAS at 7 TeV [39]
and of CMS at 7 TeV [40] and at 13 TeV [41]. With the recent available NNLO predictions [42],
there is a good prospect in including the W + c data in the future NNLO analyses, though the
interpretation of the data is sensitive to the modelling of c-quark fragmentation.
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